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·1· · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

·2· · RENO, NEVADA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2020, 1:00 P.M.

·3· · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

·4

·5· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Well, welcome everybody.· I think

·6· we can go ahead and get started.

·7· · · · · · I would like to ask everybody to mute your mics.

·8· It looks like, Michon, if you could mute your mic maybe?

·9· · · · · · And I know just asked everybody to mute their

10· mics, but can you see my screen?

11· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Yes, we can see your screen.

12· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· All right.· Thank you.· We'll go

13· ahead and get started.

14· · · · · · I wanted to welcome everybody. I am Judy Tortelli,

15· Project Manager for the RTC.· I am here today to talk about

16· aesthetic themes for the Arlington Avenue Bridges Project.

17· · · · · · I have two folks that are going to help me with

18· the presentation today.· One is Barb Santer, Senior

19· Landscape Architect with Stantec, and Mike Cooper,

20· Structural Engineer with Jacobs.

21· · · · · · I also want to let everybody know that I do have a

22· court reporter on the call to help capture meeting notes.

23· · · · · · Today we will run through a presentation and go

24· over what the team has put together regarding bridge

25· aesthetics.
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·1· · · · · · Barb will be covering the majority of the

·2· presentation, and Mike will talk about the bridge concepts

·3· that were carried forward from our last Stakeholder Working

·4· Group meeting.

·5· · · · · · I would like to ask that as we go through the

·6· presentation, you keep your mics mute, and please make a

·7· note of any questions or comments you may have.

·8· · · · · · I do have several breaking spots within the

·9· presentation to allow time for questions and discussions.

10· · · · · · I am not going to go through a full attendance

11· because we have everybody that's logged on.

12· · · · · · Brandi, just so you know, I will send you a report

13· from Zoom on who logged on.

14· · · · · · But I did want -- if my team could just introduce

15· themselves, please, so people know who is going to be

16· presenting.

17· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· I'm Barb Santer, Landscape Architect

18· with Stantec Consulting here in Reno.

19· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· I'm Mike Cooper, Bridge Engineer with

20· Jacobs.

21· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· All right.· Thank you, guys.

22· · · · · · So the purpose of today's meeting is to discuss

23· aesthetics for the project.

24· · · · · · When we started this study, several aesthetic

25· themes were identified.· They included the Downtown Street
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·1· Streetscape Mater Plan, mimicking the Virginia Street

·2· Bridge, applying a family of bridges theme to establish a

·3· standard for future bridge replacements, or creating a new

·4· theme specific to the Wingfield Park area.

·5· · · · · · We got great feedback on the tail end of our

·6· second Stakeholder Working Group meeting regarding

·7· aesthetics.

·8· · · · · · It was noted that the Downtown Streetscape Master

·9· Plan didn't really include the bridges, and the Group felt

10· following this would box us in and limit our flexibility.

11· · · · · · At Stakeholder Working Group-2, there was a lot of

12· discussion about the family of bridges theme.· It would be

13· nice to create somewhat of a standard since several of the

14· Downtown bridges are going to be replaced in the near

15· future.

16· · · · · · Based of that discussion, our theme at this point

17· is to have modern design elements with a nod to the art deco

18· historical context.· This theme will help shape how we move

19· forward.

20· · · · · · We have already determined which bridge concepts

21· should be carried forward.· Now it's time to discuss their

22· appearance.

23· · · · · · The aesthetic elements we present to you today are

24· pretty high level.· We have some flexibility here to play

25· with the appearance of the bridges and don't want to box
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·1· ourselves in.

·2· · · · · · We need your help to guide us on what should be

·3· carried forward for additional analysis as we move forward

·4· into the phase of the project, which is NEPA and design.

·5· · · · · · Here is an agenda.· We will review the site

·6· history specific to the Arlington Avenue Bridges, existing

·7· conditions of the Downtown bridges, and look at how to

·8· recommended bridge concepts affect aesthetic elements.

·9· · · · · · The team has done a great job defining our design

10· goals, and we have an overview map that lays out some of the

11· opportunities and constraints.

12· · · · · · There are eight aesthetic elements that we are

13· proposing, and we will look at them in three categories.

14· · · · · · The first will be overall theme and various

15· lighting potentials.

16· · · · · · Next, we will look at opportunities for railing

17· and widening the sidewalk space.

18· · · · · · We will wrap up by looking at some surface texture

19· options.

20· · · · · · There is a lot of material to look at, so I wanted

21· to break it up and allow time for discussion in each

22· category prior to moving onto the next.

23· · · · · · I may be jumping in during the questions portion

24· if discussions are getting off track or taking up too much

25· time.
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·1· · · · · · I want to ensure the group has the opportunity to

·2· see everything that proposed.· So we may table some ideas

·3· and continue the discussion toward the end of meeting.

·4· · · · · · So here is a location map of Downtown bridges in

·5· Reno.· Going from west to east, you have here the Booth

·6· Street Bridge, and then the Keystone Avenue Bridge.· Moving

·7· further on down the river, is the Arlington Avenue Bridges,

·8· then the Sierra Street Bridge, the more-recently replaced

·9· Virginia Street Bridge is here, then the Center Street

10· Bridge, and the Lake Street Bridge.

11· · · · · · The Arlington, Keystone, and Sierra bridges are

12· identified for replacement in the RTC 2040 Regional

13· Transportation Plan in the years 2222 to 2226.

14· · · · · · The Lake Street Bridge is slated for replacement

15· in 2027 to 2040 timeframe.

16· · · · · · I would like to note that the Lake Street Bridge

17· replacement has some major issues from a flooding

18· perspective.

19· · · · · · Our focus here at the RTC is on transportation and

20· maintaining our roadway system for all users and not

21· necessarily performing flood control.

22· · · · · · This is why the Lake Street Bridge falls within

23· the later years.· We did, however, put a significant

24· Band-Aid on the Lake Street Bridge just last year.

25· · · · · · So with four bridge replacements on the horizon,
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·1· the family-of-bridges theme looks more appealing and

·2· achievable.

·3· · · · · · Now, I am going to turn it over to Barb so we can

·4· jump into the fun stuff.

·5· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you, Judy.

·6· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Um-hmm.

·7· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· So we started our study of the

·8· Arlington Street bridge replacements by kind of looking at

·9· some bigger picture items, and the first thing was the

10· history of site.

11· · · · · · So we looked at history of what is now called

12· Wingfield Park, which is where the bridges are located.· And

13· here are just some points about the history.

14· · · · · · In 1909, Louis Hinckley purchased and developed

15· the land into a relaxing, resort-like destination know as

16· Belle Isle.

17· · · · · · The river was partially dammed and a foot bridge

18· was added in 1912.

19· · · · · · In 1916, the owners of the park filed for

20· bankruptcy, and the space was acquired by the Reno National

21· Bank.

22· · · · · · In 1920, the influential banker, George Wingfield,

23· bought the property and donated it to the City.· The island

24· was later named George Wingfield Park.

25· · · · · · In 1912, the north bridge structure was
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·1· constructed.· It was originally called the Chestnut Street

·2· Bridge, and it is Nevada's oldest T-beam bridge.

·3· · · · · · In 1928, a flood caused substantial damage to the

·4· park with repairs paid for by George Wingfield.

·5· · · · · · Then from 1925 to the 1980s, the Reno Municipal

·6· Christmas tree was standing at Wingfield Park.

·7· · · · · · You can see a variety of photos on this page.

·8· Here on the upper left is a photo of the original Belle Isle

·9· Amusement Company site plan showing some various amusement

10· rides and such, and it looks like this was actually before

11· many other improvements were made in the park.

12· · · · · · The lower left, you can see a photo showing some

13· of the amusement features in the park that were brightly

14· lit.· It looks like a carousel and some other features.

15· · · · · · The lower center photo is another one from 1911

16· showing a women viewing over the river into, it looks like,

17· the island with a ferris wheel, and you can see some other

18· amusement rides.

19· · · · · · Then on the lower-right side, you can see a

20· postcard featuring this really beautiful photo of the park

21· with some large cottonwood trees and et cetera.

22· · · · · · So to summarize, this was a really important park

23· in Downtown Reno for over a hundred years.

24· · · · · · Another aspect of this area was just kind of an

25· overall design inspiration, and looking to the famous book
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·1· The City of Trembling Leaves, written by Walter Van Tilberg

·2· Clark, the book talks a lot about the history and

·3· development of Reno.

·4· · · · · · Reno was established as a small town on the edge

·5· of the mountain range with beautiful trees and wildlife, and

·6· the book illustrates the natural beauty of Reno landscape

·7· and highlights Wingfield Park as a leisurely oasis within

·8· the city.

·9· · · · · · Of course since then, urbanization and development

10· has changed the landscape of the city within the last

11· century, but we kind of question how can the proposed design

12· reconnect to the history of this area and celebrate the

13· natural beauty of the Reno landscape.

14· · · · · · A couple notable aspects about, of course, the

15· title of the book referring to the city of trembling leaves

16· was the fact that here at this location in the Great Basin

17· with the Truckee River, I think travelers recognized that

18· there were significant cottonwood trees and kind of a

19· beautiful setting here that was kind of rare within the

20· landscape of the Great Basin.

21· · · · · · So next, we wanted to look at the existing

22· conditions of the Downtown bridges.· The reason for doing

23· this was to kind of look at the context of the architectural

24· design of all the bridges, and then, of course, focusing in

25· on the Arlington Street bridges, but recognizing that, as
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·1· Judy mentioned earlier, a number of bridges still require

·2· replacement in the Downtown.

·3· · · · · · So we were intrigued with the idea of looking at

·4· what features we might be able to design for the Arlington

·5· Street Bridge that would tie into other Downtown bridges,

·6· and also, perhaps, be able to be used for future bridge

·7· replacements.

·8· · · · · · So going from west to east, the first one we

·9· looked at was the Booth Street bridge.

10· · · · · · So the upper photos, you can see a photo looking

11· at the bridge, looking south, and you can see it has a

12· smooth, solid concrete railing.· It's got some accent

13· lighting on each end of the bridge, kind of a globe light.

14· · · · · · It's a single-pier type of bridge design, has a

15· smooth abutment wall.· There is some riprap along the sides

16· for some slope reinforcement.· And, again, on the right, you

17· can see looking from the actual Booth Street looking to the

18· river, you can see the textured, solid concrete wall with a

19· sidewalk.

20· · · · · · The lower middle, you can see a more closeup view

21· of the globe lights, another view of the sidewalk with the

22· solid concrete railing, and pedestrian access that takes the

23· traveler into Idlewild Park.

24· · · · · · Next, we're not looking in detail at the Keystone

25· Bridge because that one is kind of different style than what
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·1· we're looking at replacing here for Arlington.

·2· · · · · · So we're moving instead to the Arlington Avenue

·3· bridges, which is the next set of bridges to the east.

·4· · · · · · So, as you know, there are two bridges along this

·5· area because they connect the island over the two branches

·6· of the Truckee River from north to south.· So the north

·7· bridge is the larger bridge over the larger portion of the

·8· river.

·9· · · · · · You can see the first photo in the upper middle,

10· again, this bridge also has a solid concrete barrier rail.

11· This is looking east.· The floodwalls nearby in this portion

12· have natural rock texture close to the bridge, and then it

13· transitions to solid concrete.· Then there's a sidewalk just

14· adjacent to that railing.

15· · · · · · On the upper-right side, you can see a view of the

16· northern bridge, and this is actually as one would be

17· standing on the path on the west side of the bridge in the

18· park looking up at bridge.

19· · · · · · So you can see this existing bridge has two piers

20· in the water.· You can see the girders on the underside.

21· The riprap in this case is actually from the more-recent

22· construction of the kayak park, and, as I mentioned, in the

23· photo standing on the path looking up at the bridge.· So

24· it's notable because this bridge has pedestrian access

25· underneath to connect both sides of island.
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·1· · · · · · On the bottom of this photo is a photo of the

·2· southern bridge section.· So this is connecting the smaller

·3· branch of the Truckee River.

·4· · · · · · So this one is looking east.· Again, it's got the

·5· solid concrete panels that are smooth.· You can see,

·6· actually, a view of the Riverwalk Project, which is very

·7· distinctive, built right in the very early 90s, and that has

·8· a stone cobble-textured wall, and kind of the dark

·9· cherry-colored railings and distinctive features.

10· · · · · · The right side is a photo looking at the southern

11· bridge.· I believe that's looking from the south looking at

12· it.· There are some pilasters on the end.

13· · · · · · One notable aspect is, looking at some history of

14· the north side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, there used to

15· be lights, apparently, on both ends of the bridge, but they

16· were removed after a significant flood, and they were not

17· replaced.

18· · · · · · Next are some more photos looking from the bridge.

19· On the upper side, you can see, looking west, it's a really

20· nice view of the kayak park and the boulders that were added

21· actually create a really nice texture, in addition to

22· creating the really nice pools and riffles in that portion

23· of the river.· That has now kind of become Reno's largest

24· swimming hole pretty much.

25· · · · · · On the upper right side is a southern bridge
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·1· looking west, and that, you can see the kayak gates for

·2· kayak competitions.

·3· · · · · · On the lower left is another view of the kayak

·4· park.· Really pretty with lots of trees, and then a little

·5· shot -- there's actually some wildlife down there.· There

·6· are ducks, and I know there is a green heron that actually

·7· lives on the east side of the island that I just last week

·8· again.

·9· · · · · · Moving to the east looking at the Sierra Street

10· Bridge, this one, if you look at the upper-middle photo,

11· that bridge has also got a concrete railing with openings,

12· and it's got lights on these, kind of, art-deco-looking

13· pilasters, and it's a two-pier -- a double-pier bridge.

14· · · · · · View looking north on the street, you can see down

15· the sidewalk, the sidewalk's directly adjacent to the

16· barrier railing -- or excuse me the bridge railing, and you

17· can see the pedestrian-scaled lights.· There is a closeup of

18· the lighting in the lower middle, and a closeup of the

19· existing railing, which, by the way, just a note about that

20· railing, I do not believe that railing would meet current

21· accessibility requirements, which requires a four-inch-wide

22· maximum opening, and I think this is a litter wider than

23· that.

24· · · · · · On the lower right side, you can see an

25· interesting shot that has a view of the bridge railing, and
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·1· then looking to the east, it's a view of the floodwall along

·2· the Truckee River lane.· The same exact railing design was

·3· actually extended along the floodwall for quite a long

·4· distance, and it has the pilasters that extend down the wall

·5· and kind of a globe light that is used intermittently pretty

·6· much throughout to floodwall from Virginia Street down to

·7· Arlington.

·8· · · · · · Next is the Virginia Street Bridge, which, of

·9· course, was replaced and opened just a few years ago.· That

10· bridge is a clear-span type.· It doesn't have a pier in the

11· water.· I believe it's called a tied arch.

12· · · · · · So it's got the large concrete arches.· It has,

13· kind of, an art deco feature at the end of the concrete

14· arch, which has a layered concrete appearance.

15· · · · · · One notable feature about this bridge, which you

16· can see in the plan view on the left, is that the deck was

17· intentionally widened with that bowed-out appearance.· The

18· reason for that was to provide a little more generous space

19· for pedestrians to look at the water and gather, as this

20· whole Downtown area is really pretty heavily used for

21· special events and other features.

22· · · · · · On the upper-right side, you can see that the

23· outside railing has a distinctive arch design with a powder

24· coated dark gray, and then the top of the railing is

25· actually stainless steel, and it has a light built in that
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·1· casts down and creates a really nice shadow.· That was

·2· designed to kind of tie into the arch design of the bridge.

·3· · · · · · Because of the tied-arch design, an interior

·4· railing was required to protect vehicles from driving off

·5· the edge of bridge.· So this bridge has a double-railing

·6· system.

·7· · · · · · In lower middle, you can see one of end pilasters

·8· from the Virginia Street Bridge, and this actually features

·9· a cluster of lights that was salvaged from the historic

10· Virginia Street Bridge, and it was placed on the ends of the

11· bridge on all four conners.

12· · · · · · The lower, kind of the middle one, you can see

13· some night lighting, and there is some really nice lighting

14· of the railing and the arch itself.

15· · · · · · Then the lower right, you can see the sidewalk

16· paving, which is kind of a concrete with brick header design

17· that has some tie to the existing Downtown Streetscape

18· sidewalk concrete.

19· · · · · · Although, I will say those standards have now been

20· revised, and the brick header and stamped concrete are no

21· longer part of the Downtown Streetscape Standards; it's just

22· dark gray concrete with scoring.

23· · · · · · Okay.· Looking at next bridge to the east is the

24· Center Street Bridge, and Mike Cooper and I worked on this

25· design in --
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·1· · · · · · Mike, was it about 1996?· I want to say.

·2· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Yes.

·3· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.· So this bridge was replaced

·4· around 1996.· This really was another design that kind of

·5· drew upon the nearby context of the Post Office -- the

·6· Downtown Post Office, which was art deco at the time.· The

·7· Mapes Hotel was actually still standing, then the Riverside

·8· Hotel.

·9· · · · · · So going through some architectural concepts and

10· process, it was decided to kind of nod to the art deco on

11· this one, which nods pretty heavily in this case.

12· · · · · · So the upper middle, you can see it's got a double

13· railing, a transparent art deco inspired railing.· Then on

14· the -- that's on the very outside of the bridge where it's

15· widened, and the inside railing is a concrete railing,

16· vehicular rated, and Judy's pointing to that.

17· · · · · · So because of the fact that the exterior railing

18· in the center, the bridge deck was widened.· We had to have

19· this double railing system.

20· · · · · · So again, looking at the plan view on the left,

21· you can see how the bridge deck was widened, and, once

22· again, that was based on input from stakeholders and the

23· idea that it would be really a nice place to look at the

24· river and have a really beautiful transparent railing in

25· that location.
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·1· · · · · · The lighting was this globe light, again, kind of

·2· art-deco inspired, and the lower right shows a close up of

·3· the overlook the bridge widened area with the interior

·4· vehicular-rated railing that has the lights on it, and then

·5· the super-transparent's, sparkly aluminum railing on the

·6· outside.

·7· · · · · · Those features with the chevron were really drawn

·8· and inspired from the Downtown Post Office that has aluminum

·9· grill work with those features.

10· · · · · · Moving east to the Lake Street Bridge, which is

11· one of the ones Judy mentioned would be, perhaps, replaced

12· on the 2027 timeframe, this bridge on Lake Street has a

13· removable railing, and that's due to the flooding issues

14· here.· So this one is a more utilitarian railing instead of

15· being very much -- very elaborate.

16· · · · · · You can see the old Reno arch on this photo in the

17· upper right that it was placed near the auto museum.· These

18· decorative lights on this bridge look extremely similar to

19· the Sierra Street Bridge, actually, placed on pilasters, so

20· I believe there are four of those total.· There is a closeup

21· of that light on the pilaster in the lower middle.

22· · · · · · Then you can see that railing, which is removable

23· because of flooding issues, on the lower right.

24· · · · · · Another important feature of the Downtown that

25· kind of threads a couple of these areas together, and it's
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·1· not a bridge, but it's the Reno Riverwalk.

·2· · · · · · The first segment, which on the right there where

·3· the cursor is between Virginia and Sierra was replaced in

·4· the very early 90s -- I want to say like, maybe, 1991 -- and

·5· there is a photo of it lower left looking at it from the

·6· Virginia Street Bridge.

·7· · · · · · It's super distinctive with dark cherry, metal

·8· powder-coated railing and those are pergolas, which have the

·9· caps made of the dark cherry railing.

10· · · · · · It's got the chain and bollard with stainless

11· steel, and the extremely distinctive is also the floodwall.

12· It's made with a natural stone veneer, and it's got a

13· concrete cap that is natural granite.· It has gotten damaged

14· during some Downtown floods, but it is a really

15· pretty-looking floodwall.

16· · · · · · In the middle second one on the bottom, you can

17· see another closeup showing some of the super-distinctive

18· features.· Those were custom pedestrian-scaled lights, and a

19· custom several railing designs.· These little arbors that

20· have benches below them, and there's a closeup on the photo

21· next to that, that color is a little more, maybe,

22· exaggerated than how it really appears, but that is what a

23· close up of what the railing looks like in one spot.

24· · · · · · Then on the lower right, there is a pedestrian

25· bridge extending from the Riverwalk over to Wingfield Park
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·1· that has also been colorized with the dark cherry.

·2· · · · · · I might make a note that the Riverwalk dark cherry

·3· color, that cherry color used to be on all of the Reno

·4· Downtown traffic signal standards and lights.· It was

·5· painted to black about, maybe, ten years ago or so , because

·6· I think the thought was not to use this dark cherry

·7· elsewhere in Downtown anymore.

·8· · · · · · So then, just to point out, the second phase of

·9· the Riverwalk went from Sierra Street to Arlington Avenue

10· just extending that whole treatment.

11· · · · · · There is also some very customized granite that

12· several colors, very elaborate granite that was put on all

13· of the pedestrian surfaces, but during the 1997 flood, I

14· think it was, it was so heavily damaged between Arlington

15· and Sierra that that was replaced with the stamped, ashlar

16· concrete.· So it's still in place between Sierra and

17· Virginia, but not in the left side any more.

18· · · · · · Another aspect of the Downtown in this area is it

19· is a very popular area for Reno's Public Art Program.· There

20· are a number of really significant pieces placed down here,

21· and it's really kind of the heart of the arts and culture

22· district, I would say.

23· · · · · · The upper two left pieces are at Bicentennial

24· Park -- actually, the one in the middle may have been

25· removed at this point, because that's intended for pieces to
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·1· change periodically.

·2· · · · · · But the upper-right piece is at the Nevada Museum

·3· of Art.· Of course, the Believe sculpture is at First

·4· Virginia -- or City Plaza, and then we have murals

·5· throughout the Downtown.

·6· · · · · · So it's definitely been a popular district,

·7· including Wingfield Park, to place a lot of art of all

·8· different types.

·9· · · · · · So now, honing in on our location again, this site

10· inventory map is a plan view showing the island and, again,

11· the location of the two bridges on Arlington Avenue, and

12· just has some photos to kind of remind us that the context

13· is as we're looking at this area.

14· · · · · · So we have, of course, Wingfield Park on the

15· island, the West Street Plaza on the upper right.· It's West

16· First Street on the top .· The lower left is Barbara Bennett

17· Park on Island Avenue, which has basketball and tennis

18· courts.

19· · · · · · There are some photos throughout the margins here.

20· On the upper left, you've got a photo of sculpture at

21· Bicentennial Park, photos of the kayak park, the pathway

22· under the bridge that I was referring to earlier, sport

23· courts at the park, and a mural.

24· · · · · · On the upper right, you can see photos of the

25· floodwall on the north side, the Wingfield Park
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·1· amphitheater -- super popular for summer performances --

·2· pedestrian access ways, a lot of street trees, and then,

·3· again the pedestrian bridges.

·4· · · · · · There are three pedestrian bridges close by here.

·5· There's one on the southern branch of the river, and then

·6· one connecting Wingfield Park to West Street Plaza above

·7· that, and another one on west side connecting Wingfield,

·8· basically, to Bicentennial Park.

·9· · · · · · So with that, Mike Cooper is going to talk about

10· our bridge concepts.

11· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· So just a brief summary of what came

12· out of the Technical Advisory Committee meetings and the

13· Stakeholder Working Group meetings we've had already, kind

14· of a review of the three concepts that came out of that

15· work.

16· · · · · · The first one is this rigid-frame structure.· It

17· kind of has an arched shape to it.· It's similar -- I was

18· noticing in the picture Barb has of the southern bridge on

19· Arlington -- it has the same kind of lines to it, only a

20· much smaller span on that bridge.

21· · · · · · So the advantage of the rigid frame, it eliminates

22· the obstructions in the north branch of the Truckee.

23· Currently, the bridge there has two supports in the river.

24· · · · · · So those would be removed entirely with this

25· option.· A side benefit of that is there would be no pier
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·1· surfaces for any kind of tagging activities that might go on

·2· with access under the bridge.

·3· · · · · · Some of the challenges with this structure, with

·4· the thin section at mid-span, it's going to be a little bit

·5· more challenging to expand the sidewalk there beyond the

·6· standard width, similar to what Barb was talking about at

·7· Virginia Street and Center Street.· It's not impossible, but

·8· there are some structural challenges with that just due to

·9· the section of the bridge there.

10· · · · · · Then the other thing to point out near the

11· supports faces of the abutments, the section of the bridge

12· is deeper, and with the path that goes underneath the south

13· end of this bridge, there may be -- it might impact headroom

14· there for pedestrian access underneath the bridge.

15· · · · · · So this is -- we've just begun to generate some 3D

16· renderings.· So these are kind of raw at this state.· These

17· will get cleaned up as we move ahead.

18· · · · · · But this is intended to give you kind of a picture

19· of what that area might look like with supports removed from

20· the channel.· The clear span of this rigid frame over the

21· river, the pathway within Wingfield Park passing underneath

22· the bridge there on the south end of bridge.

23· · · · · · So the other two concepts that came out of the

24· previous work, they are both two-span bridges, single pier

25· concepts.
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·1· · · · · · This first one would be a cast-in-place concrete

·2· box girder bridge.· The bottom side of this structure,

·3· looking at it from underneath, you would see, basically, a

·4· solid concrete slab overhead rather than discrete girders on

·5· the bridge.

·6· · · · · · The pier wall that you see there in the middle of

·7· the elevation view looks wider than it is because what

·8· you're really seeing is sort of the skewed image of the face

·9· of pier; that darker are on the one edge of that really

10· depicts more of the width of what that pier wall would look

11· like.

12· · · · · · So the -- with a center pier, it provides a means

13· to support a wider deck more readily than the rigid frame

14· might.· It also provides a shallower overall structure depth

15· that will help to mitigate any profile changes on the

16· roadway above on Arlington, and also provide more headroom,

17· potentially, underneath the bridge for the pathway in

18· Wingfield Park.

19· · · · · · In terms of drawbacks of this alternative, there

20· would still be one obstruction in the river, although it's

21· one less obstruction that exists there today, and depending

22· on access and water levels and what not, the pier wall

23· itself may become an attractive nuisance as a tagging

24· surface.

25· · · · · · So the other similar concept would be precast
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·1· concrete girders.· A couple of differences that you would

·2· note in this structure, you'll see on the center, it appears

·3· that there is a widened cap at the top of that pier wall,

·4· and that's intended to have a place to set the concrete

·5· girders as they are placed during construction.· So it's a

·6· little bit different shape of the pier.

·7· · · · · · Then from underneath the bridge, you wouldn't see

·8· a solid concrete surface that you would see with the

·9· cast-in-place box; you'd see the individual lines of the

10· precast girders.

11· · · · · · Similar pros and cons for this -- the precast

12· concrete girders and the cast-in-place box.

13· · · · · · So, again, the beginnings of our 3D renderings.

14· This shows you what the pier wall might look like in the

15· channel.

16· · · · · · This particular image is of the precast concrete

17· girder bridge.· So you can kind of see the end of the cap

18· element that would be on top of that pier that would

19· initially support those precast girders.

20· · · · · · These two single pier concepts would also provide

21· means to get the pathway underneath the bridge at the south

22· end.

23· · · · · · Back to Barb.

24· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Okay.· So the next level of study

25· that we prepared was looking at, kind of, a classic element
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·1· of analysis that we call "opportunities and constraints."  .

·2· · · · · · So looking at those options, looking at some of

·3· the opportunities and constraints, I am just going to read

·4· from the legend and notes on the right side here so you can

·5· follow along.

·6· · · · · · The dashed, orange line is pedestrian access.· So

·7· you can see that there's a lot of pedestrian access here

·8· along West First Street, along the floodwall, which is kind

·9· of where the number 7 is.· Throughout Wingfield Park,

10· there's a loop on both sides of Arlington Avenue.

11· · · · · · Most significantly, there is pedestrian access

12· below the north bridge on the south side at the abutment

13· wall.

14· · · · · · Of course, there is access going east along Island

15· Avenue, and also which is along the Riverwalk and Truckee

16· River Lane to West Street Plaza and Virginia Street.

17· · · · · · There is also bicycle access on the Arlington

18· Avenue bridges, and then there are those three pedestrian

19· foot bridges in pink that are noted in the pink dash line.

20· · · · · · Going to further down the legend, we notice that

21· had some of the existing flood walls, which are shown by

22· that black diagonal dash, they are looking a little

23· deteriorated.· It might be that that needs to be replaced in

24· the future, and, maybe, there's an opportunity to look at

25· the form liner patterns for those or the treatment so that
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·1· there is some consistency with other floodwalls.

·2· · · · · · That circle represents just the terminus of the

·3· Reno Riverwalk, and that kind of launches people into

·4· Wingfield Park from the south side.

·5· · · · · · On the black dash line, there is a portion of

·6· railing on the northeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge

·7· along the floodwall that doesn't match any other railing.

·8· It's like a pipe railing, and it looks like it might have

·9· been a later retrofit.

10· · · · · · There is another small piece of it on the

11· southeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, so those

12· could possibly be replaced and be consistent with other

13· treatments.

14· · · · · · In the green area, the lighter green with the

15· trees is indicating an area that, should the street have to

16· be elevated to make the bridges join with the adjacent

17· streets, it might require some regrading in those light

18· green areas.

19· · · · · · It doesn't look like right now it's going to be

20· substantial or significant, but if that should need to

21· happen, the thought is that it would be best to maintain

22· some really smooth pedestrian access across the street

23· because of the number of pedestrians that are down here

24· during special events.

25· · · · · · And if it does have to be regraded, although we
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·1· would like to save existing trees, we could also add some

·2· street trees in those locations.

·3· · · · · · The yellow areas just indicate views of the

·4· Truckee River.

·5· · · · · · Number 1 points out some of the park amenities,

·6· such as tennis courts, basketball, play equipment,

·7· restrooms, attracting visitors of all ages.

·8· · · · · · Number 2 shows some large grass areas, tree-lined

·9· pathways, bike and pedestrian access, and river recreation.

10· · · · · · Number 3 points out the actual amphitheater, which

11· hosts numbers of concerts in the summer, making this

12· location a really premier summer destination, especially

13· during the Art Town month of July.

14· · · · · · Number 4 points out the Whitewater Park features,

15· including some drop pools, smooth rocks, deep pools, many,

16· many access points and attracting many visitors in the

17· summer months.

18· · · · · · A few fine points that were pointed by folks in

19· the Parks Department right where number 5 is, there are some

20· existing stone steps that are -- I don't know that it's

21· really referring to that spot right there, but there are

22· some existing tone steps that are a little bit difficult to

23· access creating some difficulties.· Some existing utility

24· boxes in that location that are kind of right behind the

25· sidewalk and a bit of an eyesore that, if the project should
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·1· impact them, it would be, maybe, nice to relocate those

·2· elements.

·3· · · · · · Number 7 is looking at some -- excuse me for a

·4· second.· I need to stretch my screen.

·5· · · · · · Just pointing out -- this is really important.· So

·6· 7 is pointing out the fact that there are quite a few

·7· special events where the entire street is closed off between

·8· Island Avenue and West First Street, and it makes this whole

·9· thing kind of one big special event area.

10· · · · · · Some notable events of that are particularly the

11· Kayak Festival, where there are actually booths set up on

12· Arlington Avenue, we have bike races -- it used to be a bike

13· race, there were, obviously, no events this year, but last

14· year we had a couple of bike races, and, of course, many Art

15· Town events.

16· · · · · · So I guess I kind of see this as almost like a

17· park that has a street going through it, and a really

18· important area for maintaining pedestrian access.

19· · · · · · So some of the goals we were looking at -- now

20· that we have studied all these features, some of our design

21· goals that we thought were important are shown on this

22· slide.

23· · · · · · One of them is to use cohesive design language

24· with, number 1, unifying both the north bridge and south

25· bridge experience using consistent form, and also looking at
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·1· the experience on the bridges in viewing the bridges.· So

·2· just using some consistent design elements.

·3· · · · · · Number 2, establish a project theme to unify all

·4· the bridge and landscape elements.

·5· · · · · · Then the second big goal was enhancing the

·6· pedestrian experience.

·7· · · · · · Under that, number 1, Arlington Avenue could act

·8· as kind of an urban plaza using unified materials that have

·9· a similar look between the sidewalk and Street.

10· · · · · · The second one would be to maintain vantage points

11· of the river and the surrounding landscape.

12· · · · · · The third, enhance the pedestrian experience with

13· more shade trees, decorative lighting, decorative railings,

14· paving, and some sculptural and artistic features.

15· · · · · · The third goal is regarding the contextual and

16· historical relevance.

17· · · · · · Under that, number 1 is we propose that the

18· structural elements should have some relevance to the

19· existing urban context.

20· · · · · · Number 2, the project should pay homage to Reno's

21· history; however, we feel the need to represent a new age of

22· bridge development within the Downtown core, rather than

23· completely replicating history.

24· · · · · · The fourth goal would be to look at innovation and

25· sustainability.· Given the location here that is right on
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·1· the Truckee River, we thought that it could be important to

·2· look at what's called "low impact development strategies,"

·3· which is ways that storm water can be infiltrated at the

·4· source.· One way to do that would be, possibly, if the

·5· street needs to be repaved, we could use permeable pavements

·6· or concrete pavers so that the storm water infiltrates right

·7· there and not have to have an extensive storm water system

·8· of directing water directly into the river via pipes.

·9· · · · · · Another topic under that would be just to use --

10· what is pretty common now -- LED lighting, which is

11· extremely low-energy-requiring lights.

12· · · · · · So now we get into the final section of today's

13· meeting, which is the proposed aesthetic elements.

14· · · · · · So as we were studying all these bridges, old and

15· new, and the context of the Downtown, we thought that it

16· would be important to look at several elements of what could

17· be designed -- how the bridge could be designed and present

18· to you some ideas that we think are important and get your

19· feedback.

20· · · · · · So here is a list of all the elements.· Again, the

21· first one is we're thinking it should be a modern design,

22· but it should be a melding of old and new.

23· · · · · · We want to look at pedestrian-scaled lighting to

24· the bridges.· Possibly bridge accent lighting.· Under-bridge

25· lighting, especially given the fact that this north
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·1· Arlington Avenue Bridge has a sidewalk underneath that we

·2· would want to perpetuate.

·3· · · · · · Look at transparent, traffic-rated bridge railings

·4· instead of the current one that is solid where you can't

·5· really see the river from your car.

·6· · · · · · Maintain pedestrian accessibility on the bridge as

·7· well as on the street, should it have to be elevated.

·8· · · · · · Possibly widen the bridge deck like was done on

·9· Virginia and Center Street.

10· · · · · · Look at the option of textured bridge abutment

11· walls.· Look at some options for floodwalls.

12· · · · · · Then the idea that street could perform as sort of

13· a plaza street just with some minor modification.

14· · · · · · So now we're going to look at these things

15· individually.

16· · · · · · So the first topic, modern design elements, a

17· melding of old and new.· We're proposing the decorative

18· elements should incorporate modern design elements, but have

19· a nod to the art deco historical context.

20· · · · · · The decorative elements would focus on pedestrian

21· lighting, railing design, under-bridge lighting, and

22· sculptural elements.

23· · · · · · We would consider applying the decorative form

24· liner under the bridges and on the bridge pilasters and

25· girders.
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·1· · · · · · Here are just some reference images some of the

·2· art deco context, which is in the upper slides, showing what

·3· some of the ways of designing the concrete are on the upper

·4· left that are kind of typical from that timeframe.

·5· · · · · · Some of the grill work that you see in the second

·6· photo is from the Post Office with the chevron and the Greek

·7· key design is that veritable strip, and then some other

·8· flairs of art deco.

·9· · · · · · The light on the upper right is actually a new

10· light that was just put in the new downtown Chicago

11· Riverfront project that is also kind of a more modern take

12· on art deco.

13· · · · · · Lower left is a kind of a modern railing, but it

14· has a fair of some of the geometric patterns.

15· · · · · · Then the bridges -- other photos on the lower

16· slides just show some other elements that could be

17· considered for this bridge in terms of lighting the exterior

18· girders or some special elements like shown in the third

19· slide on the bottom.

20· · · · · · Then on the far right side, some elements of

21· lighting that it could be applied.

22· · · · · · The second topic that we would like to propose is

23· that we should have pedestrian-scaled lighting on the

24· bridges.

25· · · · · · And, again, as I mentioned, there were lights on
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·1· the north bridge on each end.· I don't have a photo of what

·2· they looked like, but there were lights that got damaged

·3· during a flood.· But we do propose adding lights in this

·4· replaced-bridge concept.

·5· · · · · · The lights on the top are more art-deco flair.

·6· Again, that one in the upper left is a modern, brand new

·7· light that was just used on the Chicago Riverwalk project

·8· that is kind of a modern art deco.

·9· · · · · · Second one on the right is the actual globe light

10· that was used on the Center Street Bridge, which, by the

11· way, after it was put on Center Street, that light has now

12· been used on Truckee River Avenue all the way from

13· Bicentennial Park to Booth Street.· That same light has been

14· used, and it's also on the floodwall on the north side.

15· · · · · · Another option would be these stick-type of lights

16· that are just kind of way-finding little orbs.· Those could

17· be fixed into bridge pilaster on the north and south bridge.

18· · · · · · The lighting elements could continue between

19· bridges to create unity.

20· · · · · · There's also the opportunity to incorporate

21· lighting elements into the railings either like you see on

22· the lower right where it's in the railing and it casts down

23· similar to Virginia Street Bridge on the far right side.

24· · · · · · Or it could be, possibly, put into the vertical

25· bridge posts like the second photo from the left, which
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·1· actually, I believe, that railing is also from the newly

·2· redone Chicago Riverfront project.

·3· · · · · · Lighting along the renovated north floodwall,

·4· maybe, should match with the existing art-deco-style lights.

·5· And, again, that's the kind of lighting that's already there

·6· between Sierra and Arlington.· It's got the globe type of

·7· art-deco-styled lights.

·8· · · · · · But lighting really brings so much life.· It think

·9· it would definitely would be a positive addition.

10· · · · · · So another aspect of lighting could be some bridge

11· accent lighting.

12· · · · · · There is a potential for some girder lighting, and

13· the girder would be this horizontal element you see in the

14· upper left to unify both the north and south bridge, the

15· upper left and the lower left are both lighted girders, and

16· that's a metal panel -- that's a jet-cut metal panel on the

17· front that has a pattern that could basically be designed to

18· whatever we want it to be, and then it's backlit.

19· · · · · · Precast girders could provide areas to conceal

20· lights under the bridge.

21· · · · · · We have the potential for some other bridge

22· pilaster lighting, and a couple of the things that have to

23· be considered would be protecting lighting from vandalism

24· and flood water and debris, given the location and

25· possibility for flooding.
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·1· · · · · · And then, also, we need to consider with any

·2· lighting under the bridge, or even on the bridge for that

·3· matter, impacts to aquatic species, given that there are a

·4· number of aquatic species in the river.

·5· · · · · · Under-bridge lighting is another aspect that we

·6· think could be really powerful for this bridge.· There is a

·7· potential for under-bridge aesthetic lighting, and it could

·8· be kind of a combined under-bridge safety light and

·9· pedestrian lighting.

10· · · · · · So for example, the photo on the lower right shows

11· kind of a soft lighting, and you can see in this case, the

12· individual girders give some kind of really interesting

13· light effects.

14· · · · · · Same with the all three of the bottom photos,

15· actually, those are a girder-style bridge, which is one of

16· our styles that Mike talked about, and that can have some

17· pretty neat effects for lighting on the underside.

18· · · · · · We might consider a lighting concept that could be

19· applied to other bridges in the Downtown, and use the

20· lighting to create the family of unified bridges.· Lighting

21· could be applied to other bridges, even though they don't

22· look all exactly the same.

23· · · · · · One thing we want to consider is the aesthetic --

24· oh, maybe go back there really quick, Judy, if you don't

25· mind.
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·1· · · · · · Just see aesthetic lighting experience for

·2· visiters viewing the bridges, and also visiters walking

·3· along the bridges.· Then we would, maybe, provide conduit

·4· for future bridge artistic lighting.

·5· · · · · · So given what we've shown you on the theme that

·6· we're suggesting and lighting, we wanted to open this up for

·7· some feedback to ask you questions.

·8· · · · · · So I guess the first thing is the general theme

·9· that we're proposing okay?· And that is modern art design

10· elements with a nod to the art deco historical context.

11· · · · · · Then the second one, should lighting be included?

12· Pedestrian-scaled lighting, bridge accent lighting, or

13· under-bridge lighting.

14· · · · · · So I guess we can open it up for your feedback and

15· comments if you take yourself off of mute.

16· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· I would like to make one comment.

17· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Sure.

18· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· Having worked in design for a long

19· time, I love the idea of juxtaposing something very, very

20· modern against something much more traditional and art deco.

21· · · · · · If the bridges were really beautifully modern and

22· the lighting emphasized the art deco or late, late Victorian

23· theme, you would get that wonderful juxtaposition of the

24· eras, and it would be interesting to look at.

25· · · · · · My only question about lighting underneath the
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·1· bridges is how vulnerable is that lighting to vandalism?

·2· And I will mute me now.

·3· · · · · · MS. KOSKI:· This is Kerrie, Kerrie Koski at the

·4· City of Reno.· I am the City Engineer.· I concur with your

·5· comments about the lighting emphasizing the art deco

·6· elements.

·7· · · · · · I think the question about how vulnerable is the

·8· lighting, I guess the answer is:· Depends.

·9· · · · · · As the department that has to maintain these

10· structures, we would definitely want to take into

11· consideration.

12· · · · · · I truly believe that the lighting under the bridge

13· could be such that it wouldn't -- it would be somewhat easy

14· to maintain, but not yet difficult to vandalize.· So I do

15· agree with that.

16· · · · · · I think that one of the things that we see -- we

17· hear at the City of Reno is we often get requests for

18· changeable lighting; different colors for different events.

19· We often get those questions -- or requests.

20· · · · · · So that would be something that I would like to

21· throw out to the group.

22· · · · · · With the respect to the on-the-bridge lighting,

23· one theme that I saw --

24· · · · · · And, by the way, Barb, you did a fantastic job

25· going through the elements of this bridge and the area.
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·1· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · MS. KOSKI:· Very good job.· I think that -- the

·3· one thing I saw was the globe lights on to pilasters is kind

·4· of a continuous theme, and I liked what you said about using

·5· the lighting as kind of the concept to carry along the

·6· family of bridges.· I think we're on to something there.  I

·7· really do.

·8· · · · · · I did want to say one other thing about the bridge

·9· structure itself.· Full disclosure, I have not been in

10· support of the center pier, and I coming to the fact that I

11· think the center pier is, maybe, my preferred now because I

12· think it's going to give -- it going to break up the

13· elements in the water.

14· · · · · · I just want through this out to people.· Right now

15· under the Virginia Street bridge, it's all open under there.

16· It's beautiful.· It's vast.· But it doesn't -- this bridge

17· needs character of some sort.

18· · · · · · I think that with the Whitewater Park, I think

19· that would help break that up as well.

20· · · · · · So the other thing I was thinking with the center

21· pier is, to me, one of the major -- one of major things I

22· think we should be looking at is the wider sidewalks, I

23· think that's coming up next.

24· · · · · · But I just wanted to throw that out there that I

25· think that that center pier, we could also get wider
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·1· sidewalks, and I think that's the experience that people are

·2· looking at.· They want to hang out there over the river and

·3· through the woods; right?

·4· · · · · · But, anyway, I really think that the wider

·5· sidewalks would be -- we'd get some real benefits out of

·6· that with that bridge structure.

·7· · · · · · Then I will be quiet for a while.

·8· · · · · · MR. STETTINSKI:· This Alex from the Downtown Reno

·9· Partnership.· I also want to thank Barb for a really cool

10· presentation.

11· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · MR. STETTINSKI:· And I agree with Ann and Kerrie's

13· comments a hundred percent.

14· · · · · · I think wider sidewalks are key.· It's really

15· important for the flow of our visiters walking around that

16· neighborhood.

17· · · · · · I love the under-bridge lighting.· Also agree with

18· the colors that Kerrie mentioned.· I think it would be

19· really cool to have some flexibility in the coloring of the

20· bridges.· And even though the bridges may look a little

21· different, I think the colors could kind of unite the look

22· at night really beautifully.

23· · · · · · I also like the idea -- I'm looking at the current

24· picture that is up on the screen, it's says "under-bridge

25· lighting" to the very lower right, and I would assume that
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·1· the lighting also effects the path walk for visiters, for

·2· pedestrian.

·3· · · · · · That would be really, really important to me that

·4· this is really well lit, because there is a lot of stuff

·5· going on in Downtown to begin with.

·6· · · · · · I think the lighting will make have people feel

·7· safer walking along at night.· Strolling along.· And I think

·8· it's really beautiful to have the sidewalks lit anyway.

·9· · · · · · And, yeah, that's -- I also like Ann's comment

10· about that combination of old and new to combine the history

11· of the bridges with a more modern overlay.

12· · · · · · I think this is going to be just stunning.· It's

13· going to be beautiful.

14· · · · · · So that's my comment.

15· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

16· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Hi, Barb.· This is John L'Etoile,

17· Department of Plans and Architecture with the Department of

18· Transportation.

19· · · · · · I also agree, the theme of the architecture is

20· appropriate.· We have art deco in the area, but then, maybe,

21· reinventing some of that art deco into a very contemporary

22· appeal and affect, I think that's going to resonate

23· throughout this section of Downtown very well with just

24· these features complementing each other.· So I really like

25· that direction as well.
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·1· · · · · · On the lighting, I just want to be a little

·2· cautious on the use of lighting to create a wow factor that

·3· really is not -- it becomes more of a decoration, rather

·4· than enhancing the beauty of the bridge structure itself for

·5· certain structural elements of the bridge itself.

·6· · · · · · But the color and the lighting up of the rhythm of

·7· the, maybe, the bridge structure or the girders and the

·8· under-lighting, I think that would be beautiful along the

·9· river.

10· · · · · · And more of a subdued approach that -- I think

11· Reno maybe has in this context of a little more history, in

12· that context, we want to just be careful of lighting really

13· does, again, become a feature that is tying this entire area

14· together well, and not being too much loud -- too loud on

15· it's own, but being special and being part of this area of

16· having the bridge, like you said, connecting this park.

17· That's a fabulous area, and the opportunities there are a

18· lot of fun.

19· · · · · · So that would be my only caution with lighting.

20· Personally, I like lighting that lights up the beauty of the

21· structure or the natural features of the area, but not

22· becoming the decorative element in itself.

23· · · · · · And the centerpiece -- I've always felt this about

24· Reno -- is the river for Downtown Reno.· It's just this

25· amazingly beautiful life that continues through and connects
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·1· and has history wrapped into it, and the indigenous people

·2· there that used it and still do and enjoy that connectivity.

·3· · · · · · In light of that, I actually am in preference of

·4· the single-span bridge type.· The reason for that is I

·5· think, again, it just allows you to see that river from so

·6· many more vantage points than you might otherwise with a

·7· large center piece there supporting the center of the

·8· bridge.

·9· · · · · · Mike brought up the challenges with that and the

10· widened sidewalks.· I do agree the widened sidewalks are

11· super important.· We want that pedestrian connectivity there

12· and circulation.

13· · · · · · But just thinking of the beauty of the water and

14· the movement of the river and the wildlife in the river, and

15· letting that really take center stage underneath the bridge

16· and not the structure of bridge impeding with that center

17· piece.· Just my personal opinion on that.

18· · · · · · Great presentation.· Thanks.

19· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

20· · · · · · FATHER DURANTE:· I am going to jump in.· This is

21· Father Chuck from St. Thomas Cathedral.· Sorry I signed a

22· few minutes late, and I will have to probably leave before

23· we finish.

24· · · · · · I very much appreciate the presentation also and

25· the wonderful thought put into it.· I love the art deco and
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·1· the connections that we're placing.

·2· · · · · · I, too, am inclined to removing the pier.· When I

·3· saw the drawing without that center piece, it just really

·4· caught my eye, and it created such a different feel for that

·5· river going through.

·6· · · · · · One thing I would say, a lot of times when the

·7· big, broader sidewalks are needed, that's when Arlington

·8· Street is closed anyway.· So people aren't really on the

·9· sidewalks that much.

10· · · · · · The only place might be following when there are

11· concerts over there at the amphitheater, then sometimes that

12· street's not closed.· But I see the practical piece of

13· making that a little broader.· Something to just keep in

14· mind, often the street's closed.

15· · · · · · The only other point I'd make -- and I didn't

16· catch this and may have just not heard it -- is the heighth

17· of the walls along there.

18· · · · · · Right now, I am waiting for the news -- I am sure

19· it's happened -- that the bridge walls, as you're walking

20· along the sidewalk, are lower than the waist of the average

21· person, and with some of our inebriated guests, especially,

22· it's a wonder to me we haven't had more of them just falling

23· right over the bridges.

24· · · · · · So I am assuming they would be a little higher,

25· and, maybe, that was the reference you made --
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·1· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.

·2· · · · · · FATHER DURANTE:· -- to some of the requirements no

·3· longer being met.

·4· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.· I believe -- Mike, correct me

·5· if I am wrong -- but I believe today's bridge with the

·6· railing would have to be, I think, 42 inches tall.· And I am

·7· sure that the existing one is -- I don't know what it is, I

·8· didn't measure it, but I am pretty sure it is not 42 inches

·9· tall.

10· · · · · · FATHER DURANTE:· I would say so.

11· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· You're dead-on, Barb.

12· · · · · · FATHER DURANTE:· Very nice.

13· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

14· · · · · · MR. ERNY:· This is Greg Erny, and I am going to

15· jump in because I am going to have to leave for another Zoom

16· meeting.· Much of what I have to say has already been

17· discussed.

18· · · · · · There was a goal to maintain the pedestrian

19· access.· My comment was going to be, hey, let's not maintain

20· it, let's enhance it.· And that's been discussed already, so

21· I think -- there is a lot of foot traffic with and without

22· cars on that bridge.· So let's make sure that people have

23· access to that park and to the island.

24· · · · · · With respect to the lighting, my thoughts are the

25· lighting is great, but it wants to be subtle, it wants to be
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·1· soft, it wants to be a non-evident source of sorts.

·2· · · · · · I don't want to look at the lights per say; I want

·3· to look at the area around it and not let the light sources

·4· be the thing cause glare and/or distractions from the

·5· natural beauty and features of that area.

·6· · · · · · From a practical standpoint, let's -- and I also

·7· prefer the single span without the intermediate support.

·8· · · · · · There are views from above the bridge, and there

·9· are a lot of views from below the bridge if you are a

10· participant in that park; whether it's as a person wading in

11· the water or fishing or whatever, and not having to look at

12· a big bridge pilaster underneath, I think, would just

13· certainly enhance that.

14· · · · · · The LED lighting issue with the colors, today's

15· LED lighting opportunities provide the ability to actually

16· incorporate color change within those type of lights.

17· · · · · · So whether you like to do it or not, want to do or

18· not, LED light source does afford that opportunity.

19· · · · · · The other thing I would ask is let's provide an

20· opportunity for utilities to be to cross river somehow or

21· another within the bridge.

22· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Oh, yeah.

23· · · · · · MR. ERNY:· The last thing we need is a brand-new

24· bridge with a new piece of technology that needs to cross

25· the river, and we get a big conduit or pipe or something and
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·1· it get strapped on the outside of the bridge because it's

·2· the only way you can get it cross.

·3· · · · · · So see if we can find a way to afford some access

·4· raceway plantums (phonetic) or whatever I might be within

·5· the design of the bridge to afford paths for future,

·6· yet-to-be-known things that need to cross the river.

·7· · · · · · That's my comments.· Thank you very much for a

·8· very nice presentation.

·9· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thanks, Greg.

10· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· I wanted to make one more comment.

11· While we were listening to your presentation, which really

12· was great, I had no idea of what you were talking about when

13· I first walked into this.· I think it's fabulous.

14· · · · · · I went back and looked at some pictures of some

15· other bridges both modern, art deco, and some very old ones,

16· 16, 1700s.

17· · · · · · One of the common elements on all of them that I

18· personally found really, really attractive is that the

19· lighting is on the outside of the bridge, and it frames the

20· structure of the bridge and enhances the structure of

21· bridge, as opposed to being underneath and attracting the

22· eye to parts that I'm not really sure that's what we want to

23· be emphasizing.

24· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Do you mean like having

25· pedestrian-scaled lights kind of on the corners?
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·1· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· No. No.· This is on the frame of the

·2· bridge itself.

·3· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Oh.

·4· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· The structure of bridge on the outside

·5· of it so that as you're walking down the street toward the

·6· bridge, you're aware of that beautiful architectural design

·7· without it slapping you in the face.

·8· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Gotcha.· Okay.

·9· · · · · · MS. EBEN:· Hello, everybody, this is Michon.  I

10· just had a comment.· I do like everybody's comments, you

11· know, lighted, not lighted, how we light it, I think that's

12· all important.

13· · · · · · But I really did like Gregory and John's comments

14· about not too much lighting.· I think as human beings,

15· everything's about us, and we do need let the natural river,

16· the natural surroundings have their nighttime.· That's

17· important.

18· · · · · · But I do understand that people are under the

19· bridge, they are going to the around the night.· So that's a

20· hard one for me.· So I'm not there, or I don't have a vote

21· for either.· I just think that is going to be a big one.

22· · · · · · My other comment is about back on slide number

23· 5 -- and you I don't have to go back to it -- it's the

24· history, the site history, and I know that site history is

25· just for the bridge only.
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·1· · · · · · And, maybe, my question needs to be further --

·2· maybe my question and my comment can be in the actual NEPA

·3· document, or somehow we can mitigate down the road that

·4· there be a historical marker for the Truckee River and

·5· how -- because there is the history of the river and the

·6· native culture, everything has a connection.

·7· · · · · · So this bridge today has a connection to that

·8· river.· And I know we're talking about the bridge and the

·9· theme, but I do want that make sure not to leave the

10· indigenous culture out because the Truckee River was named

11· after a Paiute -- a very great Paiute man.

12· · · · · · And, actually, the pioneers that named it after

13· him, they did get the name wrong.· We never had a Paiute man

14· named Truckee.· The name was misinterpreted.· I just think

15· there needs to be some type of history on that.

16· · · · · · Don't leave out the native culture.· That's been

17· happening far too long and everything -- when the native

18· culture is left out, then it looks like we weren't here

19· anymore.

20· · · · · · There is a theme that has happened this whole year

21· of don't leave things out.· I think that's important.

22· · · · · · If slide number 5 is going to be a public

23· document, we really should put some culture in before the

24· 1900s, even though it's not about the bridge.

25· · · · · · So I would appreciate that.· We can talk about
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·1· that further, and that could be, like I said, in the NEPA

·2· document, the whole history of the Truckee River because we

·3· will be commenting on that.

·4· · · · · · That's may comment.· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thanks, Michon.

·6· · · · · · MR. BREZINA:· Hi, Barb.· This is Matt with the

·7· City of Reno Parks Department.· I had a comment on the

·8· bridge style.

·9· · · · · · I had originally preferred the single span -- it

10· looked a little bit better, opened up the river -- until it

11· was talked about how the precast girders would kind of angle

12· down over the walk path that goes underneath the bridge.

13· · · · · · I think that's a very important aspect of the park

14· plan and the bridge plan, as it allows people to walk from

15· east Wingfield to west Wingfield without having to cross the

16· street.

17· · · · · · And I don't think we want to restrict that if it's

18· going cause us to have to block that path or, you know, I

19· don't know if there are any height guidelines, but I think

20· that should be taken into account.

21· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Matt, can you clarify that?· I am not

22· sure I'm understanding.· You said you used to like single

23· pier, but now you're thinking the clear span with no pier is

24· the better choice?

25· · · · · · MR. BREZINA:· No.· Well, I think with no pier
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·1· would look better.

·2· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Okay.

·3· · · · · · MR. BREZINA:· However, I don't want that to

·4· restrict the walking path that goes under it.

·5· · · · · · It looked like the precast girders that were going

·6· to be used for that single span had to angle down to support

·7· traffic, which would kind of minimize the head height on the

·8· walking path underneath the bridge.

·9· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Oh, I see.· Okay.· Gotcha.

10· · · · · · MS. KOSKI:· Barb, maybe somebody could speak to,

11· just in general terms, we're looking at -- without a center

12· pier, then what are we looking at for sidewalk widths and

13· the rails, for example?· Because the rails have to be

14· traffic rated and such.

15· · · · · · So do you have kind of a feel for what we're

16· looking at sidewalk width-wise if we have no pier or with a

17· pier?

18· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Kerrie, I can answer that.· Right

19· now, the way the roadway's been configured in our

20· preliminary layouts, it's eight-foot sidewalks across the

21· bridges.

22· · · · · · Those could be widened out to 12 feet or more,

23· particularly with a center pier to provide support for that

24· widen area.

25· · · · · · The rigid-frame structure, it gets support its
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·1· support to hold up traffic -- Matt as you were

·2· questioning -- from the thickened ends, and that translates

·3· worst end into the abutments that way.

·4· · · · · · So, yes, it would be a deeper structure with a

·5· clear span, and it would be something that would need to be

·6· studied:· How much head room that takes up versus the

·7· preferred elevation for the pathway underneath the bridge.

·8· · · · · · I'm assuming at flood state, that pathway is going

·9· to be inundated; but normal times, that pathway is going to

10· want to be clear and open.· So we can't oppress it too much

11· to get under the bridge.

12· · · · · · But it would be some part of our further studies

13· on what the grades would actually look like and elevations

14· of things and how much head room.

15· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Good to know.

16· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Matt, does that answer the question

17· that you had?

18· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Kind of along those lines,

19· Mr. Cooper, I was curious if you could get a ten-foot-wide

20· sidewalk with a clear span?

21· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Yes, it's possible.· And anything is

22· possible, it's just the idea that clear span was to try to

23· minimize the depth added in over the river.

24· · · · · · We can thicken that up a little bit to provide a

25· deeper section to support the sidewalk and push the width
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·1· out to something wider than the standard eight foot that

·2· we've got on there right now.

·3· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Okay.· Thanks, Mike.

·4· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· I mean, eight feet is actually pretty

·5· good for a sidewalk width because I think, like, standard

·6· commercial would be five feet.· So eight feet is not bad

·7· with a clear span.

·8· · · · · · Great.· Any other comments on these two topics?  I

·9· really appreciate everyone's feedback.

10· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· One other question, maybe, Barb,

11· just thinking about pedestrian circulation.

12· · · · · · If there is no grading in between the bridges,

13· would there be an opportunity to look at the connections --

14· just the point of connection between the pedestrian walks

15· and the sidewalk along Arlington?

16· · · · · · Nope.· Judy's not cringing.· Maybe she's

17· covering --

18· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· I am going to jump in there a

19· little bit.· Right now, John, we don't know for sure what

20· the footprint of our bridge is going to look like.

21· · · · · · So once we determine how far out we're going to be

22· going, then we'll start looking all connections into the

23· existing pathways.· But, I mean, access to park and to those

24· existing pathways is a key component of this project.

25· · · · · · So, like I said, right now were not sure.· We're
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·1· kind of in the final stages of determining what our

·2· footprint is going to look like and how high do we have to

·3· raise that bridge and how far out are we going to be.

·4· · · · · · So, hopefully, that helps answer your question.

·5· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· It does.· Thanks, Judy.

·6· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Okay.· Well, we're going to go

·7· ahead and keep moving on.· This is great feedback.· Thank

·8· you, everybody.

·9· · · · · · Let's move on to our railings.

10· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Okay.· So one of aspects of design

11· that we thought was important was to maintain -- to

12· establish some element of transparency to the bridge

13· railing.

14· · · · · · As might recall, the existing bridge railing is

15· solid concrete.· So when you're driving in your car, you

16· cannot see the river at all.· I mean, certainly if you're on

17· the bridge and looking over the railing -- although it's too

18· short, so it particularly works today -- you can see the

19· river.

20· · · · · · But just work -- having been involved with

21· aesthetics on both the Virginia Street and Center Street

22· replacements over the years, it's been kind of a common

23· request of the public to be able to have some element of

24· transparency and be able to see the river.

25· · · · · · So we're recommending that that should be -- that
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·1· is kind of an important aspect of the design.· You can see

·2· the examples that we showed on the upper left is not a

·3· super-decorative railing, but it's got the transparency with

·4· the cutouts in the concrete.

·5· · · · · · The lower left is more of a hybrid design we just

·6· came up with that has vehicular rating of those two heavy

·7· rails, the horizontal rails, but then exterior railing and

·8· those bars are much more transparent.· So it's kind of the

·9· best of both worlds.· This was just a quick study we just

10· did, but it kind of incorporates that little chevron

11· elements that is on the Downtown Post Office and some of

12· other -- it's like a kind of an art deco feature.

13· · · · · · And then I will just go through the photos and

14· then the list of topics here.

15· · · · · · Then the photo on the lower-right side is one of

16· the railings from Center Street Bridge, which is like a

17· hybrid of both the concrete vehicular-rated railing with a

18· transparent railing on top.· So it's possible to do

19· something like that as well.

20· · · · · · But, again, just to summarize, this topic slide is

21· we do recommend that people want to be able to view the

22· river.

23· · · · · · We do think in this case we should avoid the

24· double railing concept because there are so many special

25· events out here, and people really want to be able to walk
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·1· back and forth across the street because it's actually

·2· closed for special events.

·3· · · · · · So we think we should avoid that double railing,

·4· but we can still accomplish the transparent railing if we do

·5· something along the lines of the lower left or one of these

·6· other options.

·7· · · · · · Again, there is a potential for some decorative

·8· railing and decorative steel hybrid or a pedestrian --

·9· excuse me, a vehicular-rated metal guardrail rail with a

10· custom artistic-detailed grading on the outside, and that's

11· kind of like on the lower left.

12· · · · · · And then on the lower right, the art deco,

13· concrete railing exists along the norther floodwall, Sierra

14· Street Bridge and Center Street Bridge.

15· · · · · · So we have kind of got the -- kind of the nod to

16· the art deco already down there on quite a few of these

17· bridges.

18· · · · · · So those are kind of the big ideas on this, is do

19· you want the transparent railing?· And then, do you agree we

20· should avoid the double railing?· And we'll have a

21· discussion on this in a moment.

22· · · · · · Again, this other topic is to maintain pedestrian

23· accessibility.· Again, in order to do that, we recommend

24· avoiding the double-bridge railing because of the large

25· number of special events and need for pedestrian
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·1· accessibility.

·2· · · · · · The photo on the upper left is the double railing

·3· example from Center Street right on the bridge where you've

·4· got that vehicular railing right behind the curb with the

·5· lights.

·6· · · · · · Then on the left, is the super transparent, but

·7· very pretty and sparkly, aluminum railing that we had to put

·8· the vehicular railing on the right side there because the

·9· one on the left does not stop cars from, possibly, falling

10· off the bridge if somebody were to have to a mistake there.

11· So we're recommending not doing this.· We think we should

12· have smooth pedestrian movement across the street.

13· · · · · · Also, even if the elevation of the street needs to

14· be raised, and to to kind of make sure that point is -- we

15· don't have all the final answers on that yet, as Judy

16· explained, but, again, looking at lower right little image,

17· if Arlington Street does need to be elevated, we're kind of

18· recommending that we just regrade those areas into the park

19· and make it a little, you know, steepen up the grass areas,

20· but don't put, for example, small retaining walls or things

21· like in if we can avoid it.

22· · · · · · Then we can use that opportunity to, maybe, do

23· some street tree planting if the evaluation needs to be

24· raised.

25· · · · · · Then the last topic, not exactly in the
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·1· highlighting of this slide, but provide some graffiti

·2· coating for easy maintenance and graffiti removal.

·3· · · · · · The lower-left slide also is just kind of an

·4· example of streets that have a lot of pedestrians on them.

·5· That's kind of a plaza, but just the idea that the street

·6· could have trees and a few more trees, and it's closed off

·7· now and then, so it becomes kind of a really nice pedestrian

·8· space.

·9· · · · · · Okay.· The third point in this series is the

10· widened-bridge deck, and we already had a lot of discussion

11· about.· The consideration would be, do you want to widen the

12· bridge deck to allow for greater pedestrian viewing?

13· · · · · · And as Mike kind of pointed out, it looks like the

14· single-pier-in-the-river type of bridge would need to be

15· used in order to accommodate that.

16· · · · · · Again, just pointing out that both Center Street

17· Bridge and Virginia Street Bridge have those widened decks.

18· You can see that in plan view, that's the Virginia Street

19· bridge there, and then the Center Street Bridge; both the

20· centers are kind of widened.

21· · · · · · The photo on the lower left is a photo of that

22· double-bridge railing with the super-transparent outside

23· railing, and then the vehicular-rated inner railing.

24· · · · · · Then the photo on the lower right is the Virginia

25· Street Bridge with some people walking right about where the
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·1· bridge gets about as wide is it gets.· It does cast a really

·2· nice shadow, I might say, on that photo.

·3· · · · · · So going --

·4· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Hey, Barb?

·5· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.

·6· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Can I just make one point here on the

·7· wider sidewalk?

·8· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Sure.

·9· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Speaking in terms of it being a

10· little bit more complex on the rigid frame structure to have

11· the wider sidewalk, it's all about having the wider sidewalk

12· just out at mid-span over the river.

13· · · · · · Certainly, if we were to look at a wider sidewalk

14· over the full length of the structure, that's a different

15· animal altogether, and could be easily accommodated.

16· · · · · · We need to be looking at how that wider structure

17· ties in at both ends of the bridge.· Does it match, does it

18· fit in well, or does it cause other conflicts?· We need to

19· look to that.

20· · · · · · That would be a way to get a wider sidewalk with

21· that rigid-frame structure.

22· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· So just making the whole thing wider

23· from one end to the other, you think that could be

24· accommodated with the clear span?

25· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Yes.
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·1· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Oh.

·2· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Because you would be widening the

·3· structure underneath out as well.· You wouldn't be

·4· cantilevering the wider structure off of a narrower bridge

·5· to create the effect just over the river.

·6· · · · · · But, as I say we'd need to look at how the tie-ins

·7· work at the ends of the bridge.

·8· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.

·9· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· For the structure, you have to make

10· sure things fit together with what you're landing on at the

11· two banks; that works together.

12· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Great.· Good to know.

13· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Just a clarification.

14· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Yes.· Absolutely.· That's really good

15· to know.

16· · · · · · Okay.· So any questions?· What are your thoughts

17· about this?· Again, the smooth pedestrian movement idea,

18· railing or not double railing, should the railing be

19· transparent, and should the bridge deck be widened.

20· · · · · · So opening up to your comments on those topics.

21· · · · · · MS. DOWTY:· Hi, everyone.· This is Kayla Dowty.  I

22· am representing the Carson-Truckee Water Conservancy

23· District.· We are the local sponsor for the 408 permit that

24· this project is going to need.

25· · · · · · I know that I am probably starting to sound like a
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·1· broken record on these working groups, but this has been a

·2· really nice presentation to kind follow the trends of the

·3· other bridges, and how access from those bridges is,

·4· especially for large equipment.

·5· · · · · · So just looking at these two bridges that you have

·6· here, the Virginia Street Bridge, while it's really pretty,

·7· these cantilevered sidewalks and then also the cable

·8· railing, allows virtually no access to the river from the

·9· bridge.

10· · · · · · And I don't if any of you have seen it before, but

11· I was just on a field walk with a couple of the guys from

12· the City of Reno, and we were talking about, during a flood,

13· both the City and the Carson-Truckee actually has

14· contractors that bring large equipment, particularly like an

15· excavator, out on to some of these bridge decks, and they

16· actually pick logs out of the river as they're coming

17· downstream to help mitigate flood impacts to the Downtown

18· area.

19· · · · · · So, obviously, like, the Virginia Street Bridge,

20· there is no way that we can get access there to do that.

21· Then, also, the Center Street Bridge with the double

22· railing, there is no way to get access there either.

23· · · · · · So we're quickly kind of like ticking off bridges

24· where you can have access during floods, also just general

25· maintenance.· I know the City of Reno needs to be able to
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·1· access the bridges for general maintenance.

·2· · · · · · So that is going to be really, really important

·3· when the Carson-Truckee is reviewing the application for the

·4· 408 permit, that there is access for large equipment.

·5· · · · · · One other thing that I'll mention is that, since

·6· this one is just adjacent to the kayak park, due to the

·7· flows through the kayak park, they tend to get sediment

·8· buildup in the kayak park features, and as, just a general

·9· requirement of the Martis Creek Agreement, the City of Reno

10· has to keep that sediment out so that we don't raise water

11· surface elevations.

12· · · · · · So as a result of that, it would also be really

13· beneficial, I think, to the City in general to have another

14· way to access the river, not even from the bridge, but also

15· just from the riverbank, again, with large equipment.

16· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

17· · · · · · MS. DOWTY:· So I guess to just kind of round out

18· that comment, I don't think that double railing would be

19· preferred, at least from our standpoint.

20· · · · · · Then, also, I am hoping that the design is not to

21· encompass these cantilevered sidewalks like the Virginia

22· Street Bridge did.

23· · · · · · I don't know if you guys are at the point in the

24· conceptual design that you've, I don't know, been able to

25· kind of identify what access is, or what you are planning
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·1· access.

·2· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· So, Kayla, I really appreciate your

·3· bring up the flood debris removal.· That has been a key

·4· component --

·5· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Um-hmm.· Yes.

·6· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· -- and something that we do know

·7· and understand that has to carry forward.

·8· · · · · · But you're right, we start talking about pretty

·9· bridges and making them pretty and making them wide, and

10· sometimes we lose site of that access.

11· · · · · · So, like I said, I appreciate your bringing that

12· up.

13· · · · · · At this point, again, as we start to to determine

14· what our footprint is going to be and look a little bit more

15· closely into the access, we're just going to have to keep

16· that in mind.

17· · · · · · We're not quite there yet, but it's coming.

18· · · · · · MS. DOWTY:· That would be great.· Thank you, guys.

19· I appreciate it.

20· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Um-hmm.

21· · · · · · MS. JONES:· Judy, this is Theresa Jones.· Can you

22· hear me?

23· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Yes.

24· · · · · · MS. JONES:· So just along those lines with regards

25· to access -- and NDOT can speak for this, and I've said it
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·1· before -- the very large UBIT, under-bridge inspection

·2· trucks, need to have access to inspect the underneath of the

·3· bridge and the girders.

·4· · · · · · So these wider sidewalks makes that difficult, and

·5· I know that you guys are keeping that in mind.· I just

·6· wanted to piggyback off of Kayla's comments.

·7· · · · · · Additionally, I would assume that this is a

·8· brand-new bridge, and that it's being modeled and designed

·9· to pass the hundred-year flood event, along with taking into

10· consideration the impacts to debris and scour and what not.

11· · · · · · I'm certain that that's being considered in the

12· design of this bridge.

13· · · · · · MR. COOPER:· Yes, Theresa, absolutely.

14· Absolutely.

15· · · · · · And that was part of -- maybe, it was not real

16· clear, but part of my comment on the thinner structure

17· having less of an impact, potentially, on profile on

18· Arlington, has to do with making sure the underside of the

19· bridge is high enough to pass flood flows and considering

20· debris.

21· · · · · · The thinner structure might do better at providing

22· that flood capacity and have less impact on profile on the

23· roadway above.

24· · · · · · We're pretty constrained at both ends of the

25· project; the north bridge ties into an intersection, the
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·1· south bridge does as well.

·2· · · · · · So there is little we can do there without profile

·3· without stepping on adjacent properties.

·4· · · · · · So that is definitely something that we'll be

·5· looking more closely as we move ahead.

·6· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Great.

·7· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· I'd like to add one comment in terms of

·8· double railing versus single railing.

·9· · · · · · That bridge on Virgina Street is so beautiful, and

10· it's a statement in and of itself.· It makes this marvelous

11· statement.

12· · · · · · I think staying with a single railing helps to set

13· that bridge off as its own entity, and then everything kind

14· of works out from it as aesthetic support.

15· · · · · · If we keep with a lower profile on those other

16· bridges, in terms of their railings, but I'm so glad you're

17· going to open up the railings visually.· That's going to be

18· cool.

19· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Great.· Thank you.

20· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· I would agree.· The transparency

21· is -- I don't think that should even be a question.· That

22· should be viewed through, for sure.

23· · · · · · With the double railing, the one design solution,

24· if you're trying to get safety for both pedestrians and

25· safety as it is a roadway as well as, maybe, not have a
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·1· solid wall, but some aesthetic type of pilaster or bollard

·2· so that pedestrians can move back and forth easily, but a

·3· car couldn't come up on to the sidewalk.

·4· · · · · · Then the widening, I think pedestrian circulation

·5· is key.· If there's a desire to have like a viewpoint or

·6· someplace to gather for people along the bridge structure or

·7· directly over the river, maybe it is closer to the abutment

·8· so there's, you know, bulb out on all four corners or two

·9· with corners that people can look out over to water at those

10· sections at the more-structurally robust portions of the

11· bridge structure.

12· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· That's an interesting thought.

13· Great.· Any other comments those topics?

14· · · · · · Okay.· So maybe we can move on to our final couple

15· of topics.

16· · · · · · One is textured abutment walls.· So what we were

17· thinking of considering an abutment wall, which is the wall

18· that is right underneath the bridge, as opposed to the

19· floodwall, just to clarify, that might have some more

20· texture to enhance the pedestrian experience and river-user

21· experience below the bridge.· And, again, this is the only

22· bridge right now that has pedestrian access below the

23· bridge, but, currently, the abutment walls are smooth.

24· · · · · · A couple things we were thinking about, just

25· brainstorming, would be there is already cobble texture
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·1· that's being used, like on the Riverwalk, and, actually,

·2· some of the more -- I hate to use the word "historic," but I

·3· would say the oldest floodwalls down there do have sort of

·4· this cobble texture.

·5· · · · · · So the image on the lower left is intending to

·6· represent that texture, but there, of course, a myriad of

·7· possibilities.

·8· · · · · · So the second photo from the left on the bottom is

·9· actually a concrete texture called a "form liner" where that

10· was just a custom texture that was developed for a certain

11· project and is super stylize, and I think it's really

12· pretty.· I wouldn't say we would do this exact one here, but

13· that's another possibility.

14· · · · · · The third one from the left is actually intended

15· to kind of represent a cottonwood tree bark, so that really

16· furrowed bark.· That would be a real naturalistic

17· possibility.

18· · · · · · Then the one on the right is just like showing

19· what the Greek key looks like.· That's an element -- real

20· stylized element from the Downtown Post Office project.

21· · · · · · So I guess it's kind of a two-part question.  I

22· mean, we would certainly explore other textures, but what do

23· you think about having a texture, I guess, versus just

24· smooth concrete, which is what's there now?

25· · · · · · So we will go through our next couple topics, and
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·1· then have feedback on that here in a minute or so.

·2· · · · · · I might go back to that and -- well, actually, I

·3· can just talk about that here as well.

·4· · · · · · So, similarly, the floodwalls -- this project is

·5· not about replacing a lot of floodwall.

·6· · · · · · However, the photo on the lower left kind of shows

·7· you the north floodwall.· That is a picture of the north

·8· Arlington Bridge, and you can see there's a kind of a smooth

·9· piece of wall where that culvert is, then you go to this

10· kind of older, rock type of floodwall, but then it

11· transitions into smooth concrete.· So we do have a variety

12· of floodwalls in the Downtown.

13· · · · · · The diagram on the upper left is really the most

14· common type of floodwall on the north side of the river,

15· which is just smooth concrete, and then it's got the, kind

16· of, pilasters that extend down the wall -- actually, I think

17· may not be completely accurate.· I think those pilasters,

18· the concrete extends even further down the wall than what is

19· shown there -- then it's got the globe, kind of, art deco

20· lights on them.

21· · · · · · So, I guess, we're kind of saying that we think

22· the floodwalls, there should be some consistency between the

23· bridges.· That's the first topic.

24· · · · · · Secondly, the textures, horizontal reveals open

25· concrete railing and pilasters extended below, plus the
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·1· lighting, we kind of think should be consistent so it

·2· doesn't look like so much of a hodgepodge.

·3· · · · · · Maybe the floodwall on the south side of the

·4· bridge should match with the cobble along the Riverwalk.

·5· That's a possibility on the south bridge replacement.

·6· · · · · · Then, I don't know if we can do this, it would be

·7· great if we could do some kind of narrow planting at the

·8· base of the wall to soften the height.

·9· · · · · · You can see, like on the photo on the lower left,

10· where the big riprap was added into the channel at the edge

11· of the wall.· That was, I'm sure, to facilitate the kayak

12· park.· It's kind of on the right side of the photo, and now

13· you can see some trees have grown in there.

14· · · · · · So, of course to me, that is nicer looking than no

15· trees.· However, from the engineering or maintenance side,

16· maybe that is not the most ideal scenario.

17· · · · · · Then just on the right-side photo, that's actually

18· a photo of the new and old floodwall at the Post Office.· So

19· that was constructed as part of the Virginia Street Bridge

20· Project, and in this case, the wall has the horizontal lines

21· or reveals, which does break up that big, expansive concrete

22· kind of nicely.

23· · · · · · So I think the question is on the floodwalls,

24· we'll come up, do you agree that there should be consistency

25· between the bridges?
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·1· · · · · · If there is, on the north side, it should probably

·2· look kind of like the upper left, and in the south side, it

·3· might want to look like the cobble that's at the Riverwalk.

·4· · · · · · So maybe move on to the last slide, and then we

·5· can open up for final discussion.

·6· · · · · · So the final topic is the idea of, kind of, the

·7· plaza street, and the consideration would be should we look

·8· at the Arlington Avenue plaza street concept to unify the

·9· park areas if the street between bridges needs to be

10· replaced?

11· · · · · · So the thought is to consider, number one,

12· unifying, kind of, the paving so there's some continuity

13· between sidewalk and the street surfacing.· We can even

14· consider using some permeable pavers on the street and the

15· sidewalk to create a seamless transition and provide the

16· storm water infiltration.

17· · · · · · So that would be sort of represented by -- I mean,

18· one version of that is on the lower-right side, that is a

19· type of permeable paver that actually happens to exist on

20· the northwest corner of the Arlington Street Bridge now.· Of

21· course, there many, many styles that could be considered.

22· · · · · · The possibility is also to use like a sidewalk

23· paving that has a unique stamp or a sand blast that kind of

24· creates a theme.· The photos on the two lower left are

25· examples of that.
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·1· · · · · · So on the lower left, that's actually a photo of

·2· the La Rambla, a super-famous street in Barcelona, where

·3· there is actually a canal underneath that street, and now

·4· it's a pedestrian plaza only.· But the wave pattern was

·5· chosen because there is actually water.· There is still a

·6· canal under there.· So what was sort of a reference to the

·7· water that was once there, which I think is really

·8· beautiful.

·9· · · · · · Then middle one is just showing another design

10· just using a simple, it looks like, sand blast or exposed

11· aggregate.

12· · · · · · So the big question here is just what do you think

13· about the idea of, perhaps, creating this kind of plaza

14· street idea, if the street between the bridges needs to be

15· replaced?

16· · · · · · So moving on to the final slide, it would be --

17· these are the final, kind of, topics that we would like your

18· feedback on.

19· · · · · · One, again, would be the plaza street, and then

20· the other one is should we incorporate some kind of texture

21· on the floodwalls, and then on the -- or excuse me, the

22· abutment walls.· Should we incorporate texture on the bridge

23· abutment walls?· And then the floodwalls, should we maintain

24· some consistency between the design of the floodwalls to

25· what's there now?
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·1· · · · · · So opening it up for more comment patient.

·2· · · · · · MS. KOSKI:· So this Kerrie, again.· Kerrie Koski,

·3· City of Reno, City Engineer.· I am going to weigh in a

·4· couple of things.

·5· · · · · · The plaza street, I would like to say that

·6· Arlington Street is a street first.· Please keep that in

·7· mind.

·8· · · · · · I would also like to say that accessibility to me

·9· is important to everyone.· So I would like the group to

10· think about -- textured surfaces and such are nice.· They

11· are fancy.· They catch your eye.

12· · · · · · But we, at the City, often get complaints about

13· the smoothness, or if you think about people who are vision

14· impaired, how to do they -- how do they navigate it?· It's

15· kind of a balancing act.· So I am not really in support of a

16· lot of fancy textures on a plaza -- in a plaza.

17· · · · · · As far as the floodwalls go, low maintenance.

18· That's all I ask is, whatever we put in there, let's make

19· sure that it does, obviously, match -- I would support

20· matching with adjacent, and make it low maintenance.

21· · · · · · That's my two cents.

22· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Gotcha.

23· · · · · · MS. KOSKI:· That's from the boring engineer.· I'm

24· sorry.

25· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Appreciate that.
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·1· · · · · · Anybody else?

·2· · · · · · MR. BREZINA:· Yes, Barbara.· This is Matt with the

·3· City of Reno Parks again.· I agree with Kerrie.· I think

·4· simple is better.· I think some of the decorative textures

·5· look nice, but once they are covered in our concrete gray

·6· paint to cover the graffiti, they don't look very nice at

·7· all.

·8· · · · · · I think whatever is easiest to cover up and

·9· simplify the coloring schemes, I think would probably be

10· easiest for everybody.

11· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Any others?

12· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· This is Ann again.· I don't know if

13· it's possible, I always look at these sorts of things and

14· think what are we going to think when we look this a hundred

15· years from now?· Will it feel timeless, or will it feel like

16· you can point at it and say, oh, I know exactly when that

17· was done.

18· · · · · · And the first time I saw it, I really didn't like

19· it, but the sculpture walls that are done along the highways

20· now -- we moved here from Colorado, and on a lot of walls

21· lining the highways, the sound barriers, we have the front

22· range, we have geostructures that show how the land

23· developed.· When we moved here, you know, there are the

24· quail along the highways.

25· · · · · · So what if we used this as a place where we could
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·1· do flora and fauna?· Local flora and fauna, and have that be

·2· the design along those flood walls.

·3· · · · · · I think it can be kept simple paint-wise, I think

·4· it's not too hard to maintain.· Just a thought.

·5· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· That's good.· Well, I am from Fort

·6· Collins, originally, and I am very familiar with, like, a

·7· lot of the textures they did on the I-25 on the T-Rex

·8· Project that have, kind of, the beautiful buffalo and

·9· swallows.

10· · · · · · I mean, John L'Etoile is in charge of the program

11· at NDOT that does all that work for our highways.

12· · · · · · So we are kind of knee-deep in that kind of work

13· and reference.· So we're all as excited, or at least I am,

14· about that kind of thing.

15· · · · · · I like, personally, the idea of, maybe, like,

16· referencing the cottonwood or the trembling leaves somehow,

17· because that was such a -- it's just such a significant

18· component of the Truckee Meadows is, you know, were in this

19· kind of funny oasis in the middle of the Great Basin, of

20· course at the toe of the Sierra too.

21· · · · · · John?

22· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Yes.· I am part of that program,

23· but those designs are yours, Barb.· Those quail.

24· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· That's true.· The quail and the fish,

25· which I was referring, by the way, to the Lahontan cutthroat
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·1· trout that I am super excited about possibly returning to

·2· Downtown river now that they have been taking away some of

·3· the impediments like to the Derby Dam and all that.

·4· · · · · · I mean, apparently, there used to be 20-pound fish

·5· getting drawn out of the Truckee River in Downtown Reno.· It

·6· is crazy.

·7· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Yes.· That's fantastic.

·8· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· And that would tie in, maybe to some

·9· of the thoughts Michon had too about just referencing some

10· of the importance of the Truckee River to the Tribes, you

11· know.

12· · · · · · Doing it in a really clean, timeless way, that

13· would bee my only concern is that -- and I know there is a

14· way to do it, but just making so it's something that you

15· kind of get, but it's kind of subtle and just beautiful and

16· not -- just really --

17· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· Not tacky.

18· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Not tacky.· Yes.· Right.

19· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Yes. Yes.· If it's not completely

20· literal, I mean, it's a little more abstracted so it

21· resonates with the river and the cultural and the history of

22· the Tribes, which I think would be great to have that thread

23· in there this as well.

24· · · · · · MS. BUJA:· I grew up in New Mexico, and a lot of

25· the architecture in Albuquerque and around pulls from the
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·1· Hopi and the Navajo and the Pueblo Tribes, and they are art,

·2· and it's replicated.· It was really -- I mean, that was our

·3· art deco.

·4· · · · · · I am wondering if we can do the same thing again

·5· to reference the Paiute people.· I mean, they've only been,

·6· you know, 800 -- as one of the women informed me:· We've

·7· been here about 800 hundred years longer than you.· And I

·8· look really great.

·9· · · · · · So if there would be a way to use that on the

10· walls.· Except I don't want them down on the water, I want

11· them up where we can see them, always.

12· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Yes.· A couple of other opinions on

13· the patterns that you have there on the bottom.

14· · · · · · The Greek patterning, I think is more -- resonates

15· a little better with an architectural element.· Maybe steel.

16· Maybe no not so much for river.

17· · · · · · And the -- I like the idea of the bark and

18· bringing in the trembling leaves idea somehow.· But bark

19· being, you know, the patterning along that wall, just not

20· sure about that.

21· · · · · · I am a creature of consistency, so I think I'm,

22· maybe along the lines with Kerrie on keeping the walls

23· similar throughout the river corridor.

24· · · · · · But the texturing does definitely impedes some of

25· the graffiti.· There's so much less graffiti, we find, on
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·1· walls that have a deeper texture and pattern to them than

·2· otherwise.· So that would be important.

·3· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · Anyone else?

·5· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Okay.· Well, great discussion.  I

·6· mean, I kind of have this slide here for group discussion

·7· and consensus.

·8· · · · · · I think, for the most part, all of the items that

·9· we have kind of proposed as aesthetic elements are important

10· for us to carry forward.· That's what I'm getting of the

11· discussion, and we will carry all of those forward.· We need

12· to look at them in a little bit more detail.

13· · · · · · I do want to remind the group that this is the

14· feasibility study, so we're not really getting into the

15· finer details of the aesthetics, but as we kick off NEPA and

16· design, we will be.

17· · · · · · So right now in terms of next steps, I mean, the

18· group is going to put together a summary of notes from our

19· TAC meetings and our three Stakeholder Working Group

20· meetings that we have had with all of you, and present the

21· findings and the comments to the City of Reno Council and

22· our RTC Board.

23· · · · · · Then we're going to refine some of our renderings

24· and the way the bridge concepts look, and put together some

25· of these aesthetic elements on the bridge so that we can
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·1· show that stuff to the public and get feedback from them at

·2· our second and final public information meeting.

·3· · · · · · Once we get some feedback from the public, we'll

·4· take that discussion and those comments and we'll gobble

·5· them up into the feasibility study and present to the City

·6· of Reno Council and RTC Board again, and then we will

·7· finalize things.

·8· · · · · · So I really appreciate everbody's participation

·9· today, and I think we've got great feedback.

10· · · · · · Like I said, I feel like as a group, all the

11· things that we have presented today, everybody, you know,

12· for the most part, we should carry everything forward.

13· · · · · · I think our recommendation to remove the double

14· railing -- I mean, not look at the double railing, I feel

15· like that's something that we don't need to carry forward

16· because it limits pedestrian accessibility.

17· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Um-hmm.

18· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· And I'll just take a breath and see

19· if anybody disagrees with that.

20· · · · · · Okay.· Are there any additional ideas that anybody

21· wants to throw out in the last -- we don't really have any

22· minutes left, but in the last little bit of time that we're

23· here?

24· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· If you eliminated the curb so you

25· don't have a -- maybe, have a different patterning for the
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·1· pedestrian and the vehicular.

·2· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Remove to curb.· I guess I am not

·3· following.

·4· · · · · · MR. L'ETOILE:· Well, sorry.· You know what, I was

·5· thinking that in terms of if we the double railing or some

·6· type of staggering railing, we might do something like that.

·7· · · · · · But, nope, scratch that, Judy.

·8· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Okay.

·9· · · · · · MR. STEWART:· Judy, this is Brian with RTC.  I

10· really like the idea that Mike brought up with respect to

11· the wider bridge.· And, maybe, at least looking at is it

12· feasible, since it's a feasibility study, to provide that

13· from abutment to abutment.· Then on that surface, you can do

14· (inaudible), so you might not have to use everything for

15· pedestrian or bikes or transportation, if you can

16· accommodate that.

17· · · · · · So I think that would be something to look at that

18· could then give you some of these other options out there.

19· · · · · · So, in any case, I don't want to lose that idea to

20· explore a little bit.

21· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Okay.· Anything else from anyone?

22· · · · · · MS. HARSH:· Judy, this is Toni.· Do you want the

23· comments from the public?

24· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· I certainly -- Toni, you are more

25· that welcome to speak now.
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·1· · · · · · MS. HARSH:· Okay.· And thank you so much.  I

·2· thought it was an amazing presentation.· I loved everything.

·3· · · · · · And what I did the last tame, was I simply went

·4· through some highlights on my notes, and you captured them

·5· beautifully, and I just thank you so much for letting me

·6· participate in this.

·7· · · · · · So very quickly, okay -- because I have seven

·8· pages of notes, but I only pick up a few -- some of the

·9· things that I wanted to bring up is don't -- which may

10· follow up with -- or come up with Parks and Recreation, is

11· there has always been a huge appetite for the ice rink, and

12· that seemed to be best location down there.· And that's

13· later on, you know, just a comment.· That seemed to be --

14· and that's why we had that few-mile-an-hour thing is it's

15· still residue from the ice rink.

16· · · · · · Regarding street lights, we have a tendency, and

17· the example is perfect on Booth Street, that we somehow

18· order our lights and forget that sometimes they are going on

19· pedestals and not at street level, so we get them out of

20· portion to the pedestrians.· So I just would remind us of

21· that.· I think you can see examples of that through the

22· pictures.

23· · · · · · I love the idea of globes, and, by the way, I love

24· the green lights in the lights down on the river.· It's very

25· exciting to see.
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·1· · · · · · Regarding that floodwalls, having participated in

·2· the conversations with the natural river and flood

·3· management, the floodwalls are a part of that.· I don't know

·4· where that falls with funding right now, but discussion on

·5· floodwalls goes clear back into the 1990s.

·6· · · · · · I really like the idea, and I don't know who

·7· mention it, is the idea of a certain motif on the north side

·8· and a different motif on the south side, because you don't

·9· feel like you're going down a canyon and it's repetitious.

10· Plus the necessity for floodwall is far higher on the north

11· side than the south side.

12· · · · · · Debris.· Debris is paramount, I mean, you've heard

13· this all the way through.· That is the main discussion that

14· comes out of the flood management, and we're still not

15· addressing that upstream where it should be addressed like

16· they do in other communities.· So that's a separate

17· conversation that needs to be addressed and needs

18· established because that will clean up a lot of the

19· situations that you have with the structure of the bridges

20· Downtown.· And the need for grass and the timbers and the

21· trees out of that.

22· · · · · · So I would just comment I don't know you want to

23· throw that little monkey-on-your-back to somebody to talk

24· about debris sweep.

25· · · · · · Just a point of discussion with all of the
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·1· components of where you are going into river for

·2· pedestrians.· There is an ADA accessible access, which is on

·3· the south side of the river across from Barbara Bennett

·4· Park.· So you might want to put that on your map that.

·5· · · · · · The -- let me see.· Oh, I loved the comments that

·6· were made about that the lighting should not be

·7· overwhelming; that it should be enhancing.· I think that

·8· that came back around many times, and I think there's going

·9· to be a happy medium there of where it is going to be to

10· enhance and where it's going on, you know, some sort of --

11· we don't want dark shadows, but you guys know that better

12· than I do.

13· · · · · · Believe it or not, I'm on page 5.

14· · · · · · Yes.· Most important coming out of the workshops

15· from living river, which go way back, is the desire for the

16· community to interact with the river.

17· · · · · · So I think you've captured that, but just

18· reiterating that the public is just so involved in that and

19· excited about it that has not waned, even though we have tad

20· to change municipal code so that we at least allowed people

21· to get into the river.· So that was pretty exciting.

22· · · · · · Regarding your accessibility for pedestrians, they

23· have changed the shading requirement down along the river.

24· There used to be a shading -- you know, you couldn't be

25· above a certain elevation on the north side of the river at
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·1· a certain time.· That has changed, and it may not impact --

·2· well, it could -- not it won't impact -- the Arlington

·3· Street Bridge.· But it's just a comment that we do have a

·4· lot of slippery -- very slippery situation as we come down,

·5· coming from south to north entering Arlington Street Bridge.

·6· You know, who knows what we're going to have in the future,

·7· but that was always a major safety issue there.

·8· · · · · · That cover it in no particular order.· I love

·9· everybody's comments.· They were so valuable.· Thank you for

10· listening to me.

11· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Toni, thank you so much for that

13· input.· That was really helpful.· And I appreciate you being

14· patient and waiting until the end.

15· · · · · · MS. HARSH:· Sure.

16· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Thank you for that.

17· · · · · · MS. JONES:· Judy, this is Honor.· May I also make

18· a couple of comments?

19· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Sure, Honor.· Go ahead.

20· · · · · · MS. JONES:· I missed your last presentation, so

21· some of these -- my comments will revert back to that.

22· · · · · · I do like your presentation and mentioned the

23· first 100 years, and also bringing it into the coming 100

24· years and how the use of the river and how we're going to

25· enjoy it as a population is going to be quite different.
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·1· · · · · · With that in mind, and you said it very

·2· accurately, we've got a street (inaudible) and I would like

·3· to come back to one thing because I didn't quite get the

·4· feasibility for why we dropped out an elevated bridge

·5· because everything I'm hearing today kind of tells us that

·6· an elevated bridge would eliminate some of the issues that

·7· you have discussed.

·8· · · · · · One would be to start out with accessing for

·9· maintenance, and the other would be debris.· We wouldn't

10· have that element.

11· · · · · · We've also got a repetition of the Virginia Street

12· bridge with an elevated look, and we would again accommodate

13· the upcoming and fastly growing -- and this is popular

14· across America -- outdoor activities at Wingfield Park.

15· · · · · · We know with the population increase here in the

16· Reno area, we're only going to get more people that will be

17· attracted to come down there for more special events.

18· · · · · · I am wondering if we are -- we don't need to

19· reconsider some of these things.

20· · · · · · I would like to then kind of hit on something I

21· have dealt with in the last 15 years of my life because I

22· have taken care of an ADA needs person, but I can't stress

23· enough to keep your designs on your flat surfaces to be

24· ADA-compliant so that you just don't have any niches or

25· grooves that your wheels can get stuck in.
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·1· · · · · · Remember, too, about the railings.· And,

·2· incidentally, I know that they increased the heights of

·3· railings, but let's be careful not to use your designs to be

·4· a ladder so that somebody could climb up them and go over.

·5· · · · · · I like the lighting because it is increased.· It's

·6· a modern trend.· But I don't see us as Chicago.· Chicago did

·7· show the string of lights, but that mimics the skyscrapers.

·8· · · · · · We've got the curve of the park, the curve of the

·9· river, so I believe our lighting should duplicate that sort

10· of look.

11· · · · · · But I do want that say, or ask this question is,

12· maybe, it should be reconsidered to look at the elevation

13· again of a bridge.· And particularly for safety.

14· · · · · · We've got ambulances that need to go to St. Mary's

15· fast; we don't need to be caught with road closures or

16· people crossing the street.· We've got fire trucks, we've

17· got all of those, and I know there is a little engineer in

18· my background, but still function before form is a rule.

19· · · · · · So with that, I think I've contributed a citizen's

20· comments.· Thank you.· It was just a very well put together

21· presentation, and I know those things take time to do, so

22· kudos to all who were work concerned.· Thank you.

23· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thank you.

24· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· Yes.· And thank you, Honor.· I'll

25· have to reach out to you.· We have a recap from our last
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·1· Stakeholder Working Group meeting where we talked about the

·2· reasons behind why the elevated bridge concept was not

·3· recommended to be carried forward.· There's also some more

·4· details on that in our TAC-2 meeting stuff.

·5· · · · · · When I get that stuff posted on the website, I

·6· will reach out to you and let you know so you have an

·7· opportunity to look at that.

·8· · · · · · MS. JONES:· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · MS. TORTELLI:· We will be, like I said, right now,

10· the way this process has worked is we started off with a

11· public information meeting and we went out to the public and

12· we said:· Hey, these are our bridge concepts that we want to

13· look at.

14· · · · · · We told the public about the process that we were

15· planning to follow, you know, our TAC meetings and our

16· Stakeholder Working Group meetings.

17· · · · · · We're through those now.· We have some recommended

18· bridge concepts that we have to take back to the public and

19· get their input.

20· · · · · · So we'll be presenting that information to the

21· public, probably, early next year, maybe, like February or

22· March.· So stay tuned for that.

23· · · · · · Well, we're not doing too bad.· It's about 15

24· minutes after 3 it looks like.· So I think we got through a

25· lot of the material in a short amount of time.
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·1· · · · · · Christmas is next week so I wore my Santa hat

·2· today.· I just want to try and stay in the -- get myself in

·3· the Christmas spirit here, and I would like to wish

·4· everybody happy holidays.

·5· · · · · · Thank you for participating.

·6· · · · · · MS. SANTER:· Thanks, everyone.

·7· · · · · · (Meeting was concluded at 3:14 P.M.)
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·1· STATE OF NEVADA· · ·)
· · · · · · · · · · · · )· ss.
·2· COUNTY OF WASHOE· · )

·3

·4· · · · · · I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, court reporter, do

·5· hereby certify:

·6· · · · · · That I was present via Zoom audio visual on

·7· December 15, 2020, at the RTC Stakeholder Working Group

·8· Meeting-3, and took stenotype notes of the proceedings

·9· entitled herein, and thereafter transcribed said proceedings

10· into typewriting as herein appears.

11· · · · · · That the foregoing transcript is a full, true, and

12· correct transcription of my stenotype notes of said

13· proceedings consisting of 86 pages.

14· · · · · · DATED:· At Reno, Nevada, this 26th day of

15· December, 2020.

16

17· · · · · · · · · · · · · · /s/ Brandi Ann Vianney Smith
· · · · · · · · · · · · __________________________________
18· · · · · · · · · · · BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH
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·1· · · HEALTH INFORMATION PRIVACY & SECURITY: CAUTIONARY NOTICE

·2· Litigation Services is committed to compliance with applicable federal

·3· and state laws and regulations (“Privacy Laws”) governing the

·4· protection andsecurity of patient health information.Notice is

·5· herebygiven to all parties that transcripts of depositions and legal

·6· proceedings, and transcript exhibits, may contain patient health

·7· information that is protected from unauthorized access, use and

·8· disclosure by Privacy Laws. Litigation Services requires that access,

·9· maintenance, use, and disclosure (including but not limited to

10· electronic database maintenance and access, storage, distribution/

11· dissemination and communication) of transcripts/exhibits containing

12· patient information be performed in compliance with Privacy Laws.

13· No transcript or exhibit containing protected patient health

14· information may be further disclosed except as permitted by Privacy

15· Laws. Litigation Services expects that all parties, parties’

16· attorneys, and their HIPAA Business Associates and Subcontractors will

17· make every reasonable effort to protect and secure patient health

18· information, and to comply with applicable Privacy Law mandates,

19· including but not limited to restrictions on access, storage, use, and

20· disclosure (sharing) of transcripts and transcript exhibits, and

21· applying “minimum necessary” standards where appropriate. It is

22 recommended that your office review its policies regarding sharing of

23 transcripts and exhibits - including access, storage, use, and

24· disclosure - for compliance with Privacy Laws.
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          1                         ---o0o---

          2    RENO, NEVADA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2020, 1:00 P.M.

          3                         ---o0o---

          4

          5            MS. TORTELLI:  Well, welcome everybody.  I think

          6  we can go ahead and get started.

          7            I would like to ask everybody to mute your mics.

          8  It looks like, Michon, if you could mute your mic maybe?

          9            And I know just asked everybody to mute their

         10  mics, but can you see my screen?

         11            MR. COOPER:  Yes, we can see your screen.

         12            MS. TORTELLI:  All right.  Thank you.  We'll go

         13  ahead and get started.

         14            I wanted to welcome everybody. I am Judy Tortelli,

         15  Project Manager for the RTC.  I am here today to talk about

         16  aesthetic themes for the Arlington Avenue Bridges Project.

         17            I have two folks that are going to help me with

         18  the presentation today.  One is Barb Santer, Senior

         19  Landscape Architect with Stantec, and Mike Cooper,

         20  Structural Engineer with Jacobs.

         21            I also want to let everybody know that I do have a

         22  court reporter on the call to help capture meeting notes.

         23            Today we will run through a presentation and go

         24  over what the team has put together regarding bridge

         25  aesthetics.
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          1            Barb will be covering the majority of the

          2  presentation, and Mike will talk about the bridge concepts

          3  that were carried forward from our last Stakeholder Working

          4  Group meeting.

          5            I would like to ask that as we go through the

          6  presentation, you keep your mics mute, and please make a

          7  note of any questions or comments you may have.

          8            I do have several breaking spots within the

          9  presentation to allow time for questions and discussions.

         10            I am not going to go through a full attendance

         11  because we have everybody that's logged on.

         12            Brandi, just so you know, I will send you a report

         13  from Zoom on who logged on.

         14            But I did want -- if my team could just introduce

         15  themselves, please, so people know who is going to be

         16  presenting.

         17            MS. SANTER:  I'm Barb Santer, Landscape Architect

         18  with Stantec Consulting here in Reno.

         19            MR. COOPER:  I'm Mike Cooper, Bridge Engineer with

         20  Jacobs.

         21            MS. TORTELLI:  All right.  Thank you, guys.

         22            So the purpose of today's meeting is to discuss

         23  aesthetics for the project.

         24            When we started this study, several aesthetic

         25  themes were identified.  They included the Downtown Street
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          1  Streetscape Mater Plan, mimicking the Virginia Street

          2  Bridge, applying a family of bridges theme to establish a

          3  standard for future bridge replacements, or creating a new

          4  theme specific to the Wingfield Park area.

          5            We got great feedback on the tail end of our

          6  second Stakeholder Working Group meeting regarding

          7  aesthetics.

          8            It was noted that the Downtown Streetscape Master

          9  Plan didn't really include the bridges, and the Group felt

         10  following this would box us in and limit our flexibility.

         11            At Stakeholder Working Group-2, there was a lot of

         12  discussion about the family of bridges theme.  It would be

         13  nice to create somewhat of a standard since several of the

         14  Downtown bridges are going to be replaced in the near

         15  future.

         16            Based of that discussion, our theme at this point

         17  is to have modern design elements with a nod to the art deco

         18  historical context.  This theme will help shape how we move

         19  forward.

         20            We have already determined which bridge concepts

         21  should be carried forward.  Now it's time to discuss their

         22  appearance.

         23            The aesthetic elements we present to you today are

         24  pretty high level.  We have some flexibility here to play

         25  with the appearance of the bridges and don't want to box
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          1  ourselves in.

          2            We need your help to guide us on what should be

          3  carried forward for additional analysis as we move forward

          4  into the phase of the project, which is NEPA and design.

          5            Here is an agenda.  We will review the site

          6  history specific to the Arlington Avenue Bridges, existing

          7  conditions of the Downtown bridges, and look at how to

          8  recommended bridge concepts affect aesthetic elements.

          9            The team has done a great job defining our design

         10  goals, and we have an overview map that lays out some of the

         11  opportunities and constraints.

         12            There are eight aesthetic elements that we are

         13  proposing, and we will look at them in three categories.

         14            The first will be overall theme and various

         15  lighting potentials.

         16            Next, we will look at opportunities for railing

         17  and widening the sidewalk space.

         18            We will wrap up by looking at some surface texture

         19  options.

         20            There is a lot of material to look at, so I wanted

         21  to break it up and allow time for discussion in each

         22  category prior to moving onto the next.

         23            I may be jumping in during the questions portion

         24  if discussions are getting off track or taking up too much

         25  time.
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          1            I want to ensure the group has the opportunity to

          2  see everything that proposed.  So we may table some ideas

          3  and continue the discussion toward the end of meeting.

          4            So here is a location map of Downtown bridges in

          5  Reno.  Going from west to east, you have here the Booth

          6  Street Bridge, and then the Keystone Avenue Bridge.  Moving

          7  further on down the river, is the Arlington Avenue Bridges,

          8  then the Sierra Street Bridge, the more-recently replaced

          9  Virginia Street Bridge is here, then the Center Street

         10  Bridge, and the Lake Street Bridge.

         11            The Arlington, Keystone, and Sierra bridges are

         12  identified for replacement in the RTC 2040 Regional

         13  Transportation Plan in the years 2222 to 2226.

         14            The Lake Street Bridge is slated for replacement

         15  in 2027 to 2040 timeframe.

         16            I would like to note that the Lake Street Bridge

         17  replacement has some major issues from a flooding

         18  perspective.

         19            Our focus here at the RTC is on transportation and

         20  maintaining our roadway system for all users and not

         21  necessarily performing flood control.

         22            This is why the Lake Street Bridge falls within

         23  the later years.  We did, however, put a significant

         24  Band-Aid on the Lake Street Bridge just last year.

         25            So with four bridge replacements on the horizon,
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          1  the family-of-bridges theme looks more appealing and

          2  achievable.

          3            Now, I am going to turn it over to Barb so we can

          4  jump into the fun stuff.

          5            MS. SANTER:  Thank you, Judy.

          6            MS. TORTELLI:  Um-hmm.

          7            MS. SANTER:  So we started our study of the

          8  Arlington Street bridge replacements by kind of looking at

          9  some bigger picture items, and the first thing was the

         10  history of site.

         11            So we looked at history of what is now called

         12  Wingfield Park, which is where the bridges are located.  And

         13  here are just some points about the history.

         14            In 1909, Louis Hinckley purchased and developed

         15  the land into a relaxing, resort-like destination know as

         16  Belle Isle.

         17            The river was partially dammed and a foot bridge

         18  was added in 1912.

         19            In 1916, the owners of the park filed for

         20  bankruptcy, and the space was acquired by the Reno National

         21  Bank.

         22            In 1920, the influential banker, George Wingfield,

         23  bought the property and donated it to the City.  The island

         24  was later named George Wingfield Park.

         25            In 1912, the north bridge structure was
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          1  constructed.  It was originally called the Chestnut Street

          2  Bridge, and it is Nevada's oldest T-beam bridge.

          3            In 1928, a flood caused substantial damage to the

          4  park with repairs paid for by George Wingfield.

          5            Then from 1925 to the 1980s, the Reno Municipal

          6  Christmas tree was standing at Wingfield Park.

          7            You can see a variety of photos on this page.

          8  Here on the upper left is a photo of the original Belle Isle

          9  Amusement Company site plan showing some various amusement

         10  rides and such, and it looks like this was actually before

         11  many other improvements were made in the park.

         12            The lower left, you can see a photo showing some

         13  of the amusement features in the park that were brightly

         14  lit.  It looks like a carousel and some other features.

         15            The lower center photo is another one from 1911

         16  showing a women viewing over the river into, it looks like,

         17  the island with a ferris wheel, and you can see some other

         18  amusement rides.

         19            Then on the lower-right side, you can see a

         20  postcard featuring this really beautiful photo of the park

         21  with some large cottonwood trees and et cetera.

         22            So to summarize, this was a really important park

         23  in Downtown Reno for over a hundred years.

         24            Another aspect of this area was just kind of an

         25  overall design inspiration, and looking to the famous book
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          1  The City of Trembling Leaves, written by Walter Van Tilberg

          2  Clark, the book talks a lot about the history and

          3  development of Reno.

          4            Reno was established as a small town on the edge

          5  of the mountain range with beautiful trees and wildlife, and

          6  the book illustrates the natural beauty of Reno landscape

          7  and highlights Wingfield Park as a leisurely oasis within

          8  the city.

          9            Of course since then, urbanization and development

         10  has changed the landscape of the city within the last

         11  century, but we kind of question how can the proposed design

         12  reconnect to the history of this area and celebrate the

         13  natural beauty of the Reno landscape.

         14            A couple notable aspects about, of course, the

         15  title of the book referring to the city of trembling leaves

         16  was the fact that here at this location in the Great Basin

         17  with the Truckee River, I think travelers recognized that

         18  there were significant cottonwood trees and kind of a

         19  beautiful setting here that was kind of rare within the

         20  landscape of the Great Basin.

         21            So next, we wanted to look at the existing

         22  conditions of the Downtown bridges.  The reason for doing

         23  this was to kind of look at the context of the architectural

         24  design of all the bridges, and then, of course, focusing in

         25  on the Arlington Street bridges, but recognizing that, as
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          1  Judy mentioned earlier, a number of bridges still require

          2  replacement in the Downtown.

          3            So we were intrigued with the idea of looking at

          4  what features we might be able to design for the Arlington

          5  Street Bridge that would tie into other Downtown bridges,

          6  and also, perhaps, be able to be used for future bridge

          7  replacements.

          8            So going from west to east, the first one we

          9  looked at was the Booth Street bridge.

         10            So the upper photos, you can see a photo looking

         11  at the bridge, looking south, and you can see it has a

         12  smooth, solid concrete railing.  It's got some accent

         13  lighting on each end of the bridge, kind of a globe light.

         14            It's a single-pier type of bridge design, has a

         15  smooth abutment wall.  There is some riprap along the sides

         16  for some slope reinforcement.  And, again, on the right, you

         17  can see looking from the actual Booth Street looking to the

         18  river, you can see the textured, solid concrete wall with a

         19  sidewalk.

         20            The lower middle, you can see a more closeup view

         21  of the globe lights, another view of the sidewalk with the

         22  solid concrete railing, and pedestrian access that takes the

         23  traveler into Idlewild Park.

         24            Next, we're not looking in detail at the Keystone

         25  Bridge because that one is kind of different style than what
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          1  we're looking at replacing here for Arlington.

          2            So we're moving instead to the Arlington Avenue

          3  bridges, which is the next set of bridges to the east.

          4            So, as you know, there are two bridges along this

          5  area because they connect the island over the two branches

          6  of the Truckee River from north to south.  So the north

          7  bridge is the larger bridge over the larger portion of the

          8  river.

          9            You can see the first photo in the upper middle,

         10  again, this bridge also has a solid concrete barrier rail.

         11  This is looking east.  The floodwalls nearby in this portion

         12  have natural rock texture close to the bridge, and then it

         13  transitions to solid concrete.  Then there's a sidewalk just

         14  adjacent to that railing.

         15            On the upper-right side, you can see a view of the

         16  northern bridge, and this is actually as one would be

         17  standing on the path on the west side of the bridge in the

         18  park looking up at bridge.

         19            So you can see this existing bridge has two piers

         20  in the water.  You can see the girders on the underside.

         21  The riprap in this case is actually from the more-recent

         22  construction of the kayak park, and, as I mentioned, in the

         23  photo standing on the path looking up at the bridge.  So

         24  it's notable because this bridge has pedestrian access

         25  underneath to connect both sides of island.
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          1            On the bottom of this photo is a photo of the

          2  southern bridge section.  So this is connecting the smaller

          3  branch of the Truckee River.

          4            So this one is looking east.  Again, it's got the

          5  solid concrete panels that are smooth.  You can see,

          6  actually, a view of the Riverwalk Project, which is very

          7  distinctive, built right in the very early 90s, and that has

          8  a stone cobble-textured wall, and kind of the dark

          9  cherry-colored railings and distinctive features.

         10            The right side is a photo looking at the southern

         11  bridge.  I believe that's looking from the south looking at

         12  it.  There are some pilasters on the end.

         13            One notable aspect is, looking at some history of

         14  the north side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, there used to

         15  be lights, apparently, on both ends of the bridge, but they

         16  were removed after a significant flood, and they were not

         17  replaced.

         18            Next are some more photos looking from the bridge.

         19  On the upper side, you can see, looking west, it's a really

         20  nice view of the kayak park and the boulders that were added

         21  actually create a really nice texture, in addition to

         22  creating the really nice pools and riffles in that portion

         23  of the river.  That has now kind of become Reno's largest

         24  swimming hole pretty much.

         25            On the upper right side is a southern bridge
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          1  looking west, and that, you can see the kayak gates for

          2  kayak competitions.

          3            On the lower left is another view of the kayak

          4  park.  Really pretty with lots of trees, and then a little

          5  shot -- there's actually some wildlife down there.  There

          6  are ducks, and I know there is a green heron that actually

          7  lives on the east side of the island that I just last week

          8  again.

          9            Moving to the east looking at the Sierra Street

         10  Bridge, this one, if you look at the upper-middle photo,

         11  that bridge has also got a concrete railing with openings,

         12  and it's got lights on these, kind of, art-deco-looking

         13  pilasters, and it's a two-pier -- a double-pier bridge.

         14            View looking north on the street, you can see down

         15  the sidewalk, the sidewalk's directly adjacent to the

         16  barrier railing -- or excuse me the bridge railing, and you

         17  can see the pedestrian-scaled lights.  There is a closeup of

         18  the lighting in the lower middle, and a closeup of the

         19  existing railing, which, by the way, just a note about that

         20  railing, I do not believe that railing would meet current

         21  accessibility requirements, which requires a four-inch-wide

         22  maximum opening, and I think this is a litter wider than

         23  that.

         24            On the lower right side, you can see an

         25  interesting shot that has a view of the bridge railing, and
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          1  then looking to the east, it's a view of the floodwall along

          2  the Truckee River lane.  The same exact railing design was

          3  actually extended along the floodwall for quite a long

          4  distance, and it has the pilasters that extend down the wall

          5  and kind of a globe light that is used intermittently pretty

          6  much throughout to floodwall from Virginia Street down to

          7  Arlington.

          8            Next is the Virginia Street Bridge, which, of

          9  course, was replaced and opened just a few years ago.  That

         10  bridge is a clear-span type.  It doesn't have a pier in the

         11  water.  I believe it's called a tied arch.

         12            So it's got the large concrete arches.  It has,

         13  kind of, an art deco feature at the end of the concrete

         14  arch, which has a layered concrete appearance.

         15            One notable feature about this bridge, which you

         16  can see in the plan view on the left, is that the deck was

         17  intentionally widened with that bowed-out appearance.  The

         18  reason for that was to provide a little more generous space

         19  for pedestrians to look at the water and gather, as this

         20  whole Downtown area is really pretty heavily used for

         21  special events and other features.

         22            On the upper-right side, you can see that the

         23  outside railing has a distinctive arch design with a powder

         24  coated dark gray, and then the top of the railing is

         25  actually stainless steel, and it has a light built in that
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          1  casts down and creates a really nice shadow.  That was

          2  designed to kind of tie into the arch design of the bridge.

          3            Because of the tied-arch design, an interior

          4  railing was required to protect vehicles from driving off

          5  the edge of bridge.  So this bridge has a double-railing

          6  system.

          7            In lower middle, you can see one of end pilasters

          8  from the Virginia Street Bridge, and this actually features

          9  a cluster of lights that was salvaged from the historic

         10  Virginia Street Bridge, and it was placed on the ends of the

         11  bridge on all four conners.

         12            The lower, kind of the middle one, you can see

         13  some night lighting, and there is some really nice lighting

         14  of the railing and the arch itself.

         15            Then the lower right, you can see the sidewalk

         16  paving, which is kind of a concrete with brick header design

         17  that has some tie to the existing Downtown Streetscape

         18  sidewalk concrete.

         19            Although, I will say those standards have now been

         20  revised, and the brick header and stamped concrete are no

         21  longer part of the Downtown Streetscape Standards; it's just

         22  dark gray concrete with scoring.

         23            Okay.  Looking at next bridge to the east is the

         24  Center Street Bridge, and Mike Cooper and I worked on this

         25  design in --
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          1            Mike, was it about 1996?  I want to say.

          2            MR. COOPER:  Yes.

          3            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  So this bridge was replaced

          4  around 1996.  This really was another design that kind of

          5  drew upon the nearby context of the Post Office -- the

          6  Downtown Post Office, which was art deco at the time.  The

          7  Mapes Hotel was actually still standing, then the Riverside

          8  Hotel.

          9            So going through some architectural concepts and

         10  process, it was decided to kind of nod to the art deco on

         11  this one, which nods pretty heavily in this case.

         12            So the upper middle, you can see it's got a double

         13  railing, a transparent art deco inspired railing.  Then on

         14  the -- that's on the very outside of the bridge where it's

         15  widened, and the inside railing is a concrete railing,

         16  vehicular rated, and Judy's pointing to that.

         17            So because of the fact that the exterior railing

         18  in the center, the bridge deck was widened.  We had to have

         19  this double railing system.

         20            So again, looking at the plan view on the left,

         21  you can see how the bridge deck was widened, and, once

         22  again, that was based on input from stakeholders and the

         23  idea that it would be really a nice place to look at the

         24  river and have a really beautiful transparent railing in

         25  that location.
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          1            The lighting was this globe light, again, kind of

          2  art-deco inspired, and the lower right shows a close up of

          3  the overlook the bridge widened area with the interior

          4  vehicular-rated railing that has the lights on it, and then

          5  the super-transparent's, sparkly aluminum railing on the

          6  outside.

          7            Those features with the chevron were really drawn

          8  and inspired from the Downtown Post Office that has aluminum

          9  grill work with those features.

         10            Moving east to the Lake Street Bridge, which is

         11  one of the ones Judy mentioned would be, perhaps, replaced

         12  on the 2027 timeframe, this bridge on Lake Street has a

         13  removable railing, and that's due to the flooding issues

         14  here.  So this one is a more utilitarian railing instead of

         15  being very much -- very elaborate.

         16            You can see the old Reno arch on this photo in the

         17  upper right that it was placed near the auto museum.  These

         18  decorative lights on this bridge look extremely similar to

         19  the Sierra Street Bridge, actually, placed on pilasters, so

         20  I believe there are four of those total.  There is a closeup

         21  of that light on the pilaster in the lower middle.

         22            Then you can see that railing, which is removable

         23  because of flooding issues, on the lower right.

         24            Another important feature of the Downtown that

         25  kind of threads a couple of these areas together, and it's
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          1  not a bridge, but it's the Reno Riverwalk.

          2            The first segment, which on the right there where

          3  the cursor is between Virginia and Sierra was replaced in

          4  the very early 90s -- I want to say like, maybe, 1991 -- and

          5  there is a photo of it lower left looking at it from the

          6  Virginia Street Bridge.

          7            It's super distinctive with dark cherry, metal

          8  powder-coated railing and those are pergolas, which have the

          9  caps made of the dark cherry railing.

         10            It's got the chain and bollard with stainless

         11  steel, and the extremely distinctive is also the floodwall.

         12  It's made with a natural stone veneer, and it's got a

         13  concrete cap that is natural granite.  It has gotten damaged

         14  during some Downtown floods, but it is a really

         15  pretty-looking floodwall.

         16            In the middle second one on the bottom, you can

         17  see another closeup showing some of the super-distinctive

         18  features.  Those were custom pedestrian-scaled lights, and a

         19  custom several railing designs.  These little arbors that

         20  have benches below them, and there's a closeup on the photo

         21  next to that, that color is a little more, maybe,

         22  exaggerated than how it really appears, but that is what a

         23  close up of what the railing looks like in one spot.

         24            Then on the lower right, there is a pedestrian

         25  bridge extending from the Riverwalk over to Wingfield Park
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          1  that has also been colorized with the dark cherry.

          2            I might make a note that the Riverwalk dark cherry

          3  color, that cherry color used to be on all of the Reno

          4  Downtown traffic signal standards and lights.  It was

          5  painted to black about, maybe, ten years ago or so , because

          6  I think the thought was not to use this dark cherry

          7  elsewhere in Downtown anymore.

          8            So then, just to point out, the second phase of

          9  the Riverwalk went from Sierra Street to Arlington Avenue

         10  just extending that whole treatment.

         11            There is also some very customized granite that

         12  several colors, very elaborate granite that was put on all

         13  of the pedestrian surfaces, but during the 1997 flood, I

         14  think it was, it was so heavily damaged between Arlington

         15  and Sierra that that was replaced with the stamped, ashlar

         16  concrete.  So it's still in place between Sierra and

         17  Virginia, but not in the left side any more.

         18            Another aspect of the Downtown in this area is it

         19  is a very popular area for Reno's Public Art Program.  There

         20  are a number of really significant pieces placed down here,

         21  and it's really kind of the heart of the arts and culture

         22  district, I would say.

         23            The upper two left pieces are at Bicentennial

         24  Park -- actually, the one in the middle may have been

         25  removed at this point, because that's intended for pieces to
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          1  change periodically.

          2            But the upper-right piece is at the Nevada Museum

          3  of Art.  Of course, the Believe sculpture is at First

          4  Virginia -- or City Plaza, and then we have murals

          5  throughout the Downtown.

          6            So it's definitely been a popular district,

          7  including Wingfield Park, to place a lot of art of all

          8  different types.

          9            So now, honing in on our location again, this site

         10  inventory map is a plan view showing the island and, again,

         11  the location of the two bridges on Arlington Avenue, and

         12  just has some photos to kind of remind us that the context

         13  is as we're looking at this area.

         14            So we have, of course, Wingfield Park on the

         15  island, the West Street Plaza on the upper right.  It's West

         16  First Street on the top .  The lower left is Barbara Bennett

         17  Park on Island Avenue, which has basketball and tennis

         18  courts.

         19            There are some photos throughout the margins here.

         20  On the upper left, you've got a photo of sculpture at

         21  Bicentennial Park, photos of the kayak park, the pathway

         22  under the bridge that I was referring to earlier, sport

         23  courts at the park, and a mural.

         24            On the upper right, you can see photos of the

         25  floodwall on the north side, the Wingfield Park
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          1  amphitheater -- super popular for summer performances --

          2  pedestrian access ways, a lot of street trees, and then,

          3  again the pedestrian bridges.

          4            There are three pedestrian bridges close by here.

          5  There's one on the southern branch of the river, and then

          6  one connecting Wingfield Park to West Street Plaza above

          7  that, and another one on west side connecting Wingfield,

          8  basically, to Bicentennial Park.

          9            So with that, Mike Cooper is going to talk about

         10  our bridge concepts.

         11            MR. COOPER:  So just a brief summary of what came

         12  out of the Technical Advisory Committee meetings and the

         13  Stakeholder Working Group meetings we've had already, kind

         14  of a review of the three concepts that came out of that

         15  work.

         16            The first one is this rigid-frame structure.  It

         17  kind of has an arched shape to it.  It's similar -- I was

         18  noticing in the picture Barb has of the southern bridge on

         19  Arlington -- it has the same kind of lines to it, only a

         20  much smaller span on that bridge.

         21            So the advantage of the rigid frame, it eliminates

         22  the obstructions in the north branch of the Truckee.

         23  Currently, the bridge there has two supports in the river.

         24            So those would be removed entirely with this

         25  option.  A side benefit of that is there would be no pier
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          1  surfaces for any kind of tagging activities that might go on

          2  with access under the bridge.

          3            Some of the challenges with this structure, with

          4  the thin section at mid-span, it's going to be a little bit

          5  more challenging to expand the sidewalk there beyond the

          6  standard width, similar to what Barb was talking about at

          7  Virginia Street and Center Street.  It's not impossible, but

          8  there are some structural challenges with that just due to

          9  the section of the bridge there.

         10            Then the other thing to point out near the

         11  supports faces of the abutments, the section of the bridge

         12  is deeper, and with the path that goes underneath the south

         13  end of this bridge, there may be -- it might impact headroom

         14  there for pedestrian access underneath the bridge.

         15            So this is -- we've just begun to generate some 3D

         16  renderings.  So these are kind of raw at this state.  These

         17  will get cleaned up as we move ahead.

         18            But this is intended to give you kind of a picture

         19  of what that area might look like with supports removed from

         20  the channel.  The clear span of this rigid frame over the

         21  river, the pathway within Wingfield Park passing underneath

         22  the bridge there on the south end of bridge.

         23            So the other two concepts that came out of the

         24  previous work, they are both two-span bridges, single pier

         25  concepts.
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          1            This first one would be a cast-in-place concrete

          2  box girder bridge.  The bottom side of this structure,

          3  looking at it from underneath, you would see, basically, a

          4  solid concrete slab overhead rather than discrete girders on

          5  the bridge.

          6            The pier wall that you see there in the middle of

          7  the elevation view looks wider than it is because what

          8  you're really seeing is sort of the skewed image of the face

          9  of pier; that darker are on the one edge of that really

         10  depicts more of the width of what that pier wall would look

         11  like.

         12            So the -- with a center pier, it provides a means

         13  to support a wider deck more readily than the rigid frame

         14  might.  It also provides a shallower overall structure depth

         15  that will help to mitigate any profile changes on the

         16  roadway above on Arlington, and also provide more headroom,

         17  potentially, underneath the bridge for the pathway in

         18  Wingfield Park.

         19            In terms of drawbacks of this alternative, there

         20  would still be one obstruction in the river, although it's

         21  one less obstruction that exists there today, and depending

         22  on access and water levels and what not, the pier wall

         23  itself may become an attractive nuisance as a tagging

         24  surface.

         25            So the other similar concept would be precast
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          1  concrete girders.  A couple of differences that you would

          2  note in this structure, you'll see on the center, it appears

          3  that there is a widened cap at the top of that pier wall,

          4  and that's intended to have a place to set the concrete

          5  girders as they are placed during construction.  So it's a

          6  little bit different shape of the pier.

          7            Then from underneath the bridge, you wouldn't see

          8  a solid concrete surface that you would see with the

          9  cast-in-place box; you'd see the individual lines of the

         10  precast girders.

         11            Similar pros and cons for this -- the precast

         12  concrete girders and the cast-in-place box.

         13            So, again, the beginnings of our 3D renderings.

         14  This shows you what the pier wall might look like in the

         15  channel.

         16            This particular image is of the precast concrete

         17  girder bridge.  So you can kind of see the end of the cap

         18  element that would be on top of that pier that would

         19  initially support those precast girders.

         20            These two single pier concepts would also provide

         21  means to get the pathway underneath the bridge at the south

         22  end.

         23            Back to Barb.

         24            MS. SANTER:  Okay.  So the next level of study

         25  that we prepared was looking at, kind of, a classic element
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          1  of analysis that we call "opportunities and constraints."  .

          2            So looking at those options, looking at some of

          3  the opportunities and constraints, I am just going to read

          4  from the legend and notes on the right side here so you can

          5  follow along.

          6            The dashed, orange line is pedestrian access.  So

          7  you can see that there's a lot of pedestrian access here

          8  along West First Street, along the floodwall, which is kind

          9  of where the number 7 is.  Throughout Wingfield Park,

         10  there's a loop on both sides of Arlington Avenue.

         11            Most significantly, there is pedestrian access

         12  below the north bridge on the south side at the abutment

         13  wall.

         14            Of course, there is access going east along Island

         15  Avenue, and also which is along the Riverwalk and Truckee

         16  River Lane to West Street Plaza and Virginia Street.

         17            There is also bicycle access on the Arlington

         18  Avenue bridges, and then there are those three pedestrian

         19  foot bridges in pink that are noted in the pink dash line.

         20            Going to further down the legend, we notice that

         21  had some of the existing flood walls, which are shown by

         22  that black diagonal dash, they are looking a little

         23  deteriorated.  It might be that that needs to be replaced in

         24  the future, and, maybe, there's an opportunity to look at

         25  the form liner patterns for those or the treatment so that
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          1  there is some consistency with other floodwalls.

          2            That circle represents just the terminus of the

          3  Reno Riverwalk, and that kind of launches people into

          4  Wingfield Park from the south side.

          5            On the black dash line, there is a portion of

          6  railing on the northeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge

          7  along the floodwall that doesn't match any other railing.

          8  It's like a pipe railing, and it looks like it might have

          9  been a later retrofit.

         10            There is another small piece of it on the

         11  southeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, so those

         12  could possibly be replaced and be consistent with other

         13  treatments.

         14            In the green area, the lighter green with the

         15  trees is indicating an area that, should the street have to

         16  be elevated to make the bridges join with the adjacent

         17  streets, it might require some regrading in those light

         18  green areas.

         19            It doesn't look like right now it's going to be

         20  substantial or significant, but if that should need to

         21  happen, the thought is that it would be best to maintain

         22  some really smooth pedestrian access across the street

         23  because of the number of pedestrians that are down here

         24  during special events.

         25            And if it does have to be regraded, although we
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          1  would like to save existing trees, we could also add some

          2  street trees in those locations.

          3            The yellow areas just indicate views of the

          4  Truckee River.

          5            Number 1 points out some of the park amenities,

          6  such as tennis courts, basketball, play equipment,

          7  restrooms, attracting visitors of all ages.

          8            Number 2 shows some large grass areas, tree-lined

          9  pathways, bike and pedestrian access, and river recreation.

         10            Number 3 points out the actual amphitheater, which

         11  hosts numbers of concerts in the summer, making this

         12  location a really premier summer destination, especially

         13  during the Art Town month of July.

         14            Number 4 points out the Whitewater Park features,

         15  including some drop pools, smooth rocks, deep pools, many,

         16  many access points and attracting many visitors in the

         17  summer months.

         18            A few fine points that were pointed by folks in

         19  the Parks Department right where number 5 is, there are some

         20  existing stone steps that are -- I don't know that it's

         21  really referring to that spot right there, but there are

         22  some existing tone steps that are a little bit difficult to

         23  access creating some difficulties.  Some existing utility

         24  boxes in that location that are kind of right behind the

         25  sidewalk and a bit of an eyesore that, if the project should
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          1  impact them, it would be, maybe, nice to relocate those

          2  elements.

          3            Number 7 is looking at some -- excuse me for a

          4  second.  I need to stretch my screen.

          5            Just pointing out -- this is really important.  So

          6  7 is pointing out the fact that there are quite a few

          7  special events where the entire street is closed off between

          8  Island Avenue and West First Street, and it makes this whole

          9  thing kind of one big special event area.

         10            Some notable events of that are particularly the

         11  Kayak Festival, where there are actually booths set up on

         12  Arlington Avenue, we have bike races -- it used to be a bike

         13  race, there were, obviously, no events this year, but last

         14  year we had a couple of bike races, and, of course, many Art

         15  Town events.

         16            So I guess I kind of see this as almost like a

         17  park that has a street going through it, and a really

         18  important area for maintaining pedestrian access.

         19            So some of the goals we were looking at -- now

         20  that we have studied all these features, some of our design

         21  goals that we thought were important are shown on this

         22  slide.

         23            One of them is to use cohesive design language

         24  with, number 1, unifying both the north bridge and south

         25  bridge experience using consistent form, and also looking at
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          1  the experience on the bridges in viewing the bridges.  So

          2  just using some consistent design elements.

          3            Number 2, establish a project theme to unify all

          4  the bridge and landscape elements.

          5            Then the second big goal was enhancing the

          6  pedestrian experience.

          7            Under that, number 1, Arlington Avenue could act

          8  as kind of an urban plaza using unified materials that have

          9  a similar look between the sidewalk and Street.

         10            The second one would be to maintain vantage points

         11  of the river and the surrounding landscape.

         12            The third, enhance the pedestrian experience with

         13  more shade trees, decorative lighting, decorative railings,

         14  paving, and some sculptural and artistic features.

         15            The third goal is regarding the contextual and

         16  historical relevance.

         17            Under that, number 1 is we propose that the

         18  structural elements should have some relevance to the

         19  existing urban context.

         20            Number 2, the project should pay homage to Reno's

         21  history; however, we feel the need to represent a new age of

         22  bridge development within the Downtown core, rather than

         23  completely replicating history.

         24            The fourth goal would be to look at innovation and

         25  sustainability.  Given the location here that is right on
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          1  the Truckee River, we thought that it could be important to

          2  look at what's called "low impact development strategies,"

          3  which is ways that storm water can be infiltrated at the

          4  source.  One way to do that would be, possibly, if the

          5  street needs to be repaved, we could use permeable pavements

          6  or concrete pavers so that the storm water infiltrates right

          7  there and not have to have an extensive storm water system

          8  of directing water directly into the river via pipes.

          9            Another topic under that would be just to use --

         10  what is pretty common now -- LED lighting, which is

         11  extremely low-energy-requiring lights.

         12            So now we get into the final section of today's

         13  meeting, which is the proposed aesthetic elements.

         14            So as we were studying all these bridges, old and

         15  new, and the context of the Downtown, we thought that it

         16  would be important to look at several elements of what could

         17  be designed -- how the bridge could be designed and present

         18  to you some ideas that we think are important and get your

         19  feedback.

         20            So here is a list of all the elements.  Again, the

         21  first one is we're thinking it should be a modern design,

         22  but it should be a melding of old and new.

         23            We want to look at pedestrian-scaled lighting to

         24  the bridges.  Possibly bridge accent lighting.  Under-bridge

         25  lighting, especially given the fact that this north
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          1  Arlington Avenue Bridge has a sidewalk underneath that we

          2  would want to perpetuate.

          3            Look at transparent, traffic-rated bridge railings

          4  instead of the current one that is solid where you can't

          5  really see the river from your car.

          6            Maintain pedestrian accessibility on the bridge as

          7  well as on the street, should it have to be elevated.

          8            Possibly widen the bridge deck like was done on

          9  Virginia and Center Street.

         10            Look at the option of textured bridge abutment

         11  walls.  Look at some options for floodwalls.

         12            Then the idea that street could perform as sort of

         13  a plaza street just with some minor modification.

         14            So now we're going to look at these things

         15  individually.

         16            So the first topic, modern design elements, a

         17  melding of old and new.  We're proposing the decorative

         18  elements should incorporate modern design elements, but have

         19  a nod to the art deco historical context.

         20            The decorative elements would focus on pedestrian

         21  lighting, railing design, under-bridge lighting, and

         22  sculptural elements.

         23            We would consider applying the decorative form

         24  liner under the bridges and on the bridge pilasters and

         25  girders.
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          1            Here are just some reference images some of the

          2  art deco context, which is in the upper slides, showing what

          3  some of the ways of designing the concrete are on the upper

          4  left that are kind of typical from that timeframe.

          5            Some of the grill work that you see in the second

          6  photo is from the Post Office with the chevron and the Greek

          7  key design is that veritable strip, and then some other

          8  flairs of art deco.

          9            The light on the upper right is actually a new

         10  light that was just put in the new downtown Chicago

         11  Riverfront project that is also kind of a more modern take

         12  on art deco.

         13            Lower left is a kind of a modern railing, but it

         14  has a fair of some of the geometric patterns.

         15            Then the bridges -- other photos on the lower

         16  slides just show some other elements that could be

         17  considered for this bridge in terms of lighting the exterior

         18  girders or some special elements like shown in the third

         19  slide on the bottom.

         20            Then on the far right side, some elements of

         21  lighting that it could be applied.

         22            The second topic that we would like to propose is

         23  that we should have pedestrian-scaled lighting on the

         24  bridges.

         25            And, again, as I mentioned, there were lights on
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          1  the north bridge on each end.  I don't have a photo of what

          2  they looked like, but there were lights that got damaged

          3  during a flood.  But we do propose adding lights in this

          4  replaced-bridge concept.

          5            The lights on the top are more art-deco flair.

          6  Again, that one in the upper left is a modern, brand new

          7  light that was just used on the Chicago Riverwalk project

          8  that is kind of a modern art deco.

          9            Second one on the right is the actual globe light

         10  that was used on the Center Street Bridge, which, by the

         11  way, after it was put on Center Street, that light has now

         12  been used on Truckee River Avenue all the way from

         13  Bicentennial Park to Booth Street.  That same light has been

         14  used, and it's also on the floodwall on the north side.

         15            Another option would be these stick-type of lights

         16  that are just kind of way-finding little orbs.  Those could

         17  be fixed into bridge pilaster on the north and south bridge.

         18            The lighting elements could continue between

         19  bridges to create unity.

         20            There's also the opportunity to incorporate

         21  lighting elements into the railings either like you see on

         22  the lower right where it's in the railing and it casts down

         23  similar to Virginia Street Bridge on the far right side.

         24            Or it could be, possibly, put into the vertical

         25  bridge posts like the second photo from the left, which
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          1  actually, I believe, that railing is also from the newly

          2  redone Chicago Riverfront project.

          3            Lighting along the renovated north floodwall,

          4  maybe, should match with the existing art-deco-style lights.

          5  And, again, that's the kind of lighting that's already there

          6  between Sierra and Arlington.  It's got the globe type of

          7  art-deco-styled lights.

          8            But lighting really brings so much life.  It think

          9  it would definitely would be a positive addition.

         10            So another aspect of lighting could be some bridge

         11  accent lighting.

         12            There is a potential for some girder lighting, and

         13  the girder would be this horizontal element you see in the

         14  upper left to unify both the north and south bridge, the

         15  upper left and the lower left are both lighted girders, and

         16  that's a metal panel -- that's a jet-cut metal panel on the

         17  front that has a pattern that could basically be designed to

         18  whatever we want it to be, and then it's backlit.

         19            Precast girders could provide areas to conceal

         20  lights under the bridge.

         21            We have the potential for some other bridge

         22  pilaster lighting, and a couple of the things that have to

         23  be considered would be protecting lighting from vandalism

         24  and flood water and debris, given the location and

         25  possibility for flooding.
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          1            And then, also, we need to consider with any

          2  lighting under the bridge, or even on the bridge for that

          3  matter, impacts to aquatic species, given that there are a

          4  number of aquatic species in the river.

          5            Under-bridge lighting is another aspect that we

          6  think could be really powerful for this bridge.  There is a

          7  potential for under-bridge aesthetic lighting, and it could

          8  be kind of a combined under-bridge safety light and

          9  pedestrian lighting.

         10            So for example, the photo on the lower right shows

         11  kind of a soft lighting, and you can see in this case, the

         12  individual girders give some kind of really interesting

         13  light effects.

         14            Same with the all three of the bottom photos,

         15  actually, those are a girder-style bridge, which is one of

         16  our styles that Mike talked about, and that can have some

         17  pretty neat effects for lighting on the underside.

         18            We might consider a lighting concept that could be

         19  applied to other bridges in the Downtown, and use the

         20  lighting to create the family of unified bridges.  Lighting

         21  could be applied to other bridges, even though they don't

         22  look all exactly the same.

         23            One thing we want to consider is the aesthetic --

         24  oh, maybe go back there really quick, Judy, if you don't

         25  mind.
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          1            Just see aesthetic lighting experience for

          2  visiters viewing the bridges, and also visiters walking

          3  along the bridges.  Then we would, maybe, provide conduit

          4  for future bridge artistic lighting.

          5            So given what we've shown you on the theme that

          6  we're suggesting and lighting, we wanted to open this up for

          7  some feedback to ask you questions.

          8            So I guess the first thing is the general theme

          9  that we're proposing okay?  And that is modern art design

         10  elements with a nod to the art deco historical context.

         11            Then the second one, should lighting be included?

         12  Pedestrian-scaled lighting, bridge accent lighting, or

         13  under-bridge lighting.

         14            So I guess we can open it up for your feedback and

         15  comments if you take yourself off of mute.

         16            MS. BUJA:  I would like to make one comment.

         17            MS. SANTER:  Sure.

         18            MS. BUJA:  Having worked in design for a long

         19  time, I love the idea of juxtaposing something very, very

         20  modern against something much more traditional and art deco.

         21            If the bridges were really beautifully modern and

         22  the lighting emphasized the art deco or late, late Victorian

         23  theme, you would get that wonderful juxtaposition of the

         24  eras, and it would be interesting to look at.

         25            My only question about lighting underneath the
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          1  bridges is how vulnerable is that lighting to vandalism?

          2  And I will mute me now.

          3            MS. KOSKI:  This is Kerrie, Kerrie Koski at the

          4  City of Reno.  I am the City Engineer.  I concur with your

          5  comments about the lighting emphasizing the art deco

          6  elements.

          7            I think the question about how vulnerable is the

          8  lighting, I guess the answer is:  Depends.

          9            As the department that has to maintain these

         10  structures, we would definitely want to take into

         11  consideration.

         12            I truly believe that the lighting under the bridge

         13  could be such that it wouldn't -- it would be somewhat easy

         14  to maintain, but not yet difficult to vandalize.  So I do

         15  agree with that.

         16            I think that one of the things that we see -- we

         17  hear at the City of Reno is we often get requests for

         18  changeable lighting; different colors for different events.

         19  We often get those questions -- or requests.

         20            So that would be something that I would like to

         21  throw out to the group.

         22            With the respect to the on-the-bridge lighting,

         23  one theme that I saw --

         24            And, by the way, Barb, you did a fantastic job

         25  going through the elements of this bridge and the area.
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          1            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

          2            MS. KOSKI:  Very good job.  I think that -- the

          3  one thing I saw was the globe lights on to pilasters is kind

          4  of a continuous theme, and I liked what you said about using

          5  the lighting as kind of the concept to carry along the

          6  family of bridges.  I think we're on to something there.  I

          7  really do.

          8            I did want to say one other thing about the bridge

          9  structure itself.  Full disclosure, I have not been in

         10  support of the center pier, and I coming to the fact that I

         11  think the center pier is, maybe, my preferred now because I

         12  think it's going to give -- it going to break up the

         13  elements in the water.

         14            I just want through this out to people.  Right now

         15  under the Virginia Street bridge, it's all open under there.

         16  It's beautiful.  It's vast.  But it doesn't -- this bridge

         17  needs character of some sort.

         18            I think that with the Whitewater Park, I think

         19  that would help break that up as well.

         20            So the other thing I was thinking with the center

         21  pier is, to me, one of the major -- one of major things I

         22  think we should be looking at is the wider sidewalks, I

         23  think that's coming up next.

         24            But I just wanted to throw that out there that I

         25  think that that center pier, we could also get wider
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          1  sidewalks, and I think that's the experience that people are

          2  looking at.  They want to hang out there over the river and

          3  through the woods; right?

          4            But, anyway, I really think that the wider

          5  sidewalks would be -- we'd get some real benefits out of

          6  that with that bridge structure.

          7            Then I will be quiet for a while.

          8            MR. STETTINSKI:  This Alex from the Downtown Reno

          9  Partnership.  I also want to thank Barb for a really cool

         10  presentation.

         11            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         12            MR. STETTINSKI:  And I agree with Ann and Kerrie's

         13  comments a hundred percent.

         14            I think wider sidewalks are key.  It's really

         15  important for the flow of our visiters walking around that

         16  neighborhood.

         17            I love the under-bridge lighting.  Also agree with

         18  the colors that Kerrie mentioned.  I think it would be

         19  really cool to have some flexibility in the coloring of the

         20  bridges.  And even though the bridges may look a little

         21  different, I think the colors could kind of unite the look

         22  at night really beautifully.

         23            I also like the idea -- I'm looking at the current

         24  picture that is up on the screen, it's says "under-bridge

         25  lighting" to the very lower right, and I would assume that
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          1  the lighting also effects the path walk for visiters, for

          2  pedestrian.

          3            That would be really, really important to me that

          4  this is really well lit, because there is a lot of stuff

          5  going on in Downtown to begin with.

          6            I think the lighting will make have people feel

          7  safer walking along at night.  Strolling along.  And I think

          8  it's really beautiful to have the sidewalks lit anyway.

          9            And, yeah, that's -- I also like Ann's comment

         10  about that combination of old and new to combine the history

         11  of the bridges with a more modern overlay.

         12            I think this is going to be just stunning.  It's

         13  going to be beautiful.

         14            So that's my comment.

         15            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         16            MR. L'ETOILE:  Hi, Barb.  This is John L'Etoile,

         17  Department of Plans and Architecture with the Department of

         18  Transportation.

         19            I also agree, the theme of the architecture is

         20  appropriate.  We have art deco in the area, but then, maybe,

         21  reinventing some of that art deco into a very contemporary

         22  appeal and affect, I think that's going to resonate

         23  throughout this section of Downtown very well with just

         24  these features complementing each other.  So I really like

         25  that direction as well.
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          1            On the lighting, I just want to be a little

          2  cautious on the use of lighting to create a wow factor that

          3  really is not -- it becomes more of a decoration, rather

          4  than enhancing the beauty of the bridge structure itself for

          5  certain structural elements of the bridge itself.

          6            But the color and the lighting up of the rhythm of

          7  the, maybe, the bridge structure or the girders and the

          8  under-lighting, I think that would be beautiful along the

          9  river.

         10            And more of a subdued approach that -- I think

         11  Reno maybe has in this context of a little more history, in

         12  that context, we want to just be careful of lighting really

         13  does, again, become a feature that is tying this entire area

         14  together well, and not being too much loud -- too loud on

         15  it's own, but being special and being part of this area of

         16  having the bridge, like you said, connecting this park.

         17  That's a fabulous area, and the opportunities there are a

         18  lot of fun.

         19            So that would be my only caution with lighting.

         20  Personally, I like lighting that lights up the beauty of the

         21  structure or the natural features of the area, but not

         22  becoming the decorative element in itself.

         23            And the centerpiece -- I've always felt this about

         24  Reno -- is the river for Downtown Reno.  It's just this

         25  amazingly beautiful life that continues through and connects
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          1  and has history wrapped into it, and the indigenous people

          2  there that used it and still do and enjoy that connectivity.

          3            In light of that, I actually am in preference of

          4  the single-span bridge type.  The reason for that is I

          5  think, again, it just allows you to see that river from so

          6  many more vantage points than you might otherwise with a

          7  large center piece there supporting the center of the

          8  bridge.

          9            Mike brought up the challenges with that and the

         10  widened sidewalks.  I do agree the widened sidewalks are

         11  super important.  We want that pedestrian connectivity there

         12  and circulation.

         13            But just thinking of the beauty of the water and

         14  the movement of the river and the wildlife in the river, and

         15  letting that really take center stage underneath the bridge

         16  and not the structure of bridge impeding with that center

         17  piece.  Just my personal opinion on that.

         18            Great presentation.  Thanks.

         19            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         20            FATHER DURANTE:  I am going to jump in.  This is

         21  Father Chuck from St. Thomas Cathedral.  Sorry I signed a

         22  few minutes late, and I will have to probably leave before

         23  we finish.

         24            I very much appreciate the presentation also and

         25  the wonderful thought put into it.  I love the art deco and
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          1  the connections that we're placing.

          2            I, too, am inclined to removing the pier.  When I

          3  saw the drawing without that center piece, it just really

          4  caught my eye, and it created such a different feel for that

          5  river going through.

          6            One thing I would say, a lot of times when the

          7  big, broader sidewalks are needed, that's when Arlington

          8  Street is closed anyway.  So people aren't really on the

          9  sidewalks that much.

         10            The only place might be following when there are

         11  concerts over there at the amphitheater, then sometimes that

         12  street's not closed.  But I see the practical piece of

         13  making that a little broader.  Something to just keep in

         14  mind, often the street's closed.

         15            The only other point I'd make -- and I didn't

         16  catch this and may have just not heard it -- is the heighth

         17  of the walls along there.

         18            Right now, I am waiting for the news -- I am sure

         19  it's happened -- that the bridge walls, as you're walking

         20  along the sidewalk, are lower than the waist of the average

         21  person, and with some of our inebriated guests, especially,

         22  it's a wonder to me we haven't had more of them just falling

         23  right over the bridges.

         24            So I am assuming they would be a little higher,

         25  and, maybe, that was the reference you made --
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          1            MS. SANTER:  Yes.

          2            FATHER DURANTE:  -- to some of the requirements no

          3  longer being met.

          4            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  I believe -- Mike, correct me

          5  if I am wrong -- but I believe today's bridge with the

          6  railing would have to be, I think, 42 inches tall.  And I am

          7  sure that the existing one is -- I don't know what it is, I

          8  didn't measure it, but I am pretty sure it is not 42 inches

          9  tall.

         10            FATHER DURANTE:  I would say so.

         11            MR. COOPER:  You're dead-on, Barb.

         12            FATHER DURANTE:  Very nice.

         13            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         14            MR. ERNY:  This is Greg Erny, and I am going to

         15  jump in because I am going to have to leave for another Zoom

         16  meeting.  Much of what I have to say has already been

         17  discussed.

         18            There was a goal to maintain the pedestrian

         19  access.  My comment was going to be, hey, let's not maintain

         20  it, let's enhance it.  And that's been discussed already, so

         21  I think -- there is a lot of foot traffic with and without

         22  cars on that bridge.  So let's make sure that people have

         23  access to that park and to the island.

         24            With respect to the lighting, my thoughts are the

         25  lighting is great, but it wants to be subtle, it wants to be
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          1  soft, it wants to be a non-evident source of sorts.

          2            I don't want to look at the lights per say; I want

          3  to look at the area around it and not let the light sources

          4  be the thing cause glare and/or distractions from the

          5  natural beauty and features of that area.

          6            From a practical standpoint, let's -- and I also

          7  prefer the single span without the intermediate support.

          8            There are views from above the bridge, and there

          9  are a lot of views from below the bridge if you are a

         10  participant in that park; whether it's as a person wading in

         11  the water or fishing or whatever, and not having to look at

         12  a big bridge pilaster underneath, I think, would just

         13  certainly enhance that.

         14            The LED lighting issue with the colors, today's

         15  LED lighting opportunities provide the ability to actually

         16  incorporate color change within those type of lights.

         17            So whether you like to do it or not, want to do or

         18  not, LED light source does afford that opportunity.

         19            The other thing I would ask is let's provide an

         20  opportunity for utilities to be to cross river somehow or

         21  another within the bridge.

         22            MS. SANTER:  Oh, yeah.

         23            MR. ERNY:  The last thing we need is a brand-new

         24  bridge with a new piece of technology that needs to cross

         25  the river, and we get a big conduit or pipe or something and
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          1  it get strapped on the outside of the bridge because it's

          2  the only way you can get it cross.

          3            So see if we can find a way to afford some access

          4  raceway plantums (phonetic) or whatever I might be within

          5  the design of the bridge to afford paths for future,

          6  yet-to-be-known things that need to cross the river.

          7            That's my comments.  Thank you very much for a

          8  very nice presentation.

          9            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Greg.

         10            MS. BUJA:  I wanted to make one more comment.

         11  While we were listening to your presentation, which really

         12  was great, I had no idea of what you were talking about when

         13  I first walked into this.  I think it's fabulous.

         14            I went back and looked at some pictures of some

         15  other bridges both modern, art deco, and some very old ones,

         16  16, 1700s.

         17            One of the common elements on all of them that I

         18  personally found really, really attractive is that the

         19  lighting is on the outside of the bridge, and it frames the

         20  structure of the bridge and enhances the structure of

         21  bridge, as opposed to being underneath and attracting the

         22  eye to parts that I'm not really sure that's what we want to

         23  be emphasizing.

         24            MS. SANTER:  Do you mean like having

         25  pedestrian-scaled lights kind of on the corners?
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          1            MS. BUJA:  No. No.  This is on the frame of the

          2  bridge itself.

          3            MS. SANTER:  Oh.

          4            MS. BUJA:  The structure of bridge on the outside

          5  of it so that as you're walking down the street toward the

          6  bridge, you're aware of that beautiful architectural design

          7  without it slapping you in the face.

          8            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.  Okay.

          9            MS. EBEN:  Hello, everybody, this is Michon.  I

         10  just had a comment.  I do like everybody's comments, you

         11  know, lighted, not lighted, how we light it, I think that's

         12  all important.

         13            But I really did like Gregory and John's comments

         14  about not too much lighting.  I think as human beings,

         15  everything's about us, and we do need let the natural river,

         16  the natural surroundings have their nighttime.  That's

         17  important.

         18            But I do understand that people are under the

         19  bridge, they are going to the around the night.  So that's a

         20  hard one for me.  So I'm not there, or I don't have a vote

         21  for either.  I just think that is going to be a big one.

         22            My other comment is about back on slide number

         23  5 -- and you I don't have to go back to it -- it's the

         24  history, the site history, and I know that site history is

         25  just for the bridge only.
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          1            And, maybe, my question needs to be further --

          2  maybe my question and my comment can be in the actual NEPA

          3  document, or somehow we can mitigate down the road that

          4  there be a historical marker for the Truckee River and

          5  how -- because there is the history of the river and the

          6  native culture, everything has a connection.

          7            So this bridge today has a connection to that

          8  river.  And I know we're talking about the bridge and the

          9  theme, but I do want that make sure not to leave the

         10  indigenous culture out because the Truckee River was named

         11  after a Paiute -- a very great Paiute man.

         12            And, actually, the pioneers that named it after

         13  him, they did get the name wrong.  We never had a Paiute man

         14  named Truckee.  The name was misinterpreted.  I just think

         15  there needs to be some type of history on that.

         16            Don't leave out the native culture.  That's been

         17  happening far too long and everything -- when the native

         18  culture is left out, then it looks like we weren't here

         19  anymore.

         20            There is a theme that has happened this whole year

         21  of don't leave things out.  I think that's important.

         22            If slide number 5 is going to be a public

         23  document, we really should put some culture in before the

         24  1900s, even though it's not about the bridge.

         25            So I would appreciate that.  We can talk about
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          1  that further, and that could be, like I said, in the NEPA

          2  document, the whole history of the Truckee River because we

          3  will be commenting on that.

          4            That's may comment.  Thank you.

          5            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Michon.

          6            MR. BREZINA:  Hi, Barb.  This is Matt with the

          7  City of Reno Parks Department.  I had a comment on the

          8  bridge style.

          9            I had originally preferred the single span -- it

         10  looked a little bit better, opened up the river -- until it

         11  was talked about how the precast girders would kind of angle

         12  down over the walk path that goes underneath the bridge.

         13            I think that's a very important aspect of the park

         14  plan and the bridge plan, as it allows people to walk from

         15  east Wingfield to west Wingfield without having to cross the

         16  street.

         17            And I don't think we want to restrict that if it's

         18  going cause us to have to block that path or, you know, I

         19  don't know if there are any height guidelines, but I think

         20  that should be taken into account.

         21            MS. SANTER:  Matt, can you clarify that?  I am not

         22  sure I'm understanding.  You said you used to like single

         23  pier, but now you're thinking the clear span with no pier is

         24  the better choice?

         25            MR. BREZINA:  No.  Well, I think with no pier
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          1  would look better.

          2            MS. SANTER:  Okay.

          3            MR. BREZINA:  However, I don't want that to

          4  restrict the walking path that goes under it.

          5            It looked like the precast girders that were going

          6  to be used for that single span had to angle down to support

          7  traffic, which would kind of minimize the head height on the

          8  walking path underneath the bridge.

          9            MS. SANTER:  Oh, I see.  Okay.  Gotcha.

         10            MS. KOSKI:  Barb, maybe somebody could speak to,

         11  just in general terms, we're looking at -- without a center

         12  pier, then what are we looking at for sidewalk widths and

         13  the rails, for example?  Because the rails have to be

         14  traffic rated and such.

         15            So do you have kind of a feel for what we're

         16  looking at sidewalk width-wise if we have no pier or with a

         17  pier?

         18            MR. COOPER:  Kerrie, I can answer that.  Right

         19  now, the way the roadway's been configured in our

         20  preliminary layouts, it's eight-foot sidewalks across the

         21  bridges.

         22            Those could be widened out to 12 feet or more,

         23  particularly with a center pier to provide support for that

         24  widen area.

         25            The rigid-frame structure, it gets support its
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          1  support to hold up traffic -- Matt as you were

          2  questioning -- from the thickened ends, and that translates

          3  worst end into the abutments that way.

          4            So, yes, it would be a deeper structure with a

          5  clear span, and it would be something that would need to be

          6  studied:  How much head room that takes up versus the

          7  preferred elevation for the pathway underneath the bridge.

          8            I'm assuming at flood state, that pathway is going

          9  to be inundated; but normal times, that pathway is going to

         10  want to be clear and open.  So we can't oppress it too much

         11  to get under the bridge.

         12            But it would be some part of our further studies

         13  on what the grades would actually look like and elevations

         14  of things and how much head room.

         15            MS. SANTER:  Good to know.

         16            MR. COOPER:  Matt, does that answer the question

         17  that you had?

         18            MR. L'ETOILE:  Kind of along those lines,

         19  Mr. Cooper, I was curious if you could get a ten-foot-wide

         20  sidewalk with a clear span?

         21            MR. COOPER:  Yes, it's possible.  And anything is

         22  possible, it's just the idea that clear span was to try to

         23  minimize the depth added in over the river.

         24            We can thicken that up a little bit to provide a

         25  deeper section to support the sidewalk and push the width
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          1  out to something wider than the standard eight foot that

          2  we've got on there right now.

          3            MR. L'ETOILE:  Okay.  Thanks, Mike.

          4            MS. SANTER:  I mean, eight feet is actually pretty

          5  good for a sidewalk width because I think, like, standard

          6  commercial would be five feet.  So eight feet is not bad

          7  with a clear span.

          8            Great.  Any other comments on these two topics?  I

          9  really appreciate everyone's feedback.

         10            MR. L'ETOILE:  One other question, maybe, Barb,

         11  just thinking about pedestrian circulation.

         12            If there is no grading in between the bridges,

         13  would there be an opportunity to look at the connections --

         14  just the point of connection between the pedestrian walks

         15  and the sidewalk along Arlington?

         16            Nope.  Judy's not cringing.  Maybe she's

         17  covering --

         18            MS. TORTELLI:  I am going to jump in there a

         19  little bit.  Right now, John, we don't know for sure what

         20  the footprint of our bridge is going to look like.

         21            So once we determine how far out we're going to be

         22  going, then we'll start looking all connections into the

         23  existing pathways.  But, I mean, access to park and to those

         24  existing pathways is a key component of this project.

         25            So, like I said, right now were not sure.  We're
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          1  kind of in the final stages of determining what our

          2  footprint is going to look like and how high do we have to

          3  raise that bridge and how far out are we going to be.

          4            So, hopefully, that helps answer your question.

          5            MR. L'ETOILE:  It does.  Thanks, Judy.

          6            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, we're going to go

          7  ahead and keep moving on.  This is great feedback.  Thank

          8  you, everybody.

          9            Let's move on to our railings.

         10            MS. SANTER:  Okay.  So one of aspects of design

         11  that we thought was important was to maintain -- to

         12  establish some element of transparency to the bridge

         13  railing.

         14            As might recall, the existing bridge railing is

         15  solid concrete.  So when you're driving in your car, you

         16  cannot see the river at all.  I mean, certainly if you're on

         17  the bridge and looking over the railing -- although it's too

         18  short, so it particularly works today -- you can see the

         19  river.

         20            But just work -- having been involved with

         21  aesthetics on both the Virginia Street and Center Street

         22  replacements over the years, it's been kind of a common

         23  request of the public to be able to have some element of

         24  transparency and be able to see the river.

         25            So we're recommending that that should be -- that
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          1  is kind of an important aspect of the design.  You can see

          2  the examples that we showed on the upper left is not a

          3  super-decorative railing, but it's got the transparency with

          4  the cutouts in the concrete.

          5            The lower left is more of a hybrid design we just

          6  came up with that has vehicular rating of those two heavy

          7  rails, the horizontal rails, but then exterior railing and

          8  those bars are much more transparent.  So it's kind of the

          9  best of both worlds.  This was just a quick study we just

         10  did, but it kind of incorporates that little chevron

         11  elements that is on the Downtown Post Office and some of

         12  other -- it's like a kind of an art deco feature.

         13            And then I will just go through the photos and

         14  then the list of topics here.

         15            Then the photo on the lower-right side is one of

         16  the railings from Center Street Bridge, which is like a

         17  hybrid of both the concrete vehicular-rated railing with a

         18  transparent railing on top.  So it's possible to do

         19  something like that as well.

         20            But, again, just to summarize, this topic slide is

         21  we do recommend that people want to be able to view the

         22  river.

         23            We do think in this case we should avoid the

         24  double railing concept because there are so many special

         25  events out here, and people really want to be able to walk
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          1  back and forth across the street because it's actually

          2  closed for special events.

          3            So we think we should avoid that double railing,

          4  but we can still accomplish the transparent railing if we do

          5  something along the lines of the lower left or one of these

          6  other options.

          7            Again, there is a potential for some decorative

          8  railing and decorative steel hybrid or a pedestrian --

          9  excuse me, a vehicular-rated metal guardrail rail with a

         10  custom artistic-detailed grading on the outside, and that's

         11  kind of like on the lower left.

         12            And then on the lower right, the art deco,

         13  concrete railing exists along the norther floodwall, Sierra

         14  Street Bridge and Center Street Bridge.

         15            So we have kind of got the -- kind of the nod to

         16  the art deco already down there on quite a few of these

         17  bridges.

         18            So those are kind of the big ideas on this, is do

         19  you want the transparent railing?  And then, do you agree we

         20  should avoid the double railing?  And we'll have a

         21  discussion on this in a moment.

         22            Again, this other topic is to maintain pedestrian

         23  accessibility.  Again, in order to do that, we recommend

         24  avoiding the double-bridge railing because of the large

         25  number of special events and need for pedestrian
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          1  accessibility.

          2            The photo on the upper left is the double railing

          3  example from Center Street right on the bridge where you've

          4  got that vehicular railing right behind the curb with the

          5  lights.

          6            Then on the left, is the super transparent, but

          7  very pretty and sparkly, aluminum railing that we had to put

          8  the vehicular railing on the right side there because the

          9  one on the left does not stop cars from, possibly, falling

         10  off the bridge if somebody were to have to a mistake there.

         11  So we're recommending not doing this.  We think we should

         12  have smooth pedestrian movement across the street.

         13            Also, even if the elevation of the street needs to

         14  be raised, and to to kind of make sure that point is -- we

         15  don't have all the final answers on that yet, as Judy

         16  explained, but, again, looking at lower right little image,

         17  if Arlington Street does need to be elevated, we're kind of

         18  recommending that we just regrade those areas into the park

         19  and make it a little, you know, steepen up the grass areas,

         20  but don't put, for example, small retaining walls or things

         21  like in if we can avoid it.

         22            Then we can use that opportunity to, maybe, do

         23  some street tree planting if the evaluation needs to be

         24  raised.

         25            Then the last topic, not exactly in the
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          1  highlighting of this slide, but provide some graffiti

          2  coating for easy maintenance and graffiti removal.

          3            The lower-left slide also is just kind of an

          4  example of streets that have a lot of pedestrians on them.

          5  That's kind of a plaza, but just the idea that the street

          6  could have trees and a few more trees, and it's closed off

          7  now and then, so it becomes kind of a really nice pedestrian

          8  space.

          9            Okay.  The third point in this series is the

         10  widened-bridge deck, and we already had a lot of discussion

         11  about.  The consideration would be, do you want to widen the

         12  bridge deck to allow for greater pedestrian viewing?

         13            And as Mike kind of pointed out, it looks like the

         14  single-pier-in-the-river type of bridge would need to be

         15  used in order to accommodate that.

         16            Again, just pointing out that both Center Street

         17  Bridge and Virginia Street Bridge have those widened decks.

         18  You can see that in plan view, that's the Virginia Street

         19  bridge there, and then the Center Street Bridge; both the

         20  centers are kind of widened.

         21            The photo on the lower left is a photo of that

         22  double-bridge railing with the super-transparent outside

         23  railing, and then the vehicular-rated inner railing.

         24            Then the photo on the lower right is the Virginia

         25  Street Bridge with some people walking right about where the
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          1  bridge gets about as wide is it gets.  It does cast a really

          2  nice shadow, I might say, on that photo.

          3            So going --

          4            MR. COOPER:  Hey, Barb?

          5            MS. SANTER:  Yes.

          6            MR. COOPER:  Can I just make one point here on the

          7  wider sidewalk?

          8            MS. SANTER:  Sure.

          9            MR. COOPER:  Speaking in terms of it being a

         10  little bit more complex on the rigid frame structure to have

         11  the wider sidewalk, it's all about having the wider sidewalk

         12  just out at mid-span over the river.

         13            Certainly, if we were to look at a wider sidewalk

         14  over the full length of the structure, that's a different

         15  animal altogether, and could be easily accommodated.

         16            We need to be looking at how that wider structure

         17  ties in at both ends of the bridge.  Does it match, does it

         18  fit in well, or does it cause other conflicts?  We need to

         19  look to that.

         20            That would be a way to get a wider sidewalk with

         21  that rigid-frame structure.

         22            MS. SANTER:  So just making the whole thing wider

         23  from one end to the other, you think that could be

         24  accommodated with the clear span?

         25            MR. COOPER:  Yes.
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          1            MS. SANTER:  Oh.

          2            MR. COOPER:  Because you would be widening the

          3  structure underneath out as well.  You wouldn't be

          4  cantilevering the wider structure off of a narrower bridge

          5  to create the effect just over the river.

          6            But, as I say we'd need to look at how the tie-ins

          7  work at the ends of the bridge.

          8            MS. SANTER:  Yes.

          9            MR. COOPER:  For the structure, you have to make

         10  sure things fit together with what you're landing on at the

         11  two banks; that works together.

         12            MS. SANTER:  Great.  Good to know.

         13            MR. COOPER:  Just a clarification.

         14            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  Absolutely.  That's really good

         15  to know.

         16            Okay.  So any questions?  What are your thoughts

         17  about this?  Again, the smooth pedestrian movement idea,

         18  railing or not double railing, should the railing be

         19  transparent, and should the bridge deck be widened.

         20            So opening up to your comments on those topics.

         21            MS. DOWTY:  Hi, everyone.  This is Kayla Dowty.  I

         22  am representing the Carson-Truckee Water Conservancy

         23  District.  We are the local sponsor for the 408 permit that

         24  this project is going to need.

         25            I know that I am probably starting to sound like a
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          1  broken record on these working groups, but this has been a

          2  really nice presentation to kind follow the trends of the

          3  other bridges, and how access from those bridges is,

          4  especially for large equipment.

          5            So just looking at these two bridges that you have

          6  here, the Virginia Street Bridge, while it's really pretty,

          7  these cantilevered sidewalks and then also the cable

          8  railing, allows virtually no access to the river from the

          9  bridge.

         10            And I don't if any of you have seen it before, but

         11  I was just on a field walk with a couple of the guys from

         12  the City of Reno, and we were talking about, during a flood,

         13  both the City and the Carson-Truckee actually has

         14  contractors that bring large equipment, particularly like an

         15  excavator, out on to some of these bridge decks, and they

         16  actually pick logs out of the river as they're coming

         17  downstream to help mitigate flood impacts to the Downtown

         18  area.

         19            So, obviously, like, the Virginia Street Bridge,

         20  there is no way that we can get access there to do that.

         21  Then, also, the Center Street Bridge with the double

         22  railing, there is no way to get access there either.

         23            So we're quickly kind of like ticking off bridges

         24  where you can have access during floods, also just general

         25  maintenance.  I know the City of Reno needs to be able to
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          1  access the bridges for general maintenance.

          2            So that is going to be really, really important

          3  when the Carson-Truckee is reviewing the application for the

          4  408 permit, that there is access for large equipment.

          5            One other thing that I'll mention is that, since

          6  this one is just adjacent to the kayak park, due to the

          7  flows through the kayak park, they tend to get sediment

          8  buildup in the kayak park features, and as, just a general

          9  requirement of the Martis Creek Agreement, the City of Reno

         10  has to keep that sediment out so that we don't raise water

         11  surface elevations.

         12            So as a result of that, it would also be really

         13  beneficial, I think, to the City in general to have another

         14  way to access the river, not even from the bridge, but also

         15  just from the riverbank, again, with large equipment.

         16            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         17            MS. DOWTY:  So I guess to just kind of round out

         18  that comment, I don't think that double railing would be

         19  preferred, at least from our standpoint.

         20            Then, also, I am hoping that the design is not to

         21  encompass these cantilevered sidewalks like the Virginia

         22  Street Bridge did.

         23            I don't know if you guys are at the point in the

         24  conceptual design that you've, I don't know, been able to

         25  kind of identify what access is, or what you are planning
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          1  access.

          2            MS. TORTELLI:  So, Kayla, I really appreciate your

          3  bring up the flood debris removal.  That has been a key

          4  component --

          5            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.  Yes.

          6            MS. TORTELLI:  -- and something that we do know

          7  and understand that has to carry forward.

          8            But you're right, we start talking about pretty

          9  bridges and making them pretty and making them wide, and

         10  sometimes we lose site of that access.

         11            So, like I said, I appreciate your bringing that

         12  up.

         13            At this point, again, as we start to to determine

         14  what our footprint is going to be and look a little bit more

         15  closely into the access, we're just going to have to keep

         16  that in mind.

         17            We're not quite there yet, but it's coming.

         18            MS. DOWTY:  That would be great.  Thank you, guys.

         19  I appreciate it.

         20            MS. TORTELLI:  Um-hmm.

         21            MS. JONES:  Judy, this is Theresa Jones.  Can you

         22  hear me?

         23            MS. TORTELLI:  Yes.

         24            MS. JONES:  So just along those lines with regards

         25  to access -- and NDOT can speak for this, and I've said it
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          1  before -- the very large UBIT, under-bridge inspection

          2  trucks, need to have access to inspect the underneath of the

          3  bridge and the girders.

          4            So these wider sidewalks makes that difficult, and

          5  I know that you guys are keeping that in mind.  I just

          6  wanted to piggyback off of Kayla's comments.

          7            Additionally, I would assume that this is a

          8  brand-new bridge, and that it's being modeled and designed

          9  to pass the hundred-year flood event, along with taking into

         10  consideration the impacts to debris and scour and what not.

         11            I'm certain that that's being considered in the

         12  design of this bridge.

         13            MR. COOPER:  Yes, Theresa, absolutely.

         14  Absolutely.

         15            And that was part of -- maybe, it was not real

         16  clear, but part of my comment on the thinner structure

         17  having less of an impact, potentially, on profile on

         18  Arlington, has to do with making sure the underside of the

         19  bridge is high enough to pass flood flows and considering

         20  debris.

         21            The thinner structure might do better at providing

         22  that flood capacity and have less impact on profile on the

         23  roadway above.

         24            We're pretty constrained at both ends of the

         25  project; the north bridge ties into an intersection, the
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          1  south bridge does as well.

          2            So there is little we can do there without profile

          3  without stepping on adjacent properties.

          4            So that is definitely something that we'll be

          5  looking more closely as we move ahead.

          6            MS. SANTER:  Great.

          7            MS. BUJA:  I'd like to add one comment in terms of

          8  double railing versus single railing.

          9            That bridge on Virgina Street is so beautiful, and

         10  it's a statement in and of itself.  It makes this marvelous

         11  statement.

         12            I think staying with a single railing helps to set

         13  that bridge off as its own entity, and then everything kind

         14  of works out from it as aesthetic support.

         15            If we keep with a lower profile on those other

         16  bridges, in terms of their railings, but I'm so glad you're

         17  going to open up the railings visually.  That's going to be

         18  cool.

         19            MS. SANTER:  Great.  Thank you.

         20            MR. L'ETOILE:  I would agree.  The transparency

         21  is -- I don't think that should even be a question.  That

         22  should be viewed through, for sure.

         23            With the double railing, the one design solution,

         24  if you're trying to get safety for both pedestrians and

         25  safety as it is a roadway as well as, maybe, not have a
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          1  solid wall, but some aesthetic type of pilaster or bollard

          2  so that pedestrians can move back and forth easily, but a

          3  car couldn't come up on to the sidewalk.

          4            Then the widening, I think pedestrian circulation

          5  is key.  If there's a desire to have like a viewpoint or

          6  someplace to gather for people along the bridge structure or

          7  directly over the river, maybe it is closer to the abutment

          8  so there's, you know, bulb out on all four corners or two

          9  with corners that people can look out over to water at those

         10  sections at the more-structurally robust portions of the

         11  bridge structure.

         12            MS. SANTER:  That's an interesting thought.

         13  Great.  Any other comments those topics?

         14            Okay.  So maybe we can move on to our final couple

         15  of topics.

         16            One is textured abutment walls.  So what we were

         17  thinking of considering an abutment wall, which is the wall

         18  that is right underneath the bridge, as opposed to the

         19  floodwall, just to clarify, that might have some more

         20  texture to enhance the pedestrian experience and river-user

         21  experience below the bridge.  And, again, this is the only

         22  bridge right now that has pedestrian access below the

         23  bridge, but, currently, the abutment walls are smooth.

         24            A couple things we were thinking about, just

         25  brainstorming, would be there is already cobble texture
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          1  that's being used, like on the Riverwalk, and, actually,

          2  some of the more -- I hate to use the word "historic," but I

          3  would say the oldest floodwalls down there do have sort of

          4  this cobble texture.

          5            So the image on the lower left is intending to

          6  represent that texture, but there, of course, a myriad of

          7  possibilities.

          8            So the second photo from the left on the bottom is

          9  actually a concrete texture called a "form liner" where that

         10  was just a custom texture that was developed for a certain

         11  project and is super stylize, and I think it's really

         12  pretty.  I wouldn't say we would do this exact one here, but

         13  that's another possibility.

         14            The third one from the left is actually intended

         15  to kind of represent a cottonwood tree bark, so that really

         16  furrowed bark.  That would be a real naturalistic

         17  possibility.

         18            Then the one on the right is just like showing

         19  what the Greek key looks like.  That's an element -- real

         20  stylized element from the Downtown Post Office project.

         21            So I guess it's kind of a two-part question.  I

         22  mean, we would certainly explore other textures, but what do

         23  you think about having a texture, I guess, versus just

         24  smooth concrete, which is what's there now?

         25            So we will go through our next couple topics, and
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          1  then have feedback on that here in a minute or so.

          2            I might go back to that and -- well, actually, I

          3  can just talk about that here as well.

          4            So, similarly, the floodwalls -- this project is

          5  not about replacing a lot of floodwall.

          6            However, the photo on the lower left kind of shows

          7  you the north floodwall.  That is a picture of the north

          8  Arlington Bridge, and you can see there's a kind of a smooth

          9  piece of wall where that culvert is, then you go to this

         10  kind of older, rock type of floodwall, but then it

         11  transitions into smooth concrete.  So we do have a variety

         12  of floodwalls in the Downtown.

         13            The diagram on the upper left is really the most

         14  common type of floodwall on the north side of the river,

         15  which is just smooth concrete, and then it's got the, kind

         16  of, pilasters that extend down the wall -- actually, I think

         17  may not be completely accurate.  I think those pilasters,

         18  the concrete extends even further down the wall than what is

         19  shown there -- then it's got the globe, kind of, art deco

         20  lights on them.

         21            So, I guess, we're kind of saying that we think

         22  the floodwalls, there should be some consistency between the

         23  bridges.  That's the first topic.

         24            Secondly, the textures, horizontal reveals open

         25  concrete railing and pilasters extended below, plus the
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          1  lighting, we kind of think should be consistent so it

          2  doesn't look like so much of a hodgepodge.

          3            Maybe the floodwall on the south side of the

          4  bridge should match with the cobble along the Riverwalk.

          5  That's a possibility on the south bridge replacement.

          6            Then, I don't know if we can do this, it would be

          7  great if we could do some kind of narrow planting at the

          8  base of the wall to soften the height.

          9            You can see, like on the photo on the lower left,

         10  where the big riprap was added into the channel at the edge

         11  of the wall.  That was, I'm sure, to facilitate the kayak

         12  park.  It's kind of on the right side of the photo, and now

         13  you can see some trees have grown in there.

         14            So, of course to me, that is nicer looking than no

         15  trees.  However, from the engineering or maintenance side,

         16  maybe that is not the most ideal scenario.

         17            Then just on the right-side photo, that's actually

         18  a photo of the new and old floodwall at the Post Office.  So

         19  that was constructed as part of the Virginia Street Bridge

         20  Project, and in this case, the wall has the horizontal lines

         21  or reveals, which does break up that big, expansive concrete

         22  kind of nicely.

         23            So I think the question is on the floodwalls,

         24  we'll come up, do you agree that there should be consistency

         25  between the bridges?
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          1            If there is, on the north side, it should probably

          2  look kind of like the upper left, and in the south side, it

          3  might want to look like the cobble that's at the Riverwalk.

          4            So maybe move on to the last slide, and then we

          5  can open up for final discussion.

          6            So the final topic is the idea of, kind of, the

          7  plaza street, and the consideration would be should we look

          8  at the Arlington Avenue plaza street concept to unify the

          9  park areas if the street between bridges needs to be

         10  replaced?

         11            So the thought is to consider, number one,

         12  unifying, kind of, the paving so there's some continuity

         13  between sidewalk and the street surfacing.  We can even

         14  consider using some permeable pavers on the street and the

         15  sidewalk to create a seamless transition and provide the

         16  storm water infiltration.

         17            So that would be sort of represented by -- I mean,

         18  one version of that is on the lower-right side, that is a

         19  type of permeable paver that actually happens to exist on

         20  the northwest corner of the Arlington Street Bridge now.  Of

         21  course, there many, many styles that could be considered.

         22            The possibility is also to use like a sidewalk

         23  paving that has a unique stamp or a sand blast that kind of

         24  creates a theme.  The photos on the two lower left are

         25  examples of that.
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          1            So on the lower left, that's actually a photo of

          2  the La Rambla, a super-famous street in Barcelona, where

          3  there is actually a canal underneath that street, and now

          4  it's a pedestrian plaza only.  But the wave pattern was

          5  chosen because there is actually water.  There is still a

          6  canal under there.  So what was sort of a reference to the

          7  water that was once there, which I think is really

          8  beautiful.

          9            Then middle one is just showing another design

         10  just using a simple, it looks like, sand blast or exposed

         11  aggregate.

         12            So the big question here is just what do you think

         13  about the idea of, perhaps, creating this kind of plaza

         14  street idea, if the street between the bridges needs to be

         15  replaced?

         16            So moving on to the final slide, it would be --

         17  these are the final, kind of, topics that we would like your

         18  feedback on.

         19            One, again, would be the plaza street, and then

         20  the other one is should we incorporate some kind of texture

         21  on the floodwalls, and then on the -- or excuse me, the

         22  abutment walls.  Should we incorporate texture on the bridge

         23  abutment walls?  And then the floodwalls, should we maintain

         24  some consistency between the design of the floodwalls to

         25  what's there now?
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          1            So opening it up for more comment patient.

          2            MS. KOSKI:  So this Kerrie, again.  Kerrie Koski,

          3  City of Reno, City Engineer.  I am going to weigh in a

          4  couple of things.

          5            The plaza street, I would like to say that

          6  Arlington Street is a street first.  Please keep that in

          7  mind.

          8            I would also like to say that accessibility to me

          9  is important to everyone.  So I would like the group to

         10  think about -- textured surfaces and such are nice.  They

         11  are fancy.  They catch your eye.

         12            But we, at the City, often get complaints about

         13  the smoothness, or if you think about people who are vision

         14  impaired, how to do they -- how do they navigate it?  It's

         15  kind of a balancing act.  So I am not really in support of a

         16  lot of fancy textures on a plaza -- in a plaza.

         17            As far as the floodwalls go, low maintenance.

         18  That's all I ask is, whatever we put in there, let's make

         19  sure that it does, obviously, match -- I would support

         20  matching with adjacent, and make it low maintenance.

         21            That's my two cents.

         22            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.

         23            MS. KOSKI:  That's from the boring engineer.  I'm

         24  sorry.

         25            MS. SANTER:  Appreciate that.
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          1            Anybody else?

          2            MR. BREZINA:  Yes, Barbara.  This is Matt with the

          3  City of Reno Parks again.  I agree with Kerrie.  I think

          4  simple is better.  I think some of the decorative textures

          5  look nice, but once they are covered in our concrete gray

          6  paint to cover the graffiti, they don't look very nice at

          7  all.

          8            I think whatever is easiest to cover up and

          9  simplify the coloring schemes, I think would probably be

         10  easiest for everybody.

         11            MS. SANTER:  Any others?

         12            MS. BUJA:  This is Ann again.  I don't know if

         13  it's possible, I always look at these sorts of things and

         14  think what are we going to think when we look this a hundred

         15  years from now?  Will it feel timeless, or will it feel like

         16  you can point at it and say, oh, I know exactly when that

         17  was done.

         18            And the first time I saw it, I really didn't like

         19  it, but the sculpture walls that are done along the highways

         20  now -- we moved here from Colorado, and on a lot of walls

         21  lining the highways, the sound barriers, we have the front

         22  range, we have geostructures that show how the land

         23  developed.  When we moved here, you know, there are the

         24  quail along the highways.

         25            So what if we used this as a place where we could
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          1  do flora and fauna?  Local flora and fauna, and have that be

          2  the design along those flood walls.

          3            I think it can be kept simple paint-wise, I think

          4  it's not too hard to maintain.  Just a thought.

          5            MS. SANTER:  That's good.  Well, I am from Fort

          6  Collins, originally, and I am very familiar with, like, a

          7  lot of the textures they did on the I-25 on the T-Rex

          8  Project that have, kind of, the beautiful buffalo and

          9  swallows.

         10            I mean, John L'Etoile is in charge of the program

         11  at NDOT that does all that work for our highways.

         12            So we are kind of knee-deep in that kind of work

         13  and reference.  So we're all as excited, or at least I am,

         14  about that kind of thing.

         15            I like, personally, the idea of, maybe, like,

         16  referencing the cottonwood or the trembling leaves somehow,

         17  because that was such a -- it's just such a significant

         18  component of the Truckee Meadows is, you know, were in this

         19  kind of funny oasis in the middle of the Great Basin, of

         20  course at the toe of the Sierra too.

         21            John?

         22            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  I am part of that program,

         23  but those designs are yours, Barb.  Those quail.

         24            MS. SANTER:  That's true.  The quail and the fish,

         25  which I was referring, by the way, to the Lahontan cutthroat
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          1  trout that I am super excited about possibly returning to

          2  Downtown river now that they have been taking away some of

          3  the impediments like to the Derby Dam and all that.

          4            I mean, apparently, there used to be 20-pound fish

          5  getting drawn out of the Truckee River in Downtown Reno.  It

          6  is crazy.

          7            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  That's fantastic.

          8            MS. SANTER:  And that would tie in, maybe to some

          9  of the thoughts Michon had too about just referencing some

         10  of the importance of the Truckee River to the Tribes, you

         11  know.

         12            Doing it in a really clean, timeless way, that

         13  would bee my only concern is that -- and I know there is a

         14  way to do it, but just making so it's something that you

         15  kind of get, but it's kind of subtle and just beautiful and

         16  not -- just really --

         17            MS. BUJA:  Not tacky.

         18            MS. SANTER:  Not tacky.  Yes.  Right.

         19            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes. Yes.  If it's not completely

         20  literal, I mean, it's a little more abstracted so it

         21  resonates with the river and the cultural and the history of

         22  the Tribes, which I think would be great to have that thread

         23  in there this as well.

         24            MS. BUJA:  I grew up in New Mexico, and a lot of

         25  the architecture in Albuquerque and around pulls from the
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          1  Hopi and the Navajo and the Pueblo Tribes, and they are art,

          2  and it's replicated.  It was really -- I mean, that was our

          3  art deco.

          4            I am wondering if we can do the same thing again

          5  to reference the Paiute people.  I mean, they've only been,

          6  you know, 800 -- as one of the women informed me:  We've

          7  been here about 800 hundred years longer than you.  And I

          8  look really great.

          9            So if there would be a way to use that on the

         10  walls.  Except I don't want them down on the water, I want

         11  them up where we can see them, always.

         12            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  A couple of other opinions on

         13  the patterns that you have there on the bottom.

         14            The Greek patterning, I think is more -- resonates

         15  a little better with an architectural element.  Maybe steel.

         16  Maybe no not so much for river.

         17            And the -- I like the idea of the bark and

         18  bringing in the trembling leaves idea somehow.  But bark

         19  being, you know, the patterning along that wall, just not

         20  sure about that.

         21            I am a creature of consistency, so I think I'm,

         22  maybe along the lines with Kerrie on keeping the walls

         23  similar throughout the river corridor.

         24            But the texturing does definitely impedes some of

         25  the graffiti.  There's so much less graffiti, we find, on
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          1  walls that have a deeper texture and pattern to them than

          2  otherwise.  So that would be important.

          3            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

          4            Anyone else?

          5            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, great discussion.  I

          6  mean, I kind of have this slide here for group discussion

          7  and consensus.

          8            I think, for the most part, all of the items that

          9  we have kind of proposed as aesthetic elements are important

         10  for us to carry forward.  That's what I'm getting of the

         11  discussion, and we will carry all of those forward.  We need

         12  to look at them in a little bit more detail.

         13            I do want to remind the group that this is the

         14  feasibility study, so we're not really getting into the

         15  finer details of the aesthetics, but as we kick off NEPA and

         16  design, we will be.

         17            So right now in terms of next steps, I mean, the

         18  group is going to put together a summary of notes from our

         19  TAC meetings and our three Stakeholder Working Group

         20  meetings that we have had with all of you, and present the

         21  findings and the comments to the City of Reno Council and

         22  our RTC Board.

         23            Then we're going to refine some of our renderings

         24  and the way the bridge concepts look, and put together some

         25  of these aesthetic elements on the bridge so that we can
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          1  show that stuff to the public and get feedback from them at

          2  our second and final public information meeting.

          3            Once we get some feedback from the public, we'll

          4  take that discussion and those comments and we'll gobble

          5  them up into the feasibility study and present to the City

          6  of Reno Council and RTC Board again, and then we will

          7  finalize things.

          8            So I really appreciate everbody's participation

          9  today, and I think we've got great feedback.

         10            Like I said, I feel like as a group, all the

         11  things that we have presented today, everybody, you know,

         12  for the most part, we should carry everything forward.

         13            I think our recommendation to remove the double

         14  railing -- I mean, not look at the double railing, I feel

         15  like that's something that we don't need to carry forward

         16  because it limits pedestrian accessibility.

         17            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.

         18            MS. TORTELLI:  And I'll just take a breath and see

         19  if anybody disagrees with that.

         20            Okay.  Are there any additional ideas that anybody

         21  wants to throw out in the last -- we don't really have any

         22  minutes left, but in the last little bit of time that we're

         23  here?

         24            MR. L'ETOILE:  If you eliminated the curb so you

         25  don't have a -- maybe, have a different patterning for the
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          1  pedestrian and the vehicular.

          2            MS. TORTELLI:  Remove to curb.  I guess I am not

          3  following.

          4            MR. L'ETOILE:  Well, sorry.  You know what, I was

          5  thinking that in terms of if we the double railing or some

          6  type of staggering railing, we might do something like that.

          7            But, nope, scratch that, Judy.

          8            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.

          9            MR. STEWART:  Judy, this is Brian with RTC.  I

         10  really like the idea that Mike brought up with respect to

         11  the wider bridge.  And, maybe, at least looking at is it

         12  feasible, since it's a feasibility study, to provide that

         13  from abutment to abutment.  Then on that surface, you can do

         14  (inaudible), so you might not have to use everything for

         15  pedestrian or bikes or transportation, if you can

         16  accommodate that.

         17            So I think that would be something to look at that

         18  could then give you some of these other options out there.

         19            So, in any case, I don't want to lose that idea to

         20  explore a little bit.

         21            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Anything else from anyone?

         22            MS. HARSH:  Judy, this is Toni.  Do you want the

         23  comments from the public?

         24            MS. TORTELLI:  I certainly -- Toni, you are more

         25  that welcome to speak now.
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          1            MS. HARSH:  Okay.  And thank you so much.  I

          2  thought it was an amazing presentation.  I loved everything.

          3            And what I did the last tame, was I simply went

          4  through some highlights on my notes, and you captured them

          5  beautifully, and I just thank you so much for letting me

          6  participate in this.

          7            So very quickly, okay -- because I have seven

          8  pages of notes, but I only pick up a few -- some of the

          9  things that I wanted to bring up is don't -- which may

         10  follow up with -- or come up with Parks and Recreation, is

         11  there has always been a huge appetite for the ice rink, and

         12  that seemed to be best location down there.  And that's

         13  later on, you know, just a comment.  That seemed to be --

         14  and that's why we had that few-mile-an-hour thing is it's

         15  still residue from the ice rink.

         16            Regarding street lights, we have a tendency, and

         17  the example is perfect on Booth Street, that we somehow

         18  order our lights and forget that sometimes they are going on

         19  pedestals and not at street level, so we get them out of

         20  portion to the pedestrians.  So I just would remind us of

         21  that.  I think you can see examples of that through the

         22  pictures.

         23            I love the idea of globes, and, by the way, I love

         24  the green lights in the lights down on the river.  It's very

         25  exciting to see.
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          1            Regarding that floodwalls, having participated in

          2  the conversations with the natural river and flood

          3  management, the floodwalls are a part of that.  I don't know

          4  where that falls with funding right now, but discussion on

          5  floodwalls goes clear back into the 1990s.

          6            I really like the idea, and I don't know who

          7  mention it, is the idea of a certain motif on the north side

          8  and a different motif on the south side, because you don't

          9  feel like you're going down a canyon and it's repetitious.

         10  Plus the necessity for floodwall is far higher on the north

         11  side than the south side.

         12            Debris.  Debris is paramount, I mean, you've heard

         13  this all the way through.  That is the main discussion that

         14  comes out of the flood management, and we're still not

         15  addressing that upstream where it should be addressed like

         16  they do in other communities.  So that's a separate

         17  conversation that needs to be addressed and needs

         18  established because that will clean up a lot of the

         19  situations that you have with the structure of the bridges

         20  Downtown.  And the need for grass and the timbers and the

         21  trees out of that.

         22            So I would just comment I don't know you want to

         23  throw that little monkey-on-your-back to somebody to talk

         24  about debris sweep.

         25            Just a point of discussion with all of the
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          1  components of where you are going into river for

          2  pedestrians.  There is an ADA accessible access, which is on

          3  the south side of the river across from Barbara Bennett

          4  Park.  So you might want to put that on your map that.

          5            The -- let me see.  Oh, I loved the comments that

          6  were made about that the lighting should not be

          7  overwhelming; that it should be enhancing.  I think that

          8  that came back around many times, and I think there's going

          9  to be a happy medium there of where it is going to be to

         10  enhance and where it's going on, you know, some sort of --

         11  we don't want dark shadows, but you guys know that better

         12  than I do.

         13            Believe it or not, I'm on page 5.

         14            Yes.  Most important coming out of the workshops

         15  from living river, which go way back, is the desire for the

         16  community to interact with the river.

         17            So I think you've captured that, but just

         18  reiterating that the public is just so involved in that and

         19  excited about it that has not waned, even though we have tad

         20  to change municipal code so that we at least allowed people

         21  to get into the river.  So that was pretty exciting.

         22            Regarding your accessibility for pedestrians, they

         23  have changed the shading requirement down along the river.

         24  There used to be a shading -- you know, you couldn't be

         25  above a certain elevation on the north side of the river at
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          1  a certain time.  That has changed, and it may not impact --

          2  well, it could -- not it won't impact -- the Arlington

          3  Street Bridge.  But it's just a comment that we do have a

          4  lot of slippery -- very slippery situation as we come down,

          5  coming from south to north entering Arlington Street Bridge.

          6  You know, who knows what we're going to have in the future,

          7  but that was always a major safety issue there.

          8            That cover it in no particular order.  I love

          9  everybody's comments.  They were so valuable.  Thank you for

         10  listening to me.

         11            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         12            MS. TORTELLI:  Toni, thank you so much for that

         13  input.  That was really helpful.  And I appreciate you being

         14  patient and waiting until the end.

         15            MS. HARSH:  Sure.

         16            MS. TORTELLI:  Thank you for that.

         17            MS. JONES:  Judy, this is Honor.  May I also make

         18  a couple of comments?

         19            MS. TORTELLI:  Sure, Honor.  Go ahead.

         20            MS. JONES:  I missed your last presentation, so

         21  some of these -- my comments will revert back to that.

         22            I do like your presentation and mentioned the

         23  first 100 years, and also bringing it into the coming 100

         24  years and how the use of the river and how we're going to

         25  enjoy it as a population is going to be quite different.
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          1            With that in mind, and you said it very

          2  accurately, we've got a street (inaudible) and I would like

          3  to come back to one thing because I didn't quite get the

          4  feasibility for why we dropped out an elevated bridge

          5  because everything I'm hearing today kind of tells us that

          6  an elevated bridge would eliminate some of the issues that

          7  you have discussed.

          8            One would be to start out with accessing for

          9  maintenance, and the other would be debris.  We wouldn't

         10  have that element.

         11            We've also got a repetition of the Virginia Street

         12  bridge with an elevated look, and we would again accommodate

         13  the upcoming and fastly growing -- and this is popular

         14  across America -- outdoor activities at Wingfield Park.

         15            We know with the population increase here in the

         16  Reno area, we're only going to get more people that will be

         17  attracted to come down there for more special events.

         18            I am wondering if we are -- we don't need to

         19  reconsider some of these things.

         20            I would like to then kind of hit on something I

         21  have dealt with in the last 15 years of my life because I

         22  have taken care of an ADA needs person, but I can't stress

         23  enough to keep your designs on your flat surfaces to be

         24  ADA-compliant so that you just don't have any niches or

         25  grooves that your wheels can get stuck in.
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          1            Remember, too, about the railings.  And,

          2  incidentally, I know that they increased the heights of

          3  railings, but let's be careful not to use your designs to be

          4  a ladder so that somebody could climb up them and go over.

          5            I like the lighting because it is increased.  It's

          6  a modern trend.  But I don't see us as Chicago.  Chicago did

          7  show the string of lights, but that mimics the skyscrapers.

          8            We've got the curve of the park, the curve of the

          9  river, so I believe our lighting should duplicate that sort

         10  of look.

         11            But I do want that say, or ask this question is,

         12  maybe, it should be reconsidered to look at the elevation

         13  again of a bridge.  And particularly for safety.

         14            We've got ambulances that need to go to St. Mary's

         15  fast; we don't need to be caught with road closures or

         16  people crossing the street.  We've got fire trucks, we've

         17  got all of those, and I know there is a little engineer in

         18  my background, but still function before form is a rule.

         19            So with that, I think I've contributed a citizen's

         20  comments.  Thank you.  It was just a very well put together

         21  presentation, and I know those things take time to do, so

         22  kudos to all who were work concerned.  Thank you.

         23            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.

         24            MS. TORTELLI:  Yes.  And thank you, Honor.  I'll

         25  have to reach out to you.  We have a recap from our last
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          1  Stakeholder Working Group meeting where we talked about the

          2  reasons behind why the elevated bridge concept was not

          3  recommended to be carried forward.  There's also some more

          4  details on that in our TAC-2 meeting stuff.

          5            When I get that stuff posted on the website, I

          6  will reach out to you and let you know so you have an

          7  opportunity to look at that.

          8            MS. JONES:  Thank you.

          9            MS. TORTELLI:  We will be, like I said, right now,

         10  the way this process has worked is we started off with a

         11  public information meeting and we went out to the public and

         12  we said:  Hey, these are our bridge concepts that we want to

         13  look at.

         14            We told the public about the process that we were

         15  planning to follow, you know, our TAC meetings and our

         16  Stakeholder Working Group meetings.

         17            We're through those now.  We have some recommended

         18  bridge concepts that we have to take back to the public and

         19  get their input.

         20            So we'll be presenting that information to the

         21  public, probably, early next year, maybe, like February or

         22  March.  So stay tuned for that.

         23            Well, we're not doing too bad.  It's about 15

         24  minutes after 3 it looks like.  So I think we got through a

         25  lot of the material in a short amount of time.
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          1            Christmas is next week so I wore my Santa hat

          2  today.  I just want to try and stay in the -- get myself in

          3  the Christmas spirit here, and I would like to wish

          4  everybody happy holidays.

          5            Thank you for participating.

          6            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, everyone.

          7            (Meeting was concluded at 3:14 P.M.)
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          1  STATE OF NEVADA     )
                                 )  ss.
          2  COUNTY OF WASHOE    )

          3

          4            I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, court reporter, do

          5  hereby certify:

          6            That I was present via Zoom audio visual on

          7  December 15, 2020, at the RTC Stakeholder Working Group

          8  Meeting-3, and took stenotype notes of the proceedings

          9  entitled herein, and thereafter transcribed said proceedings

         10  into typewriting as herein appears.

         11            That the foregoing transcript is a full, true, and

         12  correct transcription of my stenotype notes of said

         13  proceedings consisting of 86 pages.

         14            DATED:  At Reno, Nevada, this 26th day of

         15  December, 2020.

         16

         17                            /s/ Brandi Ann Vianney Smith
                                 __________________________________
         18                      BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH
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		92						LN		4		13		false		         13  nice to create somewhat of a standard since several of the				false

		93						LN		4		14		false		         14  Downtown bridges are going to be replaced in the near				false

		94						LN		4		15		false		         15  future.				false

		95						LN		4		16		false		         16            Based of that discussion, our theme at this point				false

		96						LN		4		17		false		         17  is to have modern design elements with a nod to the art deco				false

		97						LN		4		18		false		         18  historical context.  This theme will help shape how we move				false

		98						LN		4		19		false		         19  forward.				false

		99						LN		4		20		false		         20            We have already determined which bridge concepts				false

		100						LN		4		21		false		         21  should be carried forward.  Now it's time to discuss their				false

		101						LN		4		22		false		         22  appearance.				false

		102						LN		4		23		false		         23            The aesthetic elements we present to you today are				false

		103						LN		4		24		false		         24  pretty high level.  We have some flexibility here to play				false

		104						LN		4		25		false		         25  with the appearance of the bridges and don't want to box				false

		105						PG		5		0		false		page 5				false

		106						LN		5		1		false		          1  ourselves in.				false

		107						LN		5		2		false		          2            We need your help to guide us on what should be				false

		108						LN		5		3		false		          3  carried forward for additional analysis as we move forward				false

		109						LN		5		4		false		          4  into the phase of the project, which is NEPA and design.				false

		110						LN		5		5		false		          5            Here is an agenda.  We will review the site				false

		111						LN		5		6		false		          6  history specific to the Arlington Avenue Bridges, existing				false

		112						LN		5		7		false		          7  conditions of the Downtown bridges, and look at how to				false

		113						LN		5		8		false		          8  recommended bridge concepts affect aesthetic elements.				false

		114						LN		5		9		false		          9            The team has done a great job defining our design				false

		115						LN		5		10		false		         10  goals, and we have an overview map that lays out some of the				false

		116						LN		5		11		false		         11  opportunities and constraints.				false

		117						LN		5		12		false		         12            There are eight aesthetic elements that we are				false

		118						LN		5		13		false		         13  proposing, and we will look at them in three categories.				false

		119						LN		5		14		false		         14            The first will be overall theme and various				false

		120						LN		5		15		false		         15  lighting potentials.				false

		121						LN		5		16		false		         16            Next, we will look at opportunities for railing				false

		122						LN		5		17		false		         17  and widening the sidewalk space.				false

		123						LN		5		18		false		         18            We will wrap up by looking at some surface texture				false

		124						LN		5		19		false		         19  options.				false

		125						LN		5		20		false		         20            There is a lot of material to look at, so I wanted				false

		126						LN		5		21		false		         21  to break it up and allow time for discussion in each				false

		127						LN		5		22		false		         22  category prior to moving onto the next.				false

		128						LN		5		23		false		         23            I may be jumping in during the questions portion				false

		129						LN		5		24		false		         24  if discussions are getting off track or taking up too much				false

		130						LN		5		25		false		         25  time.				false

		131						PG		6		0		false		page 6				false

		132						LN		6		1		false		          1            I want to ensure the group has the opportunity to				false

		133						LN		6		2		false		          2  see everything that proposed.  So we may table some ideas				false

		134						LN		6		3		false		          3  and continue the discussion toward the end of meeting.				false

		135						LN		6		4		false		          4            So here is a location map of Downtown bridges in				false

		136						LN		6		5		false		          5  Reno.  Going from west to east, you have here the Booth				false

		137						LN		6		6		false		          6  Street Bridge, and then the Keystone Avenue Bridge.  Moving				false

		138						LN		6		7		false		          7  further on down the river, is the Arlington Avenue Bridges,				false

		139						LN		6		8		false		          8  then the Sierra Street Bridge, the more-recently replaced				false

		140						LN		6		9		false		          9  Virginia Street Bridge is here, then the Center Street				false

		141						LN		6		10		false		         10  Bridge, and the Lake Street Bridge.				false

		142						LN		6		11		false		         11            The Arlington, Keystone, and Sierra bridges are				false

		143						LN		6		12		false		         12  identified for replacement in the RTC 2040 Regional				false

		144						LN		6		13		false		         13  Transportation Plan in the years 2222 to 2226.				false

		145						LN		6		14		false		         14            The Lake Street Bridge is slated for replacement				false

		146						LN		6		15		false		         15  in 2027 to 2040 timeframe.				false

		147						LN		6		16		false		         16            I would like to note that the Lake Street Bridge				false

		148						LN		6		17		false		         17  replacement has some major issues from a flooding				false

		149						LN		6		18		false		         18  perspective.				false

		150						LN		6		19		false		         19            Our focus here at the RTC is on transportation and				false

		151						LN		6		20		false		         20  maintaining our roadway system for all users and not				false

		152						LN		6		21		false		         21  necessarily performing flood control.				false

		153						LN		6		22		false		         22            This is why the Lake Street Bridge falls within				false

		154						LN		6		23		false		         23  the later years.  We did, however, put a significant				false

		155						LN		6		24		false		         24  Band-Aid on the Lake Street Bridge just last year.				false

		156						LN		6		25		false		         25            So with four bridge replacements on the horizon,				false

		157						PG		7		0		false		page 7				false

		158						LN		7		1		false		          1  the family-of-bridges theme looks more appealing and				false

		159						LN		7		2		false		          2  achievable.				false

		160						LN		7		3		false		          3            Now, I am going to turn it over to Barb so we can				false

		161						LN		7		4		false		          4  jump into the fun stuff.				false

		162						LN		7		5		false		          5            MS. SANTER:  Thank you, Judy.				false

		163						LN		7		6		false		          6            MS. TORTELLI:  Um-hmm.				false

		164						LN		7		7		false		          7            MS. SANTER:  So we started our study of the				false

		165						LN		7		8		false		          8  Arlington Street bridge replacements by kind of looking at				false

		166						LN		7		9		false		          9  some bigger picture items, and the first thing was the				false

		167						LN		7		10		false		         10  history of site.				false

		168						LN		7		11		false		         11            So we looked at history of what is now called				false

		169						LN		7		12		false		         12  Wingfield Park, which is where the bridges are located.  And				false

		170						LN		7		13		false		         13  here are just some points about the history.				false

		171						LN		7		14		false		         14            In 1909, Louis Hinckley purchased and developed				false

		172						LN		7		15		false		         15  the land into a relaxing, resort-like destination know as				false

		173						LN		7		16		false		         16  Belle Isle.				false

		174						LN		7		17		false		         17            The river was partially dammed and a foot bridge				false

		175						LN		7		18		false		         18  was added in 1912.				false

		176						LN		7		19		false		         19            In 1916, the owners of the park filed for				false

		177						LN		7		20		false		         20  bankruptcy, and the space was acquired by the Reno National				false

		178						LN		7		21		false		         21  Bank.				false

		179						LN		7		22		false		         22            In 1920, the influential banker, George Wingfield,				false

		180						LN		7		23		false		         23  bought the property and donated it to the City.  The island				false

		181						LN		7		24		false		         24  was later named George Wingfield Park.				false

		182						LN		7		25		false		         25            In 1912, the north bridge structure was				false

		183						PG		8		0		false		page 8				false

		184						LN		8		1		false		          1  constructed.  It was originally called the Chestnut Street				false

		185						LN		8		2		false		          2  Bridge, and it is Nevada's oldest T-beam bridge.				false

		186						LN		8		3		false		          3            In 1928, a flood caused substantial damage to the				false

		187						LN		8		4		false		          4  park with repairs paid for by George Wingfield.				false

		188						LN		8		5		false		          5            Then from 1925 to the 1980s, the Reno Municipal				false

		189						LN		8		6		false		          6  Christmas tree was standing at Wingfield Park.				false

		190						LN		8		7		false		          7            You can see a variety of photos on this page.				false

		191						LN		8		8		false		          8  Here on the upper left is a photo of the original Belle Isle				false

		192						LN		8		9		false		          9  Amusement Company site plan showing some various amusement				false

		193						LN		8		10		false		         10  rides and such, and it looks like this was actually before				false

		194						LN		8		11		false		         11  many other improvements were made in the park.				false

		195						LN		8		12		false		         12            The lower left, you can see a photo showing some				false

		196						LN		8		13		false		         13  of the amusement features in the park that were brightly				false

		197						LN		8		14		false		         14  lit.  It looks like a carousel and some other features.				false

		198						LN		8		15		false		         15            The lower center photo is another one from 1911				false

		199						LN		8		16		false		         16  showing a women viewing over the river into, it looks like,				false

		200						LN		8		17		false		         17  the island with a ferris wheel, and you can see some other				false

		201						LN		8		18		false		         18  amusement rides.				false

		202						LN		8		19		false		         19            Then on the lower-right side, you can see a				false

		203						LN		8		20		false		         20  postcard featuring this really beautiful photo of the park				false

		204						LN		8		21		false		         21  with some large cottonwood trees and et cetera.				false

		205						LN		8		22		false		         22            So to summarize, this was a really important park				false

		206						LN		8		23		false		         23  in Downtown Reno for over a hundred years.				false

		207						LN		8		24		false		         24            Another aspect of this area was just kind of an				false

		208						LN		8		25		false		         25  overall design inspiration, and looking to the famous book				false

		209						PG		9		0		false		page 9				false

		210						LN		9		1		false		          1  The City of Trembling Leaves, written by Walter Van Tilberg				false

		211						LN		9		2		false		          2  Clark, the book talks a lot about the history and				false

		212						LN		9		3		false		          3  development of Reno.				false

		213						LN		9		4		false		          4            Reno was established as a small town on the edge				false

		214						LN		9		5		false		          5  of the mountain range with beautiful trees and wildlife, and				false

		215						LN		9		6		false		          6  the book illustrates the natural beauty of Reno landscape				false

		216						LN		9		7		false		          7  and highlights Wingfield Park as a leisurely oasis within				false

		217						LN		9		8		false		          8  the city.				false

		218						LN		9		9		false		          9            Of course since then, urbanization and development				false

		219						LN		9		10		false		         10  has changed the landscape of the city within the last				false

		220						LN		9		11		false		         11  century, but we kind of question how can the proposed design				false

		221						LN		9		12		false		         12  reconnect to the history of this area and celebrate the				false

		222						LN		9		13		false		         13  natural beauty of the Reno landscape.				false

		223						LN		9		14		false		         14            A couple notable aspects about, of course, the				false

		224						LN		9		15		false		         15  title of the book referring to the city of trembling leaves				false

		225						LN		9		16		false		         16  was the fact that here at this location in the Great Basin				false

		226						LN		9		17		false		         17  with the Truckee River, I think travelers recognized that				false

		227						LN		9		18		false		         18  there were significant cottonwood trees and kind of a				false

		228						LN		9		19		false		         19  beautiful setting here that was kind of rare within the				false

		229						LN		9		20		false		         20  landscape of the Great Basin.				false

		230						LN		9		21		false		         21            So next, we wanted to look at the existing				false

		231						LN		9		22		false		         22  conditions of the Downtown bridges.  The reason for doing				false

		232						LN		9		23		false		         23  this was to kind of look at the context of the architectural				false

		233						LN		9		24		false		         24  design of all the bridges, and then, of course, focusing in				false

		234						LN		9		25		false		         25  on the Arlington Street bridges, but recognizing that, as				false

		235						PG		10		0		false		page 10				false

		236						LN		10		1		false		          1  Judy mentioned earlier, a number of bridges still require				false

		237						LN		10		2		false		          2  replacement in the Downtown.				false

		238						LN		10		3		false		          3            So we were intrigued with the idea of looking at				false

		239						LN		10		4		false		          4  what features we might be able to design for the Arlington				false

		240						LN		10		5		false		          5  Street Bridge that would tie into other Downtown bridges,				false

		241						LN		10		6		false		          6  and also, perhaps, be able to be used for future bridge				false

		242						LN		10		7		false		          7  replacements.				false

		243						LN		10		8		false		          8            So going from west to east, the first one we				false

		244						LN		10		9		false		          9  looked at was the Booth Street bridge.				false

		245						LN		10		10		false		         10            So the upper photos, you can see a photo looking				false

		246						LN		10		11		false		         11  at the bridge, looking south, and you can see it has a				false

		247						LN		10		12		false		         12  smooth, solid concrete railing.  It's got some accent				false

		248						LN		10		13		false		         13  lighting on each end of the bridge, kind of a globe light.				false

		249						LN		10		14		false		         14            It's a single-pier type of bridge design, has a				false

		250						LN		10		15		false		         15  smooth abutment wall.  There is some riprap along the sides				false

		251						LN		10		16		false		         16  for some slope reinforcement.  And, again, on the right, you				false

		252						LN		10		17		false		         17  can see looking from the actual Booth Street looking to the				false

		253						LN		10		18		false		         18  river, you can see the textured, solid concrete wall with a				false

		254						LN		10		19		false		         19  sidewalk.				false

		255						LN		10		20		false		         20            The lower middle, you can see a more closeup view				false

		256						LN		10		21		false		         21  of the globe lights, another view of the sidewalk with the				false

		257						LN		10		22		false		         22  solid concrete railing, and pedestrian access that takes the				false

		258						LN		10		23		false		         23  traveler into Idlewild Park.				false

		259						LN		10		24		false		         24            Next, we're not looking in detail at the Keystone				false

		260						LN		10		25		false		         25  Bridge because that one is kind of different style than what				false

		261						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		262						LN		11		1		false		          1  we're looking at replacing here for Arlington.				false

		263						LN		11		2		false		          2            So we're moving instead to the Arlington Avenue				false

		264						LN		11		3		false		          3  bridges, which is the next set of bridges to the east.				false

		265						LN		11		4		false		          4            So, as you know, there are two bridges along this				false

		266						LN		11		5		false		          5  area because they connect the island over the two branches				false

		267						LN		11		6		false		          6  of the Truckee River from north to south.  So the north				false

		268						LN		11		7		false		          7  bridge is the larger bridge over the larger portion of the				false

		269						LN		11		8		false		          8  river.				false

		270						LN		11		9		false		          9            You can see the first photo in the upper middle,				false

		271						LN		11		10		false		         10  again, this bridge also has a solid concrete barrier rail.				false

		272						LN		11		11		false		         11  This is looking east.  The floodwalls nearby in this portion				false

		273						LN		11		12		false		         12  have natural rock texture close to the bridge, and then it				false

		274						LN		11		13		false		         13  transitions to solid concrete.  Then there's a sidewalk just				false

		275						LN		11		14		false		         14  adjacent to that railing.				false

		276						LN		11		15		false		         15            On the upper-right side, you can see a view of the				false

		277						LN		11		16		false		         16  northern bridge, and this is actually as one would be				false

		278						LN		11		17		false		         17  standing on the path on the west side of the bridge in the				false

		279						LN		11		18		false		         18  park looking up at bridge.				false

		280						LN		11		19		false		         19            So you can see this existing bridge has two piers				false

		281						LN		11		20		false		         20  in the water.  You can see the girders on the underside.				false

		282						LN		11		21		false		         21  The riprap in this case is actually from the more-recent				false

		283						LN		11		22		false		         22  construction of the kayak park, and, as I mentioned, in the				false

		284						LN		11		23		false		         23  photo standing on the path looking up at the bridge.  So				false

		285						LN		11		24		false		         24  it's notable because this bridge has pedestrian access				false

		286						LN		11		25		false		         25  underneath to connect both sides of island.				false

		287						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		288						LN		12		1		false		          1            On the bottom of this photo is a photo of the				false

		289						LN		12		2		false		          2  southern bridge section.  So this is connecting the smaller				false

		290						LN		12		3		false		          3  branch of the Truckee River.				false

		291						LN		12		4		false		          4            So this one is looking east.  Again, it's got the				false

		292						LN		12		5		false		          5  solid concrete panels that are smooth.  You can see,				false

		293						LN		12		6		false		          6  actually, a view of the Riverwalk Project, which is very				false

		294						LN		12		7		false		          7  distinctive, built right in the very early 90s, and that has				false

		295						LN		12		8		false		          8  a stone cobble-textured wall, and kind of the dark				false

		296						LN		12		9		false		          9  cherry-colored railings and distinctive features.				false

		297						LN		12		10		false		         10            The right side is a photo looking at the southern				false

		298						LN		12		11		false		         11  bridge.  I believe that's looking from the south looking at				false

		299						LN		12		12		false		         12  it.  There are some pilasters on the end.				false

		300						LN		12		13		false		         13            One notable aspect is, looking at some history of				false

		301						LN		12		14		false		         14  the north side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, there used to				false

		302						LN		12		15		false		         15  be lights, apparently, on both ends of the bridge, but they				false

		303						LN		12		16		false		         16  were removed after a significant flood, and they were not				false

		304						LN		12		17		false		         17  replaced.				false

		305						LN		12		18		false		         18            Next are some more photos looking from the bridge.				false

		306						LN		12		19		false		         19  On the upper side, you can see, looking west, it's a really				false

		307						LN		12		20		false		         20  nice view of the kayak park and the boulders that were added				false

		308						LN		12		21		false		         21  actually create a really nice texture, in addition to				false

		309						LN		12		22		false		         22  creating the really nice pools and riffles in that portion				false

		310						LN		12		23		false		         23  of the river.  That has now kind of become Reno's largest				false

		311						LN		12		24		false		         24  swimming hole pretty much.				false

		312						LN		12		25		false		         25            On the upper right side is a southern bridge				false

		313						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		314						LN		13		1		false		          1  looking west, and that, you can see the kayak gates for				false

		315						LN		13		2		false		          2  kayak competitions.				false

		316						LN		13		3		false		          3            On the lower left is another view of the kayak				false

		317						LN		13		4		false		          4  park.  Really pretty with lots of trees, and then a little				false

		318						LN		13		5		false		          5  shot -- there's actually some wildlife down there.  There				false

		319						LN		13		6		false		          6  are ducks, and I know there is a green heron that actually				false

		320						LN		13		7		false		          7  lives on the east side of the island that I just last week				false

		321						LN		13		8		false		          8  again.				false

		322						LN		13		9		false		          9            Moving to the east looking at the Sierra Street				false

		323						LN		13		10		false		         10  Bridge, this one, if you look at the upper-middle photo,				false

		324						LN		13		11		false		         11  that bridge has also got a concrete railing with openings,				false

		325						LN		13		12		false		         12  and it's got lights on these, kind of, art-deco-looking				false

		326						LN		13		13		false		         13  pilasters, and it's a two-pier -- a double-pier bridge.				false

		327						LN		13		14		false		         14            View looking north on the street, you can see down				false

		328						LN		13		15		false		         15  the sidewalk, the sidewalk's directly adjacent to the				false

		329						LN		13		16		false		         16  barrier railing -- or excuse me the bridge railing, and you				false

		330						LN		13		17		false		         17  can see the pedestrian-scaled lights.  There is a closeup of				false

		331						LN		13		18		false		         18  the lighting in the lower middle, and a closeup of the				false

		332						LN		13		19		false		         19  existing railing, which, by the way, just a note about that				false

		333						LN		13		20		false		         20  railing, I do not believe that railing would meet current				false

		334						LN		13		21		false		         21  accessibility requirements, which requires a four-inch-wide				false

		335						LN		13		22		false		         22  maximum opening, and I think this is a litter wider than				false

		336						LN		13		23		false		         23  that.				false

		337						LN		13		24		false		         24            On the lower right side, you can see an				false

		338						LN		13		25		false		         25  interesting shot that has a view of the bridge railing, and				false
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		340						LN		14		1		false		          1  then looking to the east, it's a view of the floodwall along				false

		341						LN		14		2		false		          2  the Truckee River lane.  The same exact railing design was				false

		342						LN		14		3		false		          3  actually extended along the floodwall for quite a long				false

		343						LN		14		4		false		          4  distance, and it has the pilasters that extend down the wall				false

		344						LN		14		5		false		          5  and kind of a globe light that is used intermittently pretty				false

		345						LN		14		6		false		          6  much throughout to floodwall from Virginia Street down to				false

		346						LN		14		7		false		          7  Arlington.				false

		347						LN		14		8		false		          8            Next is the Virginia Street Bridge, which, of				false

		348						LN		14		9		false		          9  course, was replaced and opened just a few years ago.  That				false

		349						LN		14		10		false		         10  bridge is a clear-span type.  It doesn't have a pier in the				false

		350						LN		14		11		false		         11  water.  I believe it's called a tied arch.				false

		351						LN		14		12		false		         12            So it's got the large concrete arches.  It has,				false

		352						LN		14		13		false		         13  kind of, an art deco feature at the end of the concrete				false

		353						LN		14		14		false		         14  arch, which has a layered concrete appearance.				false

		354						LN		14		15		false		         15            One notable feature about this bridge, which you				false

		355						LN		14		16		false		         16  can see in the plan view on the left, is that the deck was				false

		356						LN		14		17		false		         17  intentionally widened with that bowed-out appearance.  The				false

		357						LN		14		18		false		         18  reason for that was to provide a little more generous space				false

		358						LN		14		19		false		         19  for pedestrians to look at the water and gather, as this				false

		359						LN		14		20		false		         20  whole Downtown area is really pretty heavily used for				false

		360						LN		14		21		false		         21  special events and other features.				false

		361						LN		14		22		false		         22            On the upper-right side, you can see that the				false

		362						LN		14		23		false		         23  outside railing has a distinctive arch design with a powder				false

		363						LN		14		24		false		         24  coated dark gray, and then the top of the railing is				false

		364						LN		14		25		false		         25  actually stainless steel, and it has a light built in that				false
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		366						LN		15		1		false		          1  casts down and creates a really nice shadow.  That was				false

		367						LN		15		2		false		          2  designed to kind of tie into the arch design of the bridge.				false

		368						LN		15		3		false		          3            Because of the tied-arch design, an interior				false

		369						LN		15		4		false		          4  railing was required to protect vehicles from driving off				false

		370						LN		15		5		false		          5  the edge of bridge.  So this bridge has a double-railing				false

		371						LN		15		6		false		          6  system.				false

		372						LN		15		7		false		          7            In lower middle, you can see one of end pilasters				false

		373						LN		15		8		false		          8  from the Virginia Street Bridge, and this actually features				false

		374						LN		15		9		false		          9  a cluster of lights that was salvaged from the historic				false

		375						LN		15		10		false		         10  Virginia Street Bridge, and it was placed on the ends of the				false

		376						LN		15		11		false		         11  bridge on all four conners.				false

		377						LN		15		12		false		         12            The lower, kind of the middle one, you can see				false

		378						LN		15		13		false		         13  some night lighting, and there is some really nice lighting				false

		379						LN		15		14		false		         14  of the railing and the arch itself.				false

		380						LN		15		15		false		         15            Then the lower right, you can see the sidewalk				false

		381						LN		15		16		false		         16  paving, which is kind of a concrete with brick header design				false

		382						LN		15		17		false		         17  that has some tie to the existing Downtown Streetscape				false

		383						LN		15		18		false		         18  sidewalk concrete.				false

		384						LN		15		19		false		         19            Although, I will say those standards have now been				false

		385						LN		15		20		false		         20  revised, and the brick header and stamped concrete are no				false

		386						LN		15		21		false		         21  longer part of the Downtown Streetscape Standards; it's just				false

		387						LN		15		22		false		         22  dark gray concrete with scoring.				false

		388						LN		15		23		false		         23            Okay.  Looking at next bridge to the east is the				false

		389						LN		15		24		false		         24  Center Street Bridge, and Mike Cooper and I worked on this				false

		390						LN		15		25		false		         25  design in --				false
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		392						LN		16		1		false		          1            Mike, was it about 1996?  I want to say.				false

		393						LN		16		2		false		          2            MR. COOPER:  Yes.				false

		394						LN		16		3		false		          3            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  So this bridge was replaced				false

		395						LN		16		4		false		          4  around 1996.  This really was another design that kind of				false

		396						LN		16		5		false		          5  drew upon the nearby context of the Post Office -- the				false

		397						LN		16		6		false		          6  Downtown Post Office, which was art deco at the time.  The				false

		398						LN		16		7		false		          7  Mapes Hotel was actually still standing, then the Riverside				false

		399						LN		16		8		false		          8  Hotel.				false

		400						LN		16		9		false		          9            So going through some architectural concepts and				false

		401						LN		16		10		false		         10  process, it was decided to kind of nod to the art deco on				false

		402						LN		16		11		false		         11  this one, which nods pretty heavily in this case.				false

		403						LN		16		12		false		         12            So the upper middle, you can see it's got a double				false

		404						LN		16		13		false		         13  railing, a transparent art deco inspired railing.  Then on				false

		405						LN		16		14		false		         14  the -- that's on the very outside of the bridge where it's				false

		406						LN		16		15		false		         15  widened, and the inside railing is a concrete railing,				false

		407						LN		16		16		false		         16  vehicular rated, and Judy's pointing to that.				false

		408						LN		16		17		false		         17            So because of the fact that the exterior railing				false

		409						LN		16		18		false		         18  in the center, the bridge deck was widened.  We had to have				false

		410						LN		16		19		false		         19  this double railing system.				false

		411						LN		16		20		false		         20            So again, looking at the plan view on the left,				false

		412						LN		16		21		false		         21  you can see how the bridge deck was widened, and, once				false

		413						LN		16		22		false		         22  again, that was based on input from stakeholders and the				false

		414						LN		16		23		false		         23  idea that it would be really a nice place to look at the				false

		415						LN		16		24		false		         24  river and have a really beautiful transparent railing in				false

		416						LN		16		25		false		         25  that location.				false
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		418						LN		17		1		false		          1            The lighting was this globe light, again, kind of				false

		419						LN		17		2		false		          2  art-deco inspired, and the lower right shows a close up of				false

		420						LN		17		3		false		          3  the overlook the bridge widened area with the interior				false

		421						LN		17		4		false		          4  vehicular-rated railing that has the lights on it, and then				false

		422						LN		17		5		false		          5  the super-transparent's, sparkly aluminum railing on the				false

		423						LN		17		6		false		          6  outside.				false

		424						LN		17		7		false		          7            Those features with the chevron were really drawn				false

		425						LN		17		8		false		          8  and inspired from the Downtown Post Office that has aluminum				false

		426						LN		17		9		false		          9  grill work with those features.				false

		427						LN		17		10		false		         10            Moving east to the Lake Street Bridge, which is				false

		428						LN		17		11		false		         11  one of the ones Judy mentioned would be, perhaps, replaced				false

		429						LN		17		12		false		         12  on the 2027 timeframe, this bridge on Lake Street has a				false

		430						LN		17		13		false		         13  removable railing, and that's due to the flooding issues				false

		431						LN		17		14		false		         14  here.  So this one is a more utilitarian railing instead of				false

		432						LN		17		15		false		         15  being very much -- very elaborate.				false

		433						LN		17		16		false		         16            You can see the old Reno arch on this photo in the				false

		434						LN		17		17		false		         17  upper right that it was placed near the auto museum.  These				false

		435						LN		17		18		false		         18  decorative lights on this bridge look extremely similar to				false

		436						LN		17		19		false		         19  the Sierra Street Bridge, actually, placed on pilasters, so				false

		437						LN		17		20		false		         20  I believe there are four of those total.  There is a closeup				false

		438						LN		17		21		false		         21  of that light on the pilaster in the lower middle.				false

		439						LN		17		22		false		         22            Then you can see that railing, which is removable				false

		440						LN		17		23		false		         23  because of flooding issues, on the lower right.				false

		441						LN		17		24		false		         24            Another important feature of the Downtown that				false

		442						LN		17		25		false		         25  kind of threads a couple of these areas together, and it's				false
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		444						LN		18		1		false		          1  not a bridge, but it's the Reno Riverwalk.				false

		445						LN		18		2		false		          2            The first segment, which on the right there where				false

		446						LN		18		3		false		          3  the cursor is between Virginia and Sierra was replaced in				false

		447						LN		18		4		false		          4  the very early 90s -- I want to say like, maybe, 1991 -- and				false

		448						LN		18		5		false		          5  there is a photo of it lower left looking at it from the				false

		449						LN		18		6		false		          6  Virginia Street Bridge.				false

		450						LN		18		7		false		          7            It's super distinctive with dark cherry, metal				false

		451						LN		18		8		false		          8  powder-coated railing and those are pergolas, which have the				false

		452						LN		18		9		false		          9  caps made of the dark cherry railing.				false

		453						LN		18		10		false		         10            It's got the chain and bollard with stainless				false

		454						LN		18		11		false		         11  steel, and the extremely distinctive is also the floodwall.				false

		455						LN		18		12		false		         12  It's made with a natural stone veneer, and it's got a				false

		456						LN		18		13		false		         13  concrete cap that is natural granite.  It has gotten damaged				false

		457						LN		18		14		false		         14  during some Downtown floods, but it is a really				false

		458						LN		18		15		false		         15  pretty-looking floodwall.				false

		459						LN		18		16		false		         16            In the middle second one on the bottom, you can				false

		460						LN		18		17		false		         17  see another closeup showing some of the super-distinctive				false

		461						LN		18		18		false		         18  features.  Those were custom pedestrian-scaled lights, and a				false

		462						LN		18		19		false		         19  custom several railing designs.  These little arbors that				false

		463						LN		18		20		false		         20  have benches below them, and there's a closeup on the photo				false

		464						LN		18		21		false		         21  next to that, that color is a little more, maybe,				false

		465						LN		18		22		false		         22  exaggerated than how it really appears, but that is what a				false

		466						LN		18		23		false		         23  close up of what the railing looks like in one spot.				false

		467						LN		18		24		false		         24            Then on the lower right, there is a pedestrian				false

		468						LN		18		25		false		         25  bridge extending from the Riverwalk over to Wingfield Park				false
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		470						LN		19		1		false		          1  that has also been colorized with the dark cherry.				false

		471						LN		19		2		false		          2            I might make a note that the Riverwalk dark cherry				false

		472						LN		19		3		false		          3  color, that cherry color used to be on all of the Reno				false

		473						LN		19		4		false		          4  Downtown traffic signal standards and lights.  It was				false

		474						LN		19		5		false		          5  painted to black about, maybe, ten years ago or so , because				false

		475						LN		19		6		false		          6  I think the thought was not to use this dark cherry				false

		476						LN		19		7		false		          7  elsewhere in Downtown anymore.				false

		477						LN		19		8		false		          8            So then, just to point out, the second phase of				false

		478						LN		19		9		false		          9  the Riverwalk went from Sierra Street to Arlington Avenue				false

		479						LN		19		10		false		         10  just extending that whole treatment.				false

		480						LN		19		11		false		         11            There is also some very customized granite that				false

		481						LN		19		12		false		         12  several colors, very elaborate granite that was put on all				false

		482						LN		19		13		false		         13  of the pedestrian surfaces, but during the 1997 flood, I				false

		483						LN		19		14		false		         14  think it was, it was so heavily damaged between Arlington				false

		484						LN		19		15		false		         15  and Sierra that that was replaced with the stamped, ashlar				false

		485						LN		19		16		false		         16  concrete.  So it's still in place between Sierra and				false

		486						LN		19		17		false		         17  Virginia, but not in the left side any more.				false

		487						LN		19		18		false		         18            Another aspect of the Downtown in this area is it				false

		488						LN		19		19		false		         19  is a very popular area for Reno's Public Art Program.  There				false

		489						LN		19		20		false		         20  are a number of really significant pieces placed down here,				false

		490						LN		19		21		false		         21  and it's really kind of the heart of the arts and culture				false

		491						LN		19		22		false		         22  district, I would say.				false

		492						LN		19		23		false		         23            The upper two left pieces are at Bicentennial				false

		493						LN		19		24		false		         24  Park -- actually, the one in the middle may have been				false

		494						LN		19		25		false		         25  removed at this point, because that's intended for pieces to				false
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		496						LN		20		1		false		          1  change periodically.				false

		497						LN		20		2		false		          2            But the upper-right piece is at the Nevada Museum				false

		498						LN		20		3		false		          3  of Art.  Of course, the Believe sculpture is at First				false

		499						LN		20		4		false		          4  Virginia -- or City Plaza, and then we have murals				false

		500						LN		20		5		false		          5  throughout the Downtown.				false

		501						LN		20		6		false		          6            So it's definitely been a popular district,				false

		502						LN		20		7		false		          7  including Wingfield Park, to place a lot of art of all				false

		503						LN		20		8		false		          8  different types.				false

		504						LN		20		9		false		          9            So now, honing in on our location again, this site				false

		505						LN		20		10		false		         10  inventory map is a plan view showing the island and, again,				false

		506						LN		20		11		false		         11  the location of the two bridges on Arlington Avenue, and				false

		507						LN		20		12		false		         12  just has some photos to kind of remind us that the context				false

		508						LN		20		13		false		         13  is as we're looking at this area.				false

		509						LN		20		14		false		         14            So we have, of course, Wingfield Park on the				false

		510						LN		20		15		false		         15  island, the West Street Plaza on the upper right.  It's West				false

		511						LN		20		16		false		         16  First Street on the top .  The lower left is Barbara Bennett				false

		512						LN		20		17		false		         17  Park on Island Avenue, which has basketball and tennis				false

		513						LN		20		18		false		         18  courts.				false

		514						LN		20		19		false		         19            There are some photos throughout the margins here.				false

		515						LN		20		20		false		         20  On the upper left, you've got a photo of sculpture at				false

		516						LN		20		21		false		         21  Bicentennial Park, photos of the kayak park, the pathway				false

		517						LN		20		22		false		         22  under the bridge that I was referring to earlier, sport				false

		518						LN		20		23		false		         23  courts at the park, and a mural.				false

		519						LN		20		24		false		         24            On the upper right, you can see photos of the				false

		520						LN		20		25		false		         25  floodwall on the north side, the Wingfield Park				false
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		522						LN		21		1		false		          1  amphitheater -- super popular for summer performances --				false

		523						LN		21		2		false		          2  pedestrian access ways, a lot of street trees, and then,				false

		524						LN		21		3		false		          3  again the pedestrian bridges.				false

		525						LN		21		4		false		          4            There are three pedestrian bridges close by here.				false

		526						LN		21		5		false		          5  There's one on the southern branch of the river, and then				false

		527						LN		21		6		false		          6  one connecting Wingfield Park to West Street Plaza above				false

		528						LN		21		7		false		          7  that, and another one on west side connecting Wingfield,				false

		529						LN		21		8		false		          8  basically, to Bicentennial Park.				false

		530						LN		21		9		false		          9            So with that, Mike Cooper is going to talk about				false

		531						LN		21		10		false		         10  our bridge concepts.				false

		532						LN		21		11		false		         11            MR. COOPER:  So just a brief summary of what came				false

		533						LN		21		12		false		         12  out of the Technical Advisory Committee meetings and the				false

		534						LN		21		13		false		         13  Stakeholder Working Group meetings we've had already, kind				false

		535						LN		21		14		false		         14  of a review of the three concepts that came out of that				false

		536						LN		21		15		false		         15  work.				false

		537						LN		21		16		false		         16            The first one is this rigid-frame structure.  It				false

		538						LN		21		17		false		         17  kind of has an arched shape to it.  It's similar -- I was				false

		539						LN		21		18		false		         18  noticing in the picture Barb has of the southern bridge on				false

		540						LN		21		19		false		         19  Arlington -- it has the same kind of lines to it, only a				false

		541						LN		21		20		false		         20  much smaller span on that bridge.				false

		542						LN		21		21		false		         21            So the advantage of the rigid frame, it eliminates				false

		543						LN		21		22		false		         22  the obstructions in the north branch of the Truckee.				false

		544						LN		21		23		false		         23  Currently, the bridge there has two supports in the river.				false

		545						LN		21		24		false		         24            So those would be removed entirely with this				false

		546						LN		21		25		false		         25  option.  A side benefit of that is there would be no pier				false
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		548						LN		22		1		false		          1  surfaces for any kind of tagging activities that might go on				false

		549						LN		22		2		false		          2  with access under the bridge.				false

		550						LN		22		3		false		          3            Some of the challenges with this structure, with				false

		551						LN		22		4		false		          4  the thin section at mid-span, it's going to be a little bit				false

		552						LN		22		5		false		          5  more challenging to expand the sidewalk there beyond the				false

		553						LN		22		6		false		          6  standard width, similar to what Barb was talking about at				false

		554						LN		22		7		false		          7  Virginia Street and Center Street.  It's not impossible, but				false

		555						LN		22		8		false		          8  there are some structural challenges with that just due to				false

		556						LN		22		9		false		          9  the section of the bridge there.				false

		557						LN		22		10		false		         10            Then the other thing to point out near the				false

		558						LN		22		11		false		         11  supports faces of the abutments, the section of the bridge				false

		559						LN		22		12		false		         12  is deeper, and with the path that goes underneath the south				false

		560						LN		22		13		false		         13  end of this bridge, there may be -- it might impact headroom				false

		561						LN		22		14		false		         14  there for pedestrian access underneath the bridge.				false

		562						LN		22		15		false		         15            So this is -- we've just begun to generate some 3D				false

		563						LN		22		16		false		         16  renderings.  So these are kind of raw at this state.  These				false

		564						LN		22		17		false		         17  will get cleaned up as we move ahead.				false

		565						LN		22		18		false		         18            But this is intended to give you kind of a picture				false

		566						LN		22		19		false		         19  of what that area might look like with supports removed from				false

		567						LN		22		20		false		         20  the channel.  The clear span of this rigid frame over the				false

		568						LN		22		21		false		         21  river, the pathway within Wingfield Park passing underneath				false

		569						LN		22		22		false		         22  the bridge there on the south end of bridge.				false

		570						LN		22		23		false		         23            So the other two concepts that came out of the				false
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		574						LN		23		1		false		          1            This first one would be a cast-in-place concrete				false

		575						LN		23		2		false		          2  box girder bridge.  The bottom side of this structure,				false

		576						LN		23		3		false		          3  looking at it from underneath, you would see, basically, a				false

		577						LN		23		4		false		          4  solid concrete slab overhead rather than discrete girders on				false

		578						LN		23		5		false		          5  the bridge.				false

		579						LN		23		6		false		          6            The pier wall that you see there in the middle of				false

		580						LN		23		7		false		          7  the elevation view looks wider than it is because what				false

		581						LN		23		8		false		          8  you're really seeing is sort of the skewed image of the face				false

		582						LN		23		9		false		          9  of pier; that darker are on the one edge of that really				false

		583						LN		23		10		false		         10  depicts more of the width of what that pier wall would look				false

		584						LN		23		11		false		         11  like.				false

		585						LN		23		12		false		         12            So the -- with a center pier, it provides a means				false

		586						LN		23		13		false		         13  to support a wider deck more readily than the rigid frame				false

		587						LN		23		14		false		         14  might.  It also provides a shallower overall structure depth				false

		588						LN		23		15		false		         15  that will help to mitigate any profile changes on the				false

		589						LN		23		16		false		         16  roadway above on Arlington, and also provide more headroom,				false

		590						LN		23		17		false		         17  potentially, underneath the bridge for the pathway in				false

		591						LN		23		18		false		         18  Wingfield Park.				false

		592						LN		23		19		false		         19            In terms of drawbacks of this alternative, there				false

		593						LN		23		20		false		         20  would still be one obstruction in the river, although it's				false

		594						LN		23		21		false		         21  one less obstruction that exists there today, and depending				false

		595						LN		23		22		false		         22  on access and water levels and what not, the pier wall				false

		596						LN		23		23		false		         23  itself may become an attractive nuisance as a tagging				false

		597						LN		23		24		false		         24  surface.				false

		598						LN		23		25		false		         25            So the other similar concept would be precast				false

		599						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		600						LN		24		1		false		          1  concrete girders.  A couple of differences that you would				false

		601						LN		24		2		false		          2  note in this structure, you'll see on the center, it appears				false

		602						LN		24		3		false		          3  that there is a widened cap at the top of that pier wall,				false

		603						LN		24		4		false		          4  and that's intended to have a place to set the concrete				false

		604						LN		24		5		false		          5  girders as they are placed during construction.  So it's a				false

		605						LN		24		6		false		          6  little bit different shape of the pier.				false

		606						LN		24		7		false		          7            Then from underneath the bridge, you wouldn't see				false

		607						LN		24		8		false		          8  a solid concrete surface that you would see with the				false

		608						LN		24		9		false		          9  cast-in-place box; you'd see the individual lines of the				false

		609						LN		24		10		false		         10  precast girders.				false

		610						LN		24		11		false		         11            Similar pros and cons for this -- the precast				false

		611						LN		24		12		false		         12  concrete girders and the cast-in-place box.				false

		612						LN		24		13		false		         13            So, again, the beginnings of our 3D renderings.				false

		613						LN		24		14		false		         14  This shows you what the pier wall might look like in the				false

		614						LN		24		15		false		         15  channel.				false

		615						LN		24		16		false		         16            This particular image is of the precast concrete				false

		616						LN		24		17		false		         17  girder bridge.  So you can kind of see the end of the cap				false

		617						LN		24		18		false		         18  element that would be on top of that pier that would				false

		618						LN		24		19		false		         19  initially support those precast girders.				false

		619						LN		24		20		false		         20            These two single pier concepts would also provide				false

		620						LN		24		21		false		         21  means to get the pathway underneath the bridge at the south				false

		621						LN		24		22		false		         22  end.				false

		622						LN		24		23		false		         23            Back to Barb.				false

		623						LN		24		24		false		         24            MS. SANTER:  Okay.  So the next level of study				false

		624						LN		24		25		false		         25  that we prepared was looking at, kind of, a classic element				false

		625						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		626						LN		25		1		false		          1  of analysis that we call "opportunities and constraints."  .				false

		627						LN		25		2		false		          2            So looking at those options, looking at some of				false

		628						LN		25		3		false		          3  the opportunities and constraints, I am just going to read				false

		629						LN		25		4		false		          4  from the legend and notes on the right side here so you can				false

		630						LN		25		5		false		          5  follow along.				false

		631						LN		25		6		false		          6            The dashed, orange line is pedestrian access.  So				false

		632						LN		25		7		false		          7  you can see that there's a lot of pedestrian access here				false

		633						LN		25		8		false		          8  along West First Street, along the floodwall, which is kind				false

		634						LN		25		9		false		          9  of where the number 7 is.  Throughout Wingfield Park,				false

		635						LN		25		10		false		         10  there's a loop on both sides of Arlington Avenue.				false

		636						LN		25		11		false		         11            Most significantly, there is pedestrian access				false

		637						LN		25		12		false		         12  below the north bridge on the south side at the abutment				false

		638						LN		25		13		false		         13  wall.				false

		639						LN		25		14		false		         14            Of course, there is access going east along Island				false

		640						LN		25		15		false		         15  Avenue, and also which is along the Riverwalk and Truckee				false

		641						LN		25		16		false		         16  River Lane to West Street Plaza and Virginia Street.				false

		642						LN		25		17		false		         17            There is also bicycle access on the Arlington				false

		643						LN		25		18		false		         18  Avenue bridges, and then there are those three pedestrian				false

		644						LN		25		19		false		         19  foot bridges in pink that are noted in the pink dash line.				false

		645						LN		25		20		false		         20            Going to further down the legend, we notice that				false

		646						LN		25		21		false		         21  had some of the existing flood walls, which are shown by				false

		647						LN		25		22		false		         22  that black diagonal dash, they are looking a little				false

		648						LN		25		23		false		         23  deteriorated.  It might be that that needs to be replaced in				false

		649						LN		25		24		false		         24  the future, and, maybe, there's an opportunity to look at				false

		650						LN		25		25		false		         25  the form liner patterns for those or the treatment so that				false

		651						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		652						LN		26		1		false		          1  there is some consistency with other floodwalls.				false

		653						LN		26		2		false		          2            That circle represents just the terminus of the				false

		654						LN		26		3		false		          3  Reno Riverwalk, and that kind of launches people into				false

		655						LN		26		4		false		          4  Wingfield Park from the south side.				false

		656						LN		26		5		false		          5            On the black dash line, there is a portion of				false

		657						LN		26		6		false		          6  railing on the northeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge				false

		658						LN		26		7		false		          7  along the floodwall that doesn't match any other railing.				false

		659						LN		26		8		false		          8  It's like a pipe railing, and it looks like it might have				false

		660						LN		26		9		false		          9  been a later retrofit.				false

		661						LN		26		10		false		         10            There is another small piece of it on the				false

		662						LN		26		11		false		         11  southeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, so those				false

		663						LN		26		12		false		         12  could possibly be replaced and be consistent with other				false

		664						LN		26		13		false		         13  treatments.				false

		665						LN		26		14		false		         14            In the green area, the lighter green with the				false

		666						LN		26		15		false		         15  trees is indicating an area that, should the street have to				false

		667						LN		26		16		false		         16  be elevated to make the bridges join with the adjacent				false

		668						LN		26		17		false		         17  streets, it might require some regrading in those light				false

		669						LN		26		18		false		         18  green areas.				false

		670						LN		26		19		false		         19            It doesn't look like right now it's going to be				false

		671						LN		26		20		false		         20  substantial or significant, but if that should need to				false

		672						LN		26		21		false		         21  happen, the thought is that it would be best to maintain				false

		673						LN		26		22		false		         22  some really smooth pedestrian access across the street				false

		674						LN		26		23		false		         23  because of the number of pedestrians that are down here				false

		675						LN		26		24		false		         24  during special events.				false

		676						LN		26		25		false		         25            And if it does have to be regraded, although we				false

		677						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		678						LN		27		1		false		          1  would like to save existing trees, we could also add some				false

		679						LN		27		2		false		          2  street trees in those locations.				false

		680						LN		27		3		false		          3            The yellow areas just indicate views of the				false

		681						LN		27		4		false		          4  Truckee River.				false

		682						LN		27		5		false		          5            Number 1 points out some of the park amenities,				false

		683						LN		27		6		false		          6  such as tennis courts, basketball, play equipment,				false

		684						LN		27		7		false		          7  restrooms, attracting visitors of all ages.				false

		685						LN		27		8		false		          8            Number 2 shows some large grass areas, tree-lined				false

		686						LN		27		9		false		          9  pathways, bike and pedestrian access, and river recreation.				false

		687						LN		27		10		false		         10            Number 3 points out the actual amphitheater, which				false

		688						LN		27		11		false		         11  hosts numbers of concerts in the summer, making this				false

		689						LN		27		12		false		         12  location a really premier summer destination, especially				false

		690						LN		27		13		false		         13  during the Art Town month of July.				false

		691						LN		27		14		false		         14            Number 4 points out the Whitewater Park features,				false

		692						LN		27		15		false		         15  including some drop pools, smooth rocks, deep pools, many,				false

		693						LN		27		16		false		         16  many access points and attracting many visitors in the				false

		694						LN		27		17		false		         17  summer months.				false

		695						LN		27		18		false		         18            A few fine points that were pointed by folks in				false

		696						LN		27		19		false		         19  the Parks Department right where number 5 is, there are some				false

		697						LN		27		20		false		         20  existing stone steps that are -- I don't know that it's				false

		698						LN		27		21		false		         21  really referring to that spot right there, but there are				false

		699						LN		27		22		false		         22  some existing tone steps that are a little bit difficult to				false

		700						LN		27		23		false		         23  access creating some difficulties.  Some existing utility				false

		701						LN		27		24		false		         24  boxes in that location that are kind of right behind the				false

		702						LN		27		25		false		         25  sidewalk and a bit of an eyesore that, if the project should				false

		703						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		704						LN		28		1		false		          1  impact them, it would be, maybe, nice to relocate those				false

		705						LN		28		2		false		          2  elements.				false

		706						LN		28		3		false		          3            Number 7 is looking at some -- excuse me for a				false

		707						LN		28		4		false		          4  second.  I need to stretch my screen.				false

		708						LN		28		5		false		          5            Just pointing out -- this is really important.  So				false

		709						LN		28		6		false		          6  7 is pointing out the fact that there are quite a few				false

		710						LN		28		7		false		          7  special events where the entire street is closed off between				false

		711						LN		28		8		false		          8  Island Avenue and West First Street, and it makes this whole				false

		712						LN		28		9		false		          9  thing kind of one big special event area.				false

		713						LN		28		10		false		         10            Some notable events of that are particularly the				false

		714						LN		28		11		false		         11  Kayak Festival, where there are actually booths set up on				false

		715						LN		28		12		false		         12  Arlington Avenue, we have bike races -- it used to be a bike				false

		716						LN		28		13		false		         13  race, there were, obviously, no events this year, but last				false

		717						LN		28		14		false		         14  year we had a couple of bike races, and, of course, many Art				false

		718						LN		28		15		false		         15  Town events.				false

		719						LN		28		16		false		         16            So I guess I kind of see this as almost like a				false

		720						LN		28		17		false		         17  park that has a street going through it, and a really				false

		721						LN		28		18		false		         18  important area for maintaining pedestrian access.				false

		722						LN		28		19		false		         19            So some of the goals we were looking at -- now				false

		723						LN		28		20		false		         20  that we have studied all these features, some of our design				false

		724						LN		28		21		false		         21  goals that we thought were important are shown on this				false

		725						LN		28		22		false		         22  slide.				false

		726						LN		28		23		false		         23            One of them is to use cohesive design language				false

		727						LN		28		24		false		         24  with, number 1, unifying both the north bridge and south				false

		728						LN		28		25		false		         25  bridge experience using consistent form, and also looking at				false

		729						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		730						LN		29		1		false		          1  the experience on the bridges in viewing the bridges.  So				false

		731						LN		29		2		false		          2  just using some consistent design elements.				false

		732						LN		29		3		false		          3            Number 2, establish a project theme to unify all				false

		733						LN		29		4		false		          4  the bridge and landscape elements.				false

		734						LN		29		5		false		          5            Then the second big goal was enhancing the				false

		735						LN		29		6		false		          6  pedestrian experience.				false

		736						LN		29		7		false		          7            Under that, number 1, Arlington Avenue could act				false

		737						LN		29		8		false		          8  as kind of an urban plaza using unified materials that have				false

		738						LN		29		9		false		          9  a similar look between the sidewalk and Street.				false

		739						LN		29		10		false		         10            The second one would be to maintain vantage points				false

		740						LN		29		11		false		         11  of the river and the surrounding landscape.				false

		741						LN		29		12		false		         12            The third, enhance the pedestrian experience with				false

		742						LN		29		13		false		         13  more shade trees, decorative lighting, decorative railings,				false

		743						LN		29		14		false		         14  paving, and some sculptural and artistic features.				false

		744						LN		29		15		false		         15            The third goal is regarding the contextual and				false

		745						LN		29		16		false		         16  historical relevance.				false

		746						LN		29		17		false		         17            Under that, number 1 is we propose that the				false

		747						LN		29		18		false		         18  structural elements should have some relevance to the				false

		748						LN		29		19		false		         19  existing urban context.				false

		749						LN		29		20		false		         20            Number 2, the project should pay homage to Reno's				false

		750						LN		29		21		false		         21  history; however, we feel the need to represent a new age of				false

		751						LN		29		22		false		         22  bridge development within the Downtown core, rather than				false

		752						LN		29		23		false		         23  completely replicating history.				false

		753						LN		29		24		false		         24            The fourth goal would be to look at innovation and				false

		754						LN		29		25		false		         25  sustainability.  Given the location here that is right on				false

		755						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		756						LN		30		1		false		          1  the Truckee River, we thought that it could be important to				false

		757						LN		30		2		false		          2  look at what's called "low impact development strategies,"				false

		758						LN		30		3		false		          3  which is ways that storm water can be infiltrated at the				false

		759						LN		30		4		false		          4  source.  One way to do that would be, possibly, if the				false

		760						LN		30		5		false		          5  street needs to be repaved, we could use permeable pavements				false

		761						LN		30		6		false		          6  or concrete pavers so that the storm water infiltrates right				false

		762						LN		30		7		false		          7  there and not have to have an extensive storm water system				false

		763						LN		30		8		false		          8  of directing water directly into the river via pipes.				false

		764						LN		30		9		false		          9            Another topic under that would be just to use --				false

		765						LN		30		10		false		         10  what is pretty common now -- LED lighting, which is				false

		766						LN		30		11		false		         11  extremely low-energy-requiring lights.				false

		767						LN		30		12		false		         12            So now we get into the final section of today's				false

		768						LN		30		13		false		         13  meeting, which is the proposed aesthetic elements.				false

		769						LN		30		14		false		         14            So as we were studying all these bridges, old and				false

		770						LN		30		15		false		         15  new, and the context of the Downtown, we thought that it				false

		771						LN		30		16		false		         16  would be important to look at several elements of what could				false

		772						LN		30		17		false		         17  be designed -- how the bridge could be designed and present				false

		773						LN		30		18		false		         18  to you some ideas that we think are important and get your				false

		774						LN		30		19		false		         19  feedback.				false

		775						LN		30		20		false		         20            So here is a list of all the elements.  Again, the				false

		776						LN		30		21		false		         21  first one is we're thinking it should be a modern design,				false

		777						LN		30		22		false		         22  but it should be a melding of old and new.				false

		778						LN		30		23		false		         23            We want to look at pedestrian-scaled lighting to				false

		779						LN		30		24		false		         24  the bridges.  Possibly bridge accent lighting.  Under-bridge				false

		780						LN		30		25		false		         25  lighting, especially given the fact that this north				false

		781						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		782						LN		31		1		false		          1  Arlington Avenue Bridge has a sidewalk underneath that we				false

		783						LN		31		2		false		          2  would want to perpetuate.				false

		784						LN		31		3		false		          3            Look at transparent, traffic-rated bridge railings				false

		785						LN		31		4		false		          4  instead of the current one that is solid where you can't				false

		786						LN		31		5		false		          5  really see the river from your car.				false

		787						LN		31		6		false		          6            Maintain pedestrian accessibility on the bridge as				false

		788						LN		31		7		false		          7  well as on the street, should it have to be elevated.				false

		789						LN		31		8		false		          8            Possibly widen the bridge deck like was done on				false

		790						LN		31		9		false		          9  Virginia and Center Street.				false

		791						LN		31		10		false		         10            Look at the option of textured bridge abutment				false

		792						LN		31		11		false		         11  walls.  Look at some options for floodwalls.				false

		793						LN		31		12		false		         12            Then the idea that street could perform as sort of				false

		794						LN		31		13		false		         13  a plaza street just with some minor modification.				false

		795						LN		31		14		false		         14            So now we're going to look at these things				false

		796						LN		31		15		false		         15  individually.				false

		797						LN		31		16		false		         16            So the first topic, modern design elements, a				false

		798						LN		31		17		false		         17  melding of old and new.  We're proposing the decorative				false

		799						LN		31		18		false		         18  elements should incorporate modern design elements, but have				false

		800						LN		31		19		false		         19  a nod to the art deco historical context.				false

		801						LN		31		20		false		         20            The decorative elements would focus on pedestrian				false

		802						LN		31		21		false		         21  lighting, railing design, under-bridge lighting, and				false

		803						LN		31		22		false		         22  sculptural elements.				false

		804						LN		31		23		false		         23            We would consider applying the decorative form				false

		805						LN		31		24		false		         24  liner under the bridges and on the bridge pilasters and				false

		806						LN		31		25		false		         25  girders.				false

		807						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		808						LN		32		1		false		          1            Here are just some reference images some of the				false

		809						LN		32		2		false		          2  art deco context, which is in the upper slides, showing what				false

		810						LN		32		3		false		          3  some of the ways of designing the concrete are on the upper				false

		811						LN		32		4		false		          4  left that are kind of typical from that timeframe.				false

		812						LN		32		5		false		          5            Some of the grill work that you see in the second				false

		813						LN		32		6		false		          6  photo is from the Post Office with the chevron and the Greek				false

		814						LN		32		7		false		          7  key design is that veritable strip, and then some other				false

		815						LN		32		8		false		          8  flairs of art deco.				false

		816						LN		32		9		false		          9            The light on the upper right is actually a new				false

		817						LN		32		10		false		         10  light that was just put in the new downtown Chicago				false

		818						LN		32		11		false		         11  Riverfront project that is also kind of a more modern take				false

		819						LN		32		12		false		         12  on art deco.				false

		820						LN		32		13		false		         13            Lower left is a kind of a modern railing, but it				false

		821						LN		32		14		false		         14  has a fair of some of the geometric patterns.				false

		822						LN		32		15		false		         15            Then the bridges -- other photos on the lower				false

		823						LN		32		16		false		         16  slides just show some other elements that could be				false

		824						LN		32		17		false		         17  considered for this bridge in terms of lighting the exterior				false

		825						LN		32		18		false		         18  girders or some special elements like shown in the third				false

		826						LN		32		19		false		         19  slide on the bottom.				false

		827						LN		32		20		false		         20            Then on the far right side, some elements of				false

		828						LN		32		21		false		         21  lighting that it could be applied.				false

		829						LN		32		22		false		         22            The second topic that we would like to propose is				false

		830						LN		32		23		false		         23  that we should have pedestrian-scaled lighting on the				false

		831						LN		32		24		false		         24  bridges.				false

		832						LN		32		25		false		         25            And, again, as I mentioned, there were lights on				false

		833						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		834						LN		33		1		false		          1  the north bridge on each end.  I don't have a photo of what				false

		835						LN		33		2		false		          2  they looked like, but there were lights that got damaged				false

		836						LN		33		3		false		          3  during a flood.  But we do propose adding lights in this				false

		837						LN		33		4		false		          4  replaced-bridge concept.				false

		838						LN		33		5		false		          5            The lights on the top are more art-deco flair.				false

		839						LN		33		6		false		          6  Again, that one in the upper left is a modern, brand new				false

		840						LN		33		7		false		          7  light that was just used on the Chicago Riverwalk project				false

		841						LN		33		8		false		          8  that is kind of a modern art deco.				false

		842						LN		33		9		false		          9            Second one on the right is the actual globe light				false

		843						LN		33		10		false		         10  that was used on the Center Street Bridge, which, by the				false

		844						LN		33		11		false		         11  way, after it was put on Center Street, that light has now				false

		845						LN		33		12		false		         12  been used on Truckee River Avenue all the way from				false

		846						LN		33		13		false		         13  Bicentennial Park to Booth Street.  That same light has been				false

		847						LN		33		14		false		         14  used, and it's also on the floodwall on the north side.				false

		848						LN		33		15		false		         15            Another option would be these stick-type of lights				false

		849						LN		33		16		false		         16  that are just kind of way-finding little orbs.  Those could				false

		850						LN		33		17		false		         17  be fixed into bridge pilaster on the north and south bridge.				false

		851						LN		33		18		false		         18            The lighting elements could continue between				false

		852						LN		33		19		false		         19  bridges to create unity.				false

		853						LN		33		20		false		         20            There's also the opportunity to incorporate				false

		854						LN		33		21		false		         21  lighting elements into the railings either like you see on				false

		855						LN		33		22		false		         22  the lower right where it's in the railing and it casts down				false

		856						LN		33		23		false		         23  similar to Virginia Street Bridge on the far right side.				false

		857						LN		33		24		false		         24            Or it could be, possibly, put into the vertical				false

		858						LN		33		25		false		         25  bridge posts like the second photo from the left, which				false
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		860						LN		34		1		false		          1  actually, I believe, that railing is also from the newly				false

		861						LN		34		2		false		          2  redone Chicago Riverfront project.				false

		862						LN		34		3		false		          3            Lighting along the renovated north floodwall,				false

		863						LN		34		4		false		          4  maybe, should match with the existing art-deco-style lights.				false

		864						LN		34		5		false		          5  And, again, that's the kind of lighting that's already there				false

		865						LN		34		6		false		          6  between Sierra and Arlington.  It's got the globe type of				false

		866						LN		34		7		false		          7  art-deco-styled lights.				false

		867						LN		34		8		false		          8            But lighting really brings so much life.  It think				false

		868						LN		34		9		false		          9  it would definitely would be a positive addition.				false

		869						LN		34		10		false		         10            So another aspect of lighting could be some bridge				false

		870						LN		34		11		false		         11  accent lighting.				false

		871						LN		34		12		false		         12            There is a potential for some girder lighting, and				false

		872						LN		34		13		false		         13  the girder would be this horizontal element you see in the				false

		873						LN		34		14		false		         14  upper left to unify both the north and south bridge, the				false

		874						LN		34		15		false		         15  upper left and the lower left are both lighted girders, and				false

		875						LN		34		16		false		         16  that's a metal panel -- that's a jet-cut metal panel on the				false

		876						LN		34		17		false		         17  front that has a pattern that could basically be designed to				false

		877						LN		34		18		false		         18  whatever we want it to be, and then it's backlit.				false

		878						LN		34		19		false		         19            Precast girders could provide areas to conceal				false

		879						LN		34		20		false		         20  lights under the bridge.				false

		880						LN		34		21		false		         21            We have the potential for some other bridge				false

		881						LN		34		22		false		         22  pilaster lighting, and a couple of the things that have to				false

		882						LN		34		23		false		         23  be considered would be protecting lighting from vandalism				false

		883						LN		34		24		false		         24  and flood water and debris, given the location and				false

		884						LN		34		25		false		         25  possibility for flooding.				false
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		886						LN		35		1		false		          1            And then, also, we need to consider with any				false

		887						LN		35		2		false		          2  lighting under the bridge, or even on the bridge for that				false

		888						LN		35		3		false		          3  matter, impacts to aquatic species, given that there are a				false

		889						LN		35		4		false		          4  number of aquatic species in the river.				false

		890						LN		35		5		false		          5            Under-bridge lighting is another aspect that we				false

		891						LN		35		6		false		          6  think could be really powerful for this bridge.  There is a				false

		892						LN		35		7		false		          7  potential for under-bridge aesthetic lighting, and it could				false

		893						LN		35		8		false		          8  be kind of a combined under-bridge safety light and				false

		894						LN		35		9		false		          9  pedestrian lighting.				false

		895						LN		35		10		false		         10            So for example, the photo on the lower right shows				false

		896						LN		35		11		false		         11  kind of a soft lighting, and you can see in this case, the				false

		897						LN		35		12		false		         12  individual girders give some kind of really interesting				false

		898						LN		35		13		false		         13  light effects.				false

		899						LN		35		14		false		         14            Same with the all three of the bottom photos,				false

		900						LN		35		15		false		         15  actually, those are a girder-style bridge, which is one of				false

		901						LN		35		16		false		         16  our styles that Mike talked about, and that can have some				false

		902						LN		35		17		false		         17  pretty neat effects for lighting on the underside.				false

		903						LN		35		18		false		         18            We might consider a lighting concept that could be				false

		904						LN		35		19		false		         19  applied to other bridges in the Downtown, and use the				false

		905						LN		35		20		false		         20  lighting to create the family of unified bridges.  Lighting				false

		906						LN		35		21		false		         21  could be applied to other bridges, even though they don't				false

		907						LN		35		22		false		         22  look all exactly the same.				false

		908						LN		35		23		false		         23            One thing we want to consider is the aesthetic --				false

		909						LN		35		24		false		         24  oh, maybe go back there really quick, Judy, if you don't				false

		910						LN		35		25		false		         25  mind.				false
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		912						LN		36		1		false		          1            Just see aesthetic lighting experience for				false

		913						LN		36		2		false		          2  visiters viewing the bridges, and also visiters walking				false

		914						LN		36		3		false		          3  along the bridges.  Then we would, maybe, provide conduit				false

		915						LN		36		4		false		          4  for future bridge artistic lighting.				false

		916						LN		36		5		false		          5            So given what we've shown you on the theme that				false

		917						LN		36		6		false		          6  we're suggesting and lighting, we wanted to open this up for				false

		918						LN		36		7		false		          7  some feedback to ask you questions.				false

		919						LN		36		8		false		          8            So I guess the first thing is the general theme				false

		920						LN		36		9		false		          9  that we're proposing okay?  And that is modern art design				false

		921						LN		36		10		false		         10  elements with a nod to the art deco historical context.				false

		922						LN		36		11		false		         11            Then the second one, should lighting be included?				false

		923						LN		36		12		false		         12  Pedestrian-scaled lighting, bridge accent lighting, or				false

		924						LN		36		13		false		         13  under-bridge lighting.				false

		925						LN		36		14		false		         14            So I guess we can open it up for your feedback and				false

		926						LN		36		15		false		         15  comments if you take yourself off of mute.				false

		927						LN		36		16		false		         16            MS. BUJA:  I would like to make one comment.				false

		928						LN		36		17		false		         17            MS. SANTER:  Sure.				false

		929						LN		36		18		false		         18            MS. BUJA:  Having worked in design for a long				false

		930						LN		36		19		false		         19  time, I love the idea of juxtaposing something very, very				false

		931						LN		36		20		false		         20  modern against something much more traditional and art deco.				false

		932						LN		36		21		false		         21            If the bridges were really beautifully modern and				false

		933						LN		36		22		false		         22  the lighting emphasized the art deco or late, late Victorian				false

		934						LN		36		23		false		         23  theme, you would get that wonderful juxtaposition of the				false

		935						LN		36		24		false		         24  eras, and it would be interesting to look at.				false

		936						LN		36		25		false		         25            My only question about lighting underneath the				false
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		938						LN		37		1		false		          1  bridges is how vulnerable is that lighting to vandalism?				false

		939						LN		37		2		false		          2  And I will mute me now.				false

		940						LN		37		3		false		          3            MS. KOSKI:  This is Kerrie, Kerrie Koski at the				false

		941						LN		37		4		false		          4  City of Reno.  I am the City Engineer.  I concur with your				false

		942						LN		37		5		false		          5  comments about the lighting emphasizing the art deco				false

		943						LN		37		6		false		          6  elements.				false

		944						LN		37		7		false		          7            I think the question about how vulnerable is the				false

		945						LN		37		8		false		          8  lighting, I guess the answer is:  Depends.				false

		946						LN		37		9		false		          9            As the department that has to maintain these				false

		947						LN		37		10		false		         10  structures, we would definitely want to take into				false

		948						LN		37		11		false		         11  consideration.				false

		949						LN		37		12		false		         12            I truly believe that the lighting under the bridge				false

		950						LN		37		13		false		         13  could be such that it wouldn't -- it would be somewhat easy				false

		951						LN		37		14		false		         14  to maintain, but not yet difficult to vandalize.  So I do				false

		952						LN		37		15		false		         15  agree with that.				false

		953						LN		37		16		false		         16            I think that one of the things that we see -- we				false

		954						LN		37		17		false		         17  hear at the City of Reno is we often get requests for				false

		955						LN		37		18		false		         18  changeable lighting; different colors for different events.				false

		956						LN		37		19		false		         19  We often get those questions -- or requests.				false

		957						LN		37		20		false		         20            So that would be something that I would like to				false

		958						LN		37		21		false		         21  throw out to the group.				false

		959						LN		37		22		false		         22            With the respect to the on-the-bridge lighting,				false

		960						LN		37		23		false		         23  one theme that I saw --				false

		961						LN		37		24		false		         24            And, by the way, Barb, you did a fantastic job				false

		962						LN		37		25		false		         25  going through the elements of this bridge and the area.				false
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		964						LN		38		1		false		          1            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		965						LN		38		2		false		          2            MS. KOSKI:  Very good job.  I think that -- the				false

		966						LN		38		3		false		          3  one thing I saw was the globe lights on to pilasters is kind				false

		967						LN		38		4		false		          4  of a continuous theme, and I liked what you said about using				false

		968						LN		38		5		false		          5  the lighting as kind of the concept to carry along the				false

		969						LN		38		6		false		          6  family of bridges.  I think we're on to something there.  I				false

		970						LN		38		7		false		          7  really do.				false

		971						LN		38		8		false		          8            I did want to say one other thing about the bridge				false

		972						LN		38		9		false		          9  structure itself.  Full disclosure, I have not been in				false

		973						LN		38		10		false		         10  support of the center pier, and I coming to the fact that I				false

		974						LN		38		11		false		         11  think the center pier is, maybe, my preferred now because I				false

		975						LN		38		12		false		         12  think it's going to give -- it going to break up the				false

		976						LN		38		13		false		         13  elements in the water.				false

		977						LN		38		14		false		         14            I just want through this out to people.  Right now				false

		978						LN		38		15		false		         15  under the Virginia Street bridge, it's all open under there.				false

		979						LN		38		16		false		         16  It's beautiful.  It's vast.  But it doesn't -- this bridge				false

		980						LN		38		17		false		         17  needs character of some sort.				false

		981						LN		38		18		false		         18            I think that with the Whitewater Park, I think				false

		982						LN		38		19		false		         19  that would help break that up as well.				false

		983						LN		38		20		false		         20            So the other thing I was thinking with the center				false

		984						LN		38		21		false		         21  pier is, to me, one of the major -- one of major things I				false

		985						LN		38		22		false		         22  think we should be looking at is the wider sidewalks, I				false

		986						LN		38		23		false		         23  think that's coming up next.				false

		987						LN		38		24		false		         24            But I just wanted to throw that out there that I				false

		988						LN		38		25		false		         25  think that that center pier, we could also get wider				false
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		990						LN		39		1		false		          1  sidewalks, and I think that's the experience that people are				false

		991						LN		39		2		false		          2  looking at.  They want to hang out there over the river and				false

		992						LN		39		3		false		          3  through the woods; right?				false

		993						LN		39		4		false		          4            But, anyway, I really think that the wider				false

		994						LN		39		5		false		          5  sidewalks would be -- we'd get some real benefits out of				false

		995						LN		39		6		false		          6  that with that bridge structure.				false

		996						LN		39		7		false		          7            Then I will be quiet for a while.				false

		997						LN		39		8		false		          8            MR. STETTINSKI:  This Alex from the Downtown Reno				false

		998						LN		39		9		false		          9  Partnership.  I also want to thank Barb for a really cool				false

		999						LN		39		10		false		         10  presentation.				false

		1000						LN		39		11		false		         11            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		1001						LN		39		12		false		         12            MR. STETTINSKI:  And I agree with Ann and Kerrie's				false

		1002						LN		39		13		false		         13  comments a hundred percent.				false

		1003						LN		39		14		false		         14            I think wider sidewalks are key.  It's really				false

		1004						LN		39		15		false		         15  important for the flow of our visiters walking around that				false

		1005						LN		39		16		false		         16  neighborhood.				false

		1006						LN		39		17		false		         17            I love the under-bridge lighting.  Also agree with				false

		1007						LN		39		18		false		         18  the colors that Kerrie mentioned.  I think it would be				false

		1008						LN		39		19		false		         19  really cool to have some flexibility in the coloring of the				false

		1009						LN		39		20		false		         20  bridges.  And even though the bridges may look a little				false

		1010						LN		39		21		false		         21  different, I think the colors could kind of unite the look				false

		1011						LN		39		22		false		         22  at night really beautifully.				false

		1012						LN		39		23		false		         23            I also like the idea -- I'm looking at the current				false

		1013						LN		39		24		false		         24  picture that is up on the screen, it's says "under-bridge				false

		1014						LN		39		25		false		         25  lighting" to the very lower right, and I would assume that				false
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		1016						LN		40		1		false		          1  the lighting also effects the path walk for visiters, for				false

		1017						LN		40		2		false		          2  pedestrian.				false

		1018						LN		40		3		false		          3            That would be really, really important to me that				false

		1019						LN		40		4		false		          4  this is really well lit, because there is a lot of stuff				false

		1020						LN		40		5		false		          5  going on in Downtown to begin with.				false

		1021						LN		40		6		false		          6            I think the lighting will make have people feel				false

		1022						LN		40		7		false		          7  safer walking along at night.  Strolling along.  And I think				false

		1023						LN		40		8		false		          8  it's really beautiful to have the sidewalks lit anyway.				false

		1024						LN		40		9		false		          9            And, yeah, that's -- I also like Ann's comment				false

		1025						LN		40		10		false		         10  about that combination of old and new to combine the history				false

		1026						LN		40		11		false		         11  of the bridges with a more modern overlay.				false

		1027						LN		40		12		false		         12            I think this is going to be just stunning.  It's				false

		1028						LN		40		13		false		         13  going to be beautiful.				false

		1029						LN		40		14		false		         14            So that's my comment.				false

		1030						LN		40		15		false		         15            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		1031						LN		40		16		false		         16            MR. L'ETOILE:  Hi, Barb.  This is John L'Etoile,				false

		1032						LN		40		17		false		         17  Department of Plans and Architecture with the Department of				false

		1033						LN		40		18		false		         18  Transportation.				false

		1034						LN		40		19		false		         19            I also agree, the theme of the architecture is				false

		1035						LN		40		20		false		         20  appropriate.  We have art deco in the area, but then, maybe,				false

		1036						LN		40		21		false		         21  reinventing some of that art deco into a very contemporary				false

		1037						LN		40		22		false		         22  appeal and affect, I think that's going to resonate				false

		1038						LN		40		23		false		         23  throughout this section of Downtown very well with just				false

		1039						LN		40		24		false		         24  these features complementing each other.  So I really like				false

		1040						LN		40		25		false		         25  that direction as well.				false
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		1042						LN		41		1		false		          1            On the lighting, I just want to be a little				false

		1043						LN		41		2		false		          2  cautious on the use of lighting to create a wow factor that				false

		1044						LN		41		3		false		          3  really is not -- it becomes more of a decoration, rather				false

		1045						LN		41		4		false		          4  than enhancing the beauty of the bridge structure itself for				false

		1046						LN		41		5		false		          5  certain structural elements of the bridge itself.				false

		1047						LN		41		6		false		          6            But the color and the lighting up of the rhythm of				false

		1048						LN		41		7		false		          7  the, maybe, the bridge structure or the girders and the				false

		1049						LN		41		8		false		          8  under-lighting, I think that would be beautiful along the				false

		1050						LN		41		9		false		          9  river.				false

		1051						LN		41		10		false		         10            And more of a subdued approach that -- I think				false

		1052						LN		41		11		false		         11  Reno maybe has in this context of a little more history, in				false

		1053						LN		41		12		false		         12  that context, we want to just be careful of lighting really				false

		1054						LN		41		13		false		         13  does, again, become a feature that is tying this entire area				false

		1055						LN		41		14		false		         14  together well, and not being too much loud -- too loud on				false

		1056						LN		41		15		false		         15  it's own, but being special and being part of this area of				false

		1057						LN		41		16		false		         16  having the bridge, like you said, connecting this park.				false

		1058						LN		41		17		false		         17  That's a fabulous area, and the opportunities there are a				false

		1059						LN		41		18		false		         18  lot of fun.				false

		1060						LN		41		19		false		         19            So that would be my only caution with lighting.				false

		1061						LN		41		20		false		         20  Personally, I like lighting that lights up the beauty of the				false

		1062						LN		41		21		false		         21  structure or the natural features of the area, but not				false

		1063						LN		41		22		false		         22  becoming the decorative element in itself.				false

		1064						LN		41		23		false		         23            And the centerpiece -- I've always felt this about				false

		1065						LN		41		24		false		         24  Reno -- is the river for Downtown Reno.  It's just this				false

		1066						LN		41		25		false		         25  amazingly beautiful life that continues through and connects				false
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		1068						LN		42		1		false		          1  and has history wrapped into it, and the indigenous people				false

		1069						LN		42		2		false		          2  there that used it and still do and enjoy that connectivity.				false

		1070						LN		42		3		false		          3            In light of that, I actually am in preference of				false

		1071						LN		42		4		false		          4  the single-span bridge type.  The reason for that is I				false

		1072						LN		42		5		false		          5  think, again, it just allows you to see that river from so				false

		1073						LN		42		6		false		          6  many more vantage points than you might otherwise with a				false

		1074						LN		42		7		false		          7  large center piece there supporting the center of the				false

		1075						LN		42		8		false		          8  bridge.				false

		1076						LN		42		9		false		          9            Mike brought up the challenges with that and the				false

		1077						LN		42		10		false		         10  widened sidewalks.  I do agree the widened sidewalks are				false

		1078						LN		42		11		false		         11  super important.  We want that pedestrian connectivity there				false

		1079						LN		42		12		false		         12  and circulation.				false

		1080						LN		42		13		false		         13            But just thinking of the beauty of the water and				false

		1081						LN		42		14		false		         14  the movement of the river and the wildlife in the river, and				false

		1082						LN		42		15		false		         15  letting that really take center stage underneath the bridge				false

		1083						LN		42		16		false		         16  and not the structure of bridge impeding with that center				false

		1084						LN		42		17		false		         17  piece.  Just my personal opinion on that.				false

		1085						LN		42		18		false		         18            Great presentation.  Thanks.				false

		1086						LN		42		19		false		         19            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		1087						LN		42		20		false		         20            FATHER DURANTE:  I am going to jump in.  This is				false

		1088						LN		42		21		false		         21  Father Chuck from St. Thomas Cathedral.  Sorry I signed a				false

		1089						LN		42		22		false		         22  few minutes late, and I will have to probably leave before				false

		1090						LN		42		23		false		         23  we finish.				false

		1091						LN		42		24		false		         24            I very much appreciate the presentation also and				false

		1092						LN		42		25		false		         25  the wonderful thought put into it.  I love the art deco and				false

		1093						PG		43		0		false		page 43				false

		1094						LN		43		1		false		          1  the connections that we're placing.				false

		1095						LN		43		2		false		          2            I, too, am inclined to removing the pier.  When I				false

		1096						LN		43		3		false		          3  saw the drawing without that center piece, it just really				false

		1097						LN		43		4		false		          4  caught my eye, and it created such a different feel for that				false

		1098						LN		43		5		false		          5  river going through.				false

		1099						LN		43		6		false		          6            One thing I would say, a lot of times when the				false

		1100						LN		43		7		false		          7  big, broader sidewalks are needed, that's when Arlington				false

		1101						LN		43		8		false		          8  Street is closed anyway.  So people aren't really on the				false

		1102						LN		43		9		false		          9  sidewalks that much.				false

		1103						LN		43		10		false		         10            The only place might be following when there are				false

		1104						LN		43		11		false		         11  concerts over there at the amphitheater, then sometimes that				false

		1105						LN		43		12		false		         12  street's not closed.  But I see the practical piece of				false

		1106						LN		43		13		false		         13  making that a little broader.  Something to just keep in				false

		1107						LN		43		14		false		         14  mind, often the street's closed.				false

		1108						LN		43		15		false		         15            The only other point I'd make -- and I didn't				false

		1109						LN		43		16		false		         16  catch this and may have just not heard it -- is the heighth				false

		1110						LN		43		17		false		         17  of the walls along there.				false

		1111						LN		43		18		false		         18            Right now, I am waiting for the news -- I am sure				false

		1112						LN		43		19		false		         19  it's happened -- that the bridge walls, as you're walking				false

		1113						LN		43		20		false		         20  along the sidewalk, are lower than the waist of the average				false

		1114						LN		43		21		false		         21  person, and with some of our inebriated guests, especially,				false

		1115						LN		43		22		false		         22  it's a wonder to me we haven't had more of them just falling				false

		1116						LN		43		23		false		         23  right over the bridges.				false

		1117						LN		43		24		false		         24            So I am assuming they would be a little higher,				false

		1118						LN		43		25		false		         25  and, maybe, that was the reference you made --				false

		1119						PG		44		0		false		page 44				false

		1120						LN		44		1		false		          1            MS. SANTER:  Yes.				false

		1121						LN		44		2		false		          2            FATHER DURANTE:  -- to some of the requirements no				false

		1122						LN		44		3		false		          3  longer being met.				false

		1123						LN		44		4		false		          4            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  I believe -- Mike, correct me				false

		1124						LN		44		5		false		          5  if I am wrong -- but I believe today's bridge with the				false

		1125						LN		44		6		false		          6  railing would have to be, I think, 42 inches tall.  And I am				false

		1126						LN		44		7		false		          7  sure that the existing one is -- I don't know what it is, I				false

		1127						LN		44		8		false		          8  didn't measure it, but I am pretty sure it is not 42 inches				false

		1128						LN		44		9		false		          9  tall.				false

		1129						LN		44		10		false		         10            FATHER DURANTE:  I would say so.				false

		1130						LN		44		11		false		         11            MR. COOPER:  You're dead-on, Barb.				false

		1131						LN		44		12		false		         12            FATHER DURANTE:  Very nice.				false

		1132						LN		44		13		false		         13            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		1133						LN		44		14		false		         14            MR. ERNY:  This is Greg Erny, and I am going to				false

		1134						LN		44		15		false		         15  jump in because I am going to have to leave for another Zoom				false

		1135						LN		44		16		false		         16  meeting.  Much of what I have to say has already been				false

		1136						LN		44		17		false		         17  discussed.				false

		1137						LN		44		18		false		         18            There was a goal to maintain the pedestrian				false

		1138						LN		44		19		false		         19  access.  My comment was going to be, hey, let's not maintain				false

		1139						LN		44		20		false		         20  it, let's enhance it.  And that's been discussed already, so				false

		1140						LN		44		21		false		         21  I think -- there is a lot of foot traffic with and without				false

		1141						LN		44		22		false		         22  cars on that bridge.  So let's make sure that people have				false

		1142						LN		44		23		false		         23  access to that park and to the island.				false

		1143						LN		44		24		false		         24            With respect to the lighting, my thoughts are the				false

		1144						LN		44		25		false		         25  lighting is great, but it wants to be subtle, it wants to be				false

		1145						PG		45		0		false		page 45				false

		1146						LN		45		1		false		          1  soft, it wants to be a non-evident source of sorts.				false

		1147						LN		45		2		false		          2            I don't want to look at the lights per say; I want				false

		1148						LN		45		3		false		          3  to look at the area around it and not let the light sources				false

		1149						LN		45		4		false		          4  be the thing cause glare and/or distractions from the				false

		1150						LN		45		5		false		          5  natural beauty and features of that area.				false

		1151						LN		45		6		false		          6            From a practical standpoint, let's -- and I also				false

		1152						LN		45		7		false		          7  prefer the single span without the intermediate support.				false

		1153						LN		45		8		false		          8            There are views from above the bridge, and there				false

		1154						LN		45		9		false		          9  are a lot of views from below the bridge if you are a				false

		1155						LN		45		10		false		         10  participant in that park; whether it's as a person wading in				false

		1156						LN		45		11		false		         11  the water or fishing or whatever, and not having to look at				false

		1157						LN		45		12		false		         12  a big bridge pilaster underneath, I think, would just				false

		1158						LN		45		13		false		         13  certainly enhance that.				false

		1159						LN		45		14		false		         14            The LED lighting issue with the colors, today's				false

		1160						LN		45		15		false		         15  LED lighting opportunities provide the ability to actually				false

		1161						LN		45		16		false		         16  incorporate color change within those type of lights.				false

		1162						LN		45		17		false		         17            So whether you like to do it or not, want to do or				false

		1163						LN		45		18		false		         18  not, LED light source does afford that opportunity.				false

		1164						LN		45		19		false		         19            The other thing I would ask is let's provide an				false

		1165						LN		45		20		false		         20  opportunity for utilities to be to cross river somehow or				false

		1166						LN		45		21		false		         21  another within the bridge.				false

		1167						LN		45		22		false		         22            MS. SANTER:  Oh, yeah.				false

		1168						LN		45		23		false		         23            MR. ERNY:  The last thing we need is a brand-new				false

		1169						LN		45		24		false		         24  bridge with a new piece of technology that needs to cross				false

		1170						LN		45		25		false		         25  the river, and we get a big conduit or pipe or something and				false

		1171						PG		46		0		false		page 46				false

		1172						LN		46		1		false		          1  it get strapped on the outside of the bridge because it's				false

		1173						LN		46		2		false		          2  the only way you can get it cross.				false

		1174						LN		46		3		false		          3            So see if we can find a way to afford some access				false

		1175						LN		46		4		false		          4  raceway plantums (phonetic) or whatever I might be within				false

		1176						LN		46		5		false		          5  the design of the bridge to afford paths for future,				false

		1177						LN		46		6		false		          6  yet-to-be-known things that need to cross the river.				false

		1178						LN		46		7		false		          7            That's my comments.  Thank you very much for a				false

		1179						LN		46		8		false		          8  very nice presentation.				false

		1180						LN		46		9		false		          9            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Greg.				false

		1181						LN		46		10		false		         10            MS. BUJA:  I wanted to make one more comment.				false

		1182						LN		46		11		false		         11  While we were listening to your presentation, which really				false

		1183						LN		46		12		false		         12  was great, I had no idea of what you were talking about when				false

		1184						LN		46		13		false		         13  I first walked into this.  I think it's fabulous.				false

		1185						LN		46		14		false		         14            I went back and looked at some pictures of some				false

		1186						LN		46		15		false		         15  other bridges both modern, art deco, and some very old ones,				false

		1187						LN		46		16		false		         16  16, 1700s.				false

		1188						LN		46		17		false		         17            One of the common elements on all of them that I				false

		1189						LN		46		18		false		         18  personally found really, really attractive is that the				false

		1190						LN		46		19		false		         19  lighting is on the outside of the bridge, and it frames the				false

		1191						LN		46		20		false		         20  structure of the bridge and enhances the structure of				false

		1192						LN		46		21		false		         21  bridge, as opposed to being underneath and attracting the				false

		1193						LN		46		22		false		         22  eye to parts that I'm not really sure that's what we want to				false

		1194						LN		46		23		false		         23  be emphasizing.				false

		1195						LN		46		24		false		         24            MS. SANTER:  Do you mean like having				false

		1196						LN		46		25		false		         25  pedestrian-scaled lights kind of on the corners?				false

		1197						PG		47		0		false		page 47				false

		1198						LN		47		1		false		          1            MS. BUJA:  No. No.  This is on the frame of the				false

		1199						LN		47		2		false		          2  bridge itself.				false

		1200						LN		47		3		false		          3            MS. SANTER:  Oh.				false

		1201						LN		47		4		false		          4            MS. BUJA:  The structure of bridge on the outside				false

		1202						LN		47		5		false		          5  of it so that as you're walking down the street toward the				false

		1203						LN		47		6		false		          6  bridge, you're aware of that beautiful architectural design				false

		1204						LN		47		7		false		          7  without it slapping you in the face.				false

		1205						LN		47		8		false		          8            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.  Okay.				false

		1206						LN		47		9		false		          9            MS. EBEN:  Hello, everybody, this is Michon.  I				false

		1207						LN		47		10		false		         10  just had a comment.  I do like everybody's comments, you				false

		1208						LN		47		11		false		         11  know, lighted, not lighted, how we light it, I think that's				false

		1209						LN		47		12		false		         12  all important.				false

		1210						LN		47		13		false		         13            But I really did like Gregory and John's comments				false

		1211						LN		47		14		false		         14  about not too much lighting.  I think as human beings,				false

		1212						LN		47		15		false		         15  everything's about us, and we do need let the natural river,				false

		1213						LN		47		16		false		         16  the natural surroundings have their nighttime.  That's				false

		1214						LN		47		17		false		         17  important.				false

		1215						LN		47		18		false		         18            But I do understand that people are under the				false

		1216						LN		47		19		false		         19  bridge, they are going to the around the night.  So that's a				false

		1217						LN		47		20		false		         20  hard one for me.  So I'm not there, or I don't have a vote				false

		1218						LN		47		21		false		         21  for either.  I just think that is going to be a big one.				false

		1219						LN		47		22		false		         22            My other comment is about back on slide number				false

		1220						LN		47		23		false		         23  5 -- and you I don't have to go back to it -- it's the				false

		1221						LN		47		24		false		         24  history, the site history, and I know that site history is				false

		1222						LN		47		25		false		         25  just for the bridge only.				false

		1223						PG		48		0		false		page 48				false

		1224						LN		48		1		false		          1            And, maybe, my question needs to be further --				false

		1225						LN		48		2		false		          2  maybe my question and my comment can be in the actual NEPA				false

		1226						LN		48		3		false		          3  document, or somehow we can mitigate down the road that				false

		1227						LN		48		4		false		          4  there be a historical marker for the Truckee River and				false

		1228						LN		48		5		false		          5  how -- because there is the history of the river and the				false

		1229						LN		48		6		false		          6  native culture, everything has a connection.				false

		1230						LN		48		7		false		          7            So this bridge today has a connection to that				false

		1231						LN		48		8		false		          8  river.  And I know we're talking about the bridge and the				false

		1232						LN		48		9		false		          9  theme, but I do want that make sure not to leave the				false

		1233						LN		48		10		false		         10  indigenous culture out because the Truckee River was named				false

		1234						LN		48		11		false		         11  after a Paiute -- a very great Paiute man.				false

		1235						LN		48		12		false		         12            And, actually, the pioneers that named it after				false

		1236						LN		48		13		false		         13  him, they did get the name wrong.  We never had a Paiute man				false

		1237						LN		48		14		false		         14  named Truckee.  The name was misinterpreted.  I just think				false

		1238						LN		48		15		false		         15  there needs to be some type of history on that.				false

		1239						LN		48		16		false		         16            Don't leave out the native culture.  That's been				false

		1240						LN		48		17		false		         17  happening far too long and everything -- when the native				false

		1241						LN		48		18		false		         18  culture is left out, then it looks like we weren't here				false

		1242						LN		48		19		false		         19  anymore.				false

		1243						LN		48		20		false		         20            There is a theme that has happened this whole year				false

		1244						LN		48		21		false		         21  of don't leave things out.  I think that's important.				false

		1245						LN		48		22		false		         22            If slide number 5 is going to be a public				false

		1246						LN		48		23		false		         23  document, we really should put some culture in before the				false

		1247						LN		48		24		false		         24  1900s, even though it's not about the bridge.				false

		1248						LN		48		25		false		         25            So I would appreciate that.  We can talk about				false

		1249						PG		49		0		false		page 49				false

		1250						LN		49		1		false		          1  that further, and that could be, like I said, in the NEPA				false

		1251						LN		49		2		false		          2  document, the whole history of the Truckee River because we				false

		1252						LN		49		3		false		          3  will be commenting on that.				false

		1253						LN		49		4		false		          4            That's may comment.  Thank you.				false

		1254						LN		49		5		false		          5            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Michon.				false

		1255						LN		49		6		false		          6            MR. BREZINA:  Hi, Barb.  This is Matt with the				false

		1256						LN		49		7		false		          7  City of Reno Parks Department.  I had a comment on the				false

		1257						LN		49		8		false		          8  bridge style.				false

		1258						LN		49		9		false		          9            I had originally preferred the single span -- it				false

		1259						LN		49		10		false		         10  looked a little bit better, opened up the river -- until it				false

		1260						LN		49		11		false		         11  was talked about how the precast girders would kind of angle				false

		1261						LN		49		12		false		         12  down over the walk path that goes underneath the bridge.				false

		1262						LN		49		13		false		         13            I think that's a very important aspect of the park				false

		1263						LN		49		14		false		         14  plan and the bridge plan, as it allows people to walk from				false

		1264						LN		49		15		false		         15  east Wingfield to west Wingfield without having to cross the				false

		1265						LN		49		16		false		         16  street.				false

		1266						LN		49		17		false		         17            And I don't think we want to restrict that if it's				false

		1267						LN		49		18		false		         18  going cause us to have to block that path or, you know, I				false

		1268						LN		49		19		false		         19  don't know if there are any height guidelines, but I think				false

		1269						LN		49		20		false		         20  that should be taken into account.				false

		1270						LN		49		21		false		         21            MS. SANTER:  Matt, can you clarify that?  I am not				false

		1271						LN		49		22		false		         22  sure I'm understanding.  You said you used to like single				false

		1272						LN		49		23		false		         23  pier, but now you're thinking the clear span with no pier is				false

		1273						LN		49		24		false		         24  the better choice?				false

		1274						LN		49		25		false		         25            MR. BREZINA:  No.  Well, I think with no pier				false

		1275						PG		50		0		false		page 50				false

		1276						LN		50		1		false		          1  would look better.				false

		1277						LN		50		2		false		          2            MS. SANTER:  Okay.				false

		1278						LN		50		3		false		          3            MR. BREZINA:  However, I don't want that to				false

		1279						LN		50		4		false		          4  restrict the walking path that goes under it.				false

		1280						LN		50		5		false		          5            It looked like the precast girders that were going				false

		1281						LN		50		6		false		          6  to be used for that single span had to angle down to support				false

		1282						LN		50		7		false		          7  traffic, which would kind of minimize the head height on the				false

		1283						LN		50		8		false		          8  walking path underneath the bridge.				false

		1284						LN		50		9		false		          9            MS. SANTER:  Oh, I see.  Okay.  Gotcha.				false

		1285						LN		50		10		false		         10            MS. KOSKI:  Barb, maybe somebody could speak to,				false

		1286						LN		50		11		false		         11  just in general terms, we're looking at -- without a center				false

		1287						LN		50		12		false		         12  pier, then what are we looking at for sidewalk widths and				false

		1288						LN		50		13		false		         13  the rails, for example?  Because the rails have to be				false

		1289						LN		50		14		false		         14  traffic rated and such.				false

		1290						LN		50		15		false		         15            So do you have kind of a feel for what we're				false

		1291						LN		50		16		false		         16  looking at sidewalk width-wise if we have no pier or with a				false

		1292						LN		50		17		false		         17  pier?				false

		1293						LN		50		18		false		         18            MR. COOPER:  Kerrie, I can answer that.  Right				false

		1294						LN		50		19		false		         19  now, the way the roadway's been configured in our				false

		1295						LN		50		20		false		         20  preliminary layouts, it's eight-foot sidewalks across the				false

		1296						LN		50		21		false		         21  bridges.				false

		1297						LN		50		22		false		         22            Those could be widened out to 12 feet or more,				false

		1298						LN		50		23		false		         23  particularly with a center pier to provide support for that				false

		1299						LN		50		24		false		         24  widen area.				false

		1300						LN		50		25		false		         25            The rigid-frame structure, it gets support its				false

		1301						PG		51		0		false		page 51				false

		1302						LN		51		1		false		          1  support to hold up traffic -- Matt as you were				false

		1303						LN		51		2		false		          2  questioning -- from the thickened ends, and that translates				false

		1304						LN		51		3		false		          3  worst end into the abutments that way.				false

		1305						LN		51		4		false		          4            So, yes, it would be a deeper structure with a				false

		1306						LN		51		5		false		          5  clear span, and it would be something that would need to be				false
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		1317						LN		51		16		false		         16            MR. COOPER:  Matt, does that answer the question				false
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		1319						LN		51		18		false		         18            MR. L'ETOILE:  Kind of along those lines,				false

		1320						LN		51		19		false		         19  Mr. Cooper, I was curious if you could get a ten-foot-wide				false
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		1345						LN		52		18		false		         18            MS. TORTELLI:  I am going to jump in there a				false

		1346						LN		52		19		false		         19  little bit.  Right now, John, we don't know for sure what				false

		1347						LN		52		20		false		         20  the footprint of our bridge is going to look like.				false
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		1349						LN		52		22		false		         22  going, then we'll start looking all connections into the				false

		1350						LN		52		23		false		         23  existing pathways.  But, I mean, access to park and to those				false
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		1356						LN		53		3		false		          3  raise that bridge and how far out are we going to be.				false

		1357						LN		53		4		false		          4            So, hopefully, that helps answer your question.				false

		1358						LN		53		5		false		          5            MR. L'ETOILE:  It does.  Thanks, Judy.				false

		1359						LN		53		6		false		          6            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, we're going to go				false

		1360						LN		53		7		false		          7  ahead and keep moving on.  This is great feedback.  Thank				false
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		1368						LN		53		15		false		         15  solid concrete.  So when you're driving in your car, you				false

		1369						LN		53		16		false		         16  cannot see the river at all.  I mean, certainly if you're on				false

		1370						LN		53		17		false		         17  the bridge and looking over the railing -- although it's too				false

		1371						LN		53		18		false		         18  short, so it particularly works today -- you can see the				false

		1372						LN		53		19		false		         19  river.				false

		1373						LN		53		20		false		         20            But just work -- having been involved with				false

		1374						LN		53		21		false		         21  aesthetics on both the Virginia Street and Center Street				false

		1375						LN		53		22		false		         22  replacements over the years, it's been kind of a common				false

		1376						LN		53		23		false		         23  request of the public to be able to have some element of				false

		1377						LN		53		24		false		         24  transparency and be able to see the river.				false
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		1380						LN		54		1		false		          1  is kind of an important aspect of the design.  You can see				false

		1381						LN		54		2		false		          2  the examples that we showed on the upper left is not a				false

		1382						LN		54		3		false		          3  super-decorative railing, but it's got the transparency with				false

		1383						LN		54		4		false		          4  the cutouts in the concrete.				false

		1384						LN		54		5		false		          5            The lower left is more of a hybrid design we just				false

		1385						LN		54		6		false		          6  came up with that has vehicular rating of those two heavy				false

		1386						LN		54		7		false		          7  rails, the horizontal rails, but then exterior railing and				false

		1387						LN		54		8		false		          8  those bars are much more transparent.  So it's kind of the				false

		1388						LN		54		9		false		          9  best of both worlds.  This was just a quick study we just				false

		1389						LN		54		10		false		         10  did, but it kind of incorporates that little chevron				false

		1390						LN		54		11		false		         11  elements that is on the Downtown Post Office and some of				false

		1391						LN		54		12		false		         12  other -- it's like a kind of an art deco feature.				false

		1392						LN		54		13		false		         13            And then I will just go through the photos and				false

		1393						LN		54		14		false		         14  then the list of topics here.				false

		1394						LN		54		15		false		         15            Then the photo on the lower-right side is one of				false

		1395						LN		54		16		false		         16  the railings from Center Street Bridge, which is like a				false

		1396						LN		54		17		false		         17  hybrid of both the concrete vehicular-rated railing with a				false

		1397						LN		54		18		false		         18  transparent railing on top.  So it's possible to do				false

		1398						LN		54		19		false		         19  something like that as well.				false

		1399						LN		54		20		false		         20            But, again, just to summarize, this topic slide is				false

		1400						LN		54		21		false		         21  we do recommend that people want to be able to view the				false

		1401						LN		54		22		false		         22  river.				false

		1402						LN		54		23		false		         23            We do think in this case we should avoid the				false

		1403						LN		54		24		false		         24  double railing concept because there are so many special				false
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		1406						LN		55		1		false		          1  back and forth across the street because it's actually				false
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		1418						LN		55		13		false		         13  concrete railing exists along the norther floodwall, Sierra				false

		1419						LN		55		14		false		         14  Street Bridge and Center Street Bridge.				false
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		1421						LN		55		16		false		         16  the art deco already down there on quite a few of these				false
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		1424						LN		55		19		false		         19  you want the transparent railing?  And then, do you agree we				false
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		1546						LN		60		11		false		         11  I was just on a field walk with a couple of the guys from				false

		1547						LN		60		12		false		         12  the City of Reno, and we were talking about, during a flood,				false

		1548						LN		60		13		false		         13  both the City and the Carson-Truckee actually has				false

		1549						LN		60		14		false		         14  contractors that bring large equipment, particularly like an				false

		1550						LN		60		15		false		         15  excavator, out on to some of these bridge decks, and they				false

		1551						LN		60		16		false		         16  actually pick logs out of the river as they're coming				false

		1552						LN		60		17		false		         17  downstream to help mitigate flood impacts to the Downtown				false
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		1555						LN		60		20		false		         20  there is no way that we can get access there to do that.				false

		1556						LN		60		21		false		         21  Then, also, the Center Street Bridge with the double				false

		1557						LN		60		22		false		         22  railing, there is no way to get access there either.				false
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		1565						LN		61		4		false		          4  408 permit, that there is access for large equipment.				false
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		1568						LN		61		7		false		          7  flows through the kayak park, they tend to get sediment				false

		1569						LN		61		8		false		          8  buildup in the kayak park features, and as, just a general				false

		1570						LN		61		9		false		          9  requirement of the Martis Creek Agreement, the City of Reno				false

		1571						LN		61		10		false		         10  has to keep that sediment out so that we don't raise water				false
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		1590						LN		62		3		false		          3  bring up the flood debris removal.  That has been a key				false
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		1592						LN		62		5		false		          5            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.  Yes.				false

		1593						LN		62		6		false		          6            MS. TORTELLI:  -- and something that we do know				false

		1594						LN		62		7		false		          7  and understand that has to carry forward.				false
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		1605						LN		62		18		false		         18            MS. DOWTY:  That would be great.  Thank you, guys.				false
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		1778						LN		69		9		false		          9  park areas if the street between bridges needs to be				false

		1779						LN		69		10		false		         10  replaced?				false

		1780						LN		69		11		false		         11            So the thought is to consider, number one,				false

		1781						LN		69		12		false		         12  unifying, kind of, the paving so there's some continuity				false

		1782						LN		69		13		false		         13  between sidewalk and the street surfacing.  We can even				false

		1783						LN		69		14		false		         14  consider using some permeable pavers on the street and the				false

		1784						LN		69		15		false		         15  sidewalk to create a seamless transition and provide the				false

		1785						LN		69		16		false		         16  storm water infiltration.				false

		1786						LN		69		17		false		         17            So that would be sort of represented by -- I mean,				false

		1787						LN		69		18		false		         18  one version of that is on the lower-right side, that is a				false

		1788						LN		69		19		false		         19  type of permeable paver that actually happens to exist on				false

		1789						LN		69		20		false		         20  the northwest corner of the Arlington Street Bridge now.  Of				false

		1790						LN		69		21		false		         21  course, there many, many styles that could be considered.				false

		1791						LN		69		22		false		         22            The possibility is also to use like a sidewalk				false

		1792						LN		69		23		false		         23  paving that has a unique stamp or a sand blast that kind of				false

		1793						LN		69		24		false		         24  creates a theme.  The photos on the two lower left are				false

		1794						LN		69		25		false		         25  examples of that.				false

		1795						PG		70		0		false		page 70				false

		1796						LN		70		1		false		          1            So on the lower left, that's actually a photo of				false

		1797						LN		70		2		false		          2  the La Rambla, a super-famous street in Barcelona, where				false

		1798						LN		70		3		false		          3  there is actually a canal underneath that street, and now				false

		1799						LN		70		4		false		          4  it's a pedestrian plaza only.  But the wave pattern was				false

		1800						LN		70		5		false		          5  chosen because there is actually water.  There is still a				false

		1801						LN		70		6		false		          6  canal under there.  So what was sort of a reference to the				false

		1802						LN		70		7		false		          7  water that was once there, which I think is really				false

		1803						LN		70		8		false		          8  beautiful.				false

		1804						LN		70		9		false		          9            Then middle one is just showing another design				false

		1805						LN		70		10		false		         10  just using a simple, it looks like, sand blast or exposed				false

		1806						LN		70		11		false		         11  aggregate.				false

		1807						LN		70		12		false		         12            So the big question here is just what do you think				false

		1808						LN		70		13		false		         13  about the idea of, perhaps, creating this kind of plaza				false

		1809						LN		70		14		false		         14  street idea, if the street between the bridges needs to be				false

		1810						LN		70		15		false		         15  replaced?				false

		1811						LN		70		16		false		         16            So moving on to the final slide, it would be --				false

		1812						LN		70		17		false		         17  these are the final, kind of, topics that we would like your				false

		1813						LN		70		18		false		         18  feedback on.				false

		1814						LN		70		19		false		         19            One, again, would be the plaza street, and then				false

		1815						LN		70		20		false		         20  the other one is should we incorporate some kind of texture				false

		1816						LN		70		21		false		         21  on the floodwalls, and then on the -- or excuse me, the				false

		1817						LN		70		22		false		         22  abutment walls.  Should we incorporate texture on the bridge				false

		1818						LN		70		23		false		         23  abutment walls?  And then the floodwalls, should we maintain				false

		1819						LN		70		24		false		         24  some consistency between the design of the floodwalls to				false

		1820						LN		70		25		false		         25  what's there now?				false

		1821						PG		71		0		false		page 71				false

		1822						LN		71		1		false		          1            So opening it up for more comment patient.				false

		1823						LN		71		2		false		          2            MS. KOSKI:  So this Kerrie, again.  Kerrie Koski,				false

		1824						LN		71		3		false		          3  City of Reno, City Engineer.  I am going to weigh in a				false

		1825						LN		71		4		false		          4  couple of things.				false

		1826						LN		71		5		false		          5            The plaza street, I would like to say that				false

		1827						LN		71		6		false		          6  Arlington Street is a street first.  Please keep that in				false

		1828						LN		71		7		false		          7  mind.				false

		1829						LN		71		8		false		          8            I would also like to say that accessibility to me				false

		1830						LN		71		9		false		          9  is important to everyone.  So I would like the group to				false

		1831						LN		71		10		false		         10  think about -- textured surfaces and such are nice.  They				false

		1832						LN		71		11		false		         11  are fancy.  They catch your eye.				false

		1833						LN		71		12		false		         12            But we, at the City, often get complaints about				false

		1834						LN		71		13		false		         13  the smoothness, or if you think about people who are vision				false

		1835						LN		71		14		false		         14  impaired, how to do they -- how do they navigate it?  It's				false

		1836						LN		71		15		false		         15  kind of a balancing act.  So I am not really in support of a				false

		1837						LN		71		16		false		         16  lot of fancy textures on a plaza -- in a plaza.				false

		1838						LN		71		17		false		         17            As far as the floodwalls go, low maintenance.				false

		1839						LN		71		18		false		         18  That's all I ask is, whatever we put in there, let's make				false

		1840						LN		71		19		false		         19  sure that it does, obviously, match -- I would support				false

		1841						LN		71		20		false		         20  matching with adjacent, and make it low maintenance.				false

		1842						LN		71		21		false		         21            That's my two cents.				false

		1843						LN		71		22		false		         22            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.				false

		1844						LN		71		23		false		         23            MS. KOSKI:  That's from the boring engineer.  I'm				false

		1845						LN		71		24		false		         24  sorry.				false

		1846						LN		71		25		false		         25            MS. SANTER:  Appreciate that.				false

		1847						PG		72		0		false		page 72				false

		1848						LN		72		1		false		          1            Anybody else?				false

		1849						LN		72		2		false		          2            MR. BREZINA:  Yes, Barbara.  This is Matt with the				false

		1850						LN		72		3		false		          3  City of Reno Parks again.  I agree with Kerrie.  I think				false

		1851						LN		72		4		false		          4  simple is better.  I think some of the decorative textures				false

		1852						LN		72		5		false		          5  look nice, but once they are covered in our concrete gray				false

		1853						LN		72		6		false		          6  paint to cover the graffiti, they don't look very nice at				false

		1854						LN		72		7		false		          7  all.				false

		1855						LN		72		8		false		          8            I think whatever is easiest to cover up and				false

		1856						LN		72		9		false		          9  simplify the coloring schemes, I think would probably be				false

		1857						LN		72		10		false		         10  easiest for everybody.				false

		1858						LN		72		11		false		         11            MS. SANTER:  Any others?				false

		1859						LN		72		12		false		         12            MS. BUJA:  This is Ann again.  I don't know if				false

		1860						LN		72		13		false		         13  it's possible, I always look at these sorts of things and				false

		1861						LN		72		14		false		         14  think what are we going to think when we look this a hundred				false

		1862						LN		72		15		false		         15  years from now?  Will it feel timeless, or will it feel like				false

		1863						LN		72		16		false		         16  you can point at it and say, oh, I know exactly when that				false

		1864						LN		72		17		false		         17  was done.				false

		1865						LN		72		18		false		         18            And the first time I saw it, I really didn't like				false

		1866						LN		72		19		false		         19  it, but the sculpture walls that are done along the highways				false

		1867						LN		72		20		false		         20  now -- we moved here from Colorado, and on a lot of walls				false

		1868						LN		72		21		false		         21  lining the highways, the sound barriers, we have the front				false

		1869						LN		72		22		false		         22  range, we have geostructures that show how the land				false

		1870						LN		72		23		false		         23  developed.  When we moved here, you know, there are the				false

		1871						LN		72		24		false		         24  quail along the highways.				false

		1872						LN		72		25		false		         25            So what if we used this as a place where we could				false

		1873						PG		73		0		false		page 73				false

		1874						LN		73		1		false		          1  do flora and fauna?  Local flora and fauna, and have that be				false

		1875						LN		73		2		false		          2  the design along those flood walls.				false

		1876						LN		73		3		false		          3            I think it can be kept simple paint-wise, I think				false

		1877						LN		73		4		false		          4  it's not too hard to maintain.  Just a thought.				false

		1878						LN		73		5		false		          5            MS. SANTER:  That's good.  Well, I am from Fort				false

		1879						LN		73		6		false		          6  Collins, originally, and I am very familiar with, like, a				false

		1880						LN		73		7		false		          7  lot of the textures they did on the I-25 on the T-Rex				false

		1881						LN		73		8		false		          8  Project that have, kind of, the beautiful buffalo and				false

		1882						LN		73		9		false		          9  swallows.				false

		1883						LN		73		10		false		         10            I mean, John L'Etoile is in charge of the program				false

		1884						LN		73		11		false		         11  at NDOT that does all that work for our highways.				false

		1885						LN		73		12		false		         12            So we are kind of knee-deep in that kind of work				false

		1886						LN		73		13		false		         13  and reference.  So we're all as excited, or at least I am,				false

		1887						LN		73		14		false		         14  about that kind of thing.				false

		1888						LN		73		15		false		         15            I like, personally, the idea of, maybe, like,				false

		1889						LN		73		16		false		         16  referencing the cottonwood or the trembling leaves somehow,				false

		1890						LN		73		17		false		         17  because that was such a -- it's just such a significant				false

		1891						LN		73		18		false		         18  component of the Truckee Meadows is, you know, were in this				false

		1892						LN		73		19		false		         19  kind of funny oasis in the middle of the Great Basin, of				false

		1893						LN		73		20		false		         20  course at the toe of the Sierra too.				false

		1894						LN		73		21		false		         21            John?				false

		1895						LN		73		22		false		         22            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  I am part of that program,				false

		1896						LN		73		23		false		         23  but those designs are yours, Barb.  Those quail.				false

		1897						LN		73		24		false		         24            MS. SANTER:  That's true.  The quail and the fish,				false

		1898						LN		73		25		false		         25  which I was referring, by the way, to the Lahontan cutthroat				false

		1899						PG		74		0		false		page 74				false

		1900						LN		74		1		false		          1  trout that I am super excited about possibly returning to				false

		1901						LN		74		2		false		          2  Downtown river now that they have been taking away some of				false

		1902						LN		74		3		false		          3  the impediments like to the Derby Dam and all that.				false

		1903						LN		74		4		false		          4            I mean, apparently, there used to be 20-pound fish				false

		1904						LN		74		5		false		          5  getting drawn out of the Truckee River in Downtown Reno.  It				false

		1905						LN		74		6		false		          6  is crazy.				false

		1906						LN		74		7		false		          7            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  That's fantastic.				false

		1907						LN		74		8		false		          8            MS. SANTER:  And that would tie in, maybe to some				false

		1908						LN		74		9		false		          9  of the thoughts Michon had too about just referencing some				false

		1909						LN		74		10		false		         10  of the importance of the Truckee River to the Tribes, you				false

		1910						LN		74		11		false		         11  know.				false

		1911						LN		74		12		false		         12            Doing it in a really clean, timeless way, that				false

		1912						LN		74		13		false		         13  would bee my only concern is that -- and I know there is a				false

		1913						LN		74		14		false		         14  way to do it, but just making so it's something that you				false

		1914						LN		74		15		false		         15  kind of get, but it's kind of subtle and just beautiful and				false

		1915						LN		74		16		false		         16  not -- just really --				false

		1916						LN		74		17		false		         17            MS. BUJA:  Not tacky.				false

		1917						LN		74		18		false		         18            MS. SANTER:  Not tacky.  Yes.  Right.				false

		1918						LN		74		19		false		         19            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes. Yes.  If it's not completely				false

		1919						LN		74		20		false		         20  literal, I mean, it's a little more abstracted so it				false

		1920						LN		74		21		false		         21  resonates with the river and the cultural and the history of				false

		1921						LN		74		22		false		         22  the Tribes, which I think would be great to have that thread				false

		1922						LN		74		23		false		         23  in there this as well.				false

		1923						LN		74		24		false		         24            MS. BUJA:  I grew up in New Mexico, and a lot of				false

		1924						LN		74		25		false		         25  the architecture in Albuquerque and around pulls from the				false

		1925						PG		75		0		false		page 75				false

		1926						LN		75		1		false		          1  Hopi and the Navajo and the Pueblo Tribes, and they are art,				false

		1927						LN		75		2		false		          2  and it's replicated.  It was really -- I mean, that was our				false

		1928						LN		75		3		false		          3  art deco.				false

		1929						LN		75		4		false		          4            I am wondering if we can do the same thing again				false

		1930						LN		75		5		false		          5  to reference the Paiute people.  I mean, they've only been,				false

		1931						LN		75		6		false		          6  you know, 800 -- as one of the women informed me:  We've				false

		1932						LN		75		7		false		          7  been here about 800 hundred years longer than you.  And I				false

		1933						LN		75		8		false		          8  look really great.				false

		1934						LN		75		9		false		          9            So if there would be a way to use that on the				false

		1935						LN		75		10		false		         10  walls.  Except I don't want them down on the water, I want				false

		1936						LN		75		11		false		         11  them up where we can see them, always.				false

		1937						LN		75		12		false		         12            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  A couple of other opinions on				false

		1938						LN		75		13		false		         13  the patterns that you have there on the bottom.				false

		1939						LN		75		14		false		         14            The Greek patterning, I think is more -- resonates				false

		1940						LN		75		15		false		         15  a little better with an architectural element.  Maybe steel.				false

		1941						LN		75		16		false		         16  Maybe no not so much for river.				false

		1942						LN		75		17		false		         17            And the -- I like the idea of the bark and				false

		1943						LN		75		18		false		         18  bringing in the trembling leaves idea somehow.  But bark				false

		1944						LN		75		19		false		         19  being, you know, the patterning along that wall, just not				false

		1945						LN		75		20		false		         20  sure about that.				false

		1946						LN		75		21		false		         21            I am a creature of consistency, so I think I'm,				false

		1947						LN		75		22		false		         22  maybe along the lines with Kerrie on keeping the walls				false

		1948						LN		75		23		false		         23  similar throughout the river corridor.				false

		1949						LN		75		24		false		         24            But the texturing does definitely impedes some of				false

		1950						LN		75		25		false		         25  the graffiti.  There's so much less graffiti, we find, on				false

		1951						PG		76		0		false		page 76				false

		1952						LN		76		1		false		          1  walls that have a deeper texture and pattern to them than				false

		1953						LN		76		2		false		          2  otherwise.  So that would be important.				false

		1954						LN		76		3		false		          3            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.				false

		1955						LN		76		4		false		          4            Anyone else?				false

		1956						LN		76		5		false		          5            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, great discussion.  I				false

		1957						LN		76		6		false		          6  mean, I kind of have this slide here for group discussion				false

		1958						LN		76		7		false		          7  and consensus.				false

		1959						LN		76		8		false		          8            I think, for the most part, all of the items that				false

		1960						LN		76		9		false		          9  we have kind of proposed as aesthetic elements are important				false

		1961						LN		76		10		false		         10  for us to carry forward.  That's what I'm getting of the				false

		1962						LN		76		11		false		         11  discussion, and we will carry all of those forward.  We need				false

		1963						LN		76		12		false		         12  to look at them in a little bit more detail.				false

		1964						LN		76		13		false		         13            I do want to remind the group that this is the				false

		1965						LN		76		14		false		         14  feasibility study, so we're not really getting into the				false

		1966						LN		76		15		false		         15  finer details of the aesthetics, but as we kick off NEPA and				false

		1967						LN		76		16		false		         16  design, we will be.				false

		1968						LN		76		17		false		         17            So right now in terms of next steps, I mean, the				false

		1969						LN		76		18		false		         18  group is going to put together a summary of notes from our				false

		1970						LN		76		19		false		         19  TAC meetings and our three Stakeholder Working Group				false

		1971						LN		76		20		false		         20  meetings that we have had with all of you, and present the				false

		1972						LN		76		21		false		         21  findings and the comments to the City of Reno Council and				false

		1973						LN		76		22		false		         22  our RTC Board.				false

		1974						LN		76		23		false		         23            Then we're going to refine some of our renderings				false

		1975						LN		76		24		false		         24  and the way the bridge concepts look, and put together some				false

		1976						LN		76		25		false		         25  of these aesthetic elements on the bridge so that we can				false

		1977						PG		77		0		false		page 77				false

		1978						LN		77		1		false		          1  show that stuff to the public and get feedback from them at				false

		1979						LN		77		2		false		          2  our second and final public information meeting.				false

		1980						LN		77		3		false		          3            Once we get some feedback from the public, we'll				false

		1981						LN		77		4		false		          4  take that discussion and those comments and we'll gobble				false

		1982						LN		77		5		false		          5  them up into the feasibility study and present to the City				false

		1983						LN		77		6		false		          6  of Reno Council and RTC Board again, and then we will				false

		1984						LN		77		7		false		          7  finalize things.				false

		1985						LN		77		8		false		          8            So I really appreciate everbody's participation				false

		1986						LN		77		9		false		          9  today, and I think we've got great feedback.				false

		1987						LN		77		10		false		         10            Like I said, I feel like as a group, all the				false

		1988						LN		77		11		false		         11  things that we have presented today, everybody, you know,				false

		1989						LN		77		12		false		         12  for the most part, we should carry everything forward.				false

		1990						LN		77		13		false		         13            I think our recommendation to remove the double				false

		1991						LN		77		14		false		         14  railing -- I mean, not look at the double railing, I feel				false

		1992						LN		77		15		false		         15  like that's something that we don't need to carry forward				false

		1993						LN		77		16		false		         16  because it limits pedestrian accessibility.				false

		1994						LN		77		17		false		         17            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.				false

		1995						LN		77		18		false		         18            MS. TORTELLI:  And I'll just take a breath and see				false

		1996						LN		77		19		false		         19  if anybody disagrees with that.				false

		1997						LN		77		20		false		         20            Okay.  Are there any additional ideas that anybody				false

		1998						LN		77		21		false		         21  wants to throw out in the last -- we don't really have any				false

		1999						LN		77		22		false		         22  minutes left, but in the last little bit of time that we're				false

		2000						LN		77		23		false		         23  here?				false

		2001						LN		77		24		false		         24            MR. L'ETOILE:  If you eliminated the curb so you				false

		2002						LN		77		25		false		         25  don't have a -- maybe, have a different patterning for the				false

		2003						PG		78		0		false		page 78				false

		2004						LN		78		1		false		          1  pedestrian and the vehicular.				false

		2005						LN		78		2		false		          2            MS. TORTELLI:  Remove to curb.  I guess I am not				false

		2006						LN		78		3		false		          3  following.				false

		2007						LN		78		4		false		          4            MR. L'ETOILE:  Well, sorry.  You know what, I was				false

		2008						LN		78		5		false		          5  thinking that in terms of if we the double railing or some				false

		2009						LN		78		6		false		          6  type of staggering railing, we might do something like that.				false

		2010						LN		78		7		false		          7            But, nope, scratch that, Judy.				false

		2011						LN		78		8		false		          8            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.				false

		2012						LN		78		9		false		          9            MR. STEWART:  Judy, this is Brian with RTC.  I				false

		2013						LN		78		10		false		         10  really like the idea that Mike brought up with respect to				false
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 1                         ---o0o---
 2    RENO, NEVADA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2020, 1:00 P.M.
 3                         ---o0o---
 4
 5            MS. TORTELLI:  Well, welcome everybody.  I think
 6  we can go ahead and get started.
 7            I would like to ask everybody to mute your mics.
 8  It looks like, Michon, if you could mute your mic maybe?
 9            And I know just asked everybody to mute their
10  mics, but can you see my screen?
11            MR. COOPER:  Yes, we can see your screen.
12            MS. TORTELLI:  All right.  Thank you.  We'll go
13  ahead and get started.
14            I wanted to welcome everybody. I am Judy Tortelli,
15  Project Manager for the RTC.  I am here today to talk about
16  aesthetic themes for the Arlington Avenue Bridges Project.
17            I have two folks that are going to help me with
18  the presentation today.  One is Barb Santer, Senior
19  Landscape Architect with Stantec, and Mike Cooper,
20  Structural Engineer with Jacobs.
21            I also want to let everybody know that I do have a
22  court reporter on the call to help capture meeting notes.
23            Today we will run through a presentation and go
24  over what the team has put together regarding bridge
25  aesthetics.
0003
 1            Barb will be covering the majority of the
 2  presentation, and Mike will talk about the bridge concepts
 3  that were carried forward from our last Stakeholder Working
 4  Group meeting.
 5            I would like to ask that as we go through the
 6  presentation, you keep your mics mute, and please make a
 7  note of any questions or comments you may have.
 8            I do have several breaking spots within the
 9  presentation to allow time for questions and discussions.
10            I am not going to go through a full attendance
11  because we have everybody that's logged on.
12            Brandi, just so you know, I will send you a report
13  from Zoom on who logged on.
14            But I did want -- if my team could just introduce
15  themselves, please, so people know who is going to be
16  presenting.
17            MS. SANTER:  I'm Barb Santer, Landscape Architect
18  with Stantec Consulting here in Reno.
19            MR. COOPER:  I'm Mike Cooper, Bridge Engineer with
20  Jacobs.
21            MS. TORTELLI:  All right.  Thank you, guys.
22            So the purpose of today's meeting is to discuss
23  aesthetics for the project.
24            When we started this study, several aesthetic
25  themes were identified.  They included the Downtown Street
0004
 1  Streetscape Mater Plan, mimicking the Virginia Street
 2  Bridge, applying a family of bridges theme to establish a
 3  standard for future bridge replacements, or creating a new
 4  theme specific to the Wingfield Park area.
 5            We got great feedback on the tail end of our
 6  second Stakeholder Working Group meeting regarding
 7  aesthetics.
 8            It was noted that the Downtown Streetscape Master
 9  Plan didn't really include the bridges, and the Group felt
10  following this would box us in and limit our flexibility.
11            At Stakeholder Working Group-2, there was a lot of
12  discussion about the family of bridges theme.  It would be
13  nice to create somewhat of a standard since several of the
14  Downtown bridges are going to be replaced in the near
15  future.
16            Based of that discussion, our theme at this point
17  is to have modern design elements with a nod to the art deco
18  historical context.  This theme will help shape how we move
19  forward.
20            We have already determined which bridge concepts
21  should be carried forward.  Now it's time to discuss their
22  appearance.
23            The aesthetic elements we present to you today are
24  pretty high level.  We have some flexibility here to play
25  with the appearance of the bridges and don't want to box
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 1  ourselves in.
 2            We need your help to guide us on what should be
 3  carried forward for additional analysis as we move forward
 4  into the phase of the project, which is NEPA and design.
 5            Here is an agenda.  We will review the site
 6  history specific to the Arlington Avenue Bridges, existing
 7  conditions of the Downtown bridges, and look at how to
 8  recommended bridge concepts affect aesthetic elements.
 9            The team has done a great job defining our design
10  goals, and we have an overview map that lays out some of the
11  opportunities and constraints.
12            There are eight aesthetic elements that we are
13  proposing, and we will look at them in three categories.
14            The first will be overall theme and various
15  lighting potentials.
16            Next, we will look at opportunities for railing
17  and widening the sidewalk space.
18            We will wrap up by looking at some surface texture
19  options.
20            There is a lot of material to look at, so I wanted
21  to break it up and allow time for discussion in each
22  category prior to moving onto the next.
23            I may be jumping in during the questions portion
24  if discussions are getting off track or taking up too much
25  time.
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 1            I want to ensure the group has the opportunity to
 2  see everything that proposed.  So we may table some ideas
 3  and continue the discussion toward the end of meeting.
 4            So here is a location map of Downtown bridges in
 5  Reno.  Going from west to east, you have here the Booth
 6  Street Bridge, and then the Keystone Avenue Bridge.  Moving
 7  further on down the river, is the Arlington Avenue Bridges,
 8  then the Sierra Street Bridge, the more-recently replaced
 9  Virginia Street Bridge is here, then the Center Street
10  Bridge, and the Lake Street Bridge.
11            The Arlington, Keystone, and Sierra bridges are
12  identified for replacement in the RTC 2040 Regional
13  Transportation Plan in the years 2222 to 2226.
14            The Lake Street Bridge is slated for replacement
15  in 2027 to 2040 timeframe.
16            I would like to note that the Lake Street Bridge
17  replacement has some major issues from a flooding
18  perspective.
19            Our focus here at the RTC is on transportation and
20  maintaining our roadway system for all users and not
21  necessarily performing flood control.
22            This is why the Lake Street Bridge falls within
23  the later years.  We did, however, put a significant
24  Band-Aid on the Lake Street Bridge just last year.
25            So with four bridge replacements on the horizon,
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 1  the family-of-bridges theme looks more appealing and
 2  achievable.
 3            Now, I am going to turn it over to Barb so we can
 4  jump into the fun stuff.
 5            MS. SANTER:  Thank you, Judy.
 6            MS. TORTELLI:  Um-hmm.
 7            MS. SANTER:  So we started our study of the
 8  Arlington Street bridge replacements by kind of looking at
 9  some bigger picture items, and the first thing was the
10  history of site.
11            So we looked at history of what is now called
12  Wingfield Park, which is where the bridges are located.  And
13  here are just some points about the history.
14            In 1909, Louis Hinckley purchased and developed
15  the land into a relaxing, resort-like destination know as
16  Belle Isle.
17            The river was partially dammed and a foot bridge
18  was added in 1912.
19            In 1916, the owners of the park filed for
20  bankruptcy, and the space was acquired by the Reno National
21  Bank.
22            In 1920, the influential banker, George Wingfield,
23  bought the property and donated it to the City.  The island
24  was later named George Wingfield Park.
25            In 1912, the north bridge structure was
0008
 1  constructed.  It was originally called the Chestnut Street
 2  Bridge, and it is Nevada's oldest T-beam bridge.
 3            In 1928, a flood caused substantial damage to the
 4  park with repairs paid for by George Wingfield.
 5            Then from 1925 to the 1980s, the Reno Municipal
 6  Christmas tree was standing at Wingfield Park.
 7            You can see a variety of photos on this page.
 8  Here on the upper left is a photo of the original Belle Isle
 9  Amusement Company site plan showing some various amusement
10  rides and such, and it looks like this was actually before
11  many other improvements were made in the park.
12            The lower left, you can see a photo showing some
13  of the amusement features in the park that were brightly
14  lit.  It looks like a carousel and some other features.
15            The lower center photo is another one from 1911
16  showing a women viewing over the river into, it looks like,
17  the island with a ferris wheel, and you can see some other
18  amusement rides.
19            Then on the lower-right side, you can see a
20  postcard featuring this really beautiful photo of the park
21  with some large cottonwood trees and et cetera.
22            So to summarize, this was a really important park
23  in Downtown Reno for over a hundred years.
24            Another aspect of this area was just kind of an
25  overall design inspiration, and looking to the famous book
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 1  The City of Trembling Leaves, written by Walter Van Tilberg
 2  Clark, the book talks a lot about the history and
 3  development of Reno.
 4            Reno was established as a small town on the edge
 5  of the mountain range with beautiful trees and wildlife, and
 6  the book illustrates the natural beauty of Reno landscape
 7  and highlights Wingfield Park as a leisurely oasis within
 8  the city.
 9            Of course since then, urbanization and development
10  has changed the landscape of the city within the last
11  century, but we kind of question how can the proposed design
12  reconnect to the history of this area and celebrate the
13  natural beauty of the Reno landscape.
14            A couple notable aspects about, of course, the
15  title of the book referring to the city of trembling leaves
16  was the fact that here at this location in the Great Basin
17  with the Truckee River, I think travelers recognized that
18  there were significant cottonwood trees and kind of a
19  beautiful setting here that was kind of rare within the
20  landscape of the Great Basin.
21            So next, we wanted to look at the existing
22  conditions of the Downtown bridges.  The reason for doing
23  this was to kind of look at the context of the architectural
24  design of all the bridges, and then, of course, focusing in
25  on the Arlington Street bridges, but recognizing that, as
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 1  Judy mentioned earlier, a number of bridges still require
 2  replacement in the Downtown.
 3            So we were intrigued with the idea of looking at
 4  what features we might be able to design for the Arlington
 5  Street Bridge that would tie into other Downtown bridges,
 6  and also, perhaps, be able to be used for future bridge
 7  replacements.
 8            So going from west to east, the first one we
 9  looked at was the Booth Street bridge.
10            So the upper photos, you can see a photo looking
11  at the bridge, looking south, and you can see it has a
12  smooth, solid concrete railing.  It's got some accent
13  lighting on each end of the bridge, kind of a globe light.
14            It's a single-pier type of bridge design, has a
15  smooth abutment wall.  There is some riprap along the sides
16  for some slope reinforcement.  And, again, on the right, you
17  can see looking from the actual Booth Street looking to the
18  river, you can see the textured, solid concrete wall with a
19  sidewalk.
20            The lower middle, you can see a more closeup view
21  of the globe lights, another view of the sidewalk with the
22  solid concrete railing, and pedestrian access that takes the
23  traveler into Idlewild Park.
24            Next, we're not looking in detail at the Keystone
25  Bridge because that one is kind of different style than what
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 1  we're looking at replacing here for Arlington.
 2            So we're moving instead to the Arlington Avenue
 3  bridges, which is the next set of bridges to the east.
 4            So, as you know, there are two bridges along this
 5  area because they connect the island over the two branches
 6  of the Truckee River from north to south.  So the north
 7  bridge is the larger bridge over the larger portion of the
 8  river.
 9            You can see the first photo in the upper middle,
10  again, this bridge also has a solid concrete barrier rail.
11  This is looking east.  The floodwalls nearby in this portion
12  have natural rock texture close to the bridge, and then it
13  transitions to solid concrete.  Then there's a sidewalk just
14  adjacent to that railing.
15            On the upper-right side, you can see a view of the
16  northern bridge, and this is actually as one would be
17  standing on the path on the west side of the bridge in the
18  park looking up at bridge.
19            So you can see this existing bridge has two piers
20  in the water.  You can see the girders on the underside.
21  The riprap in this case is actually from the more-recent
22  construction of the kayak park, and, as I mentioned, in the
23  photo standing on the path looking up at the bridge.  So
24  it's notable because this bridge has pedestrian access
25  underneath to connect both sides of island.
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 1            On the bottom of this photo is a photo of the
 2  southern bridge section.  So this is connecting the smaller
 3  branch of the Truckee River.
 4            So this one is looking east.  Again, it's got the
 5  solid concrete panels that are smooth.  You can see,
 6  actually, a view of the Riverwalk Project, which is very
 7  distinctive, built right in the very early 90s, and that has
 8  a stone cobble-textured wall, and kind of the dark
 9  cherry-colored railings and distinctive features.
10            The right side is a photo looking at the southern
11  bridge.  I believe that's looking from the south looking at
12  it.  There are some pilasters on the end.
13            One notable aspect is, looking at some history of
14  the north side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, there used to
15  be lights, apparently, on both ends of the bridge, but they
16  were removed after a significant flood, and they were not
17  replaced.
18            Next are some more photos looking from the bridge.
19  On the upper side, you can see, looking west, it's a really
20  nice view of the kayak park and the boulders that were added
21  actually create a really nice texture, in addition to
22  creating the really nice pools and riffles in that portion
23  of the river.  That has now kind of become Reno's largest
24  swimming hole pretty much.
25            On the upper right side is a southern bridge
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 1  looking west, and that, you can see the kayak gates for
 2  kayak competitions.
 3            On the lower left is another view of the kayak
 4  park.  Really pretty with lots of trees, and then a little
 5  shot -- there's actually some wildlife down there.  There
 6  are ducks, and I know there is a green heron that actually
 7  lives on the east side of the island that I just last week
 8  again.
 9            Moving to the east looking at the Sierra Street
10  Bridge, this one, if you look at the upper-middle photo,
11  that bridge has also got a concrete railing with openings,
12  and it's got lights on these, kind of, art-deco-looking
13  pilasters, and it's a two-pier -- a double-pier bridge.
14            View looking north on the street, you can see down
15  the sidewalk, the sidewalk's directly adjacent to the
16  barrier railing -- or excuse me the bridge railing, and you
17  can see the pedestrian-scaled lights.  There is a closeup of
18  the lighting in the lower middle, and a closeup of the
19  existing railing, which, by the way, just a note about that
20  railing, I do not believe that railing would meet current
21  accessibility requirements, which requires a four-inch-wide
22  maximum opening, and I think this is a litter wider than
23  that.
24            On the lower right side, you can see an
25  interesting shot that has a view of the bridge railing, and
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 1  then looking to the east, it's a view of the floodwall along
 2  the Truckee River lane.  The same exact railing design was
 3  actually extended along the floodwall for quite a long
 4  distance, and it has the pilasters that extend down the wall
 5  and kind of a globe light that is used intermittently pretty
 6  much throughout to floodwall from Virginia Street down to
 7  Arlington.
 8            Next is the Virginia Street Bridge, which, of
 9  course, was replaced and opened just a few years ago.  That
10  bridge is a clear-span type.  It doesn't have a pier in the
11  water.  I believe it's called a tied arch.
12            So it's got the large concrete arches.  It has,
13  kind of, an art deco feature at the end of the concrete
14  arch, which has a layered concrete appearance.
15            One notable feature about this bridge, which you
16  can see in the plan view on the left, is that the deck was
17  intentionally widened with that bowed-out appearance.  The
18  reason for that was to provide a little more generous space
19  for pedestrians to look at the water and gather, as this
20  whole Downtown area is really pretty heavily used for
21  special events and other features.
22            On the upper-right side, you can see that the
23  outside railing has a distinctive arch design with a powder
24  coated dark gray, and then the top of the railing is
25  actually stainless steel, and it has a light built in that
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 1  casts down and creates a really nice shadow.  That was
 2  designed to kind of tie into the arch design of the bridge.
 3            Because of the tied-arch design, an interior
 4  railing was required to protect vehicles from driving off
 5  the edge of bridge.  So this bridge has a double-railing
 6  system.
 7            In lower middle, you can see one of end pilasters
 8  from the Virginia Street Bridge, and this actually features
 9  a cluster of lights that was salvaged from the historic
10  Virginia Street Bridge, and it was placed on the ends of the
11  bridge on all four conners.
12            The lower, kind of the middle one, you can see
13  some night lighting, and there is some really nice lighting
14  of the railing and the arch itself.
15            Then the lower right, you can see the sidewalk
16  paving, which is kind of a concrete with brick header design
17  that has some tie to the existing Downtown Streetscape
18  sidewalk concrete.
19            Although, I will say those standards have now been
20  revised, and the brick header and stamped concrete are no
21  longer part of the Downtown Streetscape Standards; it's just
22  dark gray concrete with scoring.
23            Okay.  Looking at next bridge to the east is the
24  Center Street Bridge, and Mike Cooper and I worked on this
25  design in --
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 1            Mike, was it about 1996?  I want to say.
 2            MR. COOPER:  Yes.
 3            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  So this bridge was replaced
 4  around 1996.  This really was another design that kind of
 5  drew upon the nearby context of the Post Office -- the
 6  Downtown Post Office, which was art deco at the time.  The
 7  Mapes Hotel was actually still standing, then the Riverside
 8  Hotel.
 9            So going through some architectural concepts and
10  process, it was decided to kind of nod to the art deco on
11  this one, which nods pretty heavily in this case.
12            So the upper middle, you can see it's got a double
13  railing, a transparent art deco inspired railing.  Then on
14  the -- that's on the very outside of the bridge where it's
15  widened, and the inside railing is a concrete railing,
16  vehicular rated, and Judy's pointing to that.
17            So because of the fact that the exterior railing
18  in the center, the bridge deck was widened.  We had to have
19  this double railing system.
20            So again, looking at the plan view on the left,
21  you can see how the bridge deck was widened, and, once
22  again, that was based on input from stakeholders and the
23  idea that it would be really a nice place to look at the
24  river and have a really beautiful transparent railing in
25  that location.
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 1            The lighting was this globe light, again, kind of
 2  art-deco inspired, and the lower right shows a close up of
 3  the overlook the bridge widened area with the interior
 4  vehicular-rated railing that has the lights on it, and then
 5  the super-transparent's, sparkly aluminum railing on the
 6  outside.
 7            Those features with the chevron were really drawn
 8  and inspired from the Downtown Post Office that has aluminum
 9  grill work with those features.
10            Moving east to the Lake Street Bridge, which is
11  one of the ones Judy mentioned would be, perhaps, replaced
12  on the 2027 timeframe, this bridge on Lake Street has a
13  removable railing, and that's due to the flooding issues
14  here.  So this one is a more utilitarian railing instead of
15  being very much -- very elaborate.
16            You can see the old Reno arch on this photo in the
17  upper right that it was placed near the auto museum.  These
18  decorative lights on this bridge look extremely similar to
19  the Sierra Street Bridge, actually, placed on pilasters, so
20  I believe there are four of those total.  There is a closeup
21  of that light on the pilaster in the lower middle.
22            Then you can see that railing, which is removable
23  because of flooding issues, on the lower right.
24            Another important feature of the Downtown that
25  kind of threads a couple of these areas together, and it's
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 1  not a bridge, but it's the Reno Riverwalk.
 2            The first segment, which on the right there where
 3  the cursor is between Virginia and Sierra was replaced in
 4  the very early 90s -- I want to say like, maybe, 1991 -- and
 5  there is a photo of it lower left looking at it from the
 6  Virginia Street Bridge.
 7            It's super distinctive with dark cherry, metal
 8  powder-coated railing and those are pergolas, which have the
 9  caps made of the dark cherry railing.
10            It's got the chain and bollard with stainless
11  steel, and the extremely distinctive is also the floodwall.
12  It's made with a natural stone veneer, and it's got a
13  concrete cap that is natural granite.  It has gotten damaged
14  during some Downtown floods, but it is a really
15  pretty-looking floodwall.
16            In the middle second one on the bottom, you can
17  see another closeup showing some of the super-distinctive
18  features.  Those were custom pedestrian-scaled lights, and a
19  custom several railing designs.  These little arbors that
20  have benches below them, and there's a closeup on the photo
21  next to that, that color is a little more, maybe,
22  exaggerated than how it really appears, but that is what a
23  close up of what the railing looks like in one spot.
24            Then on the lower right, there is a pedestrian
25  bridge extending from the Riverwalk over to Wingfield Park
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 1  that has also been colorized with the dark cherry.
 2            I might make a note that the Riverwalk dark cherry
 3  color, that cherry color used to be on all of the Reno
 4  Downtown traffic signal standards and lights.  It was
 5  painted to black about, maybe, ten years ago or so , because
 6  I think the thought was not to use this dark cherry
 7  elsewhere in Downtown anymore.
 8            So then, just to point out, the second phase of
 9  the Riverwalk went from Sierra Street to Arlington Avenue
10  just extending that whole treatment.
11            There is also some very customized granite that
12  several colors, very elaborate granite that was put on all
13  of the pedestrian surfaces, but during the 1997 flood, I
14  think it was, it was so heavily damaged between Arlington
15  and Sierra that that was replaced with the stamped, ashlar
16  concrete.  So it's still in place between Sierra and
17  Virginia, but not in the left side any more.
18            Another aspect of the Downtown in this area is it
19  is a very popular area for Reno's Public Art Program.  There
20  are a number of really significant pieces placed down here,
21  and it's really kind of the heart of the arts and culture
22  district, I would say.
23            The upper two left pieces are at Bicentennial
24  Park -- actually, the one in the middle may have been
25  removed at this point, because that's intended for pieces to
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 1  change periodically.
 2            But the upper-right piece is at the Nevada Museum
 3  of Art.  Of course, the Believe sculpture is at First
 4  Virginia -- or City Plaza, and then we have murals
 5  throughout the Downtown.
 6            So it's definitely been a popular district,
 7  including Wingfield Park, to place a lot of art of all
 8  different types.
 9            So now, honing in on our location again, this site
10  inventory map is a plan view showing the island and, again,
11  the location of the two bridges on Arlington Avenue, and
12  just has some photos to kind of remind us that the context
13  is as we're looking at this area.
14            So we have, of course, Wingfield Park on the
15  island, the West Street Plaza on the upper right.  It's West
16  First Street on the top .  The lower left is Barbara Bennett
17  Park on Island Avenue, which has basketball and tennis
18  courts.
19            There are some photos throughout the margins here.
20  On the upper left, you've got a photo of sculpture at
21  Bicentennial Park, photos of the kayak park, the pathway
22  under the bridge that I was referring to earlier, sport
23  courts at the park, and a mural.
24            On the upper right, you can see photos of the
25  floodwall on the north side, the Wingfield Park
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 1  amphitheater -- super popular for summer performances --
 2  pedestrian access ways, a lot of street trees, and then,
 3  again the pedestrian bridges.
 4            There are three pedestrian bridges close by here.
 5  There's one on the southern branch of the river, and then
 6  one connecting Wingfield Park to West Street Plaza above
 7  that, and another one on west side connecting Wingfield,
 8  basically, to Bicentennial Park.
 9            So with that, Mike Cooper is going to talk about
10  our bridge concepts.
11            MR. COOPER:  So just a brief summary of what came
12  out of the Technical Advisory Committee meetings and the
13  Stakeholder Working Group meetings we've had already, kind
14  of a review of the three concepts that came out of that
15  work.
16            The first one is this rigid-frame structure.  It
17  kind of has an arched shape to it.  It's similar -- I was
18  noticing in the picture Barb has of the southern bridge on
19  Arlington -- it has the same kind of lines to it, only a
20  much smaller span on that bridge.
21            So the advantage of the rigid frame, it eliminates
22  the obstructions in the north branch of the Truckee.
23  Currently, the bridge there has two supports in the river.
24            So those would be removed entirely with this
25  option.  A side benefit of that is there would be no pier
0022
 1  surfaces for any kind of tagging activities that might go on
 2  with access under the bridge.
 3            Some of the challenges with this structure, with
 4  the thin section at mid-span, it's going to be a little bit
 5  more challenging to expand the sidewalk there beyond the
 6  standard width, similar to what Barb was talking about at
 7  Virginia Street and Center Street.  It's not impossible, but
 8  there are some structural challenges with that just due to
 9  the section of the bridge there.
10            Then the other thing to point out near the
11  supports faces of the abutments, the section of the bridge
12  is deeper, and with the path that goes underneath the south
13  end of this bridge, there may be -- it might impact headroom
14  there for pedestrian access underneath the bridge.
15            So this is -- we've just begun to generate some 3D
16  renderings.  So these are kind of raw at this state.  These
17  will get cleaned up as we move ahead.
18            But this is intended to give you kind of a picture
19  of what that area might look like with supports removed from
20  the channel.  The clear span of this rigid frame over the
21  river, the pathway within Wingfield Park passing underneath
22  the bridge there on the south end of bridge.
23            So the other two concepts that came out of the
24  previous work, they are both two-span bridges, single pier
25  concepts.
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 1            This first one would be a cast-in-place concrete
 2  box girder bridge.  The bottom side of this structure,
 3  looking at it from underneath, you would see, basically, a
 4  solid concrete slab overhead rather than discrete girders on
 5  the bridge.
 6            The pier wall that you see there in the middle of
 7  the elevation view looks wider than it is because what
 8  you're really seeing is sort of the skewed image of the face
 9  of pier; that darker are on the one edge of that really
10  depicts more of the width of what that pier wall would look
11  like.
12            So the -- with a center pier, it provides a means
13  to support a wider deck more readily than the rigid frame
14  might.  It also provides a shallower overall structure depth
15  that will help to mitigate any profile changes on the
16  roadway above on Arlington, and also provide more headroom,
17  potentially, underneath the bridge for the pathway in
18  Wingfield Park.
19            In terms of drawbacks of this alternative, there
20  would still be one obstruction in the river, although it's
21  one less obstruction that exists there today, and depending
22  on access and water levels and what not, the pier wall
23  itself may become an attractive nuisance as a tagging
24  surface.
25            So the other similar concept would be precast
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 1  concrete girders.  A couple of differences that you would
 2  note in this structure, you'll see on the center, it appears
 3  that there is a widened cap at the top of that pier wall,
 4  and that's intended to have a place to set the concrete
 5  girders as they are placed during construction.  So it's a
 6  little bit different shape of the pier.
 7            Then from underneath the bridge, you wouldn't see
 8  a solid concrete surface that you would see with the
 9  cast-in-place box; you'd see the individual lines of the
10  precast girders.
11            Similar pros and cons for this -- the precast
12  concrete girders and the cast-in-place box.
13            So, again, the beginnings of our 3D renderings.
14  This shows you what the pier wall might look like in the
15  channel.
16            This particular image is of the precast concrete
17  girder bridge.  So you can kind of see the end of the cap
18  element that would be on top of that pier that would
19  initially support those precast girders.
20            These two single pier concepts would also provide
21  means to get the pathway underneath the bridge at the south
22  end.
23            Back to Barb.
24            MS. SANTER:  Okay.  So the next level of study
25  that we prepared was looking at, kind of, a classic element
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 1  of analysis that we call "opportunities and constraints."  .
 2            So looking at those options, looking at some of
 3  the opportunities and constraints, I am just going to read
 4  from the legend and notes on the right side here so you can
 5  follow along.
 6            The dashed, orange line is pedestrian access.  So
 7  you can see that there's a lot of pedestrian access here
 8  along West First Street, along the floodwall, which is kind
 9  of where the number 7 is.  Throughout Wingfield Park,
10  there's a loop on both sides of Arlington Avenue.
11            Most significantly, there is pedestrian access
12  below the north bridge on the south side at the abutment
13  wall.
14            Of course, there is access going east along Island
15  Avenue, and also which is along the Riverwalk and Truckee
16  River Lane to West Street Plaza and Virginia Street.
17            There is also bicycle access on the Arlington
18  Avenue bridges, and then there are those three pedestrian
19  foot bridges in pink that are noted in the pink dash line.
20            Going to further down the legend, we notice that
21  had some of the existing flood walls, which are shown by
22  that black diagonal dash, they are looking a little
23  deteriorated.  It might be that that needs to be replaced in
24  the future, and, maybe, there's an opportunity to look at
25  the form liner patterns for those or the treatment so that
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 1  there is some consistency with other floodwalls.
 2            That circle represents just the terminus of the
 3  Reno Riverwalk, and that kind of launches people into
 4  Wingfield Park from the south side.
 5            On the black dash line, there is a portion of
 6  railing on the northeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge
 7  along the floodwall that doesn't match any other railing.
 8  It's like a pipe railing, and it looks like it might have
 9  been a later retrofit.
10            There is another small piece of it on the
11  southeast side of the Arlington Avenue Bridge, so those
12  could possibly be replaced and be consistent with other
13  treatments.
14            In the green area, the lighter green with the
15  trees is indicating an area that, should the street have to
16  be elevated to make the bridges join with the adjacent
17  streets, it might require some regrading in those light
18  green areas.
19            It doesn't look like right now it's going to be
20  substantial or significant, but if that should need to
21  happen, the thought is that it would be best to maintain
22  some really smooth pedestrian access across the street
23  because of the number of pedestrians that are down here
24  during special events.
25            And if it does have to be regraded, although we
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 1  would like to save existing trees, we could also add some
 2  street trees in those locations.
 3            The yellow areas just indicate views of the
 4  Truckee River.
 5            Number 1 points out some of the park amenities,
 6  such as tennis courts, basketball, play equipment,
 7  restrooms, attracting visitors of all ages.
 8            Number 2 shows some large grass areas, tree-lined
 9  pathways, bike and pedestrian access, and river recreation.
10            Number 3 points out the actual amphitheater, which
11  hosts numbers of concerts in the summer, making this
12  location a really premier summer destination, especially
13  during the Art Town month of July.
14            Number 4 points out the Whitewater Park features,
15  including some drop pools, smooth rocks, deep pools, many,
16  many access points and attracting many visitors in the
17  summer months.
18            A few fine points that were pointed by folks in
19  the Parks Department right where number 5 is, there are some
20  existing stone steps that are -- I don't know that it's
21  really referring to that spot right there, but there are
22  some existing tone steps that are a little bit difficult to
23  access creating some difficulties.  Some existing utility
24  boxes in that location that are kind of right behind the
25  sidewalk and a bit of an eyesore that, if the project should
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 1  impact them, it would be, maybe, nice to relocate those
 2  elements.
 3            Number 7 is looking at some -- excuse me for a
 4  second.  I need to stretch my screen.
 5            Just pointing out -- this is really important.  So
 6  7 is pointing out the fact that there are quite a few
 7  special events where the entire street is closed off between
 8  Island Avenue and West First Street, and it makes this whole
 9  thing kind of one big special event area.
10            Some notable events of that are particularly the
11  Kayak Festival, where there are actually booths set up on
12  Arlington Avenue, we have bike races -- it used to be a bike
13  race, there were, obviously, no events this year, but last
14  year we had a couple of bike races, and, of course, many Art
15  Town events.
16            So I guess I kind of see this as almost like a
17  park that has a street going through it, and a really
18  important area for maintaining pedestrian access.
19            So some of the goals we were looking at -- now
20  that we have studied all these features, some of our design
21  goals that we thought were important are shown on this
22  slide.
23            One of them is to use cohesive design language
24  with, number 1, unifying both the north bridge and south
25  bridge experience using consistent form, and also looking at
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 1  the experience on the bridges in viewing the bridges.  So
 2  just using some consistent design elements.
 3            Number 2, establish a project theme to unify all
 4  the bridge and landscape elements.
 5            Then the second big goal was enhancing the
 6  pedestrian experience.
 7            Under that, number 1, Arlington Avenue could act
 8  as kind of an urban plaza using unified materials that have
 9  a similar look between the sidewalk and Street.
10            The second one would be to maintain vantage points
11  of the river and the surrounding landscape.
12            The third, enhance the pedestrian experience with
13  more shade trees, decorative lighting, decorative railings,
14  paving, and some sculptural and artistic features.
15            The third goal is regarding the contextual and
16  historical relevance.
17            Under that, number 1 is we propose that the
18  structural elements should have some relevance to the
19  existing urban context.
20            Number 2, the project should pay homage to Reno's
21  history; however, we feel the need to represent a new age of
22  bridge development within the Downtown core, rather than
23  completely replicating history.
24            The fourth goal would be to look at innovation and
25  sustainability.  Given the location here that is right on
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 1  the Truckee River, we thought that it could be important to
 2  look at what's called "low impact development strategies,"
 3  which is ways that storm water can be infiltrated at the
 4  source.  One way to do that would be, possibly, if the
 5  street needs to be repaved, we could use permeable pavements
 6  or concrete pavers so that the storm water infiltrates right
 7  there and not have to have an extensive storm water system
 8  of directing water directly into the river via pipes.
 9            Another topic under that would be just to use --
10  what is pretty common now -- LED lighting, which is
11  extremely low-energy-requiring lights.
12            So now we get into the final section of today's
13  meeting, which is the proposed aesthetic elements.
14            So as we were studying all these bridges, old and
15  new, and the context of the Downtown, we thought that it
16  would be important to look at several elements of what could
17  be designed -- how the bridge could be designed and present
18  to you some ideas that we think are important and get your
19  feedback.
20            So here is a list of all the elements.  Again, the
21  first one is we're thinking it should be a modern design,
22  but it should be a melding of old and new.
23            We want to look at pedestrian-scaled lighting to
24  the bridges.  Possibly bridge accent lighting.  Under-bridge
25  lighting, especially given the fact that this north
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 1  Arlington Avenue Bridge has a sidewalk underneath that we
 2  would want to perpetuate.
 3            Look at transparent, traffic-rated bridge railings
 4  instead of the current one that is solid where you can't
 5  really see the river from your car.
 6            Maintain pedestrian accessibility on the bridge as
 7  well as on the street, should it have to be elevated.
 8            Possibly widen the bridge deck like was done on
 9  Virginia and Center Street.
10            Look at the option of textured bridge abutment
11  walls.  Look at some options for floodwalls.
12            Then the idea that street could perform as sort of
13  a plaza street just with some minor modification.
14            So now we're going to look at these things
15  individually.
16            So the first topic, modern design elements, a
17  melding of old and new.  We're proposing the decorative
18  elements should incorporate modern design elements, but have
19  a nod to the art deco historical context.
20            The decorative elements would focus on pedestrian
21  lighting, railing design, under-bridge lighting, and
22  sculptural elements.
23            We would consider applying the decorative form
24  liner under the bridges and on the bridge pilasters and
25  girders.
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 1            Here are just some reference images some of the
 2  art deco context, which is in the upper slides, showing what
 3  some of the ways of designing the concrete are on the upper
 4  left that are kind of typical from that timeframe.
 5            Some of the grill work that you see in the second
 6  photo is from the Post Office with the chevron and the Greek
 7  key design is that veritable strip, and then some other
 8  flairs of art deco.
 9            The light on the upper right is actually a new
10  light that was just put in the new downtown Chicago
11  Riverfront project that is also kind of a more modern take
12  on art deco.
13            Lower left is a kind of a modern railing, but it
14  has a fair of some of the geometric patterns.
15            Then the bridges -- other photos on the lower
16  slides just show some other elements that could be
17  considered for this bridge in terms of lighting the exterior
18  girders or some special elements like shown in the third
19  slide on the bottom.
20            Then on the far right side, some elements of
21  lighting that it could be applied.
22            The second topic that we would like to propose is
23  that we should have pedestrian-scaled lighting on the
24  bridges.
25            And, again, as I mentioned, there were lights on
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 1  the north bridge on each end.  I don't have a photo of what
 2  they looked like, but there were lights that got damaged
 3  during a flood.  But we do propose adding lights in this
 4  replaced-bridge concept.
 5            The lights on the top are more art-deco flair.
 6  Again, that one in the upper left is a modern, brand new
 7  light that was just used on the Chicago Riverwalk project
 8  that is kind of a modern art deco.
 9            Second one on the right is the actual globe light
10  that was used on the Center Street Bridge, which, by the
11  way, after it was put on Center Street, that light has now
12  been used on Truckee River Avenue all the way from
13  Bicentennial Park to Booth Street.  That same light has been
14  used, and it's also on the floodwall on the north side.
15            Another option would be these stick-type of lights
16  that are just kind of way-finding little orbs.  Those could
17  be fixed into bridge pilaster on the north and south bridge.
18            The lighting elements could continue between
19  bridges to create unity.
20            There's also the opportunity to incorporate
21  lighting elements into the railings either like you see on
22  the lower right where it's in the railing and it casts down
23  similar to Virginia Street Bridge on the far right side.
24            Or it could be, possibly, put into the vertical
25  bridge posts like the second photo from the left, which
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 1  actually, I believe, that railing is also from the newly
 2  redone Chicago Riverfront project.
 3            Lighting along the renovated north floodwall,
 4  maybe, should match with the existing art-deco-style lights.
 5  And, again, that's the kind of lighting that's already there
 6  between Sierra and Arlington.  It's got the globe type of
 7  art-deco-styled lights.
 8            But lighting really brings so much life.  It think
 9  it would definitely would be a positive addition.
10            So another aspect of lighting could be some bridge
11  accent lighting.
12            There is a potential for some girder lighting, and
13  the girder would be this horizontal element you see in the
14  upper left to unify both the north and south bridge, the
15  upper left and the lower left are both lighted girders, and
16  that's a metal panel -- that's a jet-cut metal panel on the
17  front that has a pattern that could basically be designed to
18  whatever we want it to be, and then it's backlit.
19            Precast girders could provide areas to conceal
20  lights under the bridge.
21            We have the potential for some other bridge
22  pilaster lighting, and a couple of the things that have to
23  be considered would be protecting lighting from vandalism
24  and flood water and debris, given the location and
25  possibility for flooding.
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 1            And then, also, we need to consider with any
 2  lighting under the bridge, or even on the bridge for that
 3  matter, impacts to aquatic species, given that there are a
 4  number of aquatic species in the river.
 5            Under-bridge lighting is another aspect that we
 6  think could be really powerful for this bridge.  There is a
 7  potential for under-bridge aesthetic lighting, and it could
 8  be kind of a combined under-bridge safety light and
 9  pedestrian lighting.
10            So for example, the photo on the lower right shows
11  kind of a soft lighting, and you can see in this case, the
12  individual girders give some kind of really interesting
13  light effects.
14            Same with the all three of the bottom photos,
15  actually, those are a girder-style bridge, which is one of
16  our styles that Mike talked about, and that can have some
17  pretty neat effects for lighting on the underside.
18            We might consider a lighting concept that could be
19  applied to other bridges in the Downtown, and use the
20  lighting to create the family of unified bridges.  Lighting
21  could be applied to other bridges, even though they don't
22  look all exactly the same.
23            One thing we want to consider is the aesthetic --
24  oh, maybe go back there really quick, Judy, if you don't
25  mind.
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 1            Just see aesthetic lighting experience for
 2  visiters viewing the bridges, and also visiters walking
 3  along the bridges.  Then we would, maybe, provide conduit
 4  for future bridge artistic lighting.
 5            So given what we've shown you on the theme that
 6  we're suggesting and lighting, we wanted to open this up for
 7  some feedback to ask you questions.
 8            So I guess the first thing is the general theme
 9  that we're proposing okay?  And that is modern art design
10  elements with a nod to the art deco historical context.
11            Then the second one, should lighting be included?
12  Pedestrian-scaled lighting, bridge accent lighting, or
13  under-bridge lighting.
14            So I guess we can open it up for your feedback and
15  comments if you take yourself off of mute.
16            MS. BUJA:  I would like to make one comment.
17            MS. SANTER:  Sure.
18            MS. BUJA:  Having worked in design for a long
19  time, I love the idea of juxtaposing something very, very
20  modern against something much more traditional and art deco.
21            If the bridges were really beautifully modern and
22  the lighting emphasized the art deco or late, late Victorian
23  theme, you would get that wonderful juxtaposition of the
24  eras, and it would be interesting to look at.
25            My only question about lighting underneath the
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 1  bridges is how vulnerable is that lighting to vandalism?
 2  And I will mute me now.
 3            MS. KOSKI:  This is Kerrie, Kerrie Koski at the
 4  City of Reno.  I am the City Engineer.  I concur with your
 5  comments about the lighting emphasizing the art deco
 6  elements.
 7            I think the question about how vulnerable is the
 8  lighting, I guess the answer is:  Depends.
 9            As the department that has to maintain these
10  structures, we would definitely want to take into
11  consideration.
12            I truly believe that the lighting under the bridge
13  could be such that it wouldn't -- it would be somewhat easy
14  to maintain, but not yet difficult to vandalize.  So I do
15  agree with that.
16            I think that one of the things that we see -- we
17  hear at the City of Reno is we often get requests for
18  changeable lighting; different colors for different events.
19  We often get those questions -- or requests.
20            So that would be something that I would like to
21  throw out to the group.
22            With the respect to the on-the-bridge lighting,
23  one theme that I saw --
24            And, by the way, Barb, you did a fantastic job
25  going through the elements of this bridge and the area.
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 1            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
 2            MS. KOSKI:  Very good job.  I think that -- the
 3  one thing I saw was the globe lights on to pilasters is kind
 4  of a continuous theme, and I liked what you said about using
 5  the lighting as kind of the concept to carry along the
 6  family of bridges.  I think we're on to something there.  I
 7  really do.
 8            I did want to say one other thing about the bridge
 9  structure itself.  Full disclosure, I have not been in
10  support of the center pier, and I coming to the fact that I
11  think the center pier is, maybe, my preferred now because I
12  think it's going to give -- it going to break up the
13  elements in the water.
14            I just want through this out to people.  Right now
15  under the Virginia Street bridge, it's all open under there.
16  It's beautiful.  It's vast.  But it doesn't -- this bridge
17  needs character of some sort.
18            I think that with the Whitewater Park, I think
19  that would help break that up as well.
20            So the other thing I was thinking with the center
21  pier is, to me, one of the major -- one of major things I
22  think we should be looking at is the wider sidewalks, I
23  think that's coming up next.
24            But I just wanted to throw that out there that I
25  think that that center pier, we could also get wider
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 1  sidewalks, and I think that's the experience that people are
 2  looking at.  They want to hang out there over the river and
 3  through the woods; right?
 4            But, anyway, I really think that the wider
 5  sidewalks would be -- we'd get some real benefits out of
 6  that with that bridge structure.
 7            Then I will be quiet for a while.
 8            MR. STETTINSKI:  This Alex from the Downtown Reno
 9  Partnership.  I also want to thank Barb for a really cool
10  presentation.
11            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
12            MR. STETTINSKI:  And I agree with Ann and Kerrie's
13  comments a hundred percent.
14            I think wider sidewalks are key.  It's really
15  important for the flow of our visiters walking around that
16  neighborhood.
17            I love the under-bridge lighting.  Also agree with
18  the colors that Kerrie mentioned.  I think it would be
19  really cool to have some flexibility in the coloring of the
20  bridges.  And even though the bridges may look a little
21  different, I think the colors could kind of unite the look
22  at night really beautifully.
23            I also like the idea -- I'm looking at the current
24  picture that is up on the screen, it's says "under-bridge
25  lighting" to the very lower right, and I would assume that
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 1  the lighting also effects the path walk for visiters, for
 2  pedestrian.
 3            That would be really, really important to me that
 4  this is really well lit, because there is a lot of stuff
 5  going on in Downtown to begin with.
 6            I think the lighting will make have people feel
 7  safer walking along at night.  Strolling along.  And I think
 8  it's really beautiful to have the sidewalks lit anyway.
 9            And, yeah, that's -- I also like Ann's comment
10  about that combination of old and new to combine the history
11  of the bridges with a more modern overlay.
12            I think this is going to be just stunning.  It's
13  going to be beautiful.
14            So that's my comment.
15            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
16            MR. L'ETOILE:  Hi, Barb.  This is John L'Etoile,
17  Department of Plans and Architecture with the Department of
18  Transportation.
19            I also agree, the theme of the architecture is
20  appropriate.  We have art deco in the area, but then, maybe,
21  reinventing some of that art deco into a very contemporary
22  appeal and affect, I think that's going to resonate
23  throughout this section of Downtown very well with just
24  these features complementing each other.  So I really like
25  that direction as well.
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 1            On the lighting, I just want to be a little
 2  cautious on the use of lighting to create a wow factor that
 3  really is not -- it becomes more of a decoration, rather
 4  than enhancing the beauty of the bridge structure itself for
 5  certain structural elements of the bridge itself.
 6            But the color and the lighting up of the rhythm of
 7  the, maybe, the bridge structure or the girders and the
 8  under-lighting, I think that would be beautiful along the
 9  river.
10            And more of a subdued approach that -- I think
11  Reno maybe has in this context of a little more history, in
12  that context, we want to just be careful of lighting really
13  does, again, become a feature that is tying this entire area
14  together well, and not being too much loud -- too loud on
15  it's own, but being special and being part of this area of
16  having the bridge, like you said, connecting this park.
17  That's a fabulous area, and the opportunities there are a
18  lot of fun.
19            So that would be my only caution with lighting.
20  Personally, I like lighting that lights up the beauty of the
21  structure or the natural features of the area, but not
22  becoming the decorative element in itself.
23            And the centerpiece -- I've always felt this about
24  Reno -- is the river for Downtown Reno.  It's just this
25  amazingly beautiful life that continues through and connects
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 1  and has history wrapped into it, and the indigenous people
 2  there that used it and still do and enjoy that connectivity.
 3            In light of that, I actually am in preference of
 4  the single-span bridge type.  The reason for that is I
 5  think, again, it just allows you to see that river from so
 6  many more vantage points than you might otherwise with a
 7  large center piece there supporting the center of the
 8  bridge.
 9            Mike brought up the challenges with that and the
10  widened sidewalks.  I do agree the widened sidewalks are
11  super important.  We want that pedestrian connectivity there
12  and circulation.
13            But just thinking of the beauty of the water and
14  the movement of the river and the wildlife in the river, and
15  letting that really take center stage underneath the bridge
16  and not the structure of bridge impeding with that center
17  piece.  Just my personal opinion on that.
18            Great presentation.  Thanks.
19            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
20            FATHER DURANTE:  I am going to jump in.  This is
21  Father Chuck from St. Thomas Cathedral.  Sorry I signed a
22  few minutes late, and I will have to probably leave before
23  we finish.
24            I very much appreciate the presentation also and
25  the wonderful thought put into it.  I love the art deco and
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 1  the connections that we're placing.
 2            I, too, am inclined to removing the pier.  When I
 3  saw the drawing without that center piece, it just really
 4  caught my eye, and it created such a different feel for that
 5  river going through.
 6            One thing I would say, a lot of times when the
 7  big, broader sidewalks are needed, that's when Arlington
 8  Street is closed anyway.  So people aren't really on the
 9  sidewalks that much.
10            The only place might be following when there are
11  concerts over there at the amphitheater, then sometimes that
12  street's not closed.  But I see the practical piece of
13  making that a little broader.  Something to just keep in
14  mind, often the street's closed.
15            The only other point I'd make -- and I didn't
16  catch this and may have just not heard it -- is the heighth
17  of the walls along there.
18            Right now, I am waiting for the news -- I am sure
19  it's happened -- that the bridge walls, as you're walking
20  along the sidewalk, are lower than the waist of the average
21  person, and with some of our inebriated guests, especially,
22  it's a wonder to me we haven't had more of them just falling
23  right over the bridges.
24            So I am assuming they would be a little higher,
25  and, maybe, that was the reference you made --
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 1            MS. SANTER:  Yes.
 2            FATHER DURANTE:  -- to some of the requirements no
 3  longer being met.
 4            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  I believe -- Mike, correct me
 5  if I am wrong -- but I believe today's bridge with the
 6  railing would have to be, I think, 42 inches tall.  And I am
 7  sure that the existing one is -- I don't know what it is, I
 8  didn't measure it, but I am pretty sure it is not 42 inches
 9  tall.
10            FATHER DURANTE:  I would say so.
11            MR. COOPER:  You're dead-on, Barb.
12            FATHER DURANTE:  Very nice.
13            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
14            MR. ERNY:  This is Greg Erny, and I am going to
15  jump in because I am going to have to leave for another Zoom
16  meeting.  Much of what I have to say has already been
17  discussed.
18            There was a goal to maintain the pedestrian
19  access.  My comment was going to be, hey, let's not maintain
20  it, let's enhance it.  And that's been discussed already, so
21  I think -- there is a lot of foot traffic with and without
22  cars on that bridge.  So let's make sure that people have
23  access to that park and to the island.
24            With respect to the lighting, my thoughts are the
25  lighting is great, but it wants to be subtle, it wants to be
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 1  soft, it wants to be a non-evident source of sorts.
 2            I don't want to look at the lights per say; I want
 3  to look at the area around it and not let the light sources
 4  be the thing cause glare and/or distractions from the
 5  natural beauty and features of that area.
 6            From a practical standpoint, let's -- and I also
 7  prefer the single span without the intermediate support.
 8            There are views from above the bridge, and there
 9  are a lot of views from below the bridge if you are a
10  participant in that park; whether it's as a person wading in
11  the water or fishing or whatever, and not having to look at
12  a big bridge pilaster underneath, I think, would just
13  certainly enhance that.
14            The LED lighting issue with the colors, today's
15  LED lighting opportunities provide the ability to actually
16  incorporate color change within those type of lights.
17            So whether you like to do it or not, want to do or
18  not, LED light source does afford that opportunity.
19            The other thing I would ask is let's provide an
20  opportunity for utilities to be to cross river somehow or
21  another within the bridge.
22            MS. SANTER:  Oh, yeah.
23            MR. ERNY:  The last thing we need is a brand-new
24  bridge with a new piece of technology that needs to cross
25  the river, and we get a big conduit or pipe or something and
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 1  it get strapped on the outside of the bridge because it's
 2  the only way you can get it cross.
 3            So see if we can find a way to afford some access
 4  raceway plantums (phonetic) or whatever I might be within
 5  the design of the bridge to afford paths for future,
 6  yet-to-be-known things that need to cross the river.
 7            That's my comments.  Thank you very much for a
 8  very nice presentation.
 9            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Greg.
10            MS. BUJA:  I wanted to make one more comment.
11  While we were listening to your presentation, which really
12  was great, I had no idea of what you were talking about when
13  I first walked into this.  I think it's fabulous.
14            I went back and looked at some pictures of some
15  other bridges both modern, art deco, and some very old ones,
16  16, 1700s.
17            One of the common elements on all of them that I
18  personally found really, really attractive is that the
19  lighting is on the outside of the bridge, and it frames the
20  structure of the bridge and enhances the structure of
21  bridge, as opposed to being underneath and attracting the
22  eye to parts that I'm not really sure that's what we want to
23  be emphasizing.
24            MS. SANTER:  Do you mean like having
25  pedestrian-scaled lights kind of on the corners?
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 1            MS. BUJA:  No. No.  This is on the frame of the
 2  bridge itself.
 3            MS. SANTER:  Oh.
 4            MS. BUJA:  The structure of bridge on the outside
 5  of it so that as you're walking down the street toward the
 6  bridge, you're aware of that beautiful architectural design
 7  without it slapping you in the face.
 8            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.  Okay.
 9            MS. EBEN:  Hello, everybody, this is Michon.  I
10  just had a comment.  I do like everybody's comments, you
11  know, lighted, not lighted, how we light it, I think that's
12  all important.
13            But I really did like Gregory and John's comments
14  about not too much lighting.  I think as human beings,
15  everything's about us, and we do need let the natural river,
16  the natural surroundings have their nighttime.  That's
17  important.
18            But I do understand that people are under the
19  bridge, they are going to the around the night.  So that's a
20  hard one for me.  So I'm not there, or I don't have a vote
21  for either.  I just think that is going to be a big one.
22            My other comment is about back on slide number
23  5 -- and you I don't have to go back to it -- it's the
24  history, the site history, and I know that site history is
25  just for the bridge only.
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 1            And, maybe, my question needs to be further --
 2  maybe my question and my comment can be in the actual NEPA
 3  document, or somehow we can mitigate down the road that
 4  there be a historical marker for the Truckee River and
 5  how -- because there is the history of the river and the
 6  native culture, everything has a connection.
 7            So this bridge today has a connection to that
 8  river.  And I know we're talking about the bridge and the
 9  theme, but I do want that make sure not to leave the
10  indigenous culture out because the Truckee River was named
11  after a Paiute -- a very great Paiute man.
12            And, actually, the pioneers that named it after
13  him, they did get the name wrong.  We never had a Paiute man
14  named Truckee.  The name was misinterpreted.  I just think
15  there needs to be some type of history on that.
16            Don't leave out the native culture.  That's been
17  happening far too long and everything -- when the native
18  culture is left out, then it looks like we weren't here
19  anymore.
20            There is a theme that has happened this whole year
21  of don't leave things out.  I think that's important.
22            If slide number 5 is going to be a public
23  document, we really should put some culture in before the
24  1900s, even though it's not about the bridge.
25            So I would appreciate that.  We can talk about
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 1  that further, and that could be, like I said, in the NEPA
 2  document, the whole history of the Truckee River because we
 3  will be commenting on that.
 4            That's may comment.  Thank you.
 5            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, Michon.
 6            MR. BREZINA:  Hi, Barb.  This is Matt with the
 7  City of Reno Parks Department.  I had a comment on the
 8  bridge style.
 9            I had originally preferred the single span -- it
10  looked a little bit better, opened up the river -- until it
11  was talked about how the precast girders would kind of angle
12  down over the walk path that goes underneath the bridge.
13            I think that's a very important aspect of the park
14  plan and the bridge plan, as it allows people to walk from
15  east Wingfield to west Wingfield without having to cross the
16  street.
17            And I don't think we want to restrict that if it's
18  going cause us to have to block that path or, you know, I
19  don't know if there are any height guidelines, but I think
20  that should be taken into account.
21            MS. SANTER:  Matt, can you clarify that?  I am not
22  sure I'm understanding.  You said you used to like single
23  pier, but now you're thinking the clear span with no pier is
24  the better choice?
25            MR. BREZINA:  No.  Well, I think with no pier
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 1  would look better.
 2            MS. SANTER:  Okay.
 3            MR. BREZINA:  However, I don't want that to
 4  restrict the walking path that goes under it.
 5            It looked like the precast girders that were going
 6  to be used for that single span had to angle down to support
 7  traffic, which would kind of minimize the head height on the
 8  walking path underneath the bridge.
 9            MS. SANTER:  Oh, I see.  Okay.  Gotcha.
10            MS. KOSKI:  Barb, maybe somebody could speak to,
11  just in general terms, we're looking at -- without a center
12  pier, then what are we looking at for sidewalk widths and
13  the rails, for example?  Because the rails have to be
14  traffic rated and such.
15            So do you have kind of a feel for what we're
16  looking at sidewalk width-wise if we have no pier or with a
17  pier?
18            MR. COOPER:  Kerrie, I can answer that.  Right
19  now, the way the roadway's been configured in our
20  preliminary layouts, it's eight-foot sidewalks across the
21  bridges.
22            Those could be widened out to 12 feet or more,
23  particularly with a center pier to provide support for that
24  widen area.
25            The rigid-frame structure, it gets support its
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 1  support to hold up traffic -- Matt as you were
 2  questioning -- from the thickened ends, and that translates
 3  worst end into the abutments that way.
 4            So, yes, it would be a deeper structure with a
 5  clear span, and it would be something that would need to be
 6  studied:  How much head room that takes up versus the
 7  preferred elevation for the pathway underneath the bridge.
 8            I'm assuming at flood state, that pathway is going
 9  to be inundated; but normal times, that pathway is going to
10  want to be clear and open.  So we can't oppress it too much
11  to get under the bridge.
12            But it would be some part of our further studies
13  on what the grades would actually look like and elevations
14  of things and how much head room.
15            MS. SANTER:  Good to know.
16            MR. COOPER:  Matt, does that answer the question
17  that you had?
18            MR. L'ETOILE:  Kind of along those lines,
19  Mr. Cooper, I was curious if you could get a ten-foot-wide
20  sidewalk with a clear span?
21            MR. COOPER:  Yes, it's possible.  And anything is
22  possible, it's just the idea that clear span was to try to
23  minimize the depth added in over the river.
24            We can thicken that up a little bit to provide a
25  deeper section to support the sidewalk and push the width
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 1  out to something wider than the standard eight foot that
 2  we've got on there right now.
 3            MR. L'ETOILE:  Okay.  Thanks, Mike.
 4            MS. SANTER:  I mean, eight feet is actually pretty
 5  good for a sidewalk width because I think, like, standard
 6  commercial would be five feet.  So eight feet is not bad
 7  with a clear span.
 8            Great.  Any other comments on these two topics?  I
 9  really appreciate everyone's feedback.
10            MR. L'ETOILE:  One other question, maybe, Barb,
11  just thinking about pedestrian circulation.
12            If there is no grading in between the bridges,
13  would there be an opportunity to look at the connections --
14  just the point of connection between the pedestrian walks
15  and the sidewalk along Arlington?
16            Nope.  Judy's not cringing.  Maybe she's
17  covering --
18            MS. TORTELLI:  I am going to jump in there a
19  little bit.  Right now, John, we don't know for sure what
20  the footprint of our bridge is going to look like.
21            So once we determine how far out we're going to be
22  going, then we'll start looking all connections into the
23  existing pathways.  But, I mean, access to park and to those
24  existing pathways is a key component of this project.
25            So, like I said, right now were not sure.  We're
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 1  kind of in the final stages of determining what our
 2  footprint is going to look like and how high do we have to
 3  raise that bridge and how far out are we going to be.
 4            So, hopefully, that helps answer your question.
 5            MR. L'ETOILE:  It does.  Thanks, Judy.
 6            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, we're going to go
 7  ahead and keep moving on.  This is great feedback.  Thank
 8  you, everybody.
 9            Let's move on to our railings.
10            MS. SANTER:  Okay.  So one of aspects of design
11  that we thought was important was to maintain -- to
12  establish some element of transparency to the bridge
13  railing.
14            As might recall, the existing bridge railing is
15  solid concrete.  So when you're driving in your car, you
16  cannot see the river at all.  I mean, certainly if you're on
17  the bridge and looking over the railing -- although it's too
18  short, so it particularly works today -- you can see the
19  river.
20            But just work -- having been involved with
21  aesthetics on both the Virginia Street and Center Street
22  replacements over the years, it's been kind of a common
23  request of the public to be able to have some element of
24  transparency and be able to see the river.
25            So we're recommending that that should be -- that
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 1  is kind of an important aspect of the design.  You can see
 2  the examples that we showed on the upper left is not a
 3  super-decorative railing, but it's got the transparency with
 4  the cutouts in the concrete.
 5            The lower left is more of a hybrid design we just
 6  came up with that has vehicular rating of those two heavy
 7  rails, the horizontal rails, but then exterior railing and
 8  those bars are much more transparent.  So it's kind of the
 9  best of both worlds.  This was just a quick study we just
10  did, but it kind of incorporates that little chevron
11  elements that is on the Downtown Post Office and some of
12  other -- it's like a kind of an art deco feature.
13            And then I will just go through the photos and
14  then the list of topics here.
15            Then the photo on the lower-right side is one of
16  the railings from Center Street Bridge, which is like a
17  hybrid of both the concrete vehicular-rated railing with a
18  transparent railing on top.  So it's possible to do
19  something like that as well.
20            But, again, just to summarize, this topic slide is
21  we do recommend that people want to be able to view the
22  river.
23            We do think in this case we should avoid the
24  double railing concept because there are so many special
25  events out here, and people really want to be able to walk
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 1  back and forth across the street because it's actually
 2  closed for special events.
 3            So we think we should avoid that double railing,
 4  but we can still accomplish the transparent railing if we do
 5  something along the lines of the lower left or one of these
 6  other options.
 7            Again, there is a potential for some decorative
 8  railing and decorative steel hybrid or a pedestrian --
 9  excuse me, a vehicular-rated metal guardrail rail with a
10  custom artistic-detailed grading on the outside, and that's
11  kind of like on the lower left.
12            And then on the lower right, the art deco,
13  concrete railing exists along the norther floodwall, Sierra
14  Street Bridge and Center Street Bridge.
15            So we have kind of got the -- kind of the nod to
16  the art deco already down there on quite a few of these
17  bridges.
18            So those are kind of the big ideas on this, is do
19  you want the transparent railing?  And then, do you agree we
20  should avoid the double railing?  And we'll have a
21  discussion on this in a moment.
22            Again, this other topic is to maintain pedestrian
23  accessibility.  Again, in order to do that, we recommend
24  avoiding the double-bridge railing because of the large
25  number of special events and need for pedestrian
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 1  accessibility.
 2            The photo on the upper left is the double railing
 3  example from Center Street right on the bridge where you've
 4  got that vehicular railing right behind the curb with the
 5  lights.
 6            Then on the left, is the super transparent, but
 7  very pretty and sparkly, aluminum railing that we had to put
 8  the vehicular railing on the right side there because the
 9  one on the left does not stop cars from, possibly, falling
10  off the bridge if somebody were to have to a mistake there.
11  So we're recommending not doing this.  We think we should
12  have smooth pedestrian movement across the street.
13            Also, even if the elevation of the street needs to
14  be raised, and to to kind of make sure that point is -- we
15  don't have all the final answers on that yet, as Judy
16  explained, but, again, looking at lower right little image,
17  if Arlington Street does need to be elevated, we're kind of
18  recommending that we just regrade those areas into the park
19  and make it a little, you know, steepen up the grass areas,
20  but don't put, for example, small retaining walls or things
21  like in if we can avoid it.
22            Then we can use that opportunity to, maybe, do
23  some street tree planting if the evaluation needs to be
24  raised.
25            Then the last topic, not exactly in the
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 1  highlighting of this slide, but provide some graffiti
 2  coating for easy maintenance and graffiti removal.
 3            The lower-left slide also is just kind of an
 4  example of streets that have a lot of pedestrians on them.
 5  That's kind of a plaza, but just the idea that the street
 6  could have trees and a few more trees, and it's closed off
 7  now and then, so it becomes kind of a really nice pedestrian
 8  space.
 9            Okay.  The third point in this series is the
10  widened-bridge deck, and we already had a lot of discussion
11  about.  The consideration would be, do you want to widen the
12  bridge deck to allow for greater pedestrian viewing?
13            And as Mike kind of pointed out, it looks like the
14  single-pier-in-the-river type of bridge would need to be
15  used in order to accommodate that.
16            Again, just pointing out that both Center Street
17  Bridge and Virginia Street Bridge have those widened decks.
18  You can see that in plan view, that's the Virginia Street
19  bridge there, and then the Center Street Bridge; both the
20  centers are kind of widened.
21            The photo on the lower left is a photo of that
22  double-bridge railing with the super-transparent outside
23  railing, and then the vehicular-rated inner railing.
24            Then the photo on the lower right is the Virginia
25  Street Bridge with some people walking right about where the
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 1  bridge gets about as wide is it gets.  It does cast a really
 2  nice shadow, I might say, on that photo.
 3            So going --
 4            MR. COOPER:  Hey, Barb?
 5            MS. SANTER:  Yes.
 6            MR. COOPER:  Can I just make one point here on the
 7  wider sidewalk?
 8            MS. SANTER:  Sure.
 9            MR. COOPER:  Speaking in terms of it being a
10  little bit more complex on the rigid frame structure to have
11  the wider sidewalk, it's all about having the wider sidewalk
12  just out at mid-span over the river.
13            Certainly, if we were to look at a wider sidewalk
14  over the full length of the structure, that's a different
15  animal altogether, and could be easily accommodated.
16            We need to be looking at how that wider structure
17  ties in at both ends of the bridge.  Does it match, does it
18  fit in well, or does it cause other conflicts?  We need to
19  look to that.
20            That would be a way to get a wider sidewalk with
21  that rigid-frame structure.
22            MS. SANTER:  So just making the whole thing wider
23  from one end to the other, you think that could be
24  accommodated with the clear span?
25            MR. COOPER:  Yes.
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 1            MS. SANTER:  Oh.
 2            MR. COOPER:  Because you would be widening the
 3  structure underneath out as well.  You wouldn't be
 4  cantilevering the wider structure off of a narrower bridge
 5  to create the effect just over the river.
 6            But, as I say we'd need to look at how the tie-ins
 7  work at the ends of the bridge.
 8            MS. SANTER:  Yes.
 9            MR. COOPER:  For the structure, you have to make
10  sure things fit together with what you're landing on at the
11  two banks; that works together.
12            MS. SANTER:  Great.  Good to know.
13            MR. COOPER:  Just a clarification.
14            MS. SANTER:  Yes.  Absolutely.  That's really good
15  to know.
16            Okay.  So any questions?  What are your thoughts
17  about this?  Again, the smooth pedestrian movement idea,
18  railing or not double railing, should the railing be
19  transparent, and should the bridge deck be widened.
20            So opening up to your comments on those topics.
21            MS. DOWTY:  Hi, everyone.  This is Kayla Dowty.  I
22  am representing the Carson-Truckee Water Conservancy
23  District.  We are the local sponsor for the 408 permit that
24  this project is going to need.
25            I know that I am probably starting to sound like a
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 1  broken record on these working groups, but this has been a
 2  really nice presentation to kind follow the trends of the
 3  other bridges, and how access from those bridges is,
 4  especially for large equipment.
 5            So just looking at these two bridges that you have
 6  here, the Virginia Street Bridge, while it's really pretty,
 7  these cantilevered sidewalks and then also the cable
 8  railing, allows virtually no access to the river from the
 9  bridge.
10            And I don't if any of you have seen it before, but
11  I was just on a field walk with a couple of the guys from
12  the City of Reno, and we were talking about, during a flood,
13  both the City and the Carson-Truckee actually has
14  contractors that bring large equipment, particularly like an
15  excavator, out on to some of these bridge decks, and they
16  actually pick logs out of the river as they're coming
17  downstream to help mitigate flood impacts to the Downtown
18  area.
19            So, obviously, like, the Virginia Street Bridge,
20  there is no way that we can get access there to do that.
21  Then, also, the Center Street Bridge with the double
22  railing, there is no way to get access there either.
23            So we're quickly kind of like ticking off bridges
24  where you can have access during floods, also just general
25  maintenance.  I know the City of Reno needs to be able to
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 1  access the bridges for general maintenance.
 2            So that is going to be really, really important
 3  when the Carson-Truckee is reviewing the application for the
 4  408 permit, that there is access for large equipment.
 5            One other thing that I'll mention is that, since
 6  this one is just adjacent to the kayak park, due to the
 7  flows through the kayak park, they tend to get sediment
 8  buildup in the kayak park features, and as, just a general
 9  requirement of the Martis Creek Agreement, the City of Reno
10  has to keep that sediment out so that we don't raise water
11  surface elevations.
12            So as a result of that, it would also be really
13  beneficial, I think, to the City in general to have another
14  way to access the river, not even from the bridge, but also
15  just from the riverbank, again, with large equipment.
16            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
17            MS. DOWTY:  So I guess to just kind of round out
18  that comment, I don't think that double railing would be
19  preferred, at least from our standpoint.
20            Then, also, I am hoping that the design is not to
21  encompass these cantilevered sidewalks like the Virginia
22  Street Bridge did.
23            I don't know if you guys are at the point in the
24  conceptual design that you've, I don't know, been able to
25  kind of identify what access is, or what you are planning
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 1  access.
 2            MS. TORTELLI:  So, Kayla, I really appreciate your
 3  bring up the flood debris removal.  That has been a key
 4  component --
 5            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.  Yes.
 6            MS. TORTELLI:  -- and something that we do know
 7  and understand that has to carry forward.
 8            But you're right, we start talking about pretty
 9  bridges and making them pretty and making them wide, and
10  sometimes we lose site of that access.
11            So, like I said, I appreciate your bringing that
12  up.
13            At this point, again, as we start to to determine
14  what our footprint is going to be and look a little bit more
15  closely into the access, we're just going to have to keep
16  that in mind.
17            We're not quite there yet, but it's coming.
18            MS. DOWTY:  That would be great.  Thank you, guys.
19  I appreciate it.
20            MS. TORTELLI:  Um-hmm.
21            MS. JONES:  Judy, this is Theresa Jones.  Can you
22  hear me?
23            MS. TORTELLI:  Yes.
24            MS. JONES:  So just along those lines with regards
25  to access -- and NDOT can speak for this, and I've said it
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 1  before -- the very large UBIT, under-bridge inspection
 2  trucks, need to have access to inspect the underneath of the
 3  bridge and the girders.
 4            So these wider sidewalks makes that difficult, and
 5  I know that you guys are keeping that in mind.  I just
 6  wanted to piggyback off of Kayla's comments.
 7            Additionally, I would assume that this is a
 8  brand-new bridge, and that it's being modeled and designed
 9  to pass the hundred-year flood event, along with taking into
10  consideration the impacts to debris and scour and what not.
11            I'm certain that that's being considered in the
12  design of this bridge.
13            MR. COOPER:  Yes, Theresa, absolutely.
14  Absolutely.
15            And that was part of -- maybe, it was not real
16  clear, but part of my comment on the thinner structure
17  having less of an impact, potentially, on profile on
18  Arlington, has to do with making sure the underside of the
19  bridge is high enough to pass flood flows and considering
20  debris.
21            The thinner structure might do better at providing
22  that flood capacity and have less impact on profile on the
23  roadway above.
24            We're pretty constrained at both ends of the
25  project; the north bridge ties into an intersection, the
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 1  south bridge does as well.
 2            So there is little we can do there without profile
 3  without stepping on adjacent properties.
 4            So that is definitely something that we'll be
 5  looking more closely as we move ahead.
 6            MS. SANTER:  Great.
 7            MS. BUJA:  I'd like to add one comment in terms of
 8  double railing versus single railing.
 9            That bridge on Virgina Street is so beautiful, and
10  it's a statement in and of itself.  It makes this marvelous
11  statement.
12            I think staying with a single railing helps to set
13  that bridge off as its own entity, and then everything kind
14  of works out from it as aesthetic support.
15            If we keep with a lower profile on those other
16  bridges, in terms of their railings, but I'm so glad you're
17  going to open up the railings visually.  That's going to be
18  cool.
19            MS. SANTER:  Great.  Thank you.
20            MR. L'ETOILE:  I would agree.  The transparency
21  is -- I don't think that should even be a question.  That
22  should be viewed through, for sure.
23            With the double railing, the one design solution,
24  if you're trying to get safety for both pedestrians and
25  safety as it is a roadway as well as, maybe, not have a
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 1  solid wall, but some aesthetic type of pilaster or bollard
 2  so that pedestrians can move back and forth easily, but a
 3  car couldn't come up on to the sidewalk.
 4            Then the widening, I think pedestrian circulation
 5  is key.  If there's a desire to have like a viewpoint or
 6  someplace to gather for people along the bridge structure or
 7  directly over the river, maybe it is closer to the abutment
 8  so there's, you know, bulb out on all four corners or two
 9  with corners that people can look out over to water at those
10  sections at the more-structurally robust portions of the
11  bridge structure.
12            MS. SANTER:  That's an interesting thought.
13  Great.  Any other comments those topics?
14            Okay.  So maybe we can move on to our final couple
15  of topics.
16            One is textured abutment walls.  So what we were
17  thinking of considering an abutment wall, which is the wall
18  that is right underneath the bridge, as opposed to the
19  floodwall, just to clarify, that might have some more
20  texture to enhance the pedestrian experience and river-user
21  experience below the bridge.  And, again, this is the only
22  bridge right now that has pedestrian access below the
23  bridge, but, currently, the abutment walls are smooth.
24            A couple things we were thinking about, just
25  brainstorming, would be there is already cobble texture
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 1  that's being used, like on the Riverwalk, and, actually,
 2  some of the more -- I hate to use the word "historic," but I
 3  would say the oldest floodwalls down there do have sort of
 4  this cobble texture.
 5            So the image on the lower left is intending to
 6  represent that texture, but there, of course, a myriad of
 7  possibilities.
 8            So the second photo from the left on the bottom is
 9  actually a concrete texture called a "form liner" where that
10  was just a custom texture that was developed for a certain
11  project and is super stylize, and I think it's really
12  pretty.  I wouldn't say we would do this exact one here, but
13  that's another possibility.
14            The third one from the left is actually intended
15  to kind of represent a cottonwood tree bark, so that really
16  furrowed bark.  That would be a real naturalistic
17  possibility.
18            Then the one on the right is just like showing
19  what the Greek key looks like.  That's an element -- real
20  stylized element from the Downtown Post Office project.
21            So I guess it's kind of a two-part question.  I
22  mean, we would certainly explore other textures, but what do
23  you think about having a texture, I guess, versus just
24  smooth concrete, which is what's there now?
25            So we will go through our next couple topics, and
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 1  then have feedback on that here in a minute or so.
 2            I might go back to that and -- well, actually, I
 3  can just talk about that here as well.
 4            So, similarly, the floodwalls -- this project is
 5  not about replacing a lot of floodwall.
 6            However, the photo on the lower left kind of shows
 7  you the north floodwall.  That is a picture of the north
 8  Arlington Bridge, and you can see there's a kind of a smooth
 9  piece of wall where that culvert is, then you go to this
10  kind of older, rock type of floodwall, but then it
11  transitions into smooth concrete.  So we do have a variety
12  of floodwalls in the Downtown.
13            The diagram on the upper left is really the most
14  common type of floodwall on the north side of the river,
15  which is just smooth concrete, and then it's got the, kind
16  of, pilasters that extend down the wall -- actually, I think
17  may not be completely accurate.  I think those pilasters,
18  the concrete extends even further down the wall than what is
19  shown there -- then it's got the globe, kind of, art deco
20  lights on them.
21            So, I guess, we're kind of saying that we think
22  the floodwalls, there should be some consistency between the
23  bridges.  That's the first topic.
24            Secondly, the textures, horizontal reveals open
25  concrete railing and pilasters extended below, plus the
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 1  lighting, we kind of think should be consistent so it
 2  doesn't look like so much of a hodgepodge.
 3            Maybe the floodwall on the south side of the
 4  bridge should match with the cobble along the Riverwalk.
 5  That's a possibility on the south bridge replacement.
 6            Then, I don't know if we can do this, it would be
 7  great if we could do some kind of narrow planting at the
 8  base of the wall to soften the height.
 9            You can see, like on the photo on the lower left,
10  where the big riprap was added into the channel at the edge
11  of the wall.  That was, I'm sure, to facilitate the kayak
12  park.  It's kind of on the right side of the photo, and now
13  you can see some trees have grown in there.
14            So, of course to me, that is nicer looking than no
15  trees.  However, from the engineering or maintenance side,
16  maybe that is not the most ideal scenario.
17            Then just on the right-side photo, that's actually
18  a photo of the new and old floodwall at the Post Office.  So
19  that was constructed as part of the Virginia Street Bridge
20  Project, and in this case, the wall has the horizontal lines
21  or reveals, which does break up that big, expansive concrete
22  kind of nicely.
23            So I think the question is on the floodwalls,
24  we'll come up, do you agree that there should be consistency
25  between the bridges?
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 1            If there is, on the north side, it should probably
 2  look kind of like the upper left, and in the south side, it
 3  might want to look like the cobble that's at the Riverwalk.
 4            So maybe move on to the last slide, and then we
 5  can open up for final discussion.
 6            So the final topic is the idea of, kind of, the
 7  plaza street, and the consideration would be should we look
 8  at the Arlington Avenue plaza street concept to unify the
 9  park areas if the street between bridges needs to be
10  replaced?
11            So the thought is to consider, number one,
12  unifying, kind of, the paving so there's some continuity
13  between sidewalk and the street surfacing.  We can even
14  consider using some permeable pavers on the street and the
15  sidewalk to create a seamless transition and provide the
16  storm water infiltration.
17            So that would be sort of represented by -- I mean,
18  one version of that is on the lower-right side, that is a
19  type of permeable paver that actually happens to exist on
20  the northwest corner of the Arlington Street Bridge now.  Of
21  course, there many, many styles that could be considered.
22            The possibility is also to use like a sidewalk
23  paving that has a unique stamp or a sand blast that kind of
24  creates a theme.  The photos on the two lower left are
25  examples of that.
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 1            So on the lower left, that's actually a photo of
 2  the La Rambla, a super-famous street in Barcelona, where
 3  there is actually a canal underneath that street, and now
 4  it's a pedestrian plaza only.  But the wave pattern was
 5  chosen because there is actually water.  There is still a
 6  canal under there.  So what was sort of a reference to the
 7  water that was once there, which I think is really
 8  beautiful.
 9            Then middle one is just showing another design
10  just using a simple, it looks like, sand blast or exposed
11  aggregate.
12            So the big question here is just what do you think
13  about the idea of, perhaps, creating this kind of plaza
14  street idea, if the street between the bridges needs to be
15  replaced?
16            So moving on to the final slide, it would be --
17  these are the final, kind of, topics that we would like your
18  feedback on.
19            One, again, would be the plaza street, and then
20  the other one is should we incorporate some kind of texture
21  on the floodwalls, and then on the -- or excuse me, the
22  abutment walls.  Should we incorporate texture on the bridge
23  abutment walls?  And then the floodwalls, should we maintain
24  some consistency between the design of the floodwalls to
25  what's there now?
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 1            So opening it up for more comment patient.
 2            MS. KOSKI:  So this Kerrie, again.  Kerrie Koski,
 3  City of Reno, City Engineer.  I am going to weigh in a
 4  couple of things.
 5            The plaza street, I would like to say that
 6  Arlington Street is a street first.  Please keep that in
 7  mind.
 8            I would also like to say that accessibility to me
 9  is important to everyone.  So I would like the group to
10  think about -- textured surfaces and such are nice.  They
11  are fancy.  They catch your eye.
12            But we, at the City, often get complaints about
13  the smoothness, or if you think about people who are vision
14  impaired, how to do they -- how do they navigate it?  It's
15  kind of a balancing act.  So I am not really in support of a
16  lot of fancy textures on a plaza -- in a plaza.
17            As far as the floodwalls go, low maintenance.
18  That's all I ask is, whatever we put in there, let's make
19  sure that it does, obviously, match -- I would support
20  matching with adjacent, and make it low maintenance.
21            That's my two cents.
22            MS. SANTER:  Gotcha.
23            MS. KOSKI:  That's from the boring engineer.  I'm
24  sorry.
25            MS. SANTER:  Appreciate that.
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 1            Anybody else?
 2            MR. BREZINA:  Yes, Barbara.  This is Matt with the
 3  City of Reno Parks again.  I agree with Kerrie.  I think
 4  simple is better.  I think some of the decorative textures
 5  look nice, but once they are covered in our concrete gray
 6  paint to cover the graffiti, they don't look very nice at
 7  all.
 8            I think whatever is easiest to cover up and
 9  simplify the coloring schemes, I think would probably be
10  easiest for everybody.
11            MS. SANTER:  Any others?
12            MS. BUJA:  This is Ann again.  I don't know if
13  it's possible, I always look at these sorts of things and
14  think what are we going to think when we look this a hundred
15  years from now?  Will it feel timeless, or will it feel like
16  you can point at it and say, oh, I know exactly when that
17  was done.
18            And the first time I saw it, I really didn't like
19  it, but the sculpture walls that are done along the highways
20  now -- we moved here from Colorado, and on a lot of walls
21  lining the highways, the sound barriers, we have the front
22  range, we have geostructures that show how the land
23  developed.  When we moved here, you know, there are the
24  quail along the highways.
25            So what if we used this as a place where we could
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 1  do flora and fauna?  Local flora and fauna, and have that be
 2  the design along those flood walls.
 3            I think it can be kept simple paint-wise, I think
 4  it's not too hard to maintain.  Just a thought.
 5            MS. SANTER:  That's good.  Well, I am from Fort
 6  Collins, originally, and I am very familiar with, like, a
 7  lot of the textures they did on the I-25 on the T-Rex
 8  Project that have, kind of, the beautiful buffalo and
 9  swallows.
10            I mean, John L'Etoile is in charge of the program
11  at NDOT that does all that work for our highways.
12            So we are kind of knee-deep in that kind of work
13  and reference.  So we're all as excited, or at least I am,
14  about that kind of thing.
15            I like, personally, the idea of, maybe, like,
16  referencing the cottonwood or the trembling leaves somehow,
17  because that was such a -- it's just such a significant
18  component of the Truckee Meadows is, you know, were in this
19  kind of funny oasis in the middle of the Great Basin, of
20  course at the toe of the Sierra too.
21            John?
22            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  I am part of that program,
23  but those designs are yours, Barb.  Those quail.
24            MS. SANTER:  That's true.  The quail and the fish,
25  which I was referring, by the way, to the Lahontan cutthroat
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 1  trout that I am super excited about possibly returning to
 2  Downtown river now that they have been taking away some of
 3  the impediments like to the Derby Dam and all that.
 4            I mean, apparently, there used to be 20-pound fish
 5  getting drawn out of the Truckee River in Downtown Reno.  It
 6  is crazy.
 7            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  That's fantastic.
 8            MS. SANTER:  And that would tie in, maybe to some
 9  of the thoughts Michon had too about just referencing some
10  of the importance of the Truckee River to the Tribes, you
11  know.
12            Doing it in a really clean, timeless way, that
13  would bee my only concern is that -- and I know there is a
14  way to do it, but just making so it's something that you
15  kind of get, but it's kind of subtle and just beautiful and
16  not -- just really --
17            MS. BUJA:  Not tacky.
18            MS. SANTER:  Not tacky.  Yes.  Right.
19            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes. Yes.  If it's not completely
20  literal, I mean, it's a little more abstracted so it
21  resonates with the river and the cultural and the history of
22  the Tribes, which I think would be great to have that thread
23  in there this as well.
24            MS. BUJA:  I grew up in New Mexico, and a lot of
25  the architecture in Albuquerque and around pulls from the
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 1  Hopi and the Navajo and the Pueblo Tribes, and they are art,
 2  and it's replicated.  It was really -- I mean, that was our
 3  art deco.
 4            I am wondering if we can do the same thing again
 5  to reference the Paiute people.  I mean, they've only been,
 6  you know, 800 -- as one of the women informed me:  We've
 7  been here about 800 hundred years longer than you.  And I
 8  look really great.
 9            So if there would be a way to use that on the
10  walls.  Except I don't want them down on the water, I want
11  them up where we can see them, always.
12            MR. L'ETOILE:  Yes.  A couple of other opinions on
13  the patterns that you have there on the bottom.
14            The Greek patterning, I think is more -- resonates
15  a little better with an architectural element.  Maybe steel.
16  Maybe no not so much for river.
17            And the -- I like the idea of the bark and
18  bringing in the trembling leaves idea somehow.  But bark
19  being, you know, the patterning along that wall, just not
20  sure about that.
21            I am a creature of consistency, so I think I'm,
22  maybe along the lines with Kerrie on keeping the walls
23  similar throughout the river corridor.
24            But the texturing does definitely impedes some of
25  the graffiti.  There's so much less graffiti, we find, on
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 1  walls that have a deeper texture and pattern to them than
 2  otherwise.  So that would be important.
 3            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
 4            Anyone else?
 5            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Well, great discussion.  I
 6  mean, I kind of have this slide here for group discussion
 7  and consensus.
 8            I think, for the most part, all of the items that
 9  we have kind of proposed as aesthetic elements are important
10  for us to carry forward.  That's what I'm getting of the
11  discussion, and we will carry all of those forward.  We need
12  to look at them in a little bit more detail.
13            I do want to remind the group that this is the
14  feasibility study, so we're not really getting into the
15  finer details of the aesthetics, but as we kick off NEPA and
16  design, we will be.
17            So right now in terms of next steps, I mean, the
18  group is going to put together a summary of notes from our
19  TAC meetings and our three Stakeholder Working Group
20  meetings that we have had with all of you, and present the
21  findings and the comments to the City of Reno Council and
22  our RTC Board.
23            Then we're going to refine some of our renderings
24  and the way the bridge concepts look, and put together some
25  of these aesthetic elements on the bridge so that we can
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 1  show that stuff to the public and get feedback from them at
 2  our second and final public information meeting.
 3            Once we get some feedback from the public, we'll
 4  take that discussion and those comments and we'll gobble
 5  them up into the feasibility study and present to the City
 6  of Reno Council and RTC Board again, and then we will
 7  finalize things.
 8            So I really appreciate everbody's participation
 9  today, and I think we've got great feedback.
10            Like I said, I feel like as a group, all the
11  things that we have presented today, everybody, you know,
12  for the most part, we should carry everything forward.
13            I think our recommendation to remove the double
14  railing -- I mean, not look at the double railing, I feel
15  like that's something that we don't need to carry forward
16  because it limits pedestrian accessibility.
17            MS. SANTER:  Um-hmm.
18            MS. TORTELLI:  And I'll just take a breath and see
19  if anybody disagrees with that.
20            Okay.  Are there any additional ideas that anybody
21  wants to throw out in the last -- we don't really have any
22  minutes left, but in the last little bit of time that we're
23  here?
24            MR. L'ETOILE:  If you eliminated the curb so you
25  don't have a -- maybe, have a different patterning for the
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 1  pedestrian and the vehicular.
 2            MS. TORTELLI:  Remove to curb.  I guess I am not
 3  following.
 4            MR. L'ETOILE:  Well, sorry.  You know what, I was
 5  thinking that in terms of if we the double railing or some
 6  type of staggering railing, we might do something like that.
 7            But, nope, scratch that, Judy.
 8            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.
 9            MR. STEWART:  Judy, this is Brian with RTC.  I
10  really like the idea that Mike brought up with respect to
11  the wider bridge.  And, maybe, at least looking at is it
12  feasible, since it's a feasibility study, to provide that
13  from abutment to abutment.  Then on that surface, you can do
14  (inaudible), so you might not have to use everything for
15  pedestrian or bikes or transportation, if you can
16  accommodate that.
17            So I think that would be something to look at that
18  could then give you some of these other options out there.
19            So, in any case, I don't want to lose that idea to
20  explore a little bit.
21            MS. TORTELLI:  Okay.  Anything else from anyone?
22            MS. HARSH:  Judy, this is Toni.  Do you want the
23  comments from the public?
24            MS. TORTELLI:  I certainly -- Toni, you are more
25  that welcome to speak now.
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 1            MS. HARSH:  Okay.  And thank you so much.  I
 2  thought it was an amazing presentation.  I loved everything.
 3            And what I did the last tame, was I simply went
 4  through some highlights on my notes, and you captured them
 5  beautifully, and I just thank you so much for letting me
 6  participate in this.
 7            So very quickly, okay -- because I have seven
 8  pages of notes, but I only pick up a few -- some of the
 9  things that I wanted to bring up is don't -- which may
10  follow up with -- or come up with Parks and Recreation, is
11  there has always been a huge appetite for the ice rink, and
12  that seemed to be best location down there.  And that's
13  later on, you know, just a comment.  That seemed to be --
14  and that's why we had that few-mile-an-hour thing is it's
15  still residue from the ice rink.
16            Regarding street lights, we have a tendency, and
17  the example is perfect on Booth Street, that we somehow
18  order our lights and forget that sometimes they are going on
19  pedestals and not at street level, so we get them out of
20  portion to the pedestrians.  So I just would remind us of
21  that.  I think you can see examples of that through the
22  pictures.
23            I love the idea of globes, and, by the way, I love
24  the green lights in the lights down on the river.  It's very
25  exciting to see.
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 1            Regarding that floodwalls, having participated in
 2  the conversations with the natural river and flood
 3  management, the floodwalls are a part of that.  I don't know
 4  where that falls with funding right now, but discussion on
 5  floodwalls goes clear back into the 1990s.
 6            I really like the idea, and I don't know who
 7  mention it, is the idea of a certain motif on the north side
 8  and a different motif on the south side, because you don't
 9  feel like you're going down a canyon and it's repetitious.
10  Plus the necessity for floodwall is far higher on the north
11  side than the south side.
12            Debris.  Debris is paramount, I mean, you've heard
13  this all the way through.  That is the main discussion that
14  comes out of the flood management, and we're still not
15  addressing that upstream where it should be addressed like
16  they do in other communities.  So that's a separate
17  conversation that needs to be addressed and needs
18  established because that will clean up a lot of the
19  situations that you have with the structure of the bridges
20  Downtown.  And the need for grass and the timbers and the
21  trees out of that.
22            So I would just comment I don't know you want to
23  throw that little monkey-on-your-back to somebody to talk
24  about debris sweep.
25            Just a point of discussion with all of the
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 1  components of where you are going into river for
 2  pedestrians.  There is an ADA accessible access, which is on
 3  the south side of the river across from Barbara Bennett
 4  Park.  So you might want to put that on your map that.
 5            The -- let me see.  Oh, I loved the comments that
 6  were made about that the lighting should not be
 7  overwhelming; that it should be enhancing.  I think that
 8  that came back around many times, and I think there's going
 9  to be a happy medium there of where it is going to be to
10  enhance and where it's going on, you know, some sort of --
11  we don't want dark shadows, but you guys know that better
12  than I do.
13            Believe it or not, I'm on page 5.
14            Yes.  Most important coming out of the workshops
15  from living river, which go way back, is the desire for the
16  community to interact with the river.
17            So I think you've captured that, but just
18  reiterating that the public is just so involved in that and
19  excited about it that has not waned, even though we have tad
20  to change municipal code so that we at least allowed people
21  to get into the river.  So that was pretty exciting.
22            Regarding your accessibility for pedestrians, they
23  have changed the shading requirement down along the river.
24  There used to be a shading -- you know, you couldn't be
25  above a certain elevation on the north side of the river at
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 1  a certain time.  That has changed, and it may not impact --
 2  well, it could -- not it won't impact -- the Arlington
 3  Street Bridge.  But it's just a comment that we do have a
 4  lot of slippery -- very slippery situation as we come down,
 5  coming from south to north entering Arlington Street Bridge.
 6  You know, who knows what we're going to have in the future,
 7  but that was always a major safety issue there.
 8            That cover it in no particular order.  I love
 9  everybody's comments.  They were so valuable.  Thank you for
10  listening to me.
11            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
12            MS. TORTELLI:  Toni, thank you so much for that
13  input.  That was really helpful.  And I appreciate you being
14  patient and waiting until the end.
15            MS. HARSH:  Sure.
16            MS. TORTELLI:  Thank you for that.
17            MS. JONES:  Judy, this is Honor.  May I also make
18  a couple of comments?
19            MS. TORTELLI:  Sure, Honor.  Go ahead.
20            MS. JONES:  I missed your last presentation, so
21  some of these -- my comments will revert back to that.
22            I do like your presentation and mentioned the
23  first 100 years, and also bringing it into the coming 100
24  years and how the use of the river and how we're going to
25  enjoy it as a population is going to be quite different.
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 1            With that in mind, and you said it very
 2  accurately, we've got a street (inaudible) and I would like
 3  to come back to one thing because I didn't quite get the
 4  feasibility for why we dropped out an elevated bridge
 5  because everything I'm hearing today kind of tells us that
 6  an elevated bridge would eliminate some of the issues that
 7  you have discussed.
 8            One would be to start out with accessing for
 9  maintenance, and the other would be debris.  We wouldn't
10  have that element.
11            We've also got a repetition of the Virginia Street
12  bridge with an elevated look, and we would again accommodate
13  the upcoming and fastly growing -- and this is popular
14  across America -- outdoor activities at Wingfield Park.
15            We know with the population increase here in the
16  Reno area, we're only going to get more people that will be
17  attracted to come down there for more special events.
18            I am wondering if we are -- we don't need to
19  reconsider some of these things.
20            I would like to then kind of hit on something I
21  have dealt with in the last 15 years of my life because I
22  have taken care of an ADA needs person, but I can't stress
23  enough to keep your designs on your flat surfaces to be
24  ADA-compliant so that you just don't have any niches or
25  grooves that your wheels can get stuck in.
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 1            Remember, too, about the railings.  And,
 2  incidentally, I know that they increased the heights of
 3  railings, but let's be careful not to use your designs to be
 4  a ladder so that somebody could climb up them and go over.
 5            I like the lighting because it is increased.  It's
 6  a modern trend.  But I don't see us as Chicago.  Chicago did
 7  show the string of lights, but that mimics the skyscrapers.
 8            We've got the curve of the park, the curve of the
 9  river, so I believe our lighting should duplicate that sort
10  of look.
11            But I do want that say, or ask this question is,
12  maybe, it should be reconsidered to look at the elevation
13  again of a bridge.  And particularly for safety.
14            We've got ambulances that need to go to St. Mary's
15  fast; we don't need to be caught with road closures or
16  people crossing the street.  We've got fire trucks, we've
17  got all of those, and I know there is a little engineer in
18  my background, but still function before form is a rule.
19            So with that, I think I've contributed a citizen's
20  comments.  Thank you.  It was just a very well put together
21  presentation, and I know those things take time to do, so
22  kudos to all who were work concerned.  Thank you.
23            MS. SANTER:  Thank you.
24            MS. TORTELLI:  Yes.  And thank you, Honor.  I'll
25  have to reach out to you.  We have a recap from our last
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 1  Stakeholder Working Group meeting where we talked about the
 2  reasons behind why the elevated bridge concept was not
 3  recommended to be carried forward.  There's also some more
 4  details on that in our TAC-2 meeting stuff.
 5            When I get that stuff posted on the website, I
 6  will reach out to you and let you know so you have an
 7  opportunity to look at that.
 8            MS. JONES:  Thank you.
 9            MS. TORTELLI:  We will be, like I said, right now,
10  the way this process has worked is we started off with a
11  public information meeting and we went out to the public and
12  we said:  Hey, these are our bridge concepts that we want to
13  look at.
14            We told the public about the process that we were
15  planning to follow, you know, our TAC meetings and our
16  Stakeholder Working Group meetings.
17            We're through those now.  We have some recommended
18  bridge concepts that we have to take back to the public and
19  get their input.
20            So we'll be presenting that information to the
21  public, probably, early next year, maybe, like February or
22  March.  So stay tuned for that.
23            Well, we're not doing too bad.  It's about 15
24  minutes after 3 it looks like.  So I think we got through a
25  lot of the material in a short amount of time.
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 1            Christmas is next week so I wore my Santa hat
 2  today.  I just want to try and stay in the -- get myself in
 3  the Christmas spirit here, and I would like to wish
 4  everybody happy holidays.
 5            Thank you for participating.
 6            MS. SANTER:  Thanks, everyone.
 7            (Meeting was concluded at 3:14 P.M.)
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 1  STATE OF NEVADA     )
                        )  ss.
 2  COUNTY OF WASHOE    )
 3
 4            I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, court reporter, do
 5  hereby certify:
 6            That I was present via Zoom audio visual on
 7  December 15, 2020, at the RTC Stakeholder Working Group
 8  Meeting-3, and took stenotype notes of the proceedings
 9  entitled herein, and thereafter transcribed said proceedings
10  into typewriting as herein appears.
11            That the foregoing transcript is a full, true, and
12  correct transcription of my stenotype notes of said
13  proceedings consisting of 86 pages.
14            DATED:  At Reno, Nevada, this 26th day of
15  December, 2020.
16
17                            /s/ Brandi Ann Vianney Smith
                        __________________________________
18                      BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH
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